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THERE WAS A SCREAM, and then the loud roar of fire
enveloping silken hangings, then a mounting crescendo of shouts
of panic that spread and spread from one tent to another as the
flames ran too, leaping from one silk standard to another, running
up guy ropes and bursting through muslin doors. Then the horses
were neighing in terror and men shouting to calm them, but the
terror in their own voices made it worse, until the whole plain was
alight with a thousand raging blazes, and the night swirled with
smoke and rang with shouts and screams.

The little girl, starting up out of her bed in her fear, cried out in
Spanish for her mother and screamed: “The Moors? Are the
Moors coming for us?”

“Dear God, save us, they are firing the camp!” her nurse gasped.
“Mother of God, they wil rape me and spit you on their sickle
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blades.”

“Mother!” cried the child, struggling from her bed. “Where is my
mother?” She dashed outside, her nightgown flapping at her legs,
the hangings of her tent now alight and blazing up

behind her in an inferno of panic. Al the thousand, thousand tents
in the camp were ablaze, sparks pouring up into the dark night
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sky like fiery fountains, blowing like a swarm of fireflies to carry
the disaster onwards.

“Mother!” She screamed for help.

Out of the flames came two huge, dark horses, like great, mythical
beasts moving as one, jet black against the brightness of the fire.
High up, higher than one could dream, the child’s mother bent
down to speak to her daughter who was trembling, her head no
higher than the horse’s shoulder.

“Stay with your nurse and be a good girl,” the woman
commanded, no trace of fear in her voice. “Your father and I have
to ride out and show ourselves.”
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“Let me come with you! Mother! I shal be burned. Let me come!
The Moors wil get me!” The little girl reached her arms up to her
mother.

The firelight glinted weirdly off the mother’s breastplate, off the
embossed greaves of her legs, as if she were a metal woman, a
woman of silver and gilt, as she leaned forwards to command. “If
the men don’t see me, then they wil desert,”

she said sternly.

“You don’t want that.”

“I don’t care!” the child wailed in her panic. “I don’t care about
anything but you! Lift me up!”
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“The army comes first,” the woman mounted high on the black
horse ruled. “I have to ride out.”

She turned her horse’s head from her panic-stricken daughter. “I
wil come back for you,” she said over her shoulder. “Wait there. I
have to do this now.” Helpless, the child watched her mother and
father ride away. “Madre!” she whimpered.

“Madre! Please!” but the woman did not turn.

“We wil be burned alive!” Madil a, her servant, screamed behind
her. “Run! Run and hide!”

“You can be quiet.” The child rounded on her with sudden angry
spite. “If I, the Princess of Wales herself, can be left in a burning
campsite, then you, who are nothing but a Morisco
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anyway, can certainly endure it.”

She watched the two horses go to and fro among the burning
tents. Everywhere they went the screams were stil ed and some
discipline returned to the terrified camp. The men formed lines,
passing buckets al the way to the irrigation channel, coming out of
terror back into order. Desperately, their general ran among his
men, beating them with the side of his sword into a scratch
battalion from those who had been fleeing only a moment before,
and arrayed them in defense formation on the plain, in case the
Moors had seen the pil ar of fire from their dark battlements and
sal ied out to attack and catch the camp in chaos. But no Moors
came that night: they stayed behind the high wal s of their castle
and wondered what fresh devilry the mad Christians were creating
in the darkness, too fearful to come out to the inferno that the
Christians had made, suspecting that it must be some infidel trap.
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The five-year-old child watched her mother’s determination
conquer fire itself, her queenly certainty douse panic, her belief in
success overcome the reality of disaster and defeat.

The little girl perched on one of the treasure chests, tucked her
nightgown around her bare toes, and waited for the camp to
settle.
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When the mother rode back to her daughter, she found her dry-
eyed and steady.

“Catalina, are you al right?” Isabel a of Spain dismounted and
turned to her youngest, most precious daughter, restraining
herself from pitching to her knees and hugging the little girl.
Tenderness would not raise this child as a warrior for Christ,
weakness must not be encouraged in a princess.

The child was as iron-spined as her mother. “I am al right now,”
she said.

“You weren’t afraid?”

“Not at al .”
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The woman nodded her approbation. “That is good,” she said.
“That is what I expect of a princess of Spain.”

“And Princess of Wales,” her daughter added.

This is me, this little five-year-old girl, perching on the treasure
chest with a face white as marble and blue eyes wide with fear,
refusing to tremble, biting my lips so I don’t cry out again. This is
me, conceived in a camp by parents who are rivals as well as
lovers, born in a moment snatched between battles in a winter of
torrential floods, raised by a strong woman in armor, on campaign
for all of my childhood, destined to fight for my place in the world,
to fight for my faith against another, to fight for my word against
another’s: born to fight for my name for my faith and for my
throne. I am Catalina, Princess of Spain, daughter of the two
greatest monarchs the world has ever known: Isabella of Castile
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and Ferdinand of Aragon. Their names are feared from Cairo to
Baghdad to Constantinople to India and beyond by all the Moors
in all their many nations: Turks, Indians, Chinamen; our rivals,
admirers, enemies till death. My parents’ names are blessed by
the Pope as the finest kings to defend the faith against the might
of Islam; they are the greatest crusaders of Christendom as well
as the first kings of Spain; and I am their youngest daughter,
Catalina, Princess of Wales, and I will be Queen of England.

Since I was a child of three, I have been betrothed in marriage to
Prince Arthur, son of King Henry of England,
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and when I am fifteen I shall sail to his country in a beautiful ship
with my standard flying at the top of the mast, and I shall be his
wife and then his queen. His country is rich and fertile—filled with
fountains and the sound of dripping water, ripe with warm fruits
and scented with flowers; and it will be my country, I shall take
care of it. All this has been arranged almost since my birth, I have
always known it will be; and though I shall be sorry to leave my
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mother and my home, after all, I was born a princess, destined to
be queen, and I know my duty.

I am a child of absolute convictions. I know that I will be Queen of
England because it is God’s will, and it is my mother’s order. And I
believe, as does everyone in my world, that God and my mother
are generally of the same mind; and their will is always done.

In the morning the campsite outside Granada was a dank mess of
smoldering hangings, destroyed tents, heaps of

smoky forage, everything destroyed by one candle carelessly set.
There could be nothing but retreat. The Spanish army had ridden
out in its pride to set siege to the last great kingdom of the Moors
in Spain, and had been burned to nothing. It would have to ride
back again, to regroup.
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“No, we don’t retreat,” Isabel a of Spain ruled.

The generals, cal ed to a makeshift meeting under a singed
awning, batted away the flies that were swarming around the
camp, feasting off the wreckage.

“Your Majesty, we have lost for this season,” one of the generals
said gently to her. “It is not a matter of pride nor of wil ingness. We
have no tents, we have no shelter, we have been destroyed by il
luck. We wil have to go back and provision ourselves once more,
set the siege again. Your husband”—he nodded to the dark,
handsome man who stood slightly to one side of the group,
listening—“he knows this. We al know this. We wil set the siege
again, they wil not defeat us. But a good general knows when he
has to retreat.”
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Every man nodded. Common sense dictated that nothing could be
done but release the Moors of Granada from their siege for this
season. The battle would keep. It had been coming for seven
centuries. Each year had seen generations of Christian kings
increase their lands at the cost of the

Moors. Every battle had pushed back the time-honored Moorish
rule of al Andalus a little farther to the south. Another year would
make no difference. The little girl, her back against a damp tent
post that smel ed of wet embers, watched her mother’s serene
expression. It never changed.

“Indeed it is a matter of pride,” she corrected him. “We are fighting
an enemy who understands pride better than any other. If we
crawl away in our singed clothes, with our burned carpets rol ed
up under our arms, they wil laugh themselves to al-Yanna, to their
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paradise. I cannot permit it. But more than al of this: it is God’s wil
that we fight the Moors, it is God’s wil that we go forwards. It is not
God’s wil that we go back. So we must go forwards.”

The child’s father turned his head with a quizzical smile, but he did
not dissent. When the generals looked to him, he made a smal
gesture with his hand. “The queen is right,” he said. “The queen is
always right.”

“But we have no tents, we have no camp!”

He directed the question to her. “What do you think?”

“We shal build one,” she decided.
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“Your Majesty, we have laid waste to the countryside for miles al
around. I daresay we could not sew so much as a

kamiz for the Princess of Wales. There is no cloth. There is no
canvas. There are no watercourses, no crops in the field.

We have broken the canals and plowed up the crops. We have
laid them waste; but it is we that are destroyed.”
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“So we build in stone. I take it we have stone?”

The king turned a brief laugh into clearing his throat. “We are
surrounded by a plain of arid rocks, my love,” he said. “One thing
we do have is stone.”

“Then we wil build; not a camp but a city of stone.”

“It cannot be done!”

She turned to her husband. “It wil be done,” she said. “It is God’s
wil and mine.” He nodded. “It wil be done.” He gave her a quick,
private smile. “It is my duty to see that God’s wil is done; and my
pleasure to enforce yours.” The army,
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defeated by fire, turned instead to the elements of earth and
water. They toiled like slaves in the heat of the sun and the chil of
the evenings. They worked the fields like peasants where they
had thought they would triumphantly advance.

Everyone—cavalry officers, generals, the great lords of the
country, the cousins of kings—was expected to toil in the heat of
the sun and lie on hard, cold ground at night.

The Moors, watching from the high, impenetrable battlements of
the red fort on the hil above Granada, conceded that the
Christians had courage. No one could say that they were not
determined. And equal y, everyone knew that they were doomed.
No force could take the red fort at Granada; it had never fal en in
two centuries. It was placed high on a cliff, overlooking a plain that
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was itself a wide, bleached bowl. It could not be surprised by a
hidden attack.

The cliff of red rock that towered up from the plain became
imperceptibly the wal s of red stone of the castle, rising high and
higher; no scaling ladders could reach the top, no party could
climb the sheer face.

Perhaps it could be betrayed by a traitor; but what fool could be
found who would abandon the steady, serene power of the Moors,
with al the known world behind them, with an undeniable faith to
support them, to join the rabid madness of the Christian army
whose kings owned only a few mountainous acres of Europe and
who were hopelessly
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divided? Who would want to leave al-Yanna, the garden, which
was the image of paradise itself, inside the wal s of the most
beautiful palace in Spain, the most beautiful palace in Europe, for
the rugged anarchy of the castles and fortresses of Castile and
Aragon?

Reinforcements would come for the Moors from Africa; they had
kin and al ies from Morocco to Senegal. Support would come for
them from Baghdad, from Constantinople. Granada might look
smal compared with the conquests that Ferdinand and Isabel a
had made, but standing behind Granada was the greatest empire
in the world—the empire of the Prophet, praise be his name.

But, amazingly, day after day, week after week, slowly, fighting the
heat of the spring days and the coldness of the nights, the
Christians did the impossible. First there was a chapel built in the
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round like a mosque, since the local builders could do that most
quickly; then, a smal house, flat-roofed inside an Arabic courtyard,
for King Ferdinand, Queen Isabel a, and the royal family: the
Infante, their precious son and heir, the three older girls, Isabel,
María, Juana, and Catalina the baby. The queen asked for nothing
more than a roof and wal s; she had been at war for years, she
did not expect luxury.
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Then there were a dozen stone hovels around them where the
greatest lords reluctantly took some shelter. Then, because the
queen was a hard woman, there were stables for the horses and
secure stores for the gunpowder and the precious explosives for
which she had pawned her own jewels to buy from Venice; then,
and only then, were built barracks and kitchens, stores and hal s.
Then there was a little town, built in stone where once there had
been a little camp. No one thought it could be done; but, bravo! it
was done. They cal ed it Santa Fe, and Isabel a had triumphed
over misfortune once again.

The doomed siege of Granada by the determined, foolish
Christian kings would continue.

Catalina, Princess of Wales, came upon one of the great lords of
the Spanish camp in whispered conference with his friends. “What
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are you doing, Don Hernando?” she asked with al the precocious
confidence of a five-year-old who had

never been far from her mother’s side, whose father could deny
her very little.

“Nothing, Infanta,” Hernando Pérez del Pulgar said with a smile
that told her that she could ask again.

“You are.”

“It’s a secret.”

“I won’t tel .”

“Oh! Princess! You would tel . It is such a great secret! Too big a
secret for a little girl.”
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“I won’t! I real y won’t! I truly won’t!” She thought. “I promise upon
Wales.”

“On Wales! On your own country?”

“On England?”

“On England? Your inheritance?”

She nodded. “On Wales and on England, and on Spain itself.”

“Wel , then. If you make such a sacred promise, I wil tel you.

Swear that you won’t tel your mother?”
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She nodded, her blue eyes wide.

“We are going to get into the Alhambra. I know a gate, a little
postern gate, that is not wel guarded, where we can force an
entry. We are going to go in, and guess what?” She shook her
head vigorously, her auburn plait swinging beneath her veil like a
puppy’s plump tail.
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“We are going to say our prayers in their mosque. And I am going
to leave an Ave Maria stabbed to the floor with my dagger. What
d’you think of that?” She was too young to realize that they were
going to a certain death. She had no idea of the sentries at every
gate, of the merciless rage of the Moors. Her eyes lit up in
excitement. “You are?”

“Isn’t it a wonderful plan?”

“When are you going?”

“Tonight! This very night!”

“I shan’t sleep til you come back!”
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“You must pray for me, and then go to sleep, and I wil come
myself, Princess, and tel you and your mother al about it in the
morning.” She swore she would never sleep, and she lay awake,
quite rigid in her little cot bed, while her maid tossed and turned
on the rug at the door. Slowly, her eyelids drooped until the lashes
lay on the round cheeks, the little plump hands unclenched, and
Catalina slept.

But in the morning, he did not come, his horse was missing from
its stal , and his friends were absent. For the first time in her life,
the little girl had some sense of the danger he had run—mortal
danger, and for nothing but glory and to be featured in some song.

“Where is he?” she asked. “Where is Hernando?”
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The silence of her maid, Madil a, warned her. “He wil come?” she
asked suddenly doubtful. “He wil come back?”

Slowly, it dawns on me that perhaps he will not come back, that
life is not like a ballad, where a vain hope is always triumphant
and a handsome man is never cut down in his youth. But if he can
fail and die, then can my father die?

Can my mother die? Can I?
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Even I? Little Catalina, Infanta of Spain and Princess of Wales?

I kneel in the sacred circular space of my mother’s newly built
chapel; but I am not praying. I am puzzling over this strange world
that is suddenly opening up before me. If we are in the right—and
I am sure of that; if these handsome young men are in the right—
and I am sure of that—if we and our cause are under the especial
hand of God, then how can we ever fail?
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But if I have misunderstood something, then something is very
wrong, and we are all indeed mortal, perhaps we can fail. Even
handsome Hernando Pérez del Pulgar and his laughing friends,
even my mother and father can fail. If Hernando can die, then so
too can my mother and father.

And if this is so, then what safety is there in the world? If Madre
can die, like a common soldier, like a mule pulling a

baggage cart, as I have seen men and mules die, then how can
the world go on? How could there be a God?

Then it was time for her mother’s audience for petitioners and
friends, and suddenly he was there, in his best suit, his beard
combed, his eyes dancing, and the whole story spil ed out: how
they had dressed in their Arab clothes so as to pass for
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townspeople in the darkness, how they had crept in through the
postern gate, how they had dashed up to the mosque, how they
had kneeled and gabbled an Ave Maria and stabbed the prayer
into the floor of the mosque, and then, surprised by guards, they
had fought their way, hand to hand, thrust and parry, blades
flashing in the moonlight; back down the narrow street, out of the
door that they had forced only moments earlier, and were away
into the night before the ful alarm had been sounded. Not a
scratch on them, not a man lost. A triumph for them and a slap in
the face for Granada.

It was a great joke to play on the Moors. It was the funniest thing
in the world to take a Christian prayer into the very heart of their
holy place. It was the most wonderful gesture to insult them. The
queen was delighted, the king too. The princess and her sisters
looked at their champion, Hernando Pérez del Pulgar, as if he
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were a hero from the romances, a knight from the time of Arthur at
Camelot. Catalina clapped her hands in delight at the story and
commanded that he tel it

and retel it, over and over again.

But in the back of her mind, pushed far away from thought, she
remembered the chil she had felt when she had thought that he
was not coming back.

Next, they waited for the reply from the Moors. It was certain to
happen. They knew that their enemy would see the venture as the
chal enge that it was—there was bound to be a response. It was
not long in coming.
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The queen and her children were visiting Zubia, a vil age near to
Granada, so Her Majesty could see the impregnable wal s of the
fort herself. They had ridden out with a light guard, and the
commander was white with horror when he came dashing up to
them in the little vil age square and shouted that the gates of the
red fort had opened and the Moors were thundering out, the ful
army, armed for attack.

There was no time to get back to camp. The queen and the three
princesses could never outrun Moorish horsemen on Arab stal
ions. There was nowhere to hide, there was nowhere even to
make a stand.

In desperate haste Queen Isabel a climbed to the flat roof of the
nearest house, pul ing the little princess by her hand up the
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crumbling stairs, her sisters running behind. “I have to see! I have
to see!” she exclaimed.

“Madre! You are hurting me!”

“Quiet, child. We have to see what they intend.”

“Are they coming for us?” the child whimpered, her little voice
muffled by her own plump hand.
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“They may be. I have to see.”

It was a raiding party, not the ful force. They were led by their
champion, a giant of a man, dark as mahogany, a glint of a smile
beneath his helmet, riding a huge black horse as if he were Night
riding to overwhelm them. His horse snarled like a dog at the
watching guard, its teeth bared.

“Madre, who is that man?” the Princess of Wales whispered to her
mother, staring from the vantage point of the flat roof of the house.

“That is the Moor cal ed Yarfe, and I am afraid he has come for
your friend, Hernando.”

“His horse looks so frightening, like it wants to bite.”
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“He has cut off its lips to make it snarl at us. But we are not made
fearful by such things. We are not frightened children.”

“Should we not run away?” asked the frightened child.

Her mother, watching the Moor parade, did not even hear her
daughter’s whisper.

“You won’t let him hurt Hernando, wil you? Madre?”

“Hernando laid the chal enge. Yarfe is answering it. We wil have
to fight,” she said level y. “Yarfe is a knight, a man of honor. He
cannot ignore the chal enge.”

“How can he be a man of honor if he is a heretic? A Moor?”
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“They are most honorable men, Catalina, though they are
unbelievers. And this Yarfe is a hero to them.”

“What wil you do? How shal we save ourselves? This man is as
big as a giant.”

“I shal pray,” Isabel a said. “And my champion Garal osco de la
Vega wil answer Yarfe for Hernando.”

As calmly as if she were in her own chapel at Córdoba, Isabel a
kneeled on the roof of the little house and gestured that her
daughters should do the same. Sulkily, Catalina’s older sister,
Juana, dropped to her knees, the princesses Isabel and María,
her other two older sisters, fol owed suit.
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Catalina saw, peeping through her clasped hands as she kneeled
in prayer, that María was shaking with fear and that Isabel, in her
widow’s gown, was white with terror.

“Heavenly Father, we pray for the safety of ourselves, of our
cause, and of our army.” Queen Isabel a looked up at the bril
iantly blue sky. “We pray for the victory of Your champion, Garal
osco de la Vega, at this time of his trial.”

“Amen,” the girls said promptly, and then fol owed the direction of
their mother’s gaze to where the ranks of the Spanish guard were
drawn up, watchful and silent.

“If God is protecting him—” Catalina started.
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“Silence,” her mother said gently. “Let him do his work, let God do
His, and let me do mine.” She closed her eyes in prayer.

Catalina turned to her eldest sister and pul ed at her sleeve.

“Isabel, if God is protecting him, then how can he be in danger?”

Isabel looked down at her little sister. “God does not make the
way smooth for those He loves,” she said in a harsh whisper. “He
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sends hardships to try them. Those that God loves the best are
those who suffer the worst. I know that. I, who lost the only man
that I wil ever love. You know that.

Think about Job, Catalina.”

“Then how shal we win?” the little girl demanded. “Since God
loves Madre, won’t He send her the worst hardships? And so how
shal we ever win?”

“Hush,” their mother said. “Watch. Watch and pray with faith.”

Their smal guard and the Moorish raiding party were drawn up
opposite each other, ready for battle. Then Yarfe rode forwards on
his great black charger. Something white bobbed at the ground,
tied to the horse’s glossy black tail.
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There was a gasp as the soldiers in the front rank recognized
what he had. It was the Ave Maria that Hernando had left speared
to the floor of the mosque. The Moor had tied it to the tail of his
horse as a calculated insult, and now rode the great creature
forwards and back before the Christian ranks and smiled when he
heard their roar of rage.

“Heretic,” Queen Isabel a whispered. “A man damned to hel .

God strike him dead and scourge his sin.”

The queen’s champion, de la Vega, turned his horse and rode
towards the little house where the royal guards ringed the
courtyard, the tiny olive tree, the doorway. He pul ed up his horse
beside the olive tree and doffed his helmet, looking up at his
queen and the princesses on the roof. His dark hair was curly and
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sparkling with sweat from the heat, his dark eyes sparkled with
anger. “Your Grace, do I have your leave to answer his chal
enge?”

“Yes,” the queen said, never shrinking for a moment. “Go with
God, Garal osco de la Vega.”

“That big man wil kil him,” Catalina said, pul ing at her
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mother’s long sleeve. “Tel him he must not go. Yarfe is so much
bigger. He wil murder de la Vega!”

“It wil be as God wil s,” Isabel a maintained, closing her eyes in
prayer.

“Mother! Your Majesty! He is a giant. He wil kil our champion.” Her
mother opened her blue eyes and looked down at her daughter
and saw her little face was flushed with distress and her eyes
were fil ing with tears. “It wil be as God wil s it,” she repeated
firmly. “You have to have faith that you are doing God’s wil .

Sometimes you wil not understand, sometimes you wil doubt, but
if you are doing God’s wil , you cannot be wrong, you cannot go
wrong. Remember it, Catalina.
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Whether we win this chal enge or lose it, it makes no difference.
We are soldiers of

Christ. You are a soldier of Christ. If we live or die, it makes no
difference. We wil die in faith, that is al that matters. This battle is
God’s battle—He wil send a victory, if not today, then tomorrow.
And whichever man wins today, we do not doubt that God wil win,
and we wil win in the end.”

“But de la Vega…” Catalina protested, her fat lower lip trembling.

“Perhaps God wil take him to His own this afternoon,” her mother
said steadily. “We should pray for him.”

Juana made a face at her little sister, but when their mother
kneeled again, the two girls clasped hands for comfort.
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Isabel kneeled beside them, María beside her. Al of them squinted
through their closed eyelids to the plain where the bay charger of
de la Vega rode out from the line of the Spaniards and the black
horse of the Moor trotted proudly before the Saracens.

The queen kept her eyes closed until she had finished her prayer.
She did not even hear the roar as the two men took up their
places, lowered their visors, and clasped their lances.

Catalina leapt to her feet, leaning over the low parapet so that she
could see the Spanish champion. His horse thundered towards
the other, racing legs a blur, and the black

horse came as fast from the opposite direction. The clash when
the two lances smacked into solid armor could be heard on the
roof of the little house, as both men were flung from their saddles
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by the force of the impact, the lances smashed, their breastplates
buckled.

It was nothing like the ritualized jousts of the court. It was a
savage impact designed to break a neck or stop a heart.

“He is down! He is dead!” Catalina cried out.

“He is stunned,” her mother corrected her. “See, he is getting up.”
The Spanish knight staggered to his feet, unsteady as a drunkard
from the heavy blow to his chest. The bigger man was up already,
helmet and heavy breastplate cast aside, coming for him with a
huge sickle sword at the ready, the light flashing off the razor-
sharp edge. De la Vega drew his own great weapon. There was a
tremendous crash as the swords smacked together, and then the
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two men locked blades and struggled, each trying to force the
other down.

They circled clumsily, staggering under the weight of their armor
and from their concussion; but there could be no doubt that the
Moor was the stronger man. The watchers could see that de la
Vega was yielding under the pressure. He tried to spring back and
get free; but the weight of the Moor was bearing down on him and
he stumbled and fel . At once the black knight was on top of him,
forcing him downwards. De la Vega’s hand closed uselessly on
his long sword, but he
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could not bring it up. The Moor raised his sword to his victim’s
throat, ready to give the death blow, his face a black mask of
concentration, his teeth gritted. Suddenly he gave a loud cry and
fel back. De la Vega rol ed up, scrabbled to his feet, crawling on
his hands and knees like a rising dog.

The Moor was down, plucking at his breast, his great sword
dropped to one side. In de la Vega’s left hand was a short
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stabbing dagger, stained with blood, a hidden weapon used in a
desperate riposte. With a superhuman effort, the Moor got to his
feet, turned his back on the Christian, and staggered towards his
own ranks. “I am lost,” he said to the men who ran forwards to
catch him. “We have lost.” At a hidden signal, the great gates of
the red fort opened and the soldiers started to pour out. Juana
leapt to her feet. “Madre, we must run!” she screamed. “They are
coming!

They are coming in their thousands!”

Isabel a did not rise from her knees, even when her daughter
dashed across the roof and ran down the stairs. “Juana, come
back,” she ordered in a voice like a whip crack.

“Girls, you wil pray.”
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She rose and went to the parapet. First she looked to the
marshaling of her army, saw that the officers were setting the men
into formation ready for a charge as the Moorish army, terrifying in
their forward rush, came pouring on. Then she glanced down to
see Juana, in a frenzy of fear, peeping around the garden wal ,
unsure whether to run for her horse or back to her mother.

Isabel a, who loved her daughter, said not another word. She
returned to the other girls and kneeled with them. “Let us pray,”
she said and closed her eyes.

“She didn’t even look!” Juana repeated incredulously that night
when they were in their room, washing their hands and changing
their dirty clothes, Juana’s tear-streaked face final y clean. “There
we are, in the middle of a battle, and she closes her eyes!”
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“She knew that she would do more good appealing for the
intercession of God than running around crying,” Isabel said
pointedly. “And it gave the army better heart than anything

else to see her, on her knees, in ful sight of everyone.”

“What if she had been hit by an arrow or a spear?”

“She was not. We were not. And we won the battle. And you,
Juana, behaved like a half-mad peasant. I was ashamed of you. I
don’t know what gets into you. Are you mad or just wicked?”

“Oh, who cares what you think, you stupid widow?” 6TH

JANUARY 1492
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Day by day the heart went out of the Moors. The Queen’s
Skirmish turned out to be their last battle. Their champion was
dead, their city encircled, they were starving in the land that their
fathers had made fertile. Worse, the promised support from Africa
had failed them—the Turks had sworn friendship, but the
janissaries did not come, their king had lost his nerve, his son was
a hostage with the Christians, and before them were the princes
of Spain, Isabel a and Ferdinand, with al the power of
Christendom behind them, with a holy war declared and a
Christian crusade gathering pace with the scent of
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success. Within a few days of the meeting of the champions,
Boabdil, the King of Granada, had agreed upon terms of peace,
and a few days after, in the ceremony planned with al the grace
that was typical of the Moors of Spain, he came down on foot to
the iron gates of the city with the keys to the Alhambra Palace on
a silken pil ow and handed them over to the King and Queen of
Spain in a complete surrender.
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Granada, the red fort that stood above the city to guard it, and the
gorgeous palace which was hidden inside the wal s

—the Alhambra—were given to Ferdinand and to Isabel a.

Dressed in the gorgeous silks of their defeated enemy, turbaned,
slippered, glorious as caliphs, the Spanish royal family, glittering
with the spoils of Spain, took Granada. That afternoon Catalina,
the Princess of Wales, walked with her parents up the winding,
steep path through the shade of tal trees, to the most beautiful
palace in Europe, slept that night in the bril iantly tiled harem and
woke to the sound of rippling

water in marble fountains, and thought herself a Moorish princess
born to luxury and beauty, as wel as a Princess of England.
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And this is my life, from this day of victory. I had been born as a
child of the camp, following the army from siege to battle, seeing
things that perhaps no child should see, facing adult fears every
day. I had marched past the bodies of dead soldiers rotting in the
spring heat because there was no time to bury them, I had ridden
behind mules whipped into staggering bloodstained corpses,
pulling my father’s guns through the high passes of the Sierra. I
saw my mother slap a man’s face for weeping with exhaustion. I
heard children of my own age crying for their parents burned at
the stake for heresy; but at this moment, when we dressed
ourselves in embroidered silk and walked into the red fort of
Granada and through the gates to the white pearl that is the
Alhambra Palace, at this moment I became a princess for the first
time.
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I became a girl raised in the most beautiful palace in Christendom,
protected by an impregnable fort, blessed by God among all
others. I became a girl of immense, unshakable confidence in the
God that had brought us to victory, and in my destiny as His most
favorite child and my mother’s most favorite daughter.

Alhambra proved to me, once and for all, that I was
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uniquely favored by God, as my mother had been favored by God.
I was his chosen child, raised in the most beautiful palace in
Christendom, and destined for the highest things.

The Spanish family with their officers ahead and the royal guard
behind, glorious as sultans, entered the fort through the enormous
square tower known as the Justice Gate.

As the shadow of the first arch of the tower fel on Isabel a’s
upturned face, the trumpeters played a great shout of defiance,
like Joshua before the wal s of Jericho, as if they would frighten
away the lingering devils of the infidel. At once there was an echo
to the blast of sound, a shuddering sigh, from everyone gathered
inside the gateway, pressed back against the golden wal s, the
women half veiled in their robes, the men standing tal and proud
and silent, watching, to see what the conquerors would do next.
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Catalina looked above the sea of heads and saw the flowing

shapes of Arabic script engraved on the gleaming wal s.

“What does that say?” she demanded of Madil a, her nursemaid.

Madil a squinted upwards. “I don’t know,” she said crossly.

She always denied her Moorish roots. She always tried to pretend
that she knew nothing of the Moors or their lives though she had
been born and bred a Moor herself and only converted—
according to Juana—for convenience.

“Tel us, or we’l pinch you,” Juana offered sweetly.

The young woman scowled at the two sisters. “It says: ‘May God
al ow the justice of Islam to prevail within.’ ”
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Catalina hesitated for a moment, hearing the proud ring of
certainty, a determination to match her own mother’s voice.

“Wel , He hasn’t,” Juana said smartly. “Al ah has deserted the
Alhambra, and Isabel a has arrived. And if you Moors knew Isabel
a like we do, you would know that the greatest power is coming in
and the lesser power going out.”

“God save the queen,” Madil a replied quickly. “I know Queen
Isabel a wel enough.” As she spoke, the great doors before them,
black wood studded with black nails, swung open on their black
hammered hinges, and with another blast of

trumpets the king and queen strode into the inner courtyard.
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Like dancers rehearsed til they were step perfect, the Spanish
guard peeled off to right and left inside the town wal s, checking
that the place was safe and no despairing soldiers were preparing
a last ambush. The great fort of the Alcazaba, built like the prow
of a ship jutting out over the plain of Granada, was to their left,
and the men poured into it, running across the parade square,
ringing the wal s, running up and down the towers. Final y, Isabel
a the queen looked up to the sky, shaded her eyes with her hand
clinking with Moorish gold bracelets, and laughed aloud to see the
sacred banner of St. James and the silver cross of the crusade
flying where the crescent had been.

Then she turned to see the domestic servants of the palace slowly
approaching, their heads bowed. They were led by the grand
vizier, his height emphasized by his flowing robes, his piercing
black eyes meeting hers, scanning King Ferdinand at her side and
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the royal family behind them: the prince, and the four princesses.
The king and the prince were dressed as richly as sultans,
wearing rich, embroidered tunics over their trousers; the queen
and the princesses were wearing the traditional kamiz tunics
made from the finest silks, over white linen trousers, with veils fal
ing from their heads held back by fil ets of gold.

“Your Royal Highnesses, it is my honor and duty to welcome
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you to the Alhambra Palace,” the grand vizier said, as if it were
the most ordinary thing in the world to hand over the most
beautiful palace in Christendom to armed invaders.

The queen and her husband exchanged one brief glance.

“You can take us in,” she said.

The grand vizier bowed and led the way. The queen glanced back
at her children.

“Come along, girls,” she said and went ahead of them, through
the gardens surrounding the palace, down some steps, and into
the discreet doorway.
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“This is the main entrance?” She hesitated before the smal door
set in the unmarked wal .

The man bowed. “Your Highness, it is.”

Isabel a said nothing, but Catalina saw her raise her eyebrows as
if she did not think much of it, and then they al went inside.

But the little doorway is like a keyhole to a treasure chest of
boxes, the one opening out from another. The man leads us
through them like a slave opening doors to a treasury.

Their very names are a poem: the Golden Chamber, the
Courtyard of the Myrtles, the Hall of the Ambassadors, the
Courtyard of the Lions, or the Hall of the Two Sisters. It will take
us weeks to find our way from one exquisitely tiled room to
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another. It will take us months to stop marveling at the pleasure of
the sound of water running down the marble gulleys in the rooms,
flowing to a white marble fountain that always spills over with the
cleanest, freshest water of the mountains. And I will never tire of
looking through the white stucco tracery to the view of the plain
beyond, the mountains, the blue sky and golden hills. Every
window is like a frame for a picture: they are designed to make
you stop, look, and marvel. Every window frame is like whitework
embroidery—

the stucco is so fine, so delicate, it is like sugar work by
confectioners, not like anything real.

We move into the harem as the easiest and most convenient
rooms for my three sisters and me, and the
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harem servants light the braziers in the cool evenings and scatter
the scented herbs as if we were the sultanas who lived secluded
behind the screens for so long. We have always worn Moorish
dress at home and sometimes at great state occasions, so still
there is the whisper of silks and the slap of slippers on marble
floors, as if nothing has changed. Now we study where the slave
girls read, we walk in the gardens that were planted to delight the
favorites of the sultan. We eat their fruits, we love the taste of their
sherbets, we tie their flowers into garlands for our own heads, and
we run down their allées where the heavy scent of roses and
honeysuckle is sweet in the cool of the morning.

We bathe in the hammam, standing stock-still while the servants
lather us all over with a rich soap that smells of flowers. Then they
pour golden ewer after golden ewer of hot water over us,
splashing from head to toe, to wash us clean. We are soothed
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with rose oil, wrapped in fine sheets and lie, half drunk with
sensual pleasure, on the warm marble table that dominates the
entire room, under the golden ceiling where the star-shaped
openings admit dazzling rays of sunlight into the shadowy peace
of the place.

One girl manicures our toes while another works on our hands,
shaping the nails and painting delicate patterns of
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henna. We let the old woman pluck our eyebrows, paint our
eyelashes. We are served as if we are sultanas, with all the riches
of Spain and all

the luxury of the East, and we surrender utterly to the delight of
the palace. It captivates us, we swoon into submission, the so-
called victors.

Even Isabel, grieving for the loss of her husband, starts to smile
again. Even Juana, who is usually so moody and so sulky, is at
peace. And I become the pet of the court, the favorite of the
gardeners, who let me pick my own peaches from the trees, the
darling of the harem, where I am taught to play and dance and
sing, and the favorite of the kitchen where they let me watch them
preparing the sweet pastries and dishes of honey and almonds of
Arabia.
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My father meets with foreign emissaries in the Hall of the
Ambassadors, he takes them to the bathhouse for talks,

like any leisurely sultan. My mother sits cross-legged on the
throne of the Nasrids who have ruled here for generations, her
bare feet in soft leather slippers, the drapery of her kamiz falling
around her. She listens to the emissaries of the Pope himself, in a
chamber that is walled with colored tiles and dancing with pagan
light. It feels like home to her: she was raised in the Alcázar in
Seville, another Moorish palace. We walk in their gardens, we
bathe in their hammam, we step into their scented leather
slippers, and we live a life that is more refined and more luxurious
than they could dream of in Paris or London or Rome. We live
graciously. We live, as we have always aspired to do, like Moors.
Our fellow Christians herd goats in the mountains, pray at
roadside cairns to the Madonna, are terrified by superstition and
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lousy with disease, live dirty and die young. We learn from
Moslem scholars, we are attended by their doctors, study the
stars in the sky which they have named, count with their numbers
which start at the magical zero, eat of their sweetest fruits and
delight in the waters which run through their aqueducts. Their
architecture pleases us: at every turn of every corner we know
that we are living inside beauty. Their power now keeps us safe:
the Alcazaba is, indeed, invulnerable to attack once more. We
learn their poetry, we laugh at their games, we delight in their
gardens, in their fruits, we bathe in the waters they have made
flow. We are the victors, but they have taught us how to rule.

Sometimes I think that we are the barbarians, like those who
came after the Romans or the Greeks, who could invade the
palaces and capture the aqueducts and then sit like monkeys on a
throne, playing with beauty but not understanding it.
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We do not change our faith, at least. Every palace servant has to
give lip service to the beliefs of the One True Church. The horns
of the mosque are silenced; there is to be no call to prayer in my
mother’s hearing. And anyone who disagrees can either leave for
Africa at once, convert at once, or face the fires of the Inquisition.
We do not soften under the spoils of war; we never forget that we
are victors and that we won our victory by force of arms and by
the will of God. We made a solemn promise to poor King Boabdil,
that his people, the Moslems, should be as safe under our rule as
the Christians were safe under his. We promise the convivencia
—a way of living together—

and they believe that we will make a Spain where anyone, Moor
or Christian or Jew, can live quietly and with self-respect since all
of us are “People of the Book.” Their mistake is that they meant
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that truce, and they trusted that truce, and we—as it turns out—do
not.

We betray our word in three months, expelling the Jews and
threatening the Moslems.

Everyone must convert to the True Faith, and then, if there is any
shadow of doubt, or any suspicion against them, their faith will be
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tested by the Holy Inquisition. It is the only way to make one
nation: through one faith. It is the only way to make one people

out of the great varied diversity which had been al Andalus.

My mother builds a chapel in the council chamber, and where it
had once said “Enter and ask. Do not be afraid to seek justice for
here you will find it,” in the beautiful shapes of Arabic, she prays
to a sterner, more intolerant God than Allah, and no one comes
for justice anymore.

But nothing can change the nature of the palace. Not even the
stamp of our soldiers’

feet on the marble floors can shake the centuries-old sense of
peace. I make Madilla teach me what the flowing inscriptions
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mean in every room, and my favorite is not the

promises of justice, but the question written in the Courtyard of
the Two Sisters, which says: “Have you ever seen such a beautiful
garden?” and then answers itself:

“We have never seen a garden with greater abundance of fruit,
nor sweeter, nor more perfumed.”

It is not truly a palace, not even as those we had known at
Córdoba or Toledo. It is not a castle, nor a fort. It was built first
and foremost as a garden, with rooms of exquisite luxury so that
one could live outside. It is a series of courtyards designed for
flowers and people alike. It is a dream of beauty: walls, tiles,
pillars melting into flowers, climbers, fruit, and herbs. The Moors
believe that a garden is a paradise on earth, and they have spent
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fortunes over the centuries to make this “al-Yanna”: the word that
means garden, secret place, and paradise.

I know that I love it. Even as a little child I know that this is an
exceptional place, that I will never find anywhere more lovely. And
even as a child I know that I cannot stay here. It is God’s will and
my mother’s will that I must leave al-Yanna, my secret place, my
garden, my paradise. It is to be my destiny that I should find the
most beautiful place in all the world when I am just six years old,
and then leave it when I am fifteen, as homesick as Boabdil, as if
happiness and peace for me will only ever be short-lived.

Dogmersfield Palace,

Hampshire, Autumn 1501
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“I SAY, YOU CANNOT COME IN! If you were the King of England
himself—you could not come in.”

“I am the King of England,” Henry Tudor said without a flicker of
amusement. “And she can either come out right now or I damned
wel wil come in and my son wil fol ow me.”

“The Infanta has already sent word to the king that she cannot
see him,” the duenna said witheringly. “The noblemen of her court
rode out to explain to him that she is in seclusion, as a lady of
Spain. Do you think the King of England would come riding down
the road when the Infanta has refused to receive him? What sort
of a man do you think he is?”

“Exactly like this one,” he said and thrust his fist with the great
gold ring towards her face. The Count de Cabra came into the hal
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in a rush and at once recognized the lean,

forty-year-old man threatening the Infanta’s duenna with a
clenched fist, a few aghast servitors behind him, and gasped out,
“The king!” At the same moment the duenna recognized the new
badge of England, the combined roses of York and Lancaster, and
recoiled. The count skidded to a halt and threw himself into a low
bow.
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“It is the king,” he hissed, his voice muffled by speaking with his
head on his knees.

The duenna gave a little gasp of horror and dropped into a deep
curtsey.

“Get up,” the king said shortly. “And fetch her.”

“But she is a princess of Spain, Your Grace,” the woman said,
rising but with her head stil bowed low. “She is to stay in
seclusion. She cannot be seen by you before her wedding day.
This is the tradition. Her gentlemen went out to explain

to you—”
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“It’s your tradition. It’s not my tradition. And since she is my
daughter-in-law in my country, under my laws, she wil obey my
tradition.”

“She has been brought up most careful y, most modestly, most
properly—”

“Then she wil be very shocked to find an angry man in her
bedroom. Madam, I suggest that you get her up at once.”

“I wil not, Your Grace. I take my orders from the Queen of Spain
herself and she charged me to make sure that every respect was
shown to the Infanta and that her behavior was in every way—”

“Madam, you can take your working orders from me or your
marching orders from me.
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I don’t care which. Now send the girl out or I swear on my crown I
wil come in, and if I catch her naked in bed, then she won’t be the
first woman I have ever seen in such a case. But she had better
pray that she is the prettiest.” The Spanish duenna went quite
white at the insult.

“Choose,” the king said stonily.
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“I cannot fetch the Infanta,” she said stubbornly.

“Dear God! That’s it! Tel her I am coming in at once.” She scuttled
backwards like an angry crow, her face blanched with shock.
Henry gave her a few moments to prepare and then cal ed her
bluff by striding in behind her.

The room was lit only by candles and firelight. The covers of the
bed were turned back as if the girl had hastily jumped up.

Henry registered the intimacy of being in her bedroom, with her
sheets stil warm, the scent of her lingering in the enclosed space,
before he looked at her. She was standing by the bed, one smal
white hand on the carved wooden post.
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She had a cloak of dark blue thrown over her shoulders and her
white nightgown trimmed with priceless lace peeped through the
opening at the front.

Her rich auburn hair, plaited for sleep, hung down her back, but
her face was completely shrouded in a hastily thrown

mantil a of dark lace.

Doña Elvira darted between the girl and the king. “This is the
Infanta,” she said. “Veiled until her wedding day.”

“Not on my money,” Henry Tudor said bitterly. “I’l see what I’ve
bought, thank you.” He stepped forwards. The desperate duenna
nearly threw herself to her knees. “Her modesty—”
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“Has she got some awful mark?” he demanded, driven to voice
his deepest fear. “Some blemish? Is she scarred by the pox and
they did not tel me?”

“No! I swear.”

Silently, the girl put out her white hand and took the ornate lace
hem of her veil. Her duenna gasped a protest but could do
nothing to stop the princess as she raised the veil and then flung it
back. Her clear blue eyes stared into the lined, angry face of
Henry Tudor without wavering. The king drank her in and then
gave a little sigh of relief at the sight of her.

She was an utter beauty: a smooth, rounded face, a straight long
nose, a ful , sulky, sexy mouth. Her chin was up, he saw; her gaze
chal enging. This was no shrinking maiden fearing ravishment.
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This was a fighting princess standing on her dignity even in this
most appal ing moment of embarrassment.

He bowed. “I am Henry Tudor, King of England,” he said.

She curtseyed.

He stepped forwards, and saw her curb her instinct to flinch away.
He took her firmly at the shoulders and kissed one warm, smooth
cheek and then the other. The perfume of her hair and the warm
female smel of her body came to him, and he felt desire pulse in
his groin and at his temples. Quickly he stepped back and let her
go.

“You are welcome to England,” he said. He cleared his throat.
“You wil forgive my impatience to see you. My son too is on his
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way to visit you.”

“I beg your pardon,” she said icily, speaking in perfectly phrased
French. “I was not informed until a few moments ago that Your
Grace was insisting on the honor of this unexpected visit.”

Henry fel back a little from the whip of her temper. “I have a
right…” She shrugged, an absolutely Spanish gesture. “Of course.
You have every right over me.”

At the ambiguous, provocative words, he was again aware of his
closeness to her: of the intimacy of the smal room, the tester bed
hung with rich draperies, the sheets invitingly
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turned back, the pil ow stil impressed with the shape of her head.
It was a scene for ravishment, not for a royal greeting.

Again he felt the secret thud-thud of lust.

“I’l see you outside,” he said abruptly, as if it were her fault that he
could not rid himself of the flash in his mind of what it would be
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like to have this ripe little beauty that he had bought. What would
it be like if he had bought her for himself, rather than for his son?

“I shal be honored,” she said coldly.

He got himself out of the room briskly enough and nearly col ided
with Prince Arthur, hovering anxiously in the doorway.

“Fool,” he remarked.

Prince Arthur, pale with nerves, pushed his blond fringe back

from his face, stood stil , and said nothing.

“I’l send that duenna home at the first moment I can,” the king
said. “And the rest of them. She can’t make a little Spain in
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England, my son. The country won’t stand for it, and I damned wel
won’t stand for it.”

“People don’t object. The country people seem to love the
princess,” Arthur suggested mildly. “Her escort says—”

“Because she wears a stupid hat. Because she is odd: Spanish,
rare. Because she is young and—” he broke off “—

pretty.”

“Is she?” he gasped. “I mean: is she?”

“Haven’t I just gone in to make sure? But no Englishman wil stand
for any Spanish nonsense once they get over the novelty. And
neither wil I. This is a marriage to cement an al iance, not to flatter
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her vanity. Whether they like her or not, she’s marrying you.
Whether you like her or not, she’s marrying you. Whether she
likes it or not, she’s marrying you.

And she’d better get out here now or I won’t like her and that wil
be the only thing that can make a difference.”

I have to go out. I have won only the briefest of reprieves and I
know he is waiting for me outside the door to my bedchamber and
he has demonstrated, powerfully enough,
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that if I do not go to him, then the mountain will come to
Mohammed and I will be shamed again.

I brush Doña Elvira aside as a duenna who cannot protect me
now, and I go to the door of my rooms. My servants are frozen,
like slaves enchanted in a fairy tale by this extraordinary behavior
from a king. My heart hammers in my ears, and I know a girl’s
embarrassment at having to step forwards in public but also a
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soldier’s desire to let battle be joined, the eagerness to know the
worst, to face danger rather than evade it.

Henry of England wants me to meet his son, before his traveling
party, without ceremony, without dignity, as if we were a scramble
of peasants. So be it. He will not find a princess of Spain falling
back for fear. I grit my teeth. I smile as my mother commanded
me.

I nod to my herald, who is as stunned as the rest of my

companions. “Announce me,” I order him.

His face blank with shock, he throws open the door. “The Infanta
Catalina, Princess of Spain and Princess of Wales,”
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he bellows.

This is me. This is my moment. This is my battle cry.

I step forwards.

The Spanish Infanta—with her face naked to every man’s gaze—
stood in the darkened doorway and then walked into the room,
only a little flame of color in both cheeks betraying her ordeal.

At his father’s side, Prince Arthur swal owed. She was far more
beautiful than he had imagined, and a mil ion times more haughty.
She was dressed in a gown of dark black velvet, slashed to show
an undergown of carnation silk, the neck cut square and low over
her plump breasts, hung with ropes of pearls. Her auburn hair,
freed from the plait, tumbled down her back in a great wave of
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red-gold. On her head was a black lace mantil a flung
determinedly back. She swept a deep curtsey and came up with
her head held high, graceful as a dancer.

“I beg your pardon for not being ready to greet you,” she said in
French. “If I had known you were coming, I would have

been prepared.”

“I’m surprised you didn’t hear the racket,” the king said. “I was
arguing at your door for a good ten minutes.”

“I thought it was a pair of porters brawling,” she said cool y.

Arthur suppressed a gasp of horror at her impertinence, but his
father was eyeing her with a smile as if a new fil y were showing
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promising spirit.

“No. It was me, threatening your lady-in-waiting. I am sorry that I
had to march in on you.”

She inclined her head. “That was my duenna, Doña Elvira. I am
sorry if she displeased you. Her English is not good. She cannot
have understood what you wanted.”

“I wanted to see my daughter-in-law, and my son wanted to see
his bride, and I expect an English princess to behave like an
English princess, and not like some damned sequestered girl in a
harem. I thought your parents had beaten the Moors. I didn’t
expect to find them set up as your models.”
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Catalina ignored the insult with a slight turn of her head. “I am
sure that you wil teach me good English manners,” she said.

“Who better to advise me?” She turned to Prince Arthur and swept
him a royal curtsey. “My lord.” He faltered in his bow in return,
amazed at the serenity that she could muster in this most
embarrassing of moments. He reached into his jacket for her
present, fumbled with the little purse of jewels, dropped them,
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picked them up again, and final y thrust them towards her, feeling
like a fool.

She took them and inclined her head in thanks but did not open
them. “Have you dined, Your Grace?”

“We’l eat here,” he said bluntly. “I ordered dinner already.”

“Then can I offer you a drink? Or somewhere to wash and change
your clothes before you dine?” She examined the long, lean
length of him consideringly, from the mud spattering his pale, lined
face to his dusty boots. The English

were a prodigiously dirty nation: not even a great house such as
this one had an adequate hammam or even piped water.
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“Or perhaps you don’t like to wash?”

A harsh chuckle was forced from the king. “You can order me a
cup of ale and have them send fresh clothes and hot water to the
best bedroom and I’l change before dinner.” He raised a hand.
“You needn’t take it as a compliment to you. I always wash before
dinner.”

Arthur saw her nip her lower lip with little white teeth as if to
refrain from some sarcastic reply. “Yes, Your Grace,” she said
pleasantly. “As you wish.” She summoned her lady-in-waiting to
her side and gave her low-voiced orders in rapid Spanish. The
woman curtseyed and led the king from the room.

The princess turned to Prince Arthur.
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“Et tu?” she asked in Latin. “And you?”

“I? What?” he stammered.

He felt that she was trying not to sigh with impatience.

“Would you like to wash and change your coat also?”

“I’ve washed,” he said. As soon as the words were out of his
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mouth, he could have bitten off his own tongue. He sounded like a
child being scolded by a nurse, he thought.

“I’ve washed,” indeed. What was he going to do next? Hold out
his hands palms upwards so that she could see he was a good
boy?

“Then wil you take a glass of wine? Or ale?”

Catalina turned to the table where the servants were hastily laying
cups and flagons.

“Wine.”

She raised a glass and a flagon and the two chinked together, and
then chink-chink-chinked again. In amazement, he saw that her
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hands were trembling.

She poured the wine quickly and held it to him. His gaze

went from her hand and the slightly rippled surface of the wine to
her pale face.

She was not laughing at him, he saw. She was not at al at ease
with him. His father’s rudeness had brought out the pride in her,
but alone with him she was just a girl, some months older than he,
but stil just a girl. The daughter of the two most formidable
monarchs in Europe but stil just a girl with shaking hands.

“You need not be frightened,” he said very quietly. “I am sorry
about al this.” He meant—your failed attempt to avoid this
meeting, my father’s brusque informality, my own inability to stop
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him or soften him, and, more than anything else, the misery that
this business must be for you: coming far from your home among
strangers and meeting your new husband, dragged from your bed
under protest.

She looked down. He stared at the flawless pal or of her skin, at
the fair eyelashes and pale eyebrows.

Then she looked up at him. “It’s al right,” she said. “I have seen far
worse than this, I have been in far worse places than this, and I
have known worse men than your father.

You need not fear for me. I am afraid of nothing.” No one will ever
know what it cost me to smile, what it cost me to stand before
your father and not tremble. I am not yet sixteen, I
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am far from my mother, I am in a strange country, I cannot speak
the language, and I know nobody here. I have no friends but the
party of companions and servants that I have brought with me,
and they look to me to protect them.

They do not think to help me.

I know what I have to do. I have to be a Spanish princess for the
English and an English princess for the Spanish. I have to seem
at ease where I am not and assume confidence when I am afraid.
You may be my husband, but I can hardly see you, I have no
sense of you yet. I have no time to consider you. I am absorbed in
being the princess that your father has bought, the princess that
my mother has delivered, the princess that will fulfill the bargain
and secure a treaty between England and Spain.
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No one will ever know that I have to pretend to ease, pretend to
confidence, pretend to grace. Of course I am afraid. But I will
never, never show it. And, when they call my name I will always
step forwards.

The king, having washed and taken a couple of glasses of wine
before he came to his dinner, was affable with the young princess,
determined to overlook their introduction.

Once or twice she caught him glancing at her sideways, as if to
get the measure of her,
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and she turned to look at him, ful on, one sandy eyebrow slightly
raised as if to interrogate him.

“Yes?” he demanded.

“I beg your pardon,” she said equably. “I thought Your Grace
needed something. You glanced at me.”

“I was thinking you’re not much like your portrait,” he said.
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She flushed a little. Portraits were designed to flatter the sitter,
and when the sitter was a royal princess on the marriage market,
even more so.

“Better-looking,” Henry said begrudgingly, to reassure her.

“Younger, softer, prettier.” She did not warm to the praise as he
expected her to do. She merely nodded as if it were an interesting
observation.

“You had a bad voyage,” Henry remarked.

“Very bad,” she said. She turned to Prince Arthur. “We were driven
back as we set out from Coruña in August, and we had to wait for
the storms to pass. When we final y set sail, it was stil terribly
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rough, and then we were forced into Plymouth. We couldn’t get to
Southampton at al . We were al quite sure we would be drowned.”

“Wel , you couldn’t have come overland,” Henry said flatly,
thinking of the parlous state of France and the enmity of the
French king. “You’d be a priceless hostage for a king who was
heartless enough to take you. Thank God you never fel into
enemy hands.”

She looked at him thoughtful y. “Pray God I never do.”

“Wel , your troubles are over now,” Henry concluded. “The next
boat you are on wil be the royal barge when you go down the
Thames. How shal you like to become Princess of Wales?”
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“I have been the Princess of Wales ever since I was three years
old,” she corrected him.

“They always cal ed me Catalina, the Infanta, Princess of Wales. I
knew it was my destiny.” She looked at Arthur, who stil sat silently
observing the table. “I have known we would
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be married al my life. It was kind of you to write to me so often. It
made me feel that we were not complete strangers.”

He flushed. “I was ordered to write to you,” he said awkwardly. “As
part of my studies.

But I liked getting your replies.”

“Good God, boy, you don’t exactly sparkle, do you?” asked his
father critical y.

Arthur flushed scarlet to his ears.

“There was no need to tel her that you were ordered to write,” his
father ruled. “Better to let her think that you were writing of your
own choice.”
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“I don’t mind,” Catalina said quietly. “I was ordered to reply.

And, as it happens, I should like us always to speak the truth

to each other.” The king barked out a laugh. “Not in a year’s time
you won’t,” he predicted. “You wil be al in favor of the polite lie
then. The great savior of a marriage is mutual ignorance.” Arthur
nodded obediently, but Catalina merely smiled, as if his
observations were of interest but not necessarily true. Henry
found himself piqued by the girl, and stil aroused by her
prettiness.

“I daresay your father does not tel your mother every thought that
crosses his mind,” he said, trying to make her look at him again.
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He succeeded. She gave him a long, slow, considering gaze from
her blue eyes.

“Perhaps he does not,” she conceded. “I would not know. It is not
fitting that I should know. But whether he tel s her or not: my
mother knows everything anyway.” He laughed. Her dignity was
quite delightful in a girl whose head barely came up to his chest.
“She is a visionary, your mother? She has the gift of Sight?” She
did not laugh in reply. “She is wise,” she said simply. “She is the
wisest monarch in Europe.”

The king thought he would be foolish to bridle at a girl’s devotion
to her mother, and it would be graceless to point out that her
mother might have unified the kingdoms of Castile and Aragon but
that she was stil a long way from creating a peaceful and united
Spain. The tactical skil of Isabel a and
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Ferdinand had forged a single country from the Moorish
kingdoms; they had yet to make everyone accept their peace.
Catalina’s own journey to London had been disrupted by rebel
ions of Moors and Jews who could not bear the tyranny of the
Spanish kings. He changed the subject. “Why don’t you show us a
dance?” he demanded, thinking that he would like to see her
move. “Or is that not al owed in Spain either?”

“Since I am an English princess, I must learn your customs,”

she said. “Would an English princess get up in the middle of the
night and dance for the king after he forced his way into her
rooms?”

Henry laughed at her. “If she had any sense she would.” She
threw him a smal , demure smile. “Then I wil dance with my
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ladies,” she decided, and rose from her seat at the high table and
went down to the center of the floor. She cal ed one by name,
Henry noted, María de Salinas, a pretty, dark-haired girl who
came quickly to stand beside Catalina. Three other young women,
pretending shyness but eager to show themselves off, came
forwards.

Henry looked them over. He had asked Their Majesties of Spain
that their daughter’s companions should al be pretty, and he was
pleased to see that however blunt and il -
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mannered they had found his request, they had acceded to it.

The girls were al good-looking, but none of them outshone the
princess, who stood composed and then raised her hands and
clapped, to order the musicians to play.

He noticed at once that she moved like a sensual woman.
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The dance was a pavane, a slow ceremonial dance, and she
moved with her hips swaying and her eyes heavy-lidded, a little
smile on her face. She had been wel schooled. Any princess
would be taught how to dance in the courtly world where dancing,
singing, music, and poetry mattered more than anything else; but
she danced like a woman who let the music move her, and Henry,
who had some experience, believed that women who could be
summoned by music were the ones who responded to the
rhythms of lust.

He went from pleasure in watching her to a sense of rising
irritation that this exquisite piece would be put in Arthur’s cold bed.
He could not see his thoughtful, scholarly boy

teasing and arousing the passion in this girl on the edge of
womanhood. He imagined that Arthur would fumble about and
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perhaps hurt her, and she would grit her teeth and do her duty as
a woman and a queen must, and then, like as not, she would die
in childbirth; and the whole performance of finding a bride for
Arthur would have to be undergone again, with no benefit for
himself but only this irritated, frustrated arousal that she seemed
to inspire in him. It was good to see she was desirable, since she
would be an ornament to his court; but it was a nuisance that she
should be so very desirable to him.

Henry looked away from her dancing and comforted himself with
the thought of her dowry, which would bring him lasting benefit
and come directly to him, unlike this bride, who seemed bound to
unsettle him and must go, however mismatched, to his son.

As soon as they were married her treasurer would hand over the
first payment of her dowry: in solid gold. A year later he would
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deliver the second part in gold and in her plate and jewels. Having
fought his way to the throne on a shoestring and uncertain credit,
Henry trusted the power of money more than anything in life—
more even than his throne, for he knew he could buy a throne with
money, and far more than women, for they are cheaply bought;
and far, far more than the joy of a smile from a virgin princess who
stopped her dance now, swept him a curtsey, and came up
smiling.

swept him a curtsey, and came up smiling.

“Do I please you?” she demanded, flushed and a little breathless.

“Wel enough,” he said, determined that she should never know
how much. “But it’s late now and you should go back to your bed.
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We’l ride with you a little way in the morning before we go ahead
of you to London.”

She was surprised at the abruptness of his reply. Again, she
glanced towards Arthur as if he might contradict his father’s plans;
perhaps stay with her for the remainder of the journey, since his
father had bragged of their informality. But the boy said nothing.
“As you wish, Your Grace,” she said politely.

The king nodded and rose to his feet. The court bil owed into
deep curtseys and bows as he stalked past them, out of the room.
“Not so informal at al ,” Catalina thought as she watched the King
of England stride through his court, his head high. “He may boast
of being a soldier with the manners of the camp, but he insists on
obedience and on the show of deference. As indeed he should,”
added Isabel a’s daughter to herself.
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Arthur fol owed behind his father with a quick “Good night” to the
princess as he left.

In a moment al the men in their train had gone too, and the
princess was alone but for her ladies.

“What an extraordinary man,” she remarked to her favorite, María
de Salinas.
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“He liked you,” the young woman said. “He watched you very
closely, he liked you.”

“And why should he not?” she asked with the instinctive
arrogance of a girl born to the greatest kingdom in Europe.

“And even if he did not, it is al already agreed, and there can be
no change. It has been agreed for almost al my life.” He is not
what I expected, this king who fought his way to the throne and
picked up his crown from the mud of a battlefield. I expected him
to be more like a champion, like

a great soldier, perhaps like my father. Instead he has the look of
a merchant, a man who puzzles over profit indoors, not a man
who won his kingdom and his wife at the point of a sword.
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I suppose I hoped for a man like Don Hernando, a hero that I
could look up to, a man I would be proud to call father. But this
king is lean and pale like a clerk, not a knight from the romances
at all.

I expected his court to be more grand: I expected a great
procession and a formal meeting with long introductions and
elegant speeches, as we would have done it in the Alhambra. But
he is abrupt; in my view he is rude. I shall have to become
accustomed to these northern ways, this scramble to do things,
this brusque ordering. I cannot expect things to be done well or
even correctly. I shall have to overlook a lot until I am queen and
can change things.

But, anyway, it hardly matters whether I like the king or he likes
me. He has engaged in this treaty with my father and I am
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betrothed to his son. It hardly matters what I think of him, or what
he thinks of me. It is not as if we will have to deal much together. I
shall live and rule Wales, and he will live and rule England, and
when he dies, it will be my husband on his throne and my son will
be the next Prince of Wales, and I shall be queen.

As for my husband-to-be—oh!—he has made a very different first
impression. He is so handsome! I did not expect him to be so
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handsome! He is so fair and slight, he is like a page boy from one
of the old romances. I can imagine him waking all night in a vigil,
or singing up to a castle window. He has pale, almost silvery skin,
he has fine golden hair, and yet he is taller than me and lean and
strong like a boy on the edge of manhood.

He has a rare smile, one that comes reluctantly and then shines.
And he is kind. That is a great thing in a husband.

He was kind when he took the glass of wine from me: he saw that
I was trembling, and he tried to reassure me.

I wonder what he thinks of me. I do so wonder what he thinks of
me.
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Just as the king had ruled, he and Arthur went swiftly back to
Windsor the next morning, and Catalina’s train, with her litter

carried by mules, with her trousseau in great traveling chests, her
ladies-in-waiting, her Spanish household, and the guards for her
dowry treasure, labored up the muddy roads to London at a far
slower pace.

She did not see the prince again until their wedding day, but when
she arrived in the vil age of Kingston-upon-Thames, her train
halted in order to meet the greatest man in the kingdom, the
young Edward Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, and Henry, Duke of
York, the king’s second son, who were appointed to accompany
her to Lambeth Palace.
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“I’l come out,” Catalina said hastily, emerging from her litter and
walking quickly past the waiting horses, not wanting another
quarrel with her strict duenna about young ladies meeting young
men before their wedding day. “Doña Elvira, say nothing. The boy
is a child of ten years old. It doesn’t matter. Not even my mother
would think that it matters.”

“At least wear your veil!” the woman implored. “The Duke of
Buck…Buck…whatever his name, is here too. Wear your veil
when you go before him, for your own reputation, Infanta.”

“Buckingham,” Catalina corrected her. “The Duke of Buckingham.
And cal me Princess of Wales. And you know I cannot wear my
veil because he wil have been commanded to report to the king.
You know what my mother said: that he is the king’s mother’s
ward, restored to his family fortunes,
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and must be shown the greatest respect.” The older woman
shook her head, but Catalina marched out barefaced, feeling both
fearful and reckless at her own daring, and saw the duke’s men
drawn up in array on the road and before them, a young boy:
helmet off, bright head shining in the sunshine.

Her first thought was that he was utterly unlike his brother.

While Arthur was fair-haired and slight and serious-looking, with a
pale complexion and warm brown eyes, this was a sunny boy who
looked as if he had never had a serious thought in his head.

He did not take after his lean-faced father. He had the look of a
boy for whom life came easily. His hair was red-gold, his face
round and stil baby-plump, his smile when he first saw her was
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genuinely friendly and bright, and his blue eyes shone as if he
were accustomed to seeing a very pleasing world.

“Sister!” he said warmly, jumping down from his horse with a
clatter of armor and sweeping her a low bow.

“Brother Henry,” she said curtseying back to him to precisely the
right height, considering that he was only a second son of
England, and she was an infanta of Spain.

“I am so pleased to see you,” he said quickly, his Latin rapid, his
English accent strong.
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“I was so hoping that His Majesty would let me come to meet you
before I had to take you into London on your wedding day. I
thought it would be so awkward to go marching down the aisle
with you and hand you over to Arthur if we hadn’t even spoken.
And cal me Harry. Everyone cal s me Harry.”

“I too am pleased to meet you, Brother Harry,” Catalina said
politely, rather taken aback at his enthusiasm.
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“Pleased! You should be dancing with joy!” he exclaimed
buoyantly. “Because Father said that I could bring you the horse
which was to be one of your wedding-day presents and so we can
ride together to Lambeth. Arthur said you should wait for your
wedding day, but I said, why should she wait? She won’t be able
to ride on her wedding day.

She’l be too busy getting married. But if I take it to her now, we
can ride at once.”

“That was kind of you.”

“Oh, I never take any notice of Arthur,” Harry said cheerful y.

Catalina had to choke down a giggle. “You don’t?” He made a
face and shook his head. “Serious,” he said. “You’l be amazed
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how serious.

And scholarly, of course, but not gifted. Everyone says I am very
gifted, languages mostly, but music also. We can speak French
together if you wish, I am extraordinarily fluent for my age. I am
considered a pretty fair musician. And of course I am a
sportsman. Do you hunt?”

“No,” Catalina said, a little overwhelmed. “At least, I only fol ow
the hunt when we go after boar or wolves.”

“Wolves? I should so like to hunt wolves. D’you real y have
bears?”

“Yes, in the hil s.”
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“I should so like to hunt a bear. Do you hunt wolves on foot like
boar?”

“No, on horseback,” she said. “They’re very fast. You have to take
very fast dogs to pul them down. It’s a horrid hunt.”

“I shouldn’t mind that,” he said. “I don’t mind anything like that.

Everyone says I am terribly brave about things like that.”
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“I am sure they do,” she said, smiling.

A handsome man in his mid-twenties came forwards and bowed.
“Oh, this is Edward Stafford, the Duke of Buckingham,” Harry said
quickly. “May I present him?”

Catalina held out her hand, and the man bowed again over it.

His intel igent, handsome face was warm with a smile. “You are
welcome to your own country,” he said in faultless Castilian. “I
hope everything has been to your liking on your journey? Is there
anything I can provide for you?”

“I have been wel cared for indeed,” Catalina said, blushing with
pleasure at being greeted in her own language. “And the welcome
I have had from people al along the way has been very kind.”
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“Look, here’s your new horse,” Harry interrupted, as the

groom led a beautiful black mare forwards. “You’l be used to good
horses, of course. D’you have Barbary horses al the time?”

“My mother insists on them for the cavalry,” she said.

“Oh,” he breathed. “Because they are so fast?”

“They can be trained as fighting horses,” she said, going forwards
and holding out her hand, palm upwards, for the mare to sniff at
and nibble at her fingers with a soft, gentle mouth.

“Fighting horses?” he pursued.

“The Saracens have horses which can fight as their masters do,
and the Barbary horses can be trained to do it too,” she said.
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“They rear up and strike down a soldier with their front hooves,
and they wil kick out behind, too. The Turks have horses that wil
pick up a sword from the ground and hand it back to the rider. My
mother says that one good horse is worth ten men in battle.”

“I should so like to have a horse like that,” Harry said longingly. “I
wonder how I should ever get one?”

He paused, but she did not rise to the bait. “If only someone
would give me a horse like that, I could learn how to ride it,”

he said transparently. “Perhaps for my birthday, or perhaps next
week, since it is not me getting married, and I am not getting any
wedding gifts. Since I am quite left out, and quite neglected.”
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“Perhaps,” said Catalina, who had once seen her own brother get
his way with exactly the same wheedling.

“I should be trained to ride properly,” he said. “Father has
promised that though I am to go into the church I shal be al owed
to ride at the quintain. But My Lady the King’s Mother says I may
not joust. And it’s real y unfair. I should be al owed to joust. If I had
a proper horse, I could joust. I am sure I would beat everyone.”

“I am sure you would,” she said.

“Wel , shal we go?” he asked, seeing that she would not give him
a horse for asking.

“I cannot ride. I do not have my riding clothes unpacked.” He
hesitated. “Can’t you just go in that?”
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Catalina laughed. “This is velvet and silk. I can’t ride in it. And
besides, I can’t gal op around England looking like a mummer.”

“Oh,” he said. “Wel , shal you go in your litter, then? Won’t it

make us very slow?”

“I am sorry for that, but I am ordered to travel in a litter,” she said.
“With the curtains drawn. I can’t think that even your father would
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want me to charge around the country with my skirts tucked up.”

“Of course the princess cannot ride today,” the Duke of
Buckingham ruled. “As I told you. She has to go in her litter.”

Harry shrugged. “Wel , I didn’t know. Nobody told me what you
were going to wear.

Can I go ahead, then? My horses wil be so much faster than the
mules.”

“You can ride ahead but not out of sight,” Catalina decided.

“Since you are supposed to be escorting me, you should be with
me.”
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“As I said,” the Duke of Buckingham observed quietly and
exchanged a little smile with the princess.

“I’l wait at every crossroads,” Harry promised. “I am escorting you,
remember. And on your wedding day I shal be escorting you
again. I have a white suit with gold slashing.”

“How handsome you wil look,” she said, and saw him flush with
pleasure.

“Oh, I don’t know…”

“I am sure everyone wil remark what a handsome boy you are,”
she said, as he looked pleased.

“Everyone always cheers most loudly for me,” he confided.
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“And I like to know that the people love me. Father says that the
only way to keep a throne is to be beloved by the people.

That was King Richard’s mistake, Father says.”

“My mother says that the way to keep the throne is to do God’s
work.”

“Oh,” he said, clearly unimpressed. “Wel , different countries, I
suppose.”

“So we shal travel together,” she said. “I wil tel my people that we
are ready to move on.”
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“I wil tel them,” he insisted. “It is me who escorts you. I shal give
the orders, and you shal rest in your litter.” He gave one quick
sideways glance at her. “When we get to Lambeth Palace, you
shal stay in your litter til I come for you. I shal draw back the
curtains and take you in, and you should hold my hand.”

“I should like that very much,” she assured him and saw his ready
rush of color once again.
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He bustled off, and the duke bowed to her with a smile. “He is a
very bright boy, very eager,” he said. “You must forgive his
enthusiasm. He has been much indulged.”

“His mother’s favorite?” she asked, thinking of her own mother’s
adoration for her only son.

“Worse stil ,” the duke said with a smile. “His mother loves him as
she should; but he is the absolute apple of his

grandmother’s eye, and it is she who rules the court. Luckily he is
a good boy, and wel -mannered. He has too good a nature to be
spoiled, and the king’s mother tempers her treats with lessons.”

“She is an indulgent woman?” she asked.
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He gave a little gulp of laughter. “Only to her son,” he said.

“The rest of us find her—

er—more majestic than motherly.”

“May we talk again at Lambeth?” Catalina asked, tempted to know
more about this household that she was to join.

“At Lambeth and London, I shal be proud to serve you,” the young
man said, his eyes warm with admiration. “You must command
me as you wish. I shal be your friend in England; you can cal on
me.”

I must have courage: I am the daughter of a brave woman, and I
have prepared for this all my life. When the young duke spoke so
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kindly to me, there was no need for me to feel like weeping; that
was foolish. I must keep my head up and smile. My mother said to
me that if I smile, no one will know that I am homesick or afraid. I
shall smile and smile however odd things seem.

And though this England seems so strange now, I will become
accustomed. I will learn their ways and feel at home here. Their
odd ways will become my ways, and the worst things—the things
that I utterly cannot bear—those I shall change when I am queen.

And anyway, it will be better for me than it was for Isabel, my
sister. She was only married a few months and then she had to
come home, a widow. Better for me than for María, who had to
follow in Isabel’s footsteps to Portugal, better for me than for
Juana, who is sick with love for her husband, Philip. It must be
better for me than it was for Juan, my poor brother, who died so
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soon after finding happiness. And always better for me than for
my mother, whose childhood was lived on a knife edge.

My story won’t be like hers, of course. I have been born to less
exciting times. I shall hope to make terms with my husband,
Arthur, and with his odd, loud father, and with his sweet little
braggart brother. I shall hope that his mother and his grandmother
will love me or at the very least teach me how to be a Princess of
Wales, a Queen of England. I shall not have to ride in desperate
dashes by night from one besieged fortress to another as my
mother did. I shall not have to pawn my own jewels to pay
mercenary soldiers, as she did. I shall not have to ride out in my
own armor to rally my troops. I shall not be threatened by the
wicked
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French on one side and the heretic Moors on the other, as my
mother was. I shall marry Arthur, and when his father dies—

which must be soon, for he is so very old and so very bad-
tempered—then we shall be King and Queen of England, and my
mother will rule in Spain as I rule in England and she will see me
keep England in alliance with Spain as I have promised her. She
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will see me hold my country in an unbreakable treaty with hers;
she will see I shall be safe forever.

London,

14th November 1501

ON THE MORNING OF HER WEDDING DAY Catalina was cal ed
early; but she had been awake for hours, stirring as soon as the
cold, wintry sun had started to light the pale sky.

They had prepared a great bath—her ladies told her that the
English were amazed that she was going to wash before her
wedding day and that most of them thought that she was risking
her life. Catalina, brought up in the Alhambra, where the
bathhouses were the most beautiful suite of rooms in the palace,
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centers of gossip, laughter, and scented water, was equal y
amazed to hear that the English thought it perfectly adequate to
bathe only occasional y and that the poor people would bathe only
once a year.

She had already realized that the scent of musk and ambergris
which had wafted in with the king and Prince Arthur had
underlying notes of sweat and horse, and that she would live for
the rest of her life among people who did not change their
underwear from one year to the next. She had seen it as another
thing that she must learn to endure, as an angel from heaven
endures the privations of earth. She had come from al-Yanna—
the garden, the paradise—to the ordinary world. She had come
from the Alhambra Palace to England; she had anticipated some
disagreeable changes.
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“I suppose it is always so cold that it does not matter,” she said
uncertainly to Doña Elvira.

“It matters to us,” the duenna said. “And you shal bathe like an
Infanta of Spain though al the cooks in the kitchen have had to
stop what they are doing to boil up water.” Doña Elvira

had commanded a great tureen from the flesh kitchen which was
usual y deployed to scald beast carcasses, had it scoured by
three scul ions, lined it with linen sheets and fil ed it to the brim
with hot water scattered with rose petals and scented with oil of
roses brought from Spain. She lovingly supervised the washing of
Catalina’s long white limbs, the manicuring of her toes, the filing of
her fingernails, the brushing of her teeth, and final y the three-
rinse washing of her hair. Time after time, the incredulous English
maids toiled to the door to receive another ewer of hot water from
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exhausted page boys and tipped it in the tub to keep the
temperature of the bath hot.

“If only we had a proper bathhouse,” Doña Elvira mourned,

“with steam and a tepidarium and a proper clean marble floor! Hot
water on tap and somewhere for you to sit and be properly
scrubbed.”

“Don’t fuss,” Catalina said dreamily as they helped her from the
bath and patted her al over with scented towels. One maid took
her hair, squeezed out the water, and rubbed it gently with red silk
soaked in oil to give it shine and color.

“Your mother would be so proud of you,” Doña Elvira said as they
led the Infanta towards her wardrobe and started to dress her in
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the layer after layer of shifts and gowns. “Pul that lace tighter, girl,
so that the skirt lies flat. This is her day as wel as yours, Catalina.
She said that you would marry him

whatever it cost her.”

Yes, but she did not pay the greatest price. I know they bought me
this wedding with a king’s ransom for my dowry, and I know that
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they endured long and hard negotiations, and I survived the worst
voyage anyone has ever taken, but there was another price paid
that we never speak of—wasn’t there? And the thought of that
price is in my mind today, as it has been on the journey, as it was
on the voyage, as it has been ever since I first heard of it.

There was a man of only twenty-four years old, Edward
Plantagenet, the Duke of Warwick and a son of the Kings of
England, with—truth be told—a better claim to the throne of
England than that of my father-in-law. He was a prince, nephew to
the king, and of blood royal. He committed no crime, he did
nothing wrong, but he was arrested for my sake, taken to the
Tower for my benefit, and finally killed, beheaded on the block, for
my gain, so that my parents
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could be satisfied that there were no pretenders to the throne that
they had bought for me.

My father himself told King Henry himself that he would not send
me to England while the Duke of Warwick was alive, and so I am
like Death himself, carrying the scythe.

When they ordered the ship for me to come to England, Warwick
was a dead man.

They say he was a simpleton. He did not really understand that he
was under arrest, he thought that he was housed in the Tower as
a way of giving him honor. He knew he was the last of the
Plantagenet princes, and he knew that the Tower has always
been royal lodgings as well as a prison. When they put a
pretender, a cunning man who had tried to pass himself off as a
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royal prince, into the room next door to poor Warwick, he thought
it was for company. When the other man invited him to escape, he
thought it was a clever thing to do, and, like the innocent he was,
he whispered of their plans where his guards could hear. That
gave them the excuse they needed for a charge of treason. They
trapped him very easily; they beheaded him with little protest from
anyone.

The country wants peace and the security of an unchallenged
king. The country will wink at a dead claimant or two. I am
expected to wink at it also. Especially as it is

done for my benefit. It was done at my father’s request, for me. To
make my way smooth.
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When they told me that he was dead, I said nothing, for I am an
Infanta of Spain. Before anything else, I am my mother’s
daughter. I do not weep like a girl and tell all the world my every
thought. But when I was alone in the gardens of the Alhambra in
the evening with the sun going down and leaving the world cool
and sweet, I walked beside a long canal of still water, hidden by
the trees, and I thought that I would never walk in the shade of
trees again and enjoy the flicker of hot sunshine through cool
green leaves without thinking that Edward, Duke of Warwick, will
see the sun no more, so that I might live my life in wealth and
luxury. I prayed then that I might be forgiven for the death of an
innocent man.

My mother and father have fought down the length of Castile and
Aragon, have ridden the breadth of Spain to make justice run in
every village, in the smallest of hamlets
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—so that no Spaniard can lose his life on the whim of another.
Even the greatest lords cannot murder a peasant; they have to be
ruled by the law. But when it came to

England and to me, they forgot this. They forgot that we live in a
palace where the walls are engraved with the promise:
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“Enter and ask. Do not be afraid to seek justice for here you will
find it.” They just wrote to King Henry and said that they would not
send me until Warwick was dead, and in a moment, at their
expressed wish, Warwick was killed.

And sometimes—when I do not remember to be Infanta of Spain
nor Princess of Wales but just the Catalina who walked behind her
mother through the great gate into the Alhambra Palace and knew
that her mother was the greatest power the world had ever known
—sometimes I wonder childishly if my mother has not made a
great mistake. If she has not driven God’s will too far. Farther
even than God would want? For this wedding is launched in blood
and sails in a sea of innocent blood. How can such a wedding
ever be the start of a good marriage? Must it not—
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as night follows sunset—be tragic and bloody too? How can any
happiness ever come to Prince Arthur and to me that

has been bought at such a terrible price? And if we could be
happy, would it not be an utterly sinfully selfish joy?

Prince Harry, the ten-year-old Duke of York, was so proud of his
white taffeta suit that he scarcely glanced at Catalina until they
were at the west doors of St. Paul’s Cathedral, and then he turned
and stared, trying to see her face through the exquisite lace of the
white mantil a. Ahead of them stretched a raised pathway, lined
with red cloth, studded with golden nails, running at head height
from the great doorway of the church where the citizens of
London crowded to get a better view, up the long aisle to the altar
where Prince Arthur stood, pale with nerves, six hundred slow
ceremonial paces away.
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Catalina smiled at the young boy at her side, and he beamed with
delight. Her hand was steady on his proffered arm. He paused for
a moment more, until everyone in the enormous church realized
that the bride and prince were at the doorway, waiting to make
their entrance, a hush fel , everyone craned to see the bride, and
then, at the precise, most theatrical moment, he led her forwards.

Catalina felt the congregation murmur around her feet as she
went past them, high on the stage that King Henry had ordered to
be built so that everyone should see the flower of Spain meet the
rosebush of England. The prince turned as she came towards
him, but was blinded for a moment by irritation at the sight of his
brother, leading the princess as if

he himself were the bridegroom, glancing around as he walked,
acknowledging the doffing of caps and the whispering of curtseys
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with his smug little smile, as if it were him that everyone had come
to see.

Then they were both at Arthur’s side, and Harry had to step back,
however reluctantly, as the princess and prince faced the
archbishop together and kneeled together on the special y
embroidered white taffeta cushions.

“Never has a couple been more married,” King Henry thought
sourly, standing in the royal pew with his wife and his mother.

“Her parents trusted me no further than they would a snake, and
my view of her father has always been that of a half-Moor
huckster.
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Nine times they have been betrothed. This wil be a marriage that
nothing can break.

Her father cannot wriggle from it, whatever second thoughts he
has. He wil protect me

against France now; this is his daughter’s inheritance. The very
thought of our al iance wil frighten the French into peace with me,
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and we must have peace.” He glanced at his wife at his side. Her
eyes were fil ed with tears watching her son and his bride as the
archbishop raised their clasped hands and wrapped them in his
holy stole. Her face, beautiful with emotion, did not stir him. Who
ever knew what she was thinking behind that lovely mask? Of her
own marriage, the union of York and Lancaster which put her as a
wife on the throne that she could have claimed in her own right?
Or was she thinking of the man she would have preferred as a
husband? The king scowled. He was never sure of his wife,
Elizabeth. In general, he preferred not to consider her.

Beyond her, his flint-faced mother, Margaret Beaufort, watched
the young couple with a glimmer of a smile. This was England’s
triumph, this was her son’s triumph, but far more than that, this
was her triumph—to have dragged this base-born bastard family
back from disaster, to chal enge
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the power of York, to defeat a reigning king, to capture the very
throne of England against al the odds. This was her making. It
was her plan to bring her son back from France at the right
moment to claim his throne. They were her al iances who gave
him the soldiers for the battle. It was her battle plan which left the
usurper Richard to despair on the field at Bosworth, and it was her
victory that she celebrated every day of her life. And this was the
marriage that was the culmination of that long struggle. This bride
would give her a grandson, a Spanish-Tudor king for England,
and a son after him, and after him: and so lay down a dynasty of
Tudors that would be never-ending.

Catalina repeated the words of the marriage vow, felt the weight
of a cold ring on her finger, turned her face to her new husband,
and felt his cool kiss, in a daze. When she walked back down that
absurd walkway and saw the smiling faces stretching from her
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feet to the wal s of the cathedral, she started to realize that it was
done. And when they went from the cool dark of the cathedral to
the bright wintry sunlight outside and heard the roar of the crowd
for Arthur and his bride, the Prince and Princess of Wales, she
realized that she had done her duty final y and completely. She
had been promised to Arthur from childhood, and now, at last,
they were married. She had been named the Princess of Wales
since she was three years old, and now, at last, she had taken her
name and taken her place in the world. She looked
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up and smiled, and the crowd, delighted with the free wine, with
the prettiness of the young girl, with the promise of safety from
civil war that could only come with a settled royal succession,
roared their approval.

They were husband and wife; but they did not speak more than a
few words to each other for the rest of the long day.
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There was a formal banquet, and though they were seated side
by side, there were healths to be drunk and speeches to be
attended to and musicians playing. After the long dinner of many
courses, there was an entertainment with poetry and singers and
a tableau. No one had ever seen so much money flung at a single
occasion. It was a greater celebration than the king’s own
wedding, greater even than his own coronation. It was a
redefinition of the English kingly state, and it told the world that
this marriage of the Tudor rose to the Spanish princess was one
of the greatest events of the new age. Two new dynasties were
proclaiming themselves by this

union: Ferdinand and Isabel a of the new country that they were
forging from al Andalus, and the Tudors who were making
England their own.
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The musicians played a dance from Spain, and Queen Elizabeth,
at a nod from her mother-in-law, leaned over and said quietly to
Catalina, “It would be a great pleasure for us al if you would
dance.”

Catalina, quite composed, rose from her chair and went to the
center of the great hal as her ladies gathered around her, formed
a circle, and held hands. They danced the pavane, the same
dance that Henry had seen at Dogmersfield, and he watched his
daughter-in-law through narrowed eyes.

Undoubtedly, she was the most beddable young woman in the
room. A pity that a cold fish like Arthur would be certain to fail to
teach her the pleasures that could be had between sheets. If he
let them both go to Ludlow Castle, she would either die of
boredom or slip into complete frigidity. On the other hand, if he
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kept her at his side, she would delight his eyes, he could watch
her dance, he could watch her brighten the court. He sighed. He
thought he did not dare.

“She is delightful,” the queen remarked.

“Let’s hope so,” he said sourly.

“My lord?”

He smiled at her look of surprised inquiry. “No, nothing. You are
right, delightful indeed. And she looks healthy, doesn’t she? As far
as you can tel ?”

“I am sure she is, and her mother assured me that she is most
regular in her habits.” He nodded. “That woman would say
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anything.”

“But surely not; nothing that would mislead us? Not on a matter of
such importance?” she suggested.

He nodded and let it go. The sweetness of his wife’s nature and
her faith in others was not something he could change.

Since she had no influence on policy, her opinions did not matter.
“And Arthur?” he said. “He seems to be growing and strong? I
would to God he had the spirits of his brother.”

They both looked at young Harry who was standing, watching the
dancers, his face flushed with excitement, his eyes bright.
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“Oh, Harry,” his mother said indulgently. “But there has never
been a prince more handsome and more ful of fun than Harry.”

The Spanish dance ended, and the king clapped his hands.

“Now Harry and his sister,” he commanded. He did not want

to force Arthur to dance in front of his new bride. The boy danced
like a clerk, al gangling legs and concentration. But Harry was
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raring to go and was on the floor with his sister, Princess
Margaret, in a moment. The musicians knew the young royals’
taste in music and struck up a lively gal iard.

Harry tossed his

jacket to one side and threw himself into the dance, stripped down
to his shirtsleeves like a peasant.

There was a gasp from the Spanish grandees at the young
prince’s shocking behavior, but the English court smiled with his
parents at his energy and enthusiasm. When the two had romped
their way through the final turns and galop, everyone applauded,
laughing. Everyone but Prince Arthur, who was staring into the
middle distance, determined not to watch his brother dance. He
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came to with a start only when his mother put her hand on his
arm.

“Please God he’s daydreaming of his wedding night,” his father
remarked to Lady Margaret, his mother. “Though I doubt it.”

She gave a sharp laugh. “I can’t say I think much of the bride,”
she said critical y.

“You don’t?” he asked. “You saw the treaty yourself.”

“I like the price but the goods are not to my taste,” she said with
her usual sharp wit.

“She is a slight, pretty thing, isn’t she?”

“Would you rather a strapping milkmaid?”
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“I’d like a girl with the hips to give us sons,” she said bluntly.

“A nurseryful of sons.”

“She looks wel enough to me,” he ruled. He knew that he would
never be able to say how wel she looked to him. Even to himself
he should never even think it.

Catalina was put into her wedding bed by her ladies, María de
Salinas kissed her good night, and Doña Elvira gave her a
mother’s blessing; but Arthur had to undergo a further round of
backslapping ribaldry before his friends and companions escorted
him to her door. They put him into bed

beside the princess who lay stil and silent as the strange men
laughed and bade them good night, and then the archbishop
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came to sprinkle the sheets with holy water and pray over the
young couple. It could not have been a more public bedding
unless they had opened the doors for the citizens of London to
see the young people side by side, awkward as bolsters, in their
marital bed. It seemed like hours to both of them until the doors
were final y closed on the smiling, curious faces and the two of
them were quite alone, seated upright against the pil ows, frozen
like a pair of shy dol s.

There was silence.

“Would you like a glass of ale?” Arthur suggested in a voice thin
with nerves.

“I don’t like ale very much,” Catalina said.
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“This is different. They cal it wedding ale. It’s sweetened with
mead and spices. It’s for courage.”

“Do we need courage?”

He was emboldened by her smile and got out of bed to fetch her a
cup. “I should think we do,” he said. “You are a stranger in a new
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land, and I have never known any girls but my sisters. We both
have much to learn.”

She took the cup of hot ale from him and sipped the heady drink.
“Oh, that is nice.” Arthur gulped down a cup and took another.
Then he came back to the bed. Raising the cover and getting in
beside her seemed an imposition; the idea of pul ing up her night
shift and mounting her was utterly beyond him.

“I shal blow out the candle,” he announced.

The sudden dark engulfed them, only the embers of the fire
glowed red.

“Are you very tired?” he asked, longing for her to say that she was
too tired to do her duty.
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“Not at al ,” she said politely, her disembodied voice coming out of
the darkness. “Are you?”

“No.”

“Do you want to sleep now?” he asked.

“I know what we have to do,” she said abruptly. “Al my sisters
have been married. I know al about it.”

“I know as wel ,” he said, stung.

“I didn’t mean that you don’t know, I meant that you need not be
afraid to start. I know what we have to do.”

“I am not afraid, it is just that I—”
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To his absolute horror he felt her hand pul his nightshirt upwards,
and touch the bare skin of his bel y.

“I did not want to frighten you,” he said, his voice unsteady, desire
rising up even though he was sick with fear that he would be
incompetent.

“I am not afraid,” said Isabel a’s daughter. “I have never been
afraid of anything.” In the silence and the darkness, he felt her
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take hold of him and grasp firmly. At her touch, he felt his desire
wel up so sharply that he was afraid he would come in her hand.
With a low groan, he rol ed over on top of her and found she had
stripped herself naked to the waist, her nightgown pul ed up. He
fumbled clumsily and felt her flinch as he pushed against her. The
whole process seemed quite impossible. There was no way of
knowing what a man was supposed to do, nothing to help or guide
him, no knowing the mysterious geography of her body, and then
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she gave a little cry of pain, stifled with her hand, and he knew he
had done it. The relief was so great that he came at once, a half-
painful, half-pleasurable rush which told him that, whatever his
father thought of him, whatever his brother Harry thought of him,
the job was done and he was a man and a husband; and the
princess was his wife and no longer a virgin untouched.

Catalina waited til he was asleep, and then she got up and
washed herself in her privy chamber. She was bleeding, but she
knew it would stop soon. The pain was no worse than she had
expected. Isabel her sister had said it was not as bad as fal ing
from a horse, and she had been right. Margot, her sister-in-law,
had said that it was paradise; but Catalina could not imagine how
such deep embarrassment and discomfort could add up to bliss—
and concluded that Margot was exaggerating, as she often did.
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Catalina came back to the bedroom. But she did not go back to
the bed. Instead she sat on the floor by the fire, hugging her
knees and watching the embers.

“Not a bad day,” I say to myself, and I smile; it is my mother’s
phrase. I want to hear her voice so much that I am saying her
words to myself. Often, when I was little more than a baby and
she had spent a long day in the saddle, inspecting the forward
scouting parties, riding back to chivvy up the slower train, she
would come into her tent, kick off her riding boots, drop down to
the rich Moorish rugs and cushions by the fire in the brass brazier,
and say, “Not a bad day.”

“Is there ever a bad day?” I once asked her.

“Not when you are doing God’s work,” she replied seriously.
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“There are days when it is easy and days when it is hard.

But if you are on God’s work, then there are never bad days.”

I don’t for a moment doubt that bedding Arthur, even my brazen
touching him and drawing him into me, is God’s work. It is God’s
work that there should be an unbreakable alliance between Spain
and England. Only with England as a reliable ally can Spain
challenge the spread of France.

Only with English wealth, and especially English ships, can we
Spanish take the war against wickedness to the very heart of the
Moorish empires in Africa and Turkey. The Italian princes are a
muddle of rival ambitions, the French are a danger to every
neighbor. It has to be England who joins the crusade with Spain to
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maintain the defense of Christendom against the terrifying might
of the Moors—

whether they be black Moors from Africa, the bogeymen of my
childhood, or light-skinned Moors from the dreadful Ottoman
Empire. And once they are defeated, then the crusaders must go
on, to India, to the East, as far as they have to go to challenge
and defeat the wickedness that is the religion of the Moors. My
great fear is that the Saracen kingdoms stretch forever, to the end
of the world, and even Cristóbal Colón does not know where that
is.

“What if there is no end to them?” I once asked my mother as we
leaned over the sun-warmed walls of the fort and
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watched the dispatch of a new group of Moors leaving the city of
Granada, their baggage loaded on mules, the women weeping,
the men with their heads bowed low, the flag of St. James now
flying over the red fort where the crescent

had rippled for seven centuries, the bells ringing for Mass where
once horns had blown for heretic prayers. “What if now we have
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defeated these, they just go back to Africa and in another year,
they come again?”

“That is why you have to be brave, my Princess of Wales,”

my mother had answered.

“That is why you have to be ready to fight them whenever they
come, wherever they come. This is war till the end of the world, till
the end of time when God finally ends it.

It will take many shapes. It will never cease. They will come

again and again, and you will have to be ready in Wales as we will
be ready in Spain. I bore you to be a fighting princess as I am a
Queen Militant. Your father and I placed you in England as María
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is placed in Portugal, as Juana is placed with the Hapsburgs in
the Netherlands. You are there to defend the lands of your
husbands and to hold them in alliance with us. It is your task to
make England ready and keep it safe. Make sure that you never
fail your country, as your sisters must never fail theirs, as I have
never failed mine.” Catalina was awakened in the early hours of
the morning by Arthur gently pushing between her legs. Resentful
y, she let him do as he wanted, knowing that this was the way to
get a son and make the al iance secure.

Some princesses, like her mother, had to fight their way in open
warfare to secure their kingdom. Most princesses, like her, had to
endure painful ordeals in private. It did not take long, and then he
fel asleep. Catalina lay as stil as a frozen stone in order not to
wake him again.
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He did not stir until daybreak, when his grooms of the
bedchamber rapped brightly on the door. He rose up with a
slightly embarrassed “Good morning” to her and went out.

They greeted him with cheers and marched him in triumph to his
own rooms. Catalina heard him say, vulgarly, boastful y,

“Gentlemen, this night I have been in Spain,” and heard the yel of
laughter that applauded his joke. Her ladies came in

with her gown and heard the men’s laughter. Doña Elvira raised
her thin eyebrows to heaven at the manners of these English.

“I don’t know what your mother would say,” Doña Elvira remarked.
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“She would say that words count less than God’s wil , and God’s
wil has been done,” Catalina said firmly.

It was not like this for my mother. She fell in love with my father on
sight and she married him with great joy. When I grew older I
began to understand that they felt a real desire for each other—it
was not just a powerful partnership of a great king and queen. My
father might take other women as his lovers; but he needed his
wife, he could not be happy without her. And my mother could not
even see another man. She was blind to anybody but my father.
Alone, of all the courts in Europe, the court of Spain had no
tradition of love play, of flirtation, of adoration of the queen in the
practice of courtly love. It would have been a waste of time.

My mother simply did not notice other men and when they sighed
for her and said her eyes were as blue as the skies she simply
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laughed and said, “What nonsense,” and that was an end to it.

When my parents had to be apart they wrote every day, he would
not move one step without telling her of it, and asking for her
advice. When he was in danger she hardly slept.

He could not have got through the Sierra Nevada if she had not
been sending him men and digging teams to level the road for
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him. No one else could have driven a road through there. He
would have trusted no one else to support him, to hold the
kingdom together as he pushed forwards. She could have
conquered the mountains for no one else; he was the only one
that could have attracted her support. What looked like a
remarkable unity of two calculating players was deceptive—it was
their passion which they played out on the political stage. She
was a great queen because that was how she could evoke his
desire. He was a great general in order to match her. It was their
love, their lust, which drove them; almost as much as God.

We are a passionate family. When Isabel, my sister, now with
God, came back from Portugal a widow she swore that she had
loved her husband so much that she would never take another.
She had been with him for only six months but she said that
without him, life had no meaning. Juana, my second sister, is so in
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love with her husband, Philip, that she cannot bear to let him out
of her sight. When she learns that he is interested in another
woman, she swears that she will poison her rival—she is quite
mad with love for him. And my brother…my darling brother,
Juan…simply died of love.

He and his beautiful wife, Margot, were so passionate, so
besotted with each other that his health failed; he was dead within
six months of their wedding. Is there anything more tragic than a
young man dying six months into his marriage? I come from
passionate stock—but what about me? Shall I ever fall in love?

Not with this clumsy boy, for a certainty. My early liking for him has
quite melted away.
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He is too shy to speak to me; he mumbles and pretends he
cannot think of the words. He forced me to command in the
bedroom, and I am ashamed that I had to be the one to make the
first move. He makes me into a woman without shame, a woman
of the marketplace when I want to be wooed like a lady in a
romance. But if I had not invited him

—what could he have done? I feel a fool now, and I blame him for
my embarrassment. “In Spain,” indeed! He would have got no
closer than the Indies if I had not showed him how to do it. Stupid
puppy.

When I first saw him I thought he was as beautiful as a knight
from the romances, like a troubadour, like a poet. I thought I could
be like a lady in a tower and he could sing beneath my window
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and persuade me to love him. But although he has the looks of a
poet he doesn’t have the wit.

I can never get more than two words out of him, and I begin to
feel that I demean myself in trying to please him.

Of course, I will never forget that it is my duty to endure this youth,
this Arthur. My hope is always for a child, and my destiny is to
keep England safe against the Moors. I shall do that; whatever
else happens, I shall be Queen of England and protect my two
countries: the Spain of my birth and the England of my marriage.

LONDON, WINTER 1501
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Arthur and Catalina, standing stiffly side by side on the royal
barge but not exchanging so much as one word, led a great fleet
of gaily painted barges downriver to Baynard’s Castle, which
would be their London home for the next weeks. It was a huge,
rectangular palace of a house overlooking the river, with gardens
running down to the water’s edge. The mayor of London, the
councilors, and al the court fol owed the royal barge and
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musicians played as the heirs to the throne took up residence in
the heart of the City.

Catalina noticed that the Scots envoys were much in attendance,
negotiating the marriage of her new sister-inlaw, Princess
Margaret. King Henry was using his children as pawns in his
game for power, as every king must do.

Arthur had made the vital link with Spain, Margaret, though only
twelve years old, would make Scotland into a friend, rather than
the enemy that it had been for generations.

Princess Mary also would be married, when her time came, either
to the greatest enemy that the country faced or the
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greatest friend that they hoped to keep. Catalina was glad that
she had known from childhood that she should be the next Queen
of England. There had been no changes of policy and no shifting
al iances. She had been Queen of England-to-be almost from
birth. It made the separation from her home and from her family
so much easier.

She noticed that Arthur was very restrained in his greeting when
he met the Scots lords at dinner at the Palace of Westminster.

“The Scots are our most dangerous enemies,” Edward Stafford,
the Duke of Buckingham, told Catalina in whispered Castilian as
they stood at the back of the hal waiting for the company to take
their seats. “The king and the prince hope that this marriage wil
make them our friend forever, wil bind the Scots to us. But it is
hard for any of us to forget how they have constantly harried us.
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We have al been brought up to know that we have a most
constant and malignant enemy to the north.”

“Surely they are only a poor little kingdom,” she queried.

“What harm can they do us?”

“They always al y with France,” he told her. “Every time we have a
war with France, they make an al iance and pour over our
northern borders. And they may be smal and poor, but they are
the doorway for the terrible danger of France to

invade us from the north. I think Your Grace knows from your own
childhood that even a smal country on your frontier can be a
danger.”
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“Wel , the Moors had only a smal country at the end,” she
observed. “My father always said that the Moors were like a
disease. They might be a smal irritation, but they were always
there.”

“The Scots are our plague,” he agreed. “Once every three years
or so, they invade and make a little war, and we lose an acre of
land or win it back again. And every summer they harry the border
countries and steal what they cannot grow or make themselves.
No northern farmer has ever been safe from them. The king is
determined to have peace.”

“Wil they be kind to the Princess Margaret?”

“In their own rough way.” He smiled. “Not as you have been
welcomed, Infanta.”
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Catalina beamed in return. She knew that she was warmly
welcomed in England.

Londoners had taken the Spanish princess to their hearts.

They liked the gaudy glamour of her train, the oddness of her
dress, and they liked the way the princess always had a smile for
a waiting crowd. Catalina had learned from her mother that the
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people are a greater power than an army of mercenaries, and she
never turned her head away from a cheer. She always waved, she
always smiled, and if they raised a great bel ow of applause, she
would even bob them a pretty little curtsey.

She glanced over to where the Princess Margaret, a vain
precocious girl, was smoothing down her dress and pushing back
her headdress before going into the hal .

“Soon you wil be married and going away, as I have done,”

Catalina remarked pleasantly in French. “I do hope it brings

you happiness.” The younger girl looked at her boldly. “Not as you
have done, for you have come to the finest kingdom in Europe,
whereas I have to go far away into exile,” she said.
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“England may be fine to you, but it is stil strange to me,”

Catalina said, trying not to flare up at the rudeness of the girl.

“And if you had seen my home in Spain, you would be surprised
at how fine our palace is there.”

“There is nowhere better than England,” Margaret said with the
serene conviction of one of the spoiled Tudor children.

“But it wil be good to be queen. While you are stil only a princess,
I shal be queen. I shal be the equal of my mother.”

She thought for a moment. “Indeed, I shal be the equal of your
mother.” The color rushed into Catalina’s face. “You would never
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be the equal of my mother,” she snapped. “You are a fool to even
say it.”

Margaret gasped.

“Now, now, Your Royal Highnesses,” the duke interrupted quickly.
“Your father is ready to take his place. Wil you please to fol ow
him into the hal ?” Margaret turned and flounced away from
Catalina.

“She is very young,” the duke said soothingly. “And although she
would never admit to it, she is afraid to leave her mother and her
father and go so far away.”
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“She has a lot to learn,” Catalina said through gritted teeth.

“She should learn the manners of a queen if she is going to be
one.” She turned to find Arthur at her side, ready to conduct her
into the hal behind his parents.

The royal family took their seats. The king and his two sons sat at
the high table under the canopy of state, facing out over the hal ,
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to their right sat the queen and the princesses.

My Lady, the King’s Mother, Margaret Beaufort, was seated
beside the king, between him and his wife.

“Margaret and Catalina were having cross words as they came
in,” she observed to him with grim satisfaction. “I thought that the
Infanta would irritate our Princess Margaret.

She cannot bear to have too much attention shown to another,
and everyone makes such a fuss over Catalina.”

“Margaret wil soon be gone,” Henry said shortly. “Then she

can have her own court, and her own honeymoon.”
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“Catalina has become the very center of the court,” his mother
complained. “The palace is crowded out with people coming to
watch her dine. Everyone wants to see her.”

“She’s a novelty only, a seven-day wonder. And anyway, I want
people to see her.”

“She has charm of a sort,” the older woman noted. The groom of
the ewer presented a golden bowl fil ed with scented water, and
Lady Margaret dipped her fingertips and then wiped them on the
napkin.

“I think her very pleasing,” Henry said as he dried his own hands.
“She went through the wedding without one wrong step, and the
people like her.” His mother made a smal dismissive gesture.
“She is sick with her own vanity. She has not been brought up as I
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would bring up a child of mine. Her wil has not been broken to
obedience. She thinks that she is something special.” Henry
glanced across at the princess.

She had bent her head to listen to something being said by the
youngest Tudor princess, Princess Mary; and he saw her smile
and reply.

“D’you know? I think she is something special,” he said.

The celebrations continued for days and days, and then the

court moved on to the new-built, glamorous palace of Richmond,
set in a great and beautiful park. To Catalina, in a swirl of strange
faces and introductions, it felt as if one wonderful joust and fete
merged into another, with herself at the very center of it al , a
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queen as celebrated as any sultana with a country devoted to her
amusement. But after a week the party was concluded with the
king coming to the princess and tel ing her that it was time for her
Spanish companions to go home.

Catalina had always known that the little court which had
accompanied her through storms and near shipwreck to present
her to her new husband would leave her once the wedding was
done and the first half of the dowry paid; but it was a gloomy
couple of days while they packed their bags and said good-bye to
the princess. She would be left with her smal domestic household,
her ladies, her chamberlain, her treasurer, and her immediate
servants, but the rest of her entourage must leave. Even knowing
as she did that this was the way of the world, that the wedding
party always left after the wedding, did not make her feel any less
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bereft. She sent them with messages to everyone in Spain and
with a letter for her mother.

From her daughter, Catalina, Princess of Wales, to Her Royal
Highness of Castile and Aragon, and most dearest Madre, Oh,
Madre!
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As these ladies and gentlemen will tell you, the prince and I have
a good house near the river. It is called Baynard’s Castle although
it is not a castle but a palace and newly built. There are no
bathhouses, for either ladies or men. I know what you are
thinking.

You cannot imagine it.

Doña Elvira has had the blacksmith make a great cauldron which
they heat up on the fire in the kitchen and six servingmen heave it
to my room for my bath. Also, there are no pleasure gardens with
flowers, no streams, no fountains, it is quite extraordinary. It all
looks as if it is not yet built. At best, they have a tiny court which
they call a knot garden where you can walk round and round until
you are dizzy. The food is not good and the wine very sour.
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They eat nothing but preserved fruit and I believe they have never
heard of vegetables.

You must not think that I am complaining, I wanted you to know
that even with these small difficulties I am content to be the
princess. Prince Arthur is kind and considerate to me when we
meet, which is generally at dinner. He has given me a very
beautiful mare of Barbary stock mixed with English, and I ride her
every day. The gentlemen of the court joust (but not the princes).
My champion is often the Duke of Buckingham who is very kind to
me; he advises me as to the court and tells me how to go on. We
all often dine in the English style, men and women together. The
women have their own rooms but men visitors and male servants
come and go out of them as if they were public; there is no
seclusion for women at all. The only place I can be sure to be
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alone is if I lock myself in the necessary house—otherwise there
are people everywhere.

Queen Elizabeth, though very quiet, is very kind to me when we
meet and I like being in her company. My Lady the King’s Mother
is very cold, but I think she is like that with everyone except the
king and the princes. She dotes on her son and grandsons. She
rules the court as if she were queen herself. She is very devout
and very serious. I am sure she is very admirable in every way.

You will want to know if I am with child. There are no signs yet.
You will want to know that I read my Bible or holy books for two
hours every day, as you ordered, and that I go to

Mass three times a day and I take Communion every Sunday
also. Father Alessandro Geraldini is well, and as great a spiritual
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guide and advisor in England as he was in Spain, and I trust to
him and to God to keep me strong in the faith to do God’s work in
England as you do in Spain.

Doña Elvira keeps my ladies in good order, and I obey her as I
would you. María de Salinas is my best friend, here as at home,
though nothing here is like Spain, and I cannot bear her to talk of
home at all.

I will be the princess that you want me to be. I shall not fail you or
God. I will be queen, and I will defend England against the Moors.

Please write to me soon and tell me how you are. You seemed so
sad and low when I left. I hope that you are better now. I am sure
that the darkness that you saw in your mother will pass over you,
and not rest on your life as it did on hers. Surely God would not
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inflict sadness on you who has always been His favorite? I pray
for you and for Father every day. I hear your voice in my head,
advising me all the time. Please write soon to your daughter who
loves you so much, Catalina

P.S. Although I am glad to be married, and to be called to do my
duty for Spain and God, I miss you very much. I know you are a
queen before a mother, but I would be so glad to have one letter
from you. C
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The court bade a cheerful farewel to the Spanish, but Catalina
found it hard to smile and wave. After they had gone she went
down to the river to see the last of the barges shrink and then
disappear in the distance, and King Henry found her there, a
lonely figure, on the pier looking downstream, as if she wished
she were going too.

He was too skil ed with women to ask her what was wrong.
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He knew very wel what was wrong: loneliness, and homesickness
natural enough in a young woman of nearly sixteen years old. He
had been an exile from England for almost al his own life. He
knew very wel the rise and fal of yearning that comes with an
unexpected scent, the change of seasons, a farewel . To invite an
explanation would only trigger a flood of tears and achieve
nothing. Instead, he tucked her cold little hand under his arm and
said that she must see his library which he had newly assembled
at the palace and she could borrow books to read at any time. He

threw an order over his shoulder to one of his pages as he led the
princess to the library and walked her round the beautiful shelves,
showing her not only the classical authors and the histories that
were his own interest but also the stories of romance and heroism
which he thought more likely to divert her.
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She did not complain, he noticed with pleasure, and she had
rubbed her eyes dry as soon as she had seen him coming
towards her. She had been raised in a hard school. Isabel a of
Spain had been a soldier’s wife and a soldier herself; she did not
raise any of her girls to be self-indulgent. He thought there was
not a young woman in England who could match this girl for grit.
But there were shadows under the princess’s blue eyes and
though she took the proffered volumes with a word of thanks she
stil did not smile.

“And do you like maps?” he asked her.

She nodded. “Of course,” she said. “In my father’s library we have
maps of the whole world, and Cristóbal Colón made him a map to
show him the Americas.”
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“Does your father have a large library?” he asked, jealous of his
reputation as a scholar.

Her polite hesitation before she replied told him everything, told
him that his library here, of which he had been so proud,

was nothing to the learning of the Moors of Spain.

“Of course, my father has inherited many books; they are not al
his own col ection,” Catalina said tactful y. “Many of them are
Moorish authors from Moorish scholars. You know that the Arabs
translated the Greek authors before they were ever made into
French or Italian, or English. The Arabs had al the sciences and al
the mathematics when they were forgotten in Christendom. He
has al the Moorish translations of Aristotle and Sophocles and
everyone.”
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He could feel his longing for the new learning like a hunger.

“He has many books?”

“Thousands of volumes,” she said. “Hebrew and Arabic, Latin,
and al the Christian languages too. But he doesn’t read them al .
He has Arab scholars to study them.”

“And the maps?” he asked.

“He is advised mostly by Arab navigators and mapmakers,”

she said. “They travel so far overland, they understand how to
chart their way by the stars. The sea voyages are just the same to
them as a journey through the desert. They say that a watery
waste is
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the same as a plain of sand; they use the stars and the moon to
measure their journey in both.”

“And does your father think that much profit wil come from his
discoveries?” the king asked curiously. “We have al heard of these
great voyages of Cristóbal Colón and the treasures he has
brought back.”
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He admired how her eyelashes swept down to hide the gleam.
“Oh, I could not say.” Cleverly, she avoided the question.
“Certainly my mother thinks that there are many souls to save for
Jesus.”

Henry opened the great folder with his col ection of maps and
spread them before her.

Beautiful y il uminated sea monsters frolicked in the corners.

He traced for her the coastline of England, the borders of the Holy
Roman Empire, the handful of regions of France, the

new widening borders of her own country of Spain and the papal
lands in Italy. “You see why your father and I have to be friends,”
he said to her. “We both face the power of France on our
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doorstep. We cannot even trade with each other unless we can
keep France out of the narrow seas.”

“If Juana’s son inherits the Hapsburg lands, then he wil have two
kingdoms,” she indicated. “Spain and also the Netherlands.”

“And your son wil have al of England, an al iance with Scotland,
and al our lands in France,” he said, making a sweep with his
spread palm. “They wil be a powerful pair of cousins.”

She smiled at the thought of it, and Henry saw the ambition in her.
“You would like to have a son who would rule half of
Christendom?”

“What woman would not?” she said. “And my son and Juana’s son
could surely defeat the Moors, could drive them back and back
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beyond the Mediterranean Sea?”

“Or perhaps you might find a way to live in peace,” he suggested.
“Just because one man cal s Him Al ah and another cal s him
God is no reason for believers to be enemies, surely?”

At once Catalina shook her head. “It wil have to be a war forever, I
think. My mother says that it is the great battle between Good and
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Evil which wil go on until the end of time.”

“Then you wil be in danger forever,” he started, when there was a
tap on the great wooden door of the library. It was the page that
Henry had sent running, bringing a flustered goldsmith who had
been waiting for days to show his work to the king and was rather
surprised to be summoned in a moment.

“Now,” Henry said to his daughter-in-law, “I have a treat for you.”
She looked up at him. “Good God,” he thought. “It would be a man
of stone who did not want this little flower in his bed. I swear that I
could make her smile, and at any rate, I would enjoy trying.”

“Have you?”
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Henry gestured to the man who flapped out a cloth of maroon
velvet from his pocket and then spil ed the contents of his
knapsack onto the scarlet background. A tumble of jewels,
diamonds, emeralds, rubies, pearls, chains, lockets, earrings, and
brooches was swiftly spread before Catalina’s widening gaze.

“You shal have your pick,” Henry said, his voice warm and
intimate. “It is my private gift to you, to bring the smile back to
your pretty face.” She hardly heard him. She was at the table in a
moment, the goldsmith holding up one rich item after another.
Henry watched her indulgently. So she might be a princess with a
pure bloodline of Castilian aristocrats, while he was the grandson
of a workingman; but she was a girl as easily bought as any other.
And he had the means to please her.

“Silver?” he asked.
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She turned a bright face to him. “Not silver,” she said decisively.

Henry remembered that this was a girl who had seen the treasure
of the Incas cast at her feet.

“Gold, then?”

“I do prefer gold.”

“Pearls?”

She made a little moue with her mouth.

“My God, she has a kissable mouth,” he thought. “Not pearls?” he
asked aloud.
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“They are not my greatest favorite,” she confided. She smiled up
at him. “What is your favorite stone?”

“Why, she is flirting with me,” he said to himself, stunned at the
thought. “She is playing me like she would an indulgent uncle.
She is reeling me in like a fish.”

“Emeralds?”

She smiled again.

“No. This,” she said simply.

She had picked out, in a moment, the most expensive thing in the
jeweler’s pack, a col ar of deepest blue sapphires with a matching
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pair of earrings. Charmingly, she held the col ar against her
smooth cheeks so that he could look from the jewels to her eyes.

She took a step closer towards him so that he could smel the
scent on her hair, orange-blossom water from the

gardens of the Alhambra. She smel ed as if she were an exotic

flower herself. “Do they match my eyes?” she asked him.
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“Are my eyes as blue as sapphires?”

He took a little breath, surprised at the violence of his response.
“They are. You shal have them,” he said, almost choking on his
desire for her. “You shal have this and anything else you like. You
shal name your…your…wish.”

The look she threw up at him was of pure delight. “And my ladies
too?”

“Cal your ladies. They shal have their pick.”

She laughed with pleasure and ran to the door. He let her go.

He did not trust himself to stay in the room without chaperones.
Hastily, he took himself out into the hal and met his mother,
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returning from hearing Mass.

He kneeled, and she put her fingers on his head in her blessing.
“My son.”

“My lady mother.”

He rose to his feet. She quickly took in the flush of his face and
his suppressed energy.

“Has something troubled you?”

“No!”

She sighed. “Is it the queen? Is it Elizabeth?” she asked wearily.
“Is she complaining about the Scots’ marriage for Margaret
again?”
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“No,” he said. “I have not seen her today.”

“She wil have to accustom herself,” she said. “A princess cannot
choose whom she marries and when she leaves home. Elizabeth
would know that if she had been properly brought up. But she was
not.”

He gave his crooked smile. “That is hardly her fault.” His mother’s
disdain was apparent. “No good would ever have come from her
mother,” she said shortly. “Bad breeding, the Woodvil es.” Henry
shrugged and said nothing. He never defended his wife to his
mother—her malice was so constant
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and so impenetrable that it was a waste of time to try to change
her mind. He never defended his mother to his wife; he never had
to. Queen Elizabeth never commented on her difficult mother-in-
law or her demanding husband. She took him, his mother, his
autocratic rule, as if they were natural hazards, as unpleasant and
as inevitable as bad weather.

“You should not let her disturb you,” his mother said.
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“She has never disturbed me,” he said, thinking of the princess
who did.

I am certain now that the king likes me, above all his daughters,
and I am so glad of it. I am used to being the favorite daughter,
the baby of the family. I like it when I am the favorite of the king, I
like to feel special.

When he saw that I was sad at my court going back to Spain and
leaving me in England, he spent the afternoon

with me, showing me his library, talking about his maps, and
finally, giving me an exquisite collar of sapphires. He let me pick
out exactly what I wanted from the goldsmith’s pack, and he said
that the sapphires were the color of my eyes.
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I did not like him very well at first, but I am becoming accustomed
to his abrupt speech and his quick ways. He is a man whose word
is law in this court and in this land, and he owes thanks to no one
for anything, except perhaps his Lady Mother. He has no close
friends, no intimates but her and the soldiers who fought with him,
who are now the great men of his court. He is not tender to his
wife nor warm to his daughters, but I like it that he attends to me.
Perhaps I will come to love him as a daughter. Already I am glad
when he singles me out. In a court such as this, which revolves
around his approval, it makes me feel like a princess indeed when
he praises me or spends time with me.

If it were not for him then I think I would be even more lonely than
I am. The prince my husband treats me as if I were a table or a
chair. He never speaks to me, he never smiles at me, he never
starts a conversation; it is all he can do to find a reply. I think I was
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a fool when I thought he looked like a troubadour. He looks like a
milksop and that is the truth. He never raises his voice above a
whisper, he never says anything of any interest. He may well
speak French and

Latin and half a dozen languages, but since he has nothing to say
—what good are they? We live as strangers, and if he did not
come to my bedchamber at night, once a week as if on duty, I
would not know I was married at all.

I show the sapphires to his sister, the Princess Margaret, and she
is eaten up with jealousy. I shall have to confess to the sin of
vanity and of pride. It is not right for me to flaunt them before her;
but if she had ever been kind to me by word or deed, then I would
not have shown her. I want her to know that her father values me,
even if she and her grandmother and her brother do not. But now
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all I have done is upset her and put myself in the wrong, and I will
have to confess and make a penance.

Worst of all, I did not behave with the dignity that a princess of
Spain should always show. If she were not such a fishwife’s
apprentice, then I could have been better. This court dances
around the king as if nothing matters more in the world than his
favor, and I should know better than to join in. At the very least I
should not be measuring myself against a girl four years younger
than me and only a princess of England, even if she calls herself
Queen of Scotland at every opportunity.

The young Prince and Princess of Wales finished their visit to
Richmond and started to make their own royal household in
Baynard’s Castle. Catalina had her rooms at the back of
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the house, overlooking the gardens and the river, with her
household, her Spanish ladies, her Spanish chaplain, and
duenna, and Arthur’s rooms overlooked the City with his
household, his chaplain, and his tutor. They met formal y only
once a day for dinner, when the two households sat at opposite
sides of the hal and stared at each other with mutual suspicion,
more like enemies in the middle of a forced truce than members
of a united home.
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The castle was run according to the commands of Lady Margaret,
the king’s mother.

The feast days and fast days, the entertainments and the daily
timetable were al commanded by her. Even the nights when
Arthur was to visit his wife in her bedchamber had been appointed
by her. She did not want the young people becoming exhausted,
nor did she want them neglecting their duties. So once a week the
prince’s household and friends

solemnly escorted him to the princess’s rooms and left him there
overnight. For both young people the experience was an ordeal of
embarrassment.

Arthur became no more skil ed. Catalina endured his silent
determination as politely as she could. But then, one day in early
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December, Catalina’s monthly course started and she told Doña
Elvira. The duenna at once told the prince’s groom of the
bedchamber that the prince could not come to the Infanta’s bed
for a week; the Infanta was indisposed. Within half an hour,
everyone from the king at Whitehal to the spit boy at Baynard’s
Castle knew that the Princess of Wales was having her course
and so no child had yet been conceived, and everyone from the
king to the spit boy wondered, since the girl was lusty and strong
and since she was bleeding—obviously fertile—if Arthur was
capable of doing his side of their duty.

In the middle of December, when the court was preparing for the
great twelve-day feast of Christmas, Arthur was summoned by his
father and ordered to prepare to leave for his castle at Ludlow.
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“I suppose you’l want to take your wife with you,” the king said,
smiling at his son in an effort to seem unconcerned.

“As you wish, sir,” Arthur replied careful y.

“What would you wish?”

After enduring a week’s ban from Catalina’s bed, with everyone
remarking among themselves that no child had been made—but
to be sure, it was early days yet, and it might be nobody’s fault—
Arthur felt embarrassed and discouraged. He had not gone back
to her bedroom, and she had sent no message to invite him. He
could not expect an invitation—he knew that was ridiculous—a
princess of Spain could hardly send for the prince of England; but
she had not smiled or encouraged him in any way at al . He had
received no message to tel him to resume his visits, and he had
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no idea how long these mysteries usual y took. There was no one
that he could ask, and he did not know what he should do.

“She does not seem very merry,” Arthur observed.

“She’s homesick,” his father said briskly. “It’s up to you to divert
her. Take her to Ludlow with you. Buy her things. She’s a girl like
any other. Praise her beauty. Tel her jokes. Flirt with her.”

Arthur looked quite blank. “In Latin?”
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His father barked his harsh laugh. “Lad. You can do it in Welsh if
your eyes are smiling and your cock is hard. She’l know what you
mean. I swear it. She’s a girl who knows wel enough what a man
means.”

There was no answering brightness from his son. “Yes, sir.”
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“If you don’t want her with you, you’re not obliged to take her this
year, you know.

You were supposed to marry and then spend the first year apart.”

“That was when I was fourteen.”

“Only a year ago.”

“Yes, but…”

“So you do want her with you?”

His son flushed. The father regarded the boy with sympathy.

“You want her, but you are afraid she wil make a fool of you?” he
suggested.
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The blond head drooped, nodded.

“And you think if you and she are far from court and from me, then
she wil be able to torment you.”

Another smal nod. “And al her ladies. And her duenna.”

“And time wil hang heavy on your hands.”

The boy looked up, his face a picture of misery.

“And she wil be bored and sulky and she wil make your little court
at Ludlow a miserable prison for both of you.”

“If she dislikes me…” he started, his voice very low.
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Henry rested a heavy hand on his boy’s shoulder. “Oh, my son. It
doesn’t matter what she thinks of you,” he said.

“Perhaps your mother was not my choice, perhaps I was not hers.
When a throne is involved the heart comes in second place if it
ever matters at al .

She knows what she has to do; and that is al that counts.”
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“Oh, she knows al about it!” the boy burst out resentful y.

“She has no…” His father waited. “No…what?”

“No shame at al .”

Henry caught his breath. “She is shameless? She is passionate?”
He tried to keep the desire from his voice, a sudden lascivious
picture of his daughter-in-law, naked and shameless, in his mind.

“No! She goes at it like a man harnessing a horse,” Arthur said
miserably. “A task to be done.”

Henry choked down a laugh. “But at least she does it,” he said.
“You don’t have to beg her or persuade her. She knows what she
has to do?” Arthur turned from him to the window and looked out
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of the arrow slit to the cold river Thames below. “I don’t think she
likes me. She only likes her Spanish friends, and Mary, and
perhaps Henry. I see her laughing with

them and dancing with them as if she were very merry in their
company. She chatters away with her own people, she is
courteous to everyone who passes by. She has a smile for
everyone. I hardly ever see her, and I don’t want to see her
either.”

Henry dropped his hand on his son’s shoulder. “My boy, she
doesn’t know what she thinks of you,” he assured him. “She’s too
busy in her own little world of dresses and jewels and those
damned gossipy Spanish women. The sooner you and she are
alone together, the sooner you two wil come to terms. You can
take her with you to Ludlow, and you can get acquainted.”
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The boy nodded, but he did not look convinced. “If it is your wish,
sire,” he said formal y.

“Shal I ask her if she wants to go?”

The color flooded into the young man’s cheeks. “What if she says
no?” he asked anxiously.

His father laughed. “She won’t,” he promised. “You’l see.”

Henry was right. Catalina was too much of a princess to say either
yes or no to a king.

When he asked her if she would like to go to Ludlow with the
prince, she said that she would do whatever the king wished.
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“Is Lady Margaret Pole stil at the castle?” she asked, her voice a
little nervous.

He scowled at her. Lady Margaret was now safely married to Sir
Richard Pole, one of the solid Tudor warhorses, and warden of
Ludlow Castle. But Lady Margaret had been born Margaret
Plantagenet, beloved daughter of the Duke of Clarence, cousin to
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King Edward and sister to Edward of Warwick, whose claim to the
throne had been so much greater than Henry’s own.

“What of it?”

“Nothing,” she said hastily.

“You have no cause to avoid her,” he said gruffly. “What was done
was done in my name, by my order. You don’t bear any blame for
it.”

She flushed as if they were talking of something shameful. “I
know.”

“I can’t have anyone chal enging my right to the throne,” he said
abruptly. “There are too many of them, Yorks and Beauforts, and
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Lancasters too, and endless others who fancy their chances as
pretenders. You don’t know this country. We’re al married and
intermarried like so many coneys in a warren.” He paused to see
if she would laugh, but she was frowning, fol owing his rapid
French. “I can’t have anyone claiming by their pretended right
what I have won by conquest,” he said. “And I won’t have anyone
else claiming by conquest either.”

“I thought you were the true king,” Catalina said hesitantly.

“I am now,” said Henry Tudor bluntly. “And that’s al that matters.”

“You were anointed.”

“I am now,” he repeated with a grim smile.
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“But you are of the royal line?”

“I have royal blood in my veins,” he said, his voice hard. “No need
to measure how much or how little. I picked up my crown off the
battlefield, literal y, it was at my feet in the mud.

So I knew; everyone knew—everyone saw God give me the
victory because I was his chosen king. The archbishop anointed
me because he knew that too. I am as much king as any in
Christendom, and more than most because I did not just inherit as
a baby, the fruit of another man’s struggle—

God gave me my kingdom when I was a man. It is my just desert.”

“But you had to claim it…”
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“I claimed my own,” he said final y. “I won my own. God gave my
own to me. That’s an end to it.”

She bowed her head to the energy in his words. “I know, sire.” Her
submissiveness, and the pride that was hidden behind it,
fascinated him. He thought that there had never been a young
woman whose smooth face could hide her thoughts like this one.

“D’you want to stay here with me?” Henry asked softly, knowing
that he should not ask her such a thing, praying, as soon as the
words were out of his mouth, that she would say no and silence
his secret desire for her.

“Why, I wish whatever Your Majesty wishes,” she said cool y.
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“I suppose you want to be with Arthur?” he asked, daring her to
deny it.

“As you wish, sire,” she said steadily.

“Tel me! Would you like to go to Ludlow with Arthur, or would you
rather stay here with me?”
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She smiled faintly and would not be drawn. “You are the king,” she
said quietly. “I must do whatever you command.”

Henry knew he should not keep her at court beside him but he
could not resist playing with the idea. He consulted her Spanish
advisors, and found them hopelessly divided and squabbling
among themselves. The Spanish ambassador, who had worked
so hard to deliver the intractable marriage contract, insisted that
the princess should go with her new husband and that she should
be seen to be a married woman in every way. Her confessor, who
alone of al of them seemed to have a tenderness for the little
princess, urged that the young couple should be al owed to stay
together. Her duenna, the formidable and difficult Doña Elvira,
preferred
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not to leave London. She had heard that Wales was a hundred
miles away, a mountainous and rocky land. If Catalina stayed in
Baynard’s Castle and the household was rid of Arthur, then they
would make a little Spanish enclave in the heart of the City, and
the duenna’s power would be unchal enged, she would rule the
princess and the little Spanish court.

The queen volunteered her opinion that Catalina would find
Ludlow too cold and lonely in mid-December and suggested that
perhaps the young couple could stay together in London until
spring.

“You just hope to keep Arthur with you, but he has to go,”

Henry said brusquely to her.
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“He has to learn the business of kingship and there is no better
way to learn to rule England than to rule the principality.”

“He’s stil young, and he is shy with her.”

“He has to learn to be a husband too.”

“They wil have to learn to deal together.”

“Better that they learn in private then.”
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In the end, it was the king’s mother who gave the decisive advice.
“Send her,” she said to her son. “We need a child off her. She
won’t make one on her own in London. Send her with Arthur to
Ludlow.” She laughed shortly. God knows, they’l have nothing else
to do there.”

“Elizabeth is afraid that she wil be sad and lonely,” the king
remarked. “And Arthur is afraid that they wil not deal wel
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together.”

“Who cares?” his mother asked. “What difference does that
make? They are married and they have to live together and make
an heir.”

He shot her a swift smile. “She is only just sixteen,” he said,

“and the baby of her family, stil missing her mother. You don’t
make any al owances for her youth, do you?”

“I was married at twelve years old, and gave birth to you in

the same year,” she returned. “No one made any al owances for
me. And yet I survived.”

“I doubt you were happy.”
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“I was not. I doubt that she is. But that, surely, is the last thing that
matters?” Doña Elvira told me that I must refuse to go to Ludlow.
Father Geraldini said that it was my duty to go with my husband.
Dr. de Puebla said that for certain my mother would want me to
live with my husband, to do everything to show that the marriage
is complete in word and deed. Arthur, the hopeless beanpole, said
nothing, and his father seems to want me to decide; but he is a
king and I don’t trust him.

All I really want to do is to go home to Spain. Whether we are in
London or whether we live in Ludlow it will be cold, and it will rain
all the time—the very air feels wet—I cannot get anything good to
eat, and I cannot understand a word anybody says.

I know I am Princess of Wales and I will be Queen of England.
That is true, and it will be true. But, this day, I cannot feel very
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glad about it.

“We are to go to my castle at Ludlow,” Arthur remarked awkwardly
to Catalina. They were seated side by side at dinner, the hal
below them, the gal ery above, and the wide

doors crowded with people who had come from the City for the
free entertainment of watching the court dine. Most people were
observing the Prince of Wales and his young bride.

She bowed her head but did not look at him. “Is it your father’s
command?” she asked.

“Yes.”

“Then I shal be happy to go,” she said.
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“We wil be alone, but for the warden of the castle and his wife,”
Arthur went on. He wanted to say that he hoped she would not
mind, that he hoped she would not be bored or sad or—worst of al
—angry with him.

She looked at him without a smile. “And so?”

“I hope you wil be content,” he stumbled.

“Whatever your father wishes,” she said steadily, as if to remind
him that they were merely prince and princess and had no rights
and no power at al .
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He cleared his throat. “I shal come to your room tonight,” he
asserted.

She gave him a look from eyes as blue and hard as the sapphires
around her neck.

“Whatever you wish,” she said in the same neutral tone.
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He came when she was in bed, and Doña Elvira admitted him to
the room, her face like a stone, disapproval in every gesture.
Catalina sat up in bed and watched as his groom of the
bedchamber took his gown from his shoulders and went quietly
out, closing the door behind him.

“Wine?” Arthur asked. He was afraid his voice quavered slightly.

“No, thank you,” she said.

Awkwardly the young man came to the bed, turned back the
sheets, got in beside her.

She turned to look at him, and he knew he was blushing beneath
her inquiring gaze. He blew out the candle so she could not see
his discomfort. A little torchlight from the guard outside flickered
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through the slats of the shutters, and then was gone as the guard
moved on. Arthur felt the bed move as she lay back and pul ed
her nightdress out of the way. He felt as if he were a thing to her,
an object of no importance, something she had to endure in order
to be Queen of England.

He threw back the covers and jumped from the bed. “I’m not
staying here. I’m going to my room,” he said tersely.

“What?”

“I shan’t stay here. I’m not wanted…”

“Not wanted? I never said you were not—”

“It is obvious. The way you look—”
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“It’s pitch black! How d’you know how I look? And anyway, you
look as if someone forced you here!”

“I? It isn’t me who sent a message that half the court heard,

that I was not to come to your bed.”

He heard her gasp. “I did not say you were not to come. I had to
tel them to tel you—” She broke off in embarrassment. “It was my
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time…you had to know…”

“Your duenna told my steward that I was not to come to your bed.
How do you think that made me feel? How d’you think that looked
to everyone?”

“How else was I to tel you?” she demanded.

“Tel me yourself!” he raged. “Don’t tel everyone else in the world.”

“How could I? How could I say such a thing? I should be so
embarrassed!”

“Instead it is me who is made to look a fool!”

Catalina slipped out of bed and steadied herself, holding the tal
carved bedpost. “My lord, I apologize if I have offended you, I
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don’t know how such things are done here….

In future I wil do as you wish….”

He said nothing.

She waited.

“I’m going,” he said and went to hammer on the door for his
groom to come to him.

“Don’t!” The cry was forced out of her.

“What?” He turned.

“Everyone wil know,” she said desperately. “Know that there is
something wrong between us. Everyone wil know that you have
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just come to me. If you leave at once, everyone wil think…”

“I won’t stay here!” he shouted.

Her pride rushed up. “You wil shame us both!” she cried out.

“What do you want people to think? That I disgust you, or that you
are impotent?”

“Why not? If both are true?” He hammered on the door even

louder.

She gasped in horror and fel back against the bedpost.

“Your Grace?” came a shout from the outer chamber, and the door
opened to reveal the groom of the bedchamber and a couple of
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pages, and behind them Doña Elvira and a lady-in-waiting.

Catalina stalked over to the window and turned her back to the
room. Uncertainly, Arthur hesitated, glancing back at her for help,
for some indication that he could stay after al .

“For shame!” Doña Elvira exclaimed, pushing past Arthur and
running to throw a gown around Catalina’s shoulders.

Once the woman was standing with her arm around Catalina,
glaring at him, Arthur could not return to his bride; he stepped
over the threshold and went to his own rooms.

I cannot bear him. I cannot bear this country. I cannot live here for
the rest of my life.
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That he should say that I disgust him! That he should dare to
speak to me so! Has he run mad like one of their disgusting dogs
that pant everywhere? Has he forgotten who I am? Has he
forgotten himself?

I am so furious with him I should like to take a scimitar and slice
his stupid head off. If he thought for a moment, he would have
known that everyone in the palace, everyone in London, probably
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everyone in this gross country, will laugh at us. They will say I am
ugly and that I cannot please him.

I am crying with temper, it’s not grief. I tuck my head into the pillow
of my bed, so that no one can hear me and tell everyone else that
the princess cried herself to sleep because her husband would
not bed her. I am choking on tears and temper, I am so angry with
him.

After a little while, I stop, I wipe my face, I sit up. I am a princess
by birth and by marriage, I should not give way. I shall have some
dignity even if he has none. He is a young man, a young
Englishman at that—how should he know how to behave? I think
of my home in the moonlight, of how the walls and the tracery
gleam white and the yellow stone is bleached to cream. That is a
palace, where people know
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how to behave with grace and dignity. I wish with all my heart that
I were still there.

I remember that I used to watch a big yellow moon reflected in the
water of the sultana’s garden. Like a fool, I used to dream of being
married.

Oxford,

Christmas 1501

THEY SET OFF A FEW DAYS BEFORE CHRISTMAS.

Resolutely, they spoke to each other in public with utter courtesy,
and ignored each other completely when no one was watching.
The queen had asked that they might at least stay for the twelve-
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day feast, but My Lady the King’s Mother had ruled that they
should take their Christmas at Oxford; it would give the country a
chance to see the prince and the new Princess of Wales, and
what the king’s mother said was law.

Catalina traveled by litter, jolted mercilessly over the frozen roads,
her mules foundering in the fords, chil ed to the bone however
many rugs and furs they packed around her. The king’s mother
had ruled that she should not ride for fear of a fal . The unspoken
hope was that Catalina was carrying a child. Catalina herself said
nothing to confirm or deny the hope. Arthur was silence itself.
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They had separate rooms on the road to Oxford and separate
rooms at Magdalene Col ege when they arrived.

The choristers were ready, the kitchens were ready, the
extraordinarily rich hospitality of Oxford was ready to make merry;
but the Prince and Princess of Wales were as cold and as dul as
the weather.
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They dined together, seated at the great table facing down the hal
, and as many of the citizens of Oxford who could get into the gal
ery took their seats and watched the princess put smal morsels of
food in her mouth and turn her shoulder to her husband, while he
looked around the hal for companions and conversation, as if he
were dining alone.

They brought in dancers and tumblers, mummers and players.
The princess smiled very pleasantly but never laughed, gave smal
purses of Spanish coins to al the entertainers, thanked them for
their attendance but never

once turned to her husband to ask him if he was enjoying the
evening. The prince walked around the room, affable and pleasant
to the great men of the city. He spoke in English al the time, and
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his Spanish-speaking bride had to wait for someone to talk to her
in French or Latin, if they would.

Instead they clustered around the prince and chatted and joked
and laughed, almost as if they were laughing at her and did not
want her to understand the jest. The princess sat alone, stiffly on
her hard, carved wooden chair, her head held high and a smal ,
defiant smile on her lips.

At last it was midnight, and the long evening could end.

Catalina rose from her seat and watched the court sink into bows
and curtseys. She dropped a low Spanish curtsey to her husband,
her duenna behind her with a face like flint. “I bid you good night,
Your Grace,” said the princess in Latin, her voice clear, her accent
perfect.
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“I shal come to your room,” he said. There was a little murmur of
approval; the court wanted a lusty prince.

The color rose in her cheeks at the very public announcement.
There was nothing she could say. She could not refuse him, but
the way she rose and left the room did not promise him a warm
welcome when they were alone. Her ladies dipped their curtseys
and fol owed her in a little offended flurry, swishing off like a
many-colored veil trailing behind her. The court smiled behind
their hands at the high

spirits of the bride.

Arthur came to her half an hour later, fired up by drink and
resentment. He found her stil dressed, waiting by the fire, her
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duenna at her side, her room ablaze with candles, her ladies stil
talking and playing cards as if it were the middle of the afternoon.

Clearly, she was not a young woman on her way to bed.

“Sire, good evening,” she said and rose and curtseyed as he
entered.

Arthur had to check his backwards step, in retreat at the first
encounter. He was ready for bed, in his nightgown with only a
robe thrown over his shoulders. He was acutely aware of his bare
feet and vulnerable toes. Catalina blazed in her evening finery.
The ladies al turned and looked at him, their faces unfriendly. He
was acutely conscious of his nightgown and his bare legs and a
chuckle of barely suppressed laughter from one of his men behind
him.
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“I expected you to be in bed,” he said.

“Of course, I can go to bed,” she returned with glacial courtesy. “I
was about to go to bed. It is very late. But when you announced
so publicly that you would visit me in my rooms, I thought you
must be planning to bring al the court
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with you. I thought you were tel ing everyone to come to my
rooms. Why else announce it at the top of your voice so that
everybody could hear?”

“I did not announce it at the top of my voice!”

She raised an eyebrow in wordless contradiction.

“I shal stay the night,” he said stubbornly. He marched to her
bedroom door. “These ladies can go to their beds, it is late.”

He nodded to his men. “Leave us.” He went into her room and
closed the door behind him.

She fol owed him and closed the door behind her, shutting out the
bright, scandalized faces of the ladies. Her back to the door, she
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watched him throw off his robe and nightgown so he was naked,
and climb into her bed. He plumped up the pil ows and leaned
back, his arms crossed against his narrow bare chest, like a man
awaiting an entertainment.

It was her turn to be discomforted. “Your Grace…”

“You had better get undressed,” he taunted her. “As you say, it’s
very late.” She turned one way and then the other. “I shal send for
Doña Elvira.”

“Do. And send for whoever else undresses you. Don’t mind me,
please.” Catalina bit her lip. He could see her uncertainty. She
could not bear to be stripped naked in front of him. She turned
and went out of the bedchamber.
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There was a rattle of irritable Spanish from the room next door.
Arthur grinned. He guessed that she was clearing the room of her
ladies and undressing out there. When she came back, he saw
that he was right. She was wearing a white gown trimmed with
exquisite lace, and her hair was in a long plait down her back. She
looked more like a little girl than the haughty princess she had
been only moments before, and he felt his desire rise up with
some other feeling: a tenderness.

She glanced at him, her face unfriendly. “I wil have to say my
prayers,” she said. She went to the prie-dieu and kneeled before
it. He watched her bow her head over her clasped hands and start
to whisper. For the first time his irritation left him, and he thought
how hard it must be for her. Surely his unease and fear must be
nothing to hers: alone in a strange
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land, at the beck and cal of a boy a few months younger than her,
with no real friends and no family, far away from everything and
everyone she knew.

The bed was warm. The wine he had drunk to give him courage
now made him feel sleepy. He leaned back on the pil ow. Her
prayers were taking a long time, but it was good for a man to have
a spiritual wife. He closed his eyes on the thought. When she
came to bed, he thought he would take her with confidence but
with gentleness. It was Christmas, he should be kind to her. She
was probably lonely and afraid.

He should be generous. He thought warmly of how loving he
would be to her, and how grateful she would be. Perhaps they
would learn to give each other pleasure, perhaps he would make
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her happy. His breathing deepened, he gave a tiny little snuffly
snore. He slept.

Catalina looked around from her prayers and smiled in pure
triumph. Then, absolutely silently, she crept into bed beside him,
and, careful y arranging herself so that not even of the hem of her
nightgown could touch him, she composed herself for sleep.
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You thought to embarrass me before my women, before all the
court. You thought you could shame me and triumph over me. But
I am a princess of Spain, and I have known things and seen
things that you, in this safe little country, in this smug little haven,
would never dream of. I am the Infanta, I am the daughter of the
two most powerful monarchs in the whole of Christendom, who
alone have defeated the greatest threat ever to march against it.
For seven hundred years the Moors have occupied Spain, an
empire mightier than that of the Romans, and who drove them
out? My mother! My father! So you needn’t think I am afraid of you
—you rose-petal prince, or whatever they call you. I shall never
stoop to do anything that a princess of Spain should not do. I shall
never be petty or spiteful. But if you challenge me, I shall defeat
you.
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Arthur did not speak to her in the morning. His boy’s high pride
was utterly cut to the quick. She had shamed him at his father’s
court by denying him her rooms, and now she had

shamed him in private. He felt that she had trapped him, made a
fool of him, and was even now laughing at him. He rose up and
went out in sul en silence. He went to Mass and did not meet her
eyes. He went hunting and was gone al day. He did not speak to
her at night. They watched a play, seated side by side, and not
one word was exchanged al evening. A whole week they stayed
at Oxford, and they did not say more than a dozen words to each
other every day.

He swore a private, bitter oath to himself that he would never,
ever speak to her again. He would get a child on her, if he could,
he would humiliate her in every way that he could, but he would
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never say one direct word to her, and he would never, never,
never sleep again in her bed.

When the morning came for them to move on to Ludlow, the sky
was gray with clouds, fat-bel ied with snow. Catalina came out of
the doorway of the col ege and recoiled as the icy, damp air hit
her in the face. Arthur ignored her.

She stepped out into the yard where the train was al drawn up
and waiting for her. She hesitated before the litter. It struck him
that she was like a prisoner, hesitating before a cart. She could
not choose.

“Wil it not be very cold?” she asked.
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He turned a hard face to her. “You wil have to get used to the cold.
You’re not in Spain now.”

“So I see.”

She drew back the curtains of the litter. Inside there were rugs for
her to wrap around herself and cushions for her to rest on, but it
did not look very cozy.
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“It gets far worse than this,” he said cheerful y. “Far colder, it rains
or sleets or snows, and it gets darker. In February we have only a
couple of hours of daylight at best, and then there are the freezing
fogs which turn day into night so it is forever gray.” She turned and
looked up at him. “Could we not set out another day?”

“You agreed to come,” he taunted her. “I would have been happy
to leave you at Greenwich.”

“I did as I was told.”

“So here we are. Traveling on as we have been ordered to

do.”
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“At least you can move about and keep warm,” she said
plaintively. “Can I not ride?”

“My Lady the King’s Mother said you could not.”

She made a little face but she did not argue.

“It’s your choice. Shal I leave you here?” he asked briskly, as if he
had little time for these uncertainties.

“No,” she said. “Of course not,” and climbed into the litter and pul
ed the rugs over her feet and up around her shoulders.

Arthur led the way out of Oxford, bowing and smiling at the people
who had turned out to cheer him. Catalina drew the curtains of her
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litter against the cold wind and the curious stares, and would not
show her face.

They stopped for dinner at a great house on the way and Arthur
went in to dine without even waiting to help her from the litter. The
lady of the house, flustered, went out to the litter and found
Catalina stumbling out, white-faced and with red eyes.

“Princess, are you al right?” the woman asked her.

“I am cold,” Catalina said miserably. “I am freezing cold. I

think I have never been so cold.”

She hardly ate any dinner. They could not make her take any
wine. She looked ready to drop with exhaustion; but as soon as
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they had eaten, Arthur wanted to push on; they had twenty more
miles to go before the early dusk of winter.

“Can’t you refuse?” María de Salinas asked her in a quick
whisper.

“No,” the princess said. She rose from her seat without another
word. But when they opened the great wooden door to go out into
the courtyard, smal flakes of snow swirled in around them.

“We cannot travel in this. It wil soon be dark and we shal lose the
road!” Catalina exclaimed.

“I shal not lose the road,” Arthur said, and strode out to his horse.
“You shal fol ow me.”
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The lady of the house sent a servant flying for a heated stone to
put in the litter at Catalina’s feet. The princess climbed in,
hunched the rugs around her shoulders, and tucked her hands in
deep.

“I am sure that he is impatient to get you to Ludlow to show you
his castle,” the woman said, trying to put the best aspect on a
miserable situation.
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“He is impatient to show me nothing but neglect,” Catalina
snapped, but she took care to say it in Spanish.

They left the warmth and lights of the great house and heard the
doors bang behind them as they turned the horses’

heads to the west, and to the white sun which was sinking low on
the horizon. It was two hours past noon, but the sky was so fil ed
with snow clouds that there was an eerie gray glow over the rol
ing landscape. The road snaked ahead of them, brown tracks
against brown fields, both of them

bleaching to whiteness under the haze of swirling snow.

Arthur rode ahead, singing merrily, Catalina’s litter labored along
behind. At every step the mules threw the litter to one side and
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then the other. She had to keep a hand on the edge to hold
herself in place, and her fingers became chil ed and then
cramped, blue from cold. The curtains kept out the worst of the
snowflakes but not the insistent, penetrating drafts. If she drew
back a corner to look out at the country, she saw a whirl of
whiteness as the snowflakes danced and circled the road, the sky
seeming grayer every moment.

The sun set white in a white sky, and the world grew more
shadowy. Snow and clouds closed down around the little
cavalcade which wound its way across a white land under a gray
sky.

Arthur’s horse cantered ahead, the prince riding easily in the
saddle, one gloved hand on the reins, the other on his whip.
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He had stout woolen undergarments under his thick leather jerkin
and soft, warm leather boots. Catalina watched him ride forwards.
She was too cold and too miserable even to resent him. More
than anything else she wished he would ride back to tel her that
the journey was nearly over, that they were there.

An hour passed. The mules walked down the road, their heads
bowed low against the wind that whirled flakes around their ears
and into the litter. The snow was getting thicker

now, fil ing the air and drifting into the ruts of the lane.

Catalina had hunched up under the covers, lying like a child, the
rapidly cooling stone at her bel y, her knees drawn up, her cold
hands tucked in, her face ducked down, buried in the furs and
rugs.
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Her feet were freezing cold, there was a gap in the rugs at her
back, and now and then she shivered at a fresh draft of icy air.

Al around, outside the litter, she could hear men chattering and
laughing about the cold, swearing that they would eat wel when
the train got into Burford. Their voices seemed to come from far
away, Catalina drifted into a sleep from coldness and exhaustion.

Groggily, she woke when the litter bumped down to the ground
and the curtains were swept back. A wave of icy air washed over
her, and she ducked her head down and cried out in discomfort.
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“Infanta?” Doña Elvira asked. The duenna had been riding her
mule, the exercise had kept her warm. “Infanta? Thank God, at
last we are here.” Catalina would not lift her head.

“Infanta, they are waiting to greet you.”

Stil Catalina would not look up.
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“What’s this?” It was Arthur’s voice. He had seen the litter put
down and the duenna bending over it. He saw that the heap of
rugs made no movement. For a moment, with a pang of dismay,
he thought that the princess might have been taken il . María de
Salinas gave him a reproachful look. “What’s the matter?”

“It is nothing.” Doña Elvira straightened up and stood between the
prince and his young wife, shielding Catalina as he jumped from
his horse and came towards her. “The princess has been asleep.
She is composing herself.”

“I’l see her,” he said. He put the woman aside with one confident
hand and kneeled down beside the litter.

“Catalina?” he asked quietly.
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“I am frozen with cold,” said a little thread of voice. She lifted her
head, and he saw that she was as white as the snow itself and
her lips were blue. “I am so c-cold that I shal die and then you wil
be happy. You can b-bury me in this horrible country and m-marry
some fat, stupid Englishwoman. And I shal never see—” She
broke off into sobs.

“Catalina?” He was utterly bemused.

“I shal never see my m-mother again. But she wil know that you
kil ed me with your miserable country and your cruelty.”

“I have not been cruel!” he rejoined at once, quite blind to the
gathering crowd of courtiers around them. “By God, Catalina, it
was not me!”
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“You have been cruel.” She lifted her face from the rugs. “You
have been cruel because—”

It was her sad, white, tearstained face that spoke to him far more
than her words could ever have done. She looked like one of his
sisters when their grandmother scolded them.
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She did not look like an infuriating, insulting princess of Spain, she
looked like a girl who had been bul ied into tears

—and he realized that it was he who had bul ied her. He had
made her cry, and he had left her in the cold litter for al the
afternoon while he had ridden on ahead and delighted in the
thought of her discomfort.

He reached into the rugs and pul ed out her icy hand. Her fingers
were numb with cold.

He knew he had done wrong. He took her blue fingertips to his
mouth and kissed them, then he held them against his lips and
blew his warm breath against them. “God forgive me,” he said. “I
forgot I was a husband. I didn’t know I had to be a husband. I
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didn’t realize that I could make you cry. I won’t ever do so again.”
She blinked, her blue eyes swimming in unshed tears. “What?”

“I was wrong. I was angry but quite wrong. Let me take you inside
and we wil get warm and I shal tel you how sorry I am and I wil
never be unkind to you again.” At once she struggled with her
rugs, and Arthur pul ed them off her legs.

She was so cramped and so chil ed that she stumbled when she
tried to stand. Ignoring the muffled protests of her duenna, he
swept her up into his arms and carried her like a bride across the
threshold of the hal .

Gently he put her down before the roaring fire, gently he put back
her hood, untied her cloak, chafed her hands. He waved away the
servants who would have come to take her cloak, offered her
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wine. He made a little circle of peace and silence around them,
and he watched the color come back to her pale cheeks.

“I am sorry,” he said, heartfelt. “I was very, very angry with you,
but I should not have taken you so far in such bad weather, and I
should never have let you get cold. It was wrong of me.”

“I forgive you,” she whispered, a little smile lighting her face.

“I didn’t know that I had to take care of you. I didn’t think. I have
been like a child, an unkind child. But I know now, Catalina. I wil
never be unkind to you again.” She nodded.

“Oh, please. And you too must forgive me. I have been unkind to
you.”
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“Have you?”

“At Oxford,” she whispered, very low.

He nodded. “And what do you say to me?”

She stole a quick upwards glance at him. He was not making a
play of offense. He was a boy stil , with a boy’s fierce sense of
fairness. He needed a proper apology.

“I am very, very sorry,” she said, speaking nothing but the truth. “It
was not a good thing to do, and I was sorry in the morning, but I
could not tel you.”

“Shal we go to bed now?” he whispered to her, his mouth very
close to her ear.
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“Can we?”

“If I say that you are il ?”

She nodded and said nothing more.

“The princess is unwel from the cold,” Arthur announced general
y. “Doña Elvira wil take her to her room, and I shal dine there,
alone with her, later.”
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“But the people have come to see Your Grace…” his host
pleaded. “They have an entertainment for you, and some disputes
they would like you to hear…”

“I shal see them al in the hal now, and we shal stay tomorrow
also. But the princess must go to her rooms at once.”

“Of course.”

There was a flurry around the princess as her ladies, led by Doña
Elvira, escorted her to her room. Catalina glanced back at Arthur.
“Please come to my room for dinner,” she said clearly enough for
everyone to hear. “I want to see you, Your Grace.” It was
everything to him: to hear her publicly
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avow her desire for him. He bowed at the compliment, and then
he went to the great hal and cal ed for a cup of ale and dealt very
graciously with the half dozen men who had mustered to see him,
and then he excused himself and went to her room.

Catalina was waiting for him, alone by the fireside. She had
dismissed her women, her servants, there was no one to wait on
them, they were quite alone. He almost recoiled at the sight of the
empty room; the Tudor princes and princesses were never left
alone. But she had banished the servants who should wait at the
table, she had sent away the ladies who should dine with them.
She had even dismissed her duenna. There was no one to see
what she had done to her apartments, nor how she had set the
dinner table.
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She had swathed the plain wooden furniture in scarves of light
cloth in vivid colors. She had even draped scarves from the
tapestries to hide the cold wal s, so the room was like a beautiful y
trimmed tent.

She had ordered them to saw the legs of the table down to
stumps, so the table sat as low as a footstool, a most ridiculous
piece of furniture. She had set big cushions at either end, as if
they should recline like savages to eat. The dinner was set out on
the table at knee level, drawn up to the warmth of the burning logs
like some barbaric feast.
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There were candles everywhere and a rich smel like incense, as
heady as a church on a feast day.

Arthur was about to complain at the wild extravagance of sawing
up the furniture, but then he paused. This was, perhaps, not just
some girlish fol y; she was trying to show him something.
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She was wearing a most extraordinary costume. On her head was
a twist of the finest silk, turned and knotted like a coronet with a
tail hanging down behind that she had tucked nonchalantly in one
side of the headdress as if she would pul it over her face like a
veil. Instead of a decent gown she wore a simple shift of the
finest, lightest silk, smoky blue in color, so fine that he could
almost see through it, to glimpse the paleness of her skin
underneath. He could feel his heartbeat thud when he realized
she was naked

beneath this wisp of silk. Beneath the chemise she was

wearing a pair of hose—like men’s hose—but nothing like men’s
hose, for they were bil owy leggings which fel from her slim hips
where they were tied with a drawstring of gold thread, to her feet
where they were tied again, leaving her feet half bare in dainty
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crimson slippers worked with a gold thread. He looked her up and
down, from barbaric turban to Turkish slippers, and found himself
bereft of speech.

“You don’t like my clothes,” Catalina said flatly, and he was too
inexperienced to recognize the depth of embarrassment that she
was ready to feel.

“I’ve never seen anything like them before,” he stammered.

“Are they Arab clothes?

Show me!”

She turned on the spot, watching him over her shoulder and then
coming back to face him again. “We al wear them in Spain,” she
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said. “My mother too. They are more comfortable than gowns and
cleaner. Everything can be washed, not like velvets and damask.”

He nodded. He noticed now a light rosewater scent which came
from the silk.

“And they are cool in the heat of the day,” she added.

“They are…beautiful.” He nearly said “barbaric” and was so glad
that he had not, when her eyes lit up.

“Do you think so?”

“Yes.”

At once she raised her arms and twirled again to show him the
flutter of the hose and the lightness of the chemise.
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“You wear them to sleep in?”

She laughed. “We wear them nearly al the time. My mother
always wears them under her armor. They are far more
comfortable than anything else, and she could not wear gowns
under chain mail.”

“No…”

“When we are receiving Christian ambassadors, or for great state
occasions, or when the court is at feast, we wear gowns and
robes, especial y at Christmas when it is cold.

But in our own rooms, and always in the summer, and always
when we are on campaign, we wear Morisco dress. It is easy to
make, and easy to wash, and easy to carry, and best to wear.”
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“You cannot wear it here,” Arthur said. “I am so sorry. But My

Lady the King’s Mother would object if she knew you even had
them with you.”

She nodded. “I know that. My mother was against me even
bringing them. But I wanted something to remind me of my home
and I thought I might keep them in my cupboard and tel nobody.
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Then tonight, I thought I might show you. Show you myself, and
how I used to be.”

Catalina stepped to one side and gestured to him that he should
come to the table. He felt too big, too clumsy, and on an instinct
he stooped and shucked off his riding boots and stepped onto the
rich rugs barefoot. She gave a little nod of approval and beckoned
him to sit. He dropped to one of the gold-embroidered cushions.

Serenely, she sat opposite him and passed him a bowl of scented
water, with a white napkin. He dipped his fingers and wiped them.
She smiled and offered him a gold plate

laid with food. It was a dish of his childhood, roasted chicken legs,
deviled kidneys, with white manchet bread: a proper English
dinner. But she had made them serve only tiny portions on each
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individual plate, dainty bones artful y arranged. She had sliced
apples served alongside the meat and added some precious
spiced meats next to sliced sugared plums. She had done
everything she could to serve him a Spanish meal, with al the
delicacy and luxury of the Moorish taste.

Arthur was shaken from his prejudice. “This is…beautiful,” he
said, seeking a word to describe it. “This is…like a picture.

You are like…” He could not think of anything that he had ever
seen that was like her. Then an image came to him.

“You are like a painting I once saw on a plate,” he said. “A
treasure of my mother’s from Persia. You are like that.

Strange, and most lovely.”
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She glowed at his praise. “I want you to understand,” she said,
speaking careful y in Latin. “I want you to understand what I am.
Cuiusmodi sum.”

“What you are?”

“I am your wife,” she assured him. “I am the Princess of Wales, I
wil be Queen of England. I wil be an Englishwoman.

That is my destiny. But also, as wel as this, I am the Infanta of
Spain, of al Andalus.”

“I know.”

“You know; but you don’t know. You don’t know about Spain, you
don’t know about me. I want to explain myself to you. I want you
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to know about Spain. I am a princess of Spain. I am my father’s
favorite. When we dine alone, we eat like this.

When we are on campaign, we live in tents and sit before the
braziers like this, and we were on campaign for every year of my
life until I was seven.”

“But you are a Christian court,” he protested. “You are a power in
Christendom. You have chairs, proper chairs. You must eat your
dinner off a proper table.”

“Only at banquets of state,” she said. “When we are in our private
rooms we live like this, like Moors. Oh, we say grace; we thank
the One God at the breaking of the bread.
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But we do not live as you live here in England. We have beautiful
gardens fil ed with fountains and running water. We have rooms in
our palaces inlaid with precious stones and inscribed with gold
letters tel ing beautiful truths in poetry. We have bathhouses

with hot water to wash in and thick steam to fil the scented room,
we have icehouses packed in winter with snow from the sierras so
our fruit and our drinks are chil ed in summer.”
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The words were as seductive as the images. “You make yourself
sound so strange,” he said reluctantly. “Like a fairy tale.”

“I am only just realizing now how strange we are to each other,”
Catalina said. “I thought that your country would be like mine, but
it is quite different. I am coming to think that we are more like
Persians than like Germans. We are more Arabic than Visigoth.
Perhaps you thought that I would be a princess like your sisters,
but I am quite, quite different.”

He nodded. “I shal have to learn your ways,” he proposed
tentatively. “As you wil have to learn mine.”

“I shal be Queen of England, I shal have to become English.

But I want you to know what I was, when I was a girl.”
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Arthur nodded. “Were you very cold today?” he asked. He could
feel a strange new feeling, like a weight in his bel y. He realized it
was discomfort, at the thought of her being unhappy.

She met his look without concealment. “Yes,” she said. “I was very
cold. And then I thought that I had been unkind to you, and I was
very unhappy. And then I thought that I was far away from my
home and from the heat and the sunshine and my mother, and I
was very homesick. It was a horrible day, today. I had a horrible
day, today.” He reached his hand out to her. “Can I comfort you?”
Her fingertips met his. “You did,”

she said. “When you brought me in to the fire and told me you
were sorry. You do comfort me. I wil learn to trust that you always
wil .” He drew her to him. The cushions were soft and easy. He
laid her beside him and he gently tugged at the silk that was
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wrapped around her head. It slipped off at once, and the rich red
tresses tumbled down. He touched them with his lips, then her
sweet slightly trembling mouth, her eyes with the sandy
eyelashes, her light eyebrows, the blue veins at her temples, the
lobes of her ears. Then he felt his desire rise, and he kissed the
hol ow at the base of her throat, her thin col arbones, the warm,
seductive flesh from neck to shoulder, the hol ow of her elbow, the
warmth of her palm, the erotical y deep-scented armpit, and then
he drew her shift over her head and she was naked, in his arms,
and she was his wife,
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head and she was naked, in his arms, and she was his wife, and
a loving wife, at last, indeed.

I love him. I did not think it possible, but I love him. I have fallen in
love with him. I look at myself in the mirror, in wonderment, as if I
am changed, as everything else is changed. I am a young woman
in love with my husband. I am in love with the Prince of Wales. I,
Catalina of Spain, am in love. I wanted this love, I thought it was
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impossible, and I have it. I am in love with my husband, and we
shall be King and Queen of

England. Who can doubt now that I am chosen by God for His
especial favor? He brought me from the dangers of war to safety
and peace in the Alhambra Palace, and now He has given me
England and the love of the young man who will be its king.

In a sudden rush of emotion I put my hands together and pray:
“Oh, God, let me love him forever, do not take us from

each other as Juan was taken from Margot, in their first months of
joy. Let us grow old together, let us love each other forever.”
Ludlow Castle, January 1502
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THE WINTER SUN WAS LOW AND RED over the rounded hil s
as they rattled through the great gate that pierced the stone wal
around Ludlow. Arthur, who had been riding beside the litter,
shouted to Catalina over the noise of the hooves on the cobbles.
“This is Ludlow, at last!”

Ahead of them the men-at-arms shouted: “Make way for Arthur!
Prince of Wales!” and the doors banged open and people tumbled
out of their houses to see the procession go by.

Catalina saw a town as pretty as a tapestry. The timbered second
stories of the crowded buildings overhung cobbled streets with
prosperous little shops and working yards tucked cozily
underneath them on the ground floor. The shopkeepers’ wives
jumped up from their stools set outside the shops to wave to her,
and Catalina smiled and waved back. From the upper stories the
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glovers’ girls and shoemakers’ apprentices, the goldsmiths’ boys
and the spinsters leaned out and cal ed her name. Catalina
laughed and caught her breath as one young lad looked ready to
overbalance but was hauled back in by his cheering mates.

They passed a great bul ring with a dark-timbered inn, as

the church bel s of the half dozen religious houses, col ege,
chapels and hospital of Ludlow started to peal their bel s to
welcome the prince and his bride home.

Catalina leaned forwards to see her castle and noted the
unassailable march of the outer bailey. The gate was flung open,
they went in, and found the greatest men of the town—
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the mayor, the church elders, the leaders of the wealthy trades
guilds—assembled to greet them.

Arthur pul ed up his horse and listened politely to a long speech in
Welsh and then in English.

“When do we eat?” Catalina whispered to him in Latin and saw his
mouth quiver as he held back a smile.

“When do we go to bed?” she breathed, and had the satisfaction
of seeing his hand tremble with desire on the rein. She gave a
little giggle and ducked back into the litter until final y the
interminable speeches of welcome were finished and the royal
party could ride on through the great gate of the castle to the inner
bailey.
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It was a neat castle, as sound as any border castle in Spain.

The curtain wal marched around the inner bailey high and strong,
made in a curious rosy-colored stone that made the powerful wal
s more warm and domestic.

Catalina’s eye, sharpened by her training, looked from the thick
wal s to the wel in the outer bailey, the wel in the inner bailey, took
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in how one defensible area led to another, thought that a siege
could be held off for years. But it was smal , it was like a toy
castle, something her father would build to protect a river crossing
or a vulnerable road.

Something a very minor lord of Spain would be proud to have as
his home.

“Is this it?” she asked blankly, thinking of the city that was housed
inside the wal s of her home, of the gardens and the terraces, of
the hil and the views, of the teeming life of the town center, al
inside defended wal s. Of the long hike for the

guards: if they went al around the battlements they would be gone
for more than an hour. At Ludlow a sentry would complete the
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circle in minutes. “Is this it?” At once he was aghast. “Did you
expect more? What were you expecting?”

She would have caressed his anxious face if there had not been
hundreds of people watching. She made herself keep her hands
stil . “Oh, I was foolish. I was thinking of Richmond.” Nothing in
the world would have made her say that she was thinking of the
Alhambra.

He smiled, reassured. “Oh, my love. Richmond is new-built, my
father’s great pride and joy. London is one of the greatest cities of
Christendom, and the palace matches its size.

But Ludlow is only a town, a great town in the Marches for sure,
but a town. But it is wealthy, you wil see, and the hunting is good
and the people are welcoming. You wil be happy here.”
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“I am sure of it,” said, Catalina smiling at him, putting aside the
thought of a palace built for beauty, only for beauty, where the
builders had thought firstly where the light would fal and what
reflections it would make in stil pools of marble.

She looked around her and saw, in the center of the inner bailey, a
curious circular building like a squat tower.

“What’s that?” she asked, struggling out of the litter as Arthur
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held her hand.

He glanced over his shoulder. “It’s our round chapel,” he said
negligently.

“A round chapel?”

“Yes, like in Jerusalem.”
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At once she recognized with delight the traditional shape of the
mosque—designed and built in the round so that no worshipper
was better placed than any others, because Al ah is praised by
the poor man as wel as the rich. “It’s lovely.”

Arthur glanced at her in surprise. To him it was only a round tower
built with the pretty plum-colored local stone, but he saw that it
glowed in the afternoon light and radiated a sense of peace.

“Yes,” he said, hardly noticing it. “Now this”—he indicated the
great building facing them, with a handsome flight of steps up to
the open door—“this is the great hal . To the left are the council
chambers of Wales and, above them, my rooms. To the right are
the guest bedrooms and chambers for the warden of the castle
and his lady: Sir Richard and Lady Margaret Pole. Your rooms are
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above, on the top floor.” He saw her swift reaction. “She is here
now?”

“She is away from the castle at the moment.”

She nodded. “There are buildings behind the great hal ?”

“No. It is set into the outer wal . This is al of it.” Catalina schooled
herself to keep her face smiling and pleasant.

“We have more guest rooms in the outer bailey,” he said
defensively. “And we have a lodge house, as wel . It is a busy
place, merry. You wil like it.”

“I am sure I wil .” She smiled. “And which are my rooms?” He
pointed to the highest windows. “See up there? On the right-hand
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side, matching mine, but on the opposite side of the hal .”

She looked a little daunted. “But how wil you get to my rooms?”
she asked quietly.

He took her hand and led her, smiling to his right and to his left,
towards the grand stone stairs to the double doors of the great hal
. There was a ripple of applause, and their companions fel in
behind them. “As My Lady the King’s Mother commanded me,
four times a month I shal come to your room in a formal
procession through the great hal , ”he said. He led her up the
steps.

“Oh.” She was dashed.
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He smiled down at her. “And al the other nights, I shal come to
you along the battlements,” he whispered. “There is a private door
that goes from your rooms to the battlements that run al around
the castle. My rooms go onto them too.

You can walk from your rooms to mine whenever you wish and
nobody wil know whether we are together or not. They wil not
even know whose room we are in.” He loved how her face lit up.
“We can be together whenever we want?”

“We wil be happy here.”
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Yes I will, I will be happy here. I will not mourn like a Persian for
the beautiful courts of his home and declare that there is nowhere
else fit for life. I will not say that these mountains are a desert
without oases, like a Berber longing for his birthright. I will
accustom myself to Ludlow, and I will learn to live here, on the
border, and later in England. My mother is not just a queen, she is
a soldier, and she raised me to know my duty and to do it. It is my
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duty to learn to be happy here and to live here without
complaining.

I may never wear armor as she did, I may never fight for my
country, as she did; but there are many ways to serve a kingdom,
and to be a merry, honest, constant queen is one of them. If God
does not call me to arms, He may call me to serve as a lawgiver,
as a bringer of justice. Whether I defend my people by fighting for
them against an enemy or by fighting for their freedom in the law, I
shall be their queen, heart and soul, Queen of England.

It was nighttime, past midnight. Catalina glowed in the firelight.
They were in bed, sleepy, but too desirous of each other for sleep.

“Tel me a story.”
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“I have told you dozens of stories.”

“Tel me another. Tel me the one about Boabdil giving up the
Alhambra Palace with the golden keys on a silk cushion and going
away crying.”

“You know that one. I told it to you last night.”

“Then tel me the story about Yarfa and his horse that gnashed its
teeth at Christians.”

“You are a child. And his name was Yarfe.”

“But you saw him kil ed?”

“I was there, but I didn’t see him actual y die.”
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“How could you not watch it?”

“Wel , partly because I was praying as my mother ordered me to,
and because I was a girl and not a bloodthirsty, monstrous boy.”

Arthur tossed an embroidered cushion at her head. She caught it
and threw it back at him.
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“Wel , tel me about your mother pawning her jewels to pay for the
crusade.” She laughed again and shook her head, making her
auburn hair swing this way and that.

“I shal tel you about my home,” she offered.

“Al right.” He gathered the purple blanket around them both and
waited.

“When you come through the first door to the Alhambra, it looks
like a little room.

Your father would not stoop to enter a palace like that.”

“It’s not grand?”

“It’s the size of a little merchant’s hal in the town here. It is a
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good hal for a smal house in Ludlow, nothing more.”

“And then?”

“And then you go into the courtyard and from there into the golden
chamber.”

“A little better?”

“It is fil ed with color, but stil it is not much bigger. The wal s are
bright with colored tiles and gold leaf and there is a high balcony,
but it is stil only a little space.”

“And then where shal we go today?”

“Today we shal turn right and go into the Court of the Myrtles.” He
closed his eyes, trying to remember her descriptions. “A courtyard
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in the shape of a rectangle, surrounded by high buildings of gold.”

“With a huge, dark wooden doorway framed with beautiful tiles at
the far end.”

“And a lake, a lake of a simple rectangle shape, and on either side
of the water, a hedge of sweet-scented myrtle trees.”

“Not a hedge like you have,” she demurred, thinking of the ragged
edges of the Welsh fields in their struggle of thorn

and weed.

“Like what, then?” he asked, opening his eyes.

“A hedge like a wal ,” she said. “Cut straight and square, like a
block of green marble, like a living green sweet-scented statue.
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And the gateway at the end is reflected back in the water, and the
arch around it, and the building that it is set in.

So that the whole thing is mirrored in ripples at your feet. And the
wal s are pierced with light screens of stucco, as airy as paper,
like white-on-white embroidery. And the birds—”

“The birds?” he asked, surprised, for she had not told him of them
before.

She paused while she thought of the word. “Apodes?” she said in
Latin.

“Apodes? Swifts?”
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She nodded. “They flow like a turbulent river of birds just above
your head, round and round the narrow courtyard, screaming as
they go, as fast as a cavalry charge. They go

like the wind, round and round, as long as the sun shines on the
water they go round, al day. And at night—”

“At night?”
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She made a little gesture with her hands, like an enchantress. “At
night they disappear, you never see them settle or nest. They just
disappear—they set with the sun, but at dawn they are there
again, like a river, like a flood.” She paused. “It is hard to
describe,” she said in a smal voice.

“But I see it al the time.”

“You miss it,” he said flatly. “However happy I may make you, you
wil always miss it.”

She made a little gesture. “Of course. It is to be expected.

But I never forget who I am.

Who I was born to be.”
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Arthur waited.

She smiled at him, her face was warmed by her smile, her blue
eyes shining. “The Princess of Wales,” she said. “From my
childhood I knew it. They always cal ed me the Princess of Wales.
And so Queen of England, as destined by God.

Catalina, Infanta of Spain, Princess of Wales.”

He smiled in reply and drew her closer to him. They lay back
together, his head on her shoulder, her dark red hair a veil across
his chest.

“I knew I would marry you almost from the moment I was born,”
he said reflectively. “I can’t remember a time when I was not
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betrothed to you. I can’t remember a time when I was not writing
letters to you and taking them to my tutor for correction.”

“Lucky that I please you, now I am here.”

He put his finger under her chin and turned her face up towards
him for a kiss. “Even luckier that I please you,” he said.

“I would have been a good wife anyway,” she insisted. “Even
without this…” He pul ed her hand down beneath the silky sheets
to touch him where he was growing big again.
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“Without this, you mean?” he teased.

“Without this…joy,” she said and closed her eyes and lay back,
waiting for his touch.

Their servants woke them at dawn and Arthur was ceremonial y
escorted from her bed.
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They saw each other again at Mass but they were seated at
opposite sides of the round chapel, each with their own
household, and could not speak.

The Mass should be the most important moment of my day, and it
should bring me comfort—I know that. But I always feel lonely
during Mass. I do pray to God and thank Him for His especial care
of me, but just being in this chapel—shaped like a tiny mosque—
reminds me so much of my mother. The smell of incense is as
evocative of her as if it were her perfume, I cannot believe that I
am not

kneeling beside her as I have done four times a day for almost
every day of my life. When I say “Hail Mary, full of grace” it is my
mother’s round, smiling, determined face that I see. And when I
pray for courage to do my duty in this strange land with these
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dour, undemonstrative people, it is my mother’s strength that I
need.

I should give thanks for Arthur, but I dare not even think of him
when I am on my knees to God. I cannot think of him without the
sin of desire. The very image of him in my mind is a deep secret,
a pagan pleasure. I am certain that this is not the holy joy of
matrimony. Such intense pleasure must be a sin. Such dark, deep
desire and satisfaction cannot be the pure conception of a little
prince that is the whole point and purpose of this marriage. We
were put to bed by an archbishop, but our passionate coupling is
as animal as a pair of sun-warmed snakes twisted all around in
their pleasure. I keep my joy in Arthur a secret from everyone,
even from God.
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I could not confide in anyone, even if I wanted to. We are
expressly forbidden from being together as we wish. His
grandmother, My Lady the King’s Mother, has ordered this, as she
orders everything, even everything here in the Welsh Marches.
She has said that he should come to my room once a week every
week, except for the time of my courses, he should arrive before
ten of the clock and leave

by six. We obey her, of course—everybody obeys her.

Once a week, as she has commanded, he comes through the
great hall, like a young man reluctantly obedient, and in the
morning he leaves me in silence and goes quietly away as a
young man who has done his duty, not one that has been awake
all night in breathless delight. He never boasts of pleasure; when
they come to fetch him from my chamber he says nothing, nobody
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knows the joy we take in each other’s passion. No one will ever
know that we are together every night. We meet on the
battlements which run from his rooms to mine at the very top of
the castle, gray-blue sky arching above us, and we consort like
lovers in secret.

Concealed by the night, we go to my room, or to his, and we
make a private world together, filled with hidden joy.

Even in this crowded small castle filled with busybodies and the
king’s mother’s spies, nobody knows that we are together, and
nobody knows how much we are in love.

After Mass the royal pair went to break their fast in their separate
rooms, though they would rather have been together. Ludlow
Castle was a smal reproduction of the formality of the king’s court.
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The king’s mother had commanded that after breakfast Arthur
must work with his tutor at his books or at sports as the weather al
owed; and Catalina must work with her tutor, sew, or read, or walk
in the garden.

“A garden!” Catalina whispered under her breath in the little patch
of green with the sodden turf bench on one side of a thin border,
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set in the corner of the castle wal s. “I wonder if she has ever
seen a real garden.”

In the afternoon they might ride out together to hunt in the woods
around the castle. It was a rich countryside, the river fast-flowing
through a wide val ey with old, thick woodlands on the sides of the
hil s. Catalina thought she would grow to love the pasturelands
around the River Teme and, on the horizon, the way the darkness
of the hil s gave way to the sky.

But in the midwinter weather it was a landscape of gray and white,
only the frost or the snow bringing brightness to the blackness of
the cold woods.

The weather was often too bad for the princess to go out at al .
She hated the damp fog or when it drizzled with icy sleet.
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Arthur often rode alone.

“Even if I stayed behind I would not be al owed to be with you,” he
said mournful y.

“My grandmother would have set me something else to do.”

“So go!” she said, smiling, though it seemed a long, long time until
dinner and she had nothing to do but to wait for the hunt to come
home.

They went out into the town once a week, to go to St.

Laurence’s Church for Mass or to visit the little chapel by the
castle wal , to attend a dinner organized by one of the great guilds
or to see a cockfight, a bul baiting, or players.
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Catalina was impressed by the neat prettiness of the town; the
place had escaped the violence of the wars between York and
Lancaster that had final y been ended by Henry Tudor.

“Peace is everything to a kingdom,” she observed to Arthur.

“The only thing that can threaten us now is the Scots,” he said.
“The Yorkist line are my forebears, the Lancasters too, so the
rivalry ends with me. Al we have to do is keep the north safe.”

“And your father thinks he has done that with Princess Margaret’s
marriage?”

“Pray God he is right, but they are a faithless lot. When I am king,
I shal keep the border strong. You shal advise me.
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We’l go out together and make sure the border castles are
repaired.”

“I shal like that,” she said.

“Of course, you spent your childhood with an army fighting for
borderlands; you would know better than I what to look for.”

She smiled. “I am glad it is a skil of mine that you can use.

My father always complained that my mother was making
Amazons, not princesses.” They dined together at dusk, and,
thankful y, dusk came very early on those cold winter nights.

At last they could be close, seated side by side at the high table
looking down the hal of the castle, the great hearth heaped with
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logs on the side wal . Arthur always put Catalina on his left,
closest to the fire, and she wore a cloak lined with fur and had
layer upon layer of linen shifts under her ornate gown. Even so,
she was stil cold when she

came down the icy stairs from her warm rooms to the smoky hal .
Her Spanish ladies—
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María de Salinas; her duenna, Doña Elvira; and a few others

—were seated at one table, the English ladies who were
supposed to be her companions at another, and her retinue of
Spanish servants were seated at another. The great lords of
Arthur’s council—his chamberlain, Sir Richard Pole; warden of the
castle, Bishop Wil iam Smith of Lincoln; his physician, Dr.
Bereworth; his treasurer, Sir Henry Vernon; the steward of his
household, Sir Richard Croft; his groom of the privy chamber, Sir
Wil iam Thomas of Carmarthen—and al the leading men of the
principality were seated in the body of the hal . At the back and in
the gal ery every nosy parker, every busybody in Wales could pile
in to see the Spanish princess take her dinner and speculate if
she pleased the young prince or no.

There was no way to tel . Most of them thought that he had
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failed to bed her. For see!

The Infanta sat like a stiff little dol and leaned towards her young
husband. The Prince of Wales spoke to her as if by rote, every ten
minutes. They were little patterns of good behavior, and they
scarcely even looked at each other. The gossips said that he went
to her rooms as ordered, but only once a week and never of his
own choice. Perhaps the young couple did not please each other.
They were young, perhaps too young for marriage.

No one could tel that Catalina’s hands were gripped tight in her
lap to stop herself from touching her husband, nor that every half
hour or so he glanced at her, apparently indifferent, and
whispered so low that only she could hear: “I want you right now.”
After dinner there would be dancing and perhaps mummers or a
storytel er, a Welsh bard or strol ing players to watch. Sometimes
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the poets would come in from the high hil s and tel old, strange
tales in their own tongue that Arthur could fol ow only with
difficulty, but which he would try to translate for Catalina.

“When the long yel ow summer comes and victory comes to us,
And the spreading of the sails of Brittany, And when the heat
comes and when the fever is kindled, There are portents that
victory wil be given to us.”
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“What is that about?” she asked him.

“The long yel ow summer is when my father decided to invade
from Brittany. His road took him to Bosworth and victory.”

She nodded.

“It was hot, that year, and the troops came with the Sweat, a new
disease, which now curses England as it does Europe with the
heat of every summer.”

She nodded again. A new poet came forwards, played a chord on
his harp, and sang.

“And this?”
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“It’s about a red dragon that flies over the principality,” he said. “It
kil s the boar.”

“What does it mean?” Catalina asked.

“The dragon is the Tudors: us,” he said. “You’l have seen the red
dragon on our standard. The boar is the usurper, Richard. It’s a
compliment to my father based on an old tale.

Al their songs are ancient songs. They probably sang them in the
ark.” He grinned. “Songs of Noah.”

“Do they give you Tudors credit for surviving the Flood? Was
Noah a Tudor?”
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“Probably. My grandmother would take credit for the Garden of
Eden itself,” he returned. “This is the Welsh border. We come from
Owen ap Tudor, from Glendower.

We are happy to take the credit for everything.” As Arthur
predicted, when the fire burned low they would sing the old Welsh
songs of magical doings in dark woods that no man could know.
And they would tel of battles and glorious victories won by skil and
courage. In their strange tongue they would tel stories of Arthur
and Camelot, and Merlin the prince, and Guinevere: the queen
who betrayed her husband for a guilty love.

“I should die if you took a lover,” he whispered to her as a page
shielded them from the hal and poured wine.

“I can never even see anyone else when you are here,” she
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assured him. “Al I see is you.”

Every evening there was music or some entertainment for the
Ludlow court. The king’s mother had ruled that the prince should
keep a merry house—it was a reward for the loyalty of Wales that
had put her son Henry Tudor on an uncertain throne. Her
grandson must repay the men who had come out of the hil s to
fight for the Tudors and remind them that he was a Welsh prince
and that he would go on counting on their support to rule the
English, whom no one could count on at al . The Welsh must join
with England, and together the two of them could keep out the
Scots, and manage the Irish.

When the musicians played the slow, formal dances of Spain,
Catalina would dance with one of her ladies, conscious of Arthur’s
gaze on her, keeping her face prim, like a little mummer’s mask of
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respectability, though she longed to twirl around and swing her
hips like a woman in the seraglio, like a Moorish slave girl dancing
for a sultan. But My Lady the King’s Mother’s spies watched
everything, even in Ludlow, and would be quick to report any
indiscreet behavior by the young princess. Sometimes Catalina
would slide a glance at her husband and see his eyes on her, his
look that of a man in love. She would snap her fingers as if part of
the dance, but in fact to warn him that he was staring at her in a
way that his grandmother would not like, and he would turn aside
and speak to someone, tearing his gaze away from her.
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away from her.

Even after the music was over and the entertainers gone away,
the young couple could not be alone. There were always men
who sought council with Arthur, who wanted favors or land or
influence, and they would approach him and talk low-voiced, in
English, which Catalina did not yet ful y understand, or in Welsh,
which she thought no one could ever understand. The rule of law
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barely ran in the borderlands, each landowner was like a warlord
in his own domain.

Deeper in the mountains there were people who stil thought that
Richard was on the throne, who knew nothing of the changed
world, who spoke no English, who obeyed no laws at al .

Arthur argued, and praised, and suggested that feuds should be
forgiven, that trespasses should be made good, that the proud
Welsh chieftains should work together to make their land as
prosperous as their neighbor England, instead of wasting their
time in envy. The val eys and coastal lands

were dominated by a dozen petty lords, and in the high hil s the
men ran in clans like wild tribes. Slowly, Arthur was determined to
make the law run throughout the land.
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“Every man has to know that the law is greater than his lord,”

Catalina said. “That is what the Moors did in Spain, and my
mother and father fol owed them. The Moors did not trouble
themselves to change people’s religions nor their language; they
just brought peace and prosperity and imposed the rule of law.”

“Half of my lords would think that was heresy,” he teased her.

“And your mother and father are now imposing their religion: they
have driven out the Jews already, the Moors wil be next.”

She frowned. “I know,” she said. “And there is much suffering. But
their intention was to al ow people to practice their own religion.
When they won Granada that was their promise.”
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“D’you not think that to make one country, the people must always
be of one faith?” he asked.

“Heretics can live like that,” she said decidedly. “In al Andalus the
Moors and Christians and Jews lived in peace and friendship
alongside one another. But if you are a Christian king, it is your
duty to bring your subjects to God.”
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Catalina would watch Arthur as he talked with one man and then
another, and then, at a sign from Doña Elvira, she would curtsey
to her husband and withdraw from the hal .

She would read her evening prayers, change into her robe for the
night, sit with her ladies, go to her bedroom and wait, and wait
and wait.

“You can go, I shal sleep alone tonight,” she said to Doña Elvira.

“Again?” The duenna frowned. “You have not had a bed
companion since we came to the castle. What if you wake in the
night and need some service?”

“I sleep better with no one else in the room,” Catalina would say.
“You can leave me now.”
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The duenna and the ladies would bid her good night and

leave; the maids would come and unlace her bodice, unpin her
headdress, untie her shoes, and pul off her stockings.

They would hold out her warmed linen nightgown and she would
ask for her cape and say she would sit by the fire for a few
moments, and then send them away.

In the silence, as the castle settled for the night, she would wait
for him. Then, at last she would hear the quiet sound of his footfal
at the outer door of her room, where it opened onto the
battlements that ran between his tower and hers.

She would fly to the door and unbolt it, he would be pink-cheeked
from the cold, his cape thrown over his own nightshirt as he
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tumbled in, the cold wind blowing in with him as she threw herself
into his arms.

“Tel me a story.”

“Which story tonight?”

“Tel me about your family.”

“Shal I tel you about my mother when she was a girl?”

“Oh yes. Was she a princess of Castile like you?” Catalina shook
her head. “No, not at al . She was not protected or safe. She lived
in the court of her brother, her father was dead, and her brother
did not love her as he should.

He knew that she was his only true heir. He favored his
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daughter; but everyone knew that she was a bastard, palmed off
on him by his queen. She was even nicknamed by the name of
the queen’s lover. They cal ed her La Beltraneja after her father.
Can you think of anything more shameful?”

Arthur obediently shook his head. “Nothing.”

“My mother was al but a prisoner at her brother’s court; the queen
hated her, of course, the courtiers were unfriendly, and her brother
was plotting to disinherit her. Even their own mother could not
make him see reason.”

“Why not?” he asked, and then caught her hand when he saw the
shadow cross her face.

“Ah, love, I am sorry. What is the matter?”
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“Her mother was sick,” she said. “Sick with sadness. I don’t
understand quite why, or why it was so very bad. But she could
hardly speak or move. She could only cry.”

“So your mother had no protector?”

“No, and then the king her brother ordered that she should be
betrothed to Don Pedro Girón.” She sat up a little and clasped her
hands around her knees. “They said he had sold his soul to the
devil, a most wicked man. My mother swore that she would offer
her soul to God and God would save her,
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a virgin, from such a fate. She said that surely no merciful God
would take a girl like her, a princess, who had survived long years
in one

of the worst courts of Europe, and then throw her at the end into
the arms of a man who wanted her ruin, who desired her only
because she was young and untouched, who wanted to despoil
her.”
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Arthur hid a grin at the romantic rhythm of the story. “You do this
awful y wel ,” he said. “I hope it ends happily.”

Catalina raised her hand like a troubadour cal ing for silence.

“Her greatest friend and lady-in-waiting Beatriz had taken up a
knife and sworn that she would kil Don Pedro before he laid
hands on Isabel a; but my mother kneeled before her prie-dieu for
three days and three nights and prayed without ceasing to be
spared this rape.

“He was on his journey towards her, he would arrive the very next
day. He ate wel and drank wel , tel ing his companions that
tomorrow he would be in the bed of the highest-born virgin of
Castile.
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“But that very night he died.” Catalina’s voice dropped to an awed
whisper. “Died before he had finished his wine from dinner.
Dropped dead as surely as if God had reached down from the
heavens and pinched the life out of him as a good gardener
pinches out a greenfly.”

“Poison?” asked Arthur, who knew something of the ways of
determined monarchs and who thought Isabel a of Castile quite
capable of murder.

“God’s wil ,” Catalina answered seriously. “Don Pedro found, as
everyone else has found, that God’s wil and my mother’s desires
always run together. And if you knew God and my mother as I
know them, you would know that their wil is always done.” He
raised his glass and drank a toast to her.
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“Now that is a good story,” he said. “I wish you could tel it in the
hal .”

“And it is al true,” she reminded him. “I know it is. My mother told
me it herself.”

“So she fought for her throne too,” he said thoughtful y.

“First for her throne, and then to make the kingdom of Spain.”
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He smiled. “For al that they tel us that we are of royal blood, we
both come from a line of fighters. We have our thrones by
conquest.”

She raised her eyebrows. “I come from royal blood,” she said. “My
mother has her throne by right.”

“Oh yes. But if your mother had not fought for her place in the
world, she would have been Doña whatever his name was—”

“Girón.”

“Girón. And you would have been born a nobody.”

Catalina shook her head. The idea was quite impossible for her to
grasp. “I should have been the daughter of the sister of the king
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whatever happened. I should always have had royal blood in my
veins.”

“You would have been a nobody,” he said bluntly. “A nobody with
royal blood. And so would I if my father had not fought for his
throne. We are both from families who claim their own.”

“Yes,” she conceded reluctantly.

“We are both the children of parents who claim what rightful y
belongs to others.” He went further.

Her head came up at once. “They do not! At least my mother did
not. She was the rightful heir.”
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Arthur disagreed. “Her brother made his daughter his heir, he
recognized her. Your mother had the throne by conquest.

Just as my father won his.” Her color rose. “She did not,” she
insisted. “She is the rightful heir to the throne. Al she did was
defend her right from a pretender.”

“Don’t you see?” he said. “We are al pretenders until we win.

When we win, we can rewrite the history and rewrite the family
trees, and execute our rivals, or imprison them, until we can argue
that there was always only one true heir: ourselves. But before
then, we are one of many claimants.

And not even always the best claimant with the strongest claim.”
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She frowned. “What are you saying?” she demanded. “Are you
saying that I am not the true princess? That you are not

the true heir to England?” He took her hand. “No, no. Don’t be
angry with me,” he soothed her. “I am saying that we have and we
hold what we claim. I am saying that we make our own
inheritance. We claim what we want, we say that we are Prince of
Wales, Queen of England. That we decide the name and the title
we go by. Just like everyone else does.”

“You are wrong,” she said. “I was born Infanta of Spain and I wil
die Queen of England. It is not a matter of choice, it is my destiny.”
He took her hand and kissed it. He saw there was no point
pursuing his belief that a man or a woman could make their own
destiny with their own conviction. He might have his doubts; but
with her the task was already done. She had complete conviction:
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her destiny was made. He had no doubt that she would indeed
defend it to death. Her title, her pride, her sense of self were al
one. “Katherine, Queen of England,” he said, kissing her fingers,
and saw her smile return.

I love him so deeply, I did not know that I could ever love anyone
like this. I can feel myself growing in patience and wisdom, just
through my love for him. I step back from
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irritability and impatience, I even bear my homesickness without
complaint. I can feel myself becoming a better woman, a better
wife, as I seek to please him and make him proud of me. I want
him always to be glad that he married me. I want us always to be
as happy as we are today. There are no words to describe him…
there are no words.

A messenger came from the king’s court bringing the newlyweds
some gifts: a pair of deer from the Windsor forest, a parcel of
books for Catalina, letters from Elizabeth the queen, and orders
from My Lady the King’s Mother who had heard, though no one
could imagine how, that the prince’s hunt had broken down some
hedges, and who commanded Arthur to make sure that they were
restored and the landowner compensated.
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He brought the letter to Catalina’s room when he came at night.
“How can she know everything?” he demanded.

“The man wil have written to her,” she said rueful y.

“Why not come direct to me?”

“Because he knows her? Is he her liege man?”

“Could be,” he said. “She has a network of al iances like spider
threads across the country.”

“You should go to see him,” Catalina decided. “We could both go.
We could take him a present, some meat or something, and pay
what we owe.” Arthur shook his head at the power of his
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grandmother. “Oh yes, we can do that. But how can she know
everything?”

“It’s how you rule,” she said. “Isn’t it? You make sure that you
know everything and that anyone with a trouble comes to you.

Then they take the habit of obedience and you take the habit of
command.”

He chuckled. “I can see I have married another Margaret
Beaufort,” he said. “God help me with another one in the family.”

Catalina smiled. “You should be warned,” she admitted. “I am the
daughter of a strong woman. Even my father does as he is bid by
her.” He put down the letter and gathered her to him.
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“I have longed for you al day,” he said into the warm crook of

her neck.

She opened the front of his nightshirt so she could lay her cheek
against his sweet-smel ing skin. “Oh, my love.”

With one accord they moved to the bed. “Oh, my love.”
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“Tel me a story.”

“What shal I tel you tonight?”

“Tel me about how your father and mother were married.

Was it arranged for them, as it was for us?”

“Oh no,” she exclaimed. “Not at al . She was quite alone in the
world, and though God had saved her from Don Pedro she was
stil not safe. She knew that her brother would marry her to anyone
who would guarantee to keep her from inheriting his throne.

“They were dark years for her—she said that when she appealed
to her mother it was like talking to the dead. My grandmother was
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lost in a world of her own sorrow, she could do nothing to help her
own daughter.

“My mother’s cousin, her only hope, was the heir to the
neighboring kingdom: Ferdinand of Aragon. He came to her in
disguise. Without any servants, without any soldiers, he rode
through the night and came to the castle where she was
struggling to survive. He had himself brought in, and threw off his
hat and cape so she saw him, and knew him at once.”

Arthur was rapt. “Real y?”

Catalina smiled. “Isn’t it like a romance? She told me that she
loved him at once, fel in love on sight like a princess in a poem.
He proposed marriage to her then and there and she accepted
him then and there. He fel in love with her that night, at first sight,
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which is something that no princess can expect. My mother, my
father, were blessed by God.

He moved them to love and their hearts fol owed their interests.”

“God looks after the kings of Spain,” Arthur remarked, half joking.

She nodded. “Your father was right to seek our friendship.

We are making our kingdom from al Andalus, the lands of the
Moorish princes. We have Castile and Aragon, now we have
Granada and we wil have more. My father’s heart is set on
Navarre, and he wil not stop there. I know he is determined to
have Naples. I don’t think he wil be satisfied until al the south and
western regions of France are ours.
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You wil see. He has not made the borders he wants for Spain yet.”

“They married in secret?” he asked, stil amazed at this royal
couple who had taken their lives into their own hands and made
their own destiny.

She looked slightly sheepish. “He told her he had a dispensation,
but it was not properly signed. I am afraid that he tricked her.”

He frowned. “Your wonderful father lied to his saintly wife?”

She gave a little rueful smile. “Indeed, he wil do anything to get
his own way. You quickly learn it when you have dealings with
him. He always thinks ahead, two, perhaps
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three, steps ahead. He knew my mother was devout and would
not marry without the dispensation and olé! —there is a
dispensation in her hand.”

“But they put it right later?”

“Yes, and though his father and her brother were angry, it was the
right thing to do.”
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“How could it be the right thing to do? To defy your family? To
disobey your own father? That’s a sin. It breaks a commandment.
It is a cardinal sin. No pope could bless such a marriage.”

“It was God’s wil ,” she said confidently. “None of them knew that
it was God’s wil .

But my mother knew. She always knows what God wil s.”

“How can she be so sure? How could she be so sure then, when
she was only a girl?” She chuckled. “God and my mother have
always thought alike.” He laughed and tweaked a lock of her hair.
“She certainly did the right thing in sending you to me.”

“She did,” Catalina said. “And we shal do the right thing by the
country.”
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“Yes,” he said. “I have such plans for us when we come to the
throne.”

“What shal we do?”

Arthur hesitated. “You wil think me a child, my head fil ed with
stories from books.”

“No I shan’t, tel me!”

“I should like to make a council, like the first Arthur did. Not like
my father’s council, which is just fil ed with his friends who fought
for him, but a proper council of al the kingdom. A council of
knights, one for each county. Not chosen by me because I like
their company, but chosen by their own county
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—as the best of men to represent them.

And I should like them to come to the table and each of them
should know what is happening in their own county, they

should report. And so if a crop is going to fail and there is going to
be hunger we should know in time and send food.”
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Catalina sat up, interested. “They would be our advisors. Our
eyes and ears.”

“Yes. And I should like each of them to be responsible for building
defenses, especial y the ones in the north and on the coasts.”

“And for mustering troops once a year, so we are always ready for
attack,” she added.

“They wil come, you know.”

“The Moors?”

She nodded. “They are defeated in Spain for now, but they are as
strong as ever in Africa, in the Holy Lands, in Turkey and the
lands beyond. When they need more land they wil
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move again into Christendom. Once a year in the spring, the
Ottoman sultan goes to war, like other men plow the fields.

They wil come against us. We cannot know when they wil come,
but we can be very certain that they wil do so.”

“I want defenses al along the south coast against France, and
against the Moors,” Arthur said. “A string of castles, and beacons
behind them, so that when we come under attack in

—say—Kent, we can know about it in London, and everyone can
be warned.”

“You wil need to build ships,” she said. “My mother commissioned
fighting ships from the dockyard in Venice.”
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“We have our own dockyards,” he said. “We can build our own
ships.”

“How shal we raise the money for al these castles and ships?”
Isabel a’s daughter asked the practical question.

“Partly from taxing the people,” he said. “Partly from taxing the
merchants and the people who use the ports. It is for their safety,
they should pay. I know people hate the taxes but that is because
they don’t see what is done with the money.”

“We wil need honest tax col ectors,” Catalina said. “My father says
that if you can col ect the taxes that are due and not lose half of
them along the way it is better than a regiment of

cavalry.”
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“Yes, but how d’you find men that you can trust?” Arthur thought
aloud. “At the moment, any man who wants to make a fortune
gets himself a post of col ecting taxes.

They should work for us, not for themselves. They should be paid
a wage and not col ect on their own account.”

“That has never been achieved by anyone but the Moors,”

she said. “The Moors in al Andalus set up schools and even
universities for the sons of poor men, so that they had clerks that
they could trust. And their great offices of court are always done
by the young scholars, sometimes the young sons of their king.”

“Shal I take a hundred wives to get a thousand clerks for the
throne?” he teased her.
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“Not another single one.”

“But we have to find good men,” he said thoughtful y. “You need
loyal servants to the crown, those who owe their salary to the
crown and their obedience to the crown.

Otherwise they work for themselves and they take bribes and al
their families become overmighty.”
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“The church could teach them,” Catalina suggested. “Just as the
imam teaches the boys for the Moors. If every parish church was
as learned as a mosque with a school attached to it, if every priest
knew he had to teach reading and writing, then we could found
new col eges at the universities, so that boys could go on and
learn more.”

“Is it possible?” he asked. “Not just a dream?”

She nodded. “It could be real. To make a country is the most real
thing anyone can do.

We wil make a kingdom that we can be proud of, just as my
mother and father did in Spain. We can decide how it is to be, and
we can make it happen.”
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“Camelot,” he said simply.

“Camelot,” she repeated.

SPRING 1502

It snowed for a sennight in February, and then came a thaw and
the snow turned to slush and now it is raining again. I cannot walk
in the garden, nor go out on a horse, nor even ride out into the
town by mule. I have never seen such rain in my life before. It is
not like our rain that falls on the hot earth and yields a rich, warm
smell as the dust is laid and the plants drink up the water. But this
is cold rain on cold earth, and there is no perfume and only
standing pools of water with dark ice on it like a cold skin.
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I miss my home with an ache of longing in these cold dark days.
When I tell Arthur about Spain and the Alhambra it makes me
yearn that he should see it for himself, and meet my mother and
father. I want them to see him, and know our happiness. I keep
wondering if his father would not allow him out of England…but I
know I am dreaming.

No king would ever let his precious son and heir out of his lands.

Then I start to wonder if I might go home for a short visit on my
own. I cannot bear to be without Arthur for even a night, but then I
think that unless I go to Spain alone I will never see my mother
again, and the thought of that, never feeling the touch of her hand
on my hair or seeing her smile at me

—I don’t know how I would bear to never see her again.
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I am glad and proud to be Princess of Wales and the Queen of
England-to-be, but I did not think, I did not realize

—I know, how silly this is of me—but I did not quite understand
that it would mean that I would live here forever, that I would
never come home again. Somehow, although I knew I would be
married to the Prince of Wales and one day be Queen of England,
I did not fully understand that this would be my home now and
forever and that I may never see my mother or my father or my
home again.

I expected at least that we would write, I thought I would hear
from her often. But it is as she was with Isabel, with María, with
Juana; she sends instructions through the ambassador, I have my
orders as a princess of Spain. But as a mother to her daughter, I
hear from her only rarely.
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I don’t know how to bear it. I never thought such a thing could
happen. My sister Isabel came home to us after she was
widowed, though she married again and had to leave again. And
Juana writes to me that she will go home on a visit with her
husband. It isn’t fair that she should go and I not be allowed to. I
am only just sixteen. I am not ready to
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live without my mother’s advice. I am not old enough to live
without a mother. I look for her every day to tell me what I should
do—and she is not there.

My husband’s mother, Queen Elizabeth, is a cipher in her own
household. She cannot be a mother to me, she cannot command
her own time, how should she advise me? It is the king’s mother,
Lady Margaret, who rules everything; and she is a most well-
thought-of, hardhearted woman. She cannot be a mother to me,
she couldn’t be a mother to anyone. She worships her son
because thanks to him she is the mother of the king; but she does
not love him, she has no tenderness. She does not even love
Arthur and if a woman could not love him she must be utterly
without a heart. Actually, I am quite sure that she dislikes me,
though I don’t know why she should.
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And anyway, I am sure my mother must miss me as I miss her?
Surely, very soon, she will write to the king and ask

him if I can come home for a visit? Before it gets much colder
here? And it is terribly cold and wet already. I am sure I cannot
stay here all the long winter. I am sure I will beill. I am sure she
must want me to come home….

Catalina, seated at the table before the window, trying to catch the
failing light of a gray February afternoon, took up her letter, asking
her mother if she could come for a visit to Spain, and tore it gently
in half and then in half again and fed the pieces into the fire in her
room. It was not the first letter she had written to her mother
asking to come home, but—
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like the others—it would never be sent. She would not betray her
mother’s training by turning tail and running from gray skies and
cold rain and people whose language no one could ever
understand and whose joys and sorrows were a mystery.

She was not to know that even if she had sent the letter to the
Spanish ambassador in London, then that wily diplomat would
have opened it, read it, and torn it up himself, and then reported
the whole to the King of England. Rodrigo Gonsalvi de Puebla
knew, though Catalina did not yet understand, that her marriage
had forged an al iance between the emerging power of Spain and
the emerging power of England against the emerging power of
France. No homesick princess wanting her mother would be al
owed to unbalance that.

“Tel me a story.”
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“I am like Scheherazade, you want a thousand stories from me.”

“Oh yes!” he said. “I wil have a thousand and one stories.

How many have you told me already?”

“I have told you a story every night since we were together, that
first night, at Burford,” she said.
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“Forty-nine days,” he said.

“Only forty-nine stories. If I were Scheherazade I would have nine
hundred and fifty-two to go.”

He smiled at her. “Do you know, Catalina, I have been happier in
these forty-nine days than ever in my life before?”

She took his hand and put it to her lips.

“And the nights!”

Her eyes darkened with desire. “Yes, the nights,” she said quietly.

“I long for every nine hundred and fifty-two more,” he said.

“And then I wil have another thousand after that.”
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“And a thousand after that?”

“And a thousand after that forever and ever until we are both
dead.” She smiled. “Pray God we have long years together,”

she said tenderly.

“So what wil you tel me tonight?”

She thought. “I shal tel you of a Moor’s poem.” Arthur settled back
against the pil ows as she leaned forwards and fixed her blue
gaze on the curtains of the bed, as if she could see beyond them,
to somewhere else.

“He was born in the deserts of Arabia,” she explained. “So when
he came to Spain he missed everything about his home. He wrote
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this poem.

“A palm tree stands in the middle of Rusafa, Born in the west, far
from the land of palms.

I said to it: How like me you are, far away and in exile In long
separation from your family and friends.
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You have sprung from soil in which you are a stranger And I, like
you, am far from home.”

He was silent, taking in the simplicity of the poem. “It is not like
our poetry,” he said.

“No,” she replied quietly. “They are a people who have a great
love of words, they love to say a true thing simply.”

He opened his arms to her and she slid alongside him so that they
were lying, thigh to thigh, side to side. He touched her face, her
cheek was wet.

“Oh my love! Tears?”

She said nothing.
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“I know that you miss your home,” he said softly, taking her hand
in his and kissing the fingertips. “But you wil become accustomed
to your life here, to your thousand thousand days here.”

“I am happy with you,” Catalina said quickly. “It is just…” Her voice
trailed away. “My mother,” she said, her voice very smal . “I miss
her. And I worry about her. Because…I am the youngest, you see.
And she kept me with her as long as she could.”

“She knew you would have to leave.”

“She’s been much…tried. She lost her son, my brother, Juan, and
he was our only heir.

It is so terrible to lose a prince, you cannot imagine how terrible it
is to lose a prince. It is not just the loss of him but the loss of
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everything that might have been. His life has gone, but his reign
and his future have gone too. His wife wil no longer be queen,
everything that he hoped for wil not happen. And then the next
heir, little Miguel, died at only two years old. He was al we had left
of my sister Isabel, his mother, and then it pleased God to take
him from us too.

Poor María died far away from us in Portugal, she went away to
be married and we never saw her again. It was natural that my
mother kept me with her for comfort. I was her last child to leave
home. And now I don’t know how she wil manage

without me.”

Arthur put his arm around her shoulders and drew her close.
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“God wil comfort her.”

“She wil be so lonely,” she said in a little voice.

“Surely she, of al women in the world, feels God’s comfort?”

“I don’t think she always does,” Catalina said. “Her own mother
was tormented by sadness, you know. Many of the women of our
family can get quite sick with sorrow. I know that my mother fears
sinking into sadness just like her mother: a woman who saw
things so darkly that she would rather have been blind. I know she
fears that she wil never be happy again. I know that she liked to
have me with her so that I could make her happy. She said that I
was a child born for joy, that she could tel that I would always be
happy.”
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“Does your father not comfort her?”

“Yes,” she said uncertainly. “But he is often away from her.

And anyway, I should like to be with her. But you must know how I
feel. Didn’t you miss your mother when you were first sent away?
And your father and your sisters and your brother?”

“I miss my sisters but not my brother,” he said so decidedly
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that she had to laugh.

“Why not? I thought he was such fun.”

“He is a braggart,” Arthur said irritably. “He is always pushing
himself forwards. Look at our wedding—he had to be at the center
of the stage al the time. Look at our wedding feast when he had to
dance so that al eyes were on him. Pul ing Margaret up to dance
and making a performance of himself.”

“Oh no! It was just that your father told him to dance, and he was
merry. He’s just a boy.”

“He wants to be a man. He tries to be a man, he makes a fool of
al of us when he tries.
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And nobody ever checks him! Did you not see how he looked at
you?”

“I saw nothing at al ,” she said truthful y. “It was al a blur for me.”

“He fancies himself in love with you, and dreamed that he was
walking you up the aisle on his own account.”

She laughed. “Oh! How sil y!”

“He’s always been like that,” he said resentful y. “And because he
is the favorite of everyone he is al owed to say and do exactly as
he wants. I have to learn the law, and languages, and I have to
live here and prepare myself for the crown; but Harry stays at
Greenwich or Whitehal at the center of court as if he were an
ambassador; not an heir who should be trained. He has to have a
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horse when I have a horse—though I had been kept on a steady
palfrey for years.

He has a falcon when I have my first falcon—nobody makes him
train a kestrel and then a goshawk for year after year, then he has
to have my tutor and tries to outstrip me, tries to outshine me
whenever he can and always takes the eye.”

Catalina saw he was genuinely irritated. “But he is only a second
son,” she observed.

“He is everyone’s favorite,” Arthur said glumly. “He has everything
for the asking and everything comes easily to him.”

“He is not the Prince of Wales,” she pointed out. “He may be liked,
but he is not important. He only stays at court because he is not
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important enough to be sent here. He does not have his own
Principality. Your father wil have plans for him. He wil probably be
married and sent away. A second son is no more important than a
daughter.”

“He is to go into the church,” he said. “He is to be a priest.

Who would marry him? So he wil be in England forever. I daresay
I shal have to endure him as my archbishop, if he does not
manage to make himself pope.”

Catalina laughed at the thought of the flushed-faced blond, bright
boy as pope. “How grand we shal al be when we are grown up,”
she said. “You and me, King and Queen of England, and Harry,
archbishop; perhaps even a cardinal.”
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“Harry won’t ever grow up,” he insisted. “He wil always be a
selfish boy. And because my grandmother—and my father—

have always given him whatever he wanted, just for the asking,
he wil be a greedy, difficult boy.”

“Perhaps he wil change,” she said. “When my oldest sister, poor
Isabel, went away to Portugal the first time, you would have
thought her the vainest, most worldly girl you could imagine. But
when her husband died and she came home she cared for
nothing but to go into a convent. Her heart was quite broken.”
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“Nobody wil break Harry’s heart,” his older brother asserted.

“He hasn’t got one.”

“You’d have thought the same of Isabel,” Catalina argued.

“But she fel in love with her husband on her wedding day and she
said she would never love again. She had to marry for the second
time, of course. But she married unwil ingly.”
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“And did you?” he asked, his mood suddenly changing.

“Did I what? Marry unwil ingly?”

“No! Fal in love with your husband on your wedding day?”

“Certainly not on my wedding day,” she said. “Talk about a
boastful boy! Harry is nothing to you! I heard you tel them al the
next morning that having a wife was very good sport.”

Arthur had the grace to look abashed. “I may have said

something in jest.”

“That you had been in Spain al night?”
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“Oh, Catalina. Forgive me. I knew nothing. You are right, I was a
boy. But I am a man now, your husband. And you did fal in love
with your husband. So don’t deny it.”

“Not for days and days,” she said dampeningly. “It was not love at
first sight at al .”

“I know when it was, so you can’t tease me. It was the evening at
Burford when you had been crying and I kissed you for the first
time properly, and I wiped your tears away with my sleeves. And
then that night I came to you, and the house was so quiet that it
was as if we were the only people alive in the whole world.” She
snuggled closer into his arms.

“And I told you my first story,” she said. “But do you remember
what it was?”
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“It was the story of the fire at Santa Fe,” he said. “When the luck
was against the Spanish for once.”

She nodded. “Normal y, it was us who brought fire and the sword.
My father has a reputation of being merciless.”

“Your father was merciless? Though it was land he was claiming
for his own? How did he hope to bring the people to
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his wil ?”

“By fear,” she said simply. “And anyway, it was not his wil . It was
God’s wil , and sometimes God is merciless. This was not an
ordinary war, it was a crusade. Crusades are cruel.”

He nodded.

“They had a song about my father’s advance. The Moors had a
song.”

She threw back her head and in a haunting low voice translating
the words into French, she sang to him:

“Riders gal op through the Elvira gate, up to the Alhambra, Fearful
tidings they bring the king.
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Ferdinand himself leads an army, flower of Spain, Along the banks
of the Jenil; with him comes

Isabel, Queen with the heart of a man.”

Arthur was delighted. “Sing it again!”

She laughed and sang again.

“And they real y cal ed her that: ‘Queen with the heart of a man’?”

“Father says that when she was in camp it was better than two
battalions for strengthening our troops and frightening the Moors.
In al the battles they fought, she was never defeated. The army
never lost a battle when she was there.”

“To be a king like that! To have them write songs about you.”
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“I know,” Catalina said. “To have a legend for a mother! It’s not
surprising I miss her.

In those days she was never afraid of anything. When the fire
would have destroyed us, she was not afraid then. Not of the
flames in the night and not of defeat. Even when my father and al
the advisors agreed that we would have to pul back to Toledo and
rearm, come again next year, my mother said no.”

“Does she argue with him in public?” Arthur asked, fascinated at
the thought of a wife who was not a subject.

“She does not exactly argue,” she said thoughtful y. “She would
never contradict him or disrespect him. But he knows very wel
when she doesn’t agree with him. And mostly, they do it her way.”
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He shook his head.

“I know what you’re thinking, a wife should obey. She would say
so herself. But the difficulty is that she’s always right,”

said her daughter. “Al the times I can think of, whenever it has
been a great question as to whether the army should go on, or
whether something can be done. It’s as if God advises her, it real
y is: she knows best what should be done. Even Father knows
that she knows best.”

“She must be an extraordinary woman.”

“She is queen,” Catalina said simply. “Queen in her own right. Not
a mere queen by marriage, not a commoner raised to be queen.
She was born a princess of Spain like me.
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Born to be a queen. Saved by God from the most terrible dangers
to be Queen of Spain.

What else should she do but command her kingdom?”

That night I dream I am a bird, a volucris, a swift, flying high and
fearless over the kingdom of New Castile, south from Toledo, over
Córdoba, south to the kingdom of Granada, the ground below me
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laid out like a tawny carpet, woven from the gold-fleeced sheep of
the Berbers, the brass earth pierced by bronze cliffs, the hills so
high that not even olive trees can cling to their steep slopes. On I
fly, my little bird heart thudding until I see the rosy walls of the
Alcázar, the great fort which encloses the palace of the Alhambra,
and flying low and fast, I skim the brutal squareness of the
watchtower where the flag of the sickle moon once waved, to
plunge down towards the Court of Myrtles to fly round and around
in the warm air, enclosed by dainty buildings of stucco and tile,
looking down on the mirror of water and seeing at last the one I
am looking for: my mother, Isabella of Spain, walking in the warm
evening air, and thinking of her daughter in faraway England.

MARCH 1502
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“I want to ask you to meet a lady who is a good friend of mine and
is ready to be a friend of yours,” Arthur said, choosing his words
with care.

Catalina’s ladies-in-waiting, bored on a cold afternoon with no
entertainment, craned forwards to listen while trying to appear
engaged in their needlework.

At once she blanched as white as the linen she was embroidering.
“My lord?” she asked anxiously. He had said nothing of this in the
early hours of the morning when they had woken and made love.
She had not expected to see him until dinner. His arrival in her
rooms signaled that something had happened. She was wary,
waiting to know what was going on.

“A lady? Who is she?”
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“You may have heard of her from others, but I beg you to
remember that she is eager to be your friend, and she has always
been a good friend to me.” Catalina’s head flew up, she took a
breath. For a moment, for a dreadful moment she thought that he
was introducing a former mistress into her court, begging a place
among ladies-in-waiting for some woman who had been his lover,
so that they might continue their affair.
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If this is what he is doing, I know what part I must play. I have
seen my mother haunted by the pretty girls that my father, God
forgive him, cannot resist. Again and again we would see him pay
attention to some new face at court.

Each time my mother behaved as if she had noticed nothing,
dowered the girl handsomely, married her off to an eligible
courtier, and encouraged him to take his new bride far, far away. It
was such a common occurrence that it became a joke: that if a girl
wanted to marry well with the queen’s blessing, and travel to
some remote province, all she had to do was to catch the eye of
the king, and in no time she would find herself riding away from
the Alhambra on a fine new horse with a set of new clothes.

I know that a sensible woman looks the other way and tries to
bear her hurt and humiliation when her husband chooses to take
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another woman to his bed. What she must not do, what she
absolutely must never do, is behave like my sister Juana, who
shames herself and all of us by giving way to

screaming fits, hysterical tears, and threats of revenge.

“It does no good,” my mother once told me when one of the
ambassadors relayed to us some awful scene at Philip’s court in
the Netherlands: Juana threatening to cut off the woman’s hair,
attacking her with a pair of scissors, and then swearing she would
stab herself.

“It only makes it worse to complain. If a husband goes astray you
will have to take him back into your life and into your bed,
whatever he has done; there is no escape from marriage. If you
are queen and he is king you have to deal together. If he forgets
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his duty to you, that is no reason to forget yours to him. However
painful, you are always his queen and he is always your
husband.”

“Whatever he does?” I asked her. “However he behaves?

He is free though you are bound?”

She shrugged. “Whatever he does cannot break the marriage
bond. You are married in the sight of God: he is always your
husband, you are always queen. Those whom God has joined
together, no man can put asunder.

Whatever pain your husband brings you, he is still your husband.
He may be a bad husband; but he is still your husband.”
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“What if he wants another?” I asked, sharp in my young

girl’s curiosity.

“If he wants another he can have her or she can refuse him, that
is between them. That is for her and her conscience,”

my mother had said steadily. “What must not change is you.
Whatever he says, whatever she wants: you are still his wife and
his queen.” Catalina summoned this bleak counsel and faced her
young husband. “I am always glad to meet a friend of yours, my
lord,” she said level y, hoping that her voice did not quaver at al .
“But, as you know, I have only a smal household. Your father was
very clear that I am not al owed any more companions than I have
at present. As you know, he does not pay me any al owance. I
have no money to pay another lady for her service.
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In short, I cannot add any lady, even a special friend of yours, to
my court.” Arthur flinched at the reminder of his father’s mean
haggling over her train. “Oh no, you mistake me. It is not a friend
who wants a place. She would not be one of your ladies-in-
waiting,” he said hastily. “It is Lady Margaret Pole, who is waiting
to meet you. She has come home here at last.”

Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us. This is worse than if it was
his mistress. I knew I would have to face her one day.

This is her home, but she was away when we got here and I
thought she had deliberately snubbed me by being away and
staying away. I
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thought she was avoiding me out of hatred, as I would avoid her
from shame. Lady Margaret Pole is sister to that poor boy, the
Duke of Warwick, beheaded to make the succession safe for me,
and for my line. I have been dreading the moment when I would
have to meet her. I have been praying to the saints that she would
stay away, hating me, blaming me, but keeping her distance.
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Arthur saw her quick gesture of rejection, but he had known of no
way to prepare her for this. “Please,” he said hurriedly.

“She has been away caring for her children or she would have
been here with her husband to welcome you to the castle when
we first arrived. I told you she would return. She wants to greet
you now. We al have to live together here. Sir Richard is a trusted
friend of my father, the lord of my council, and the warden of this
castle. We wil al have to live together.” Catalina put out a shaking
hand to him and at once he came closer, ignoring the fascinated
attention of her

ladies.

“I cannot meet her,” she whispered. “Truly, I can’t. I know that her
brother was put to death for my sake. I know my parents insisted
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on it, before they would send me to England. I know he was
innocent, innocent as a flower, kept in the Tower by your father so
that men should not gather round him and claim the throne in his
name. He could have lived there in safety al his life but for my
parents’ demanding his death.

She must hate me.”

“She doesn’t hate you,” he said truthful y. “Believe me, Catalina, I
would not expose you to anyone’s unkindness.

She does not hate you, she doesn’t hate me, she doesn’t even
hate my father who ordered the execution. She knows that these
things happen.
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She is a princess, she knows as wel as you do that it is not choice
but policy that governs us. It was not your choice, nor mine. She
knows that your father and mother had to be sure that there were
no rival princes to claim the throne, that my father would clear my
way, whatever it cost him. She is resigned.”

“Resigned?” she gasped incredulously. “How can a woman be
resigned to the murder of her brother, the heir of the family? How
can she greet me with friendship when he died for my
convenience? When we lost my brother our world
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ended, our hopes died with him. Our future was buried with him.
My mother, who is a living saint, stil cannot bear it. She has not
been happy since the day of his death. It is unbearable to her. If
he had been executed for some stranger I swear she would have
taken a life in return. How could Lady Margaret lose her brother
and bear it? How can she bear me?”
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“She has resignation,” he said simply. “She is a most spiritual
woman and if she looked for reward, she has one in that she is
married to Sir Richard Pole, a man most trusted by my father, and
she lives here in the highest regard and she is my friend and I
hope wil be yours.”

He took her hand and felt it tremble. “Come, Catalina. This isn’t
like you. Be brave, my love. She won’t blame you.”

“She must blame me,” she said in an anguished whisper.

“My parents insisted that there should be no doubt over your

inheritance. I know they did. Your own father promised that there
would be no rival princes. They knew what he meant to do. They
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did not tel him to leave an innocent man with his life. They let him
do it. They wanted him to do it.

Edward Plantagenet’s blood is on my head. Our marriage is under
the curse of his death.”

Arthur recoiled; he had never before seen her so distressed.

“My God, Catalina, you cannot cal us accursed.”

She nodded miserably.

“You have never spoken of this.”

“I could not bear to say it.”

“But you have thought it?”
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“From the moment they told me that he was put to death for my
sake.”

“My love, you cannot real y think that we are accursed?”

“In this one thing.”

He tried to laugh off her intensity. “No. You must know we are
blessed.” He drew closer and said very quietly, so that no one else
could hear, “Every morning when you wake in my

arms, do you feel accursed then?”

“No,” she said unwil ingly. “No, I don’t.”

“Every night when I come to your rooms, do you feel the shadow
of sin upon you?”
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“No,” she conceded.

“We are not cursed,” he said firmly. “We are blessed with God’s
favor. Catalina, my love, trust me. She has forgiven my father, she
certainly would never blame you. I swear to you, she is a woman
with a heart as big as a cathedral. She wants to meet you.

Come with me and let me present her to you.”

“Alone, then,” she said, stil fearing some terrible scene.

“Alone. She is in the castle warden’s rooms now. If you come at
once, we can leave them al here and go quietly by ourselves and
see her.” She rose from her seat and put her hand on the crook of
his arm. “I am walking alone with the princess,” Arthur said to her
ladies. “You can al stay here.”
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They looked surprised to be excluded, and some of them were
openly disappointed.

Catalina went past them without looking up.

Once out of the door he preceded her down the tight spiral
staircase, one hand on the central stone post, one on the wal .
Catalina fol owed him, lingering at every deep-set arrow-slit
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window, looking down into the val ey where the Teme had burst its
banks and was like a silver lake over the water meadows. It was
cold, even for March in the Borders, and Catalina shivered as if a
stranger were walking on her grave.

“My love,” he said, looking back up the narrow stairs towards her.
“Courage. Your mother would have courage.”

“She ordered this thing,” she said crossly. “She thought it was for
my benefit. But a man died for her ambition, and now I have to
face his sister.”

“She did it for you,” he reminded her. “And nobody blames you.”
They came to the floor below the princess’s suite of rooms, and
without hesitation Arthur tapped on the thick
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wooden door of the warden’s apartments and went in.

The square room overlooking the val ey was the match of
Catalina’s presence chamber upstairs, paneled with wood and
hung with bright tapestries. There was a lady waiting for them,
seated by the fireside, and when the door opened she rose. She
was dressed in a pale gray gown with a gray hood on her hair.
She was about thirty years of age; she looked at Catalina with
friendly interest, and then she sank into a deep, respectful curtsey.

Disobeying the nip of his bride’s fingers, Arthur withdrew his arm
and stepped back as far as the doorway. Catalina looked back at
him reproachful y and then bobbed a smal curtsey to the older
woman. They rose up together.
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“I am so pleased to meet you,” Lady Pole said sweetly. “And I am
sorry not to have been here to greet you. But one of my children
was il and I went to make sure that he was wel nursed.”

“Your husband has been very kind,” Catalina managed to say.

“I hope so, for I left him a long list of commandments; I so wanted
your rooms to be warm and comfortable. You must tel me if there
is anything you would like. I don’t know Spain, so I didn’t know
what things would give you pleasure.”
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“No! It is al …absolutely.”

The older woman looked at the princess. “Then I hope you wil be
very happy here with us,” she said.

“I hope to…” Catalina breathed. “But I…I…”

“Yes?”
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“I was very sorry to hear of the death of your brother.”

Catalina dived in. Her face, which had been white with discomfort,
now flushed scarlet. She could feel her ears burning, and to her
horror she heard her voice tremble.

“Indeed, I was very sorry.

Very…”

“It was a great loss to me, and to mine,” the woman said steadily.
“But it is the way of the world.”

“I am afraid that my coming…”

“I never thought that it was any choice or any fault of yours,
Princess. When our dear Prince Arthur was to be married his
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father was bound to make sure that his inheritance was secured. I
know that my brother would never have threatened the peace of
the Tudors, but they were not to know that. And he was il -advised
by a mischievous young man, drawn into some foolish plot…” She
broke off as her voice shook; but rapidly she recovered herself.
“Forgive me. It stil grieves me.

He was an innocent, my brother. His sil y plotting was proof of his
innocence, not of his guilt. There is no doubt in my mind that he is
in God’s keeping now, with al innocents.”

She smiled at the princess. “In this world, we women often find
that we have no power over what men do. I am sure you would
have wished my brother no harm, and indeed, I am sure that he
would not have stood against you or against our dearest prince
here—
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but it is the way of the world that harsh measures are sometimes
taken. My father made some bad choices in his life, and God
knows he paid for them in ful . His son, though innocent, went the
way of his father. A turn of the coin and it could al have been
different. I think a woman has to learn to live with the turn of the
coin even when it fal s against her.”

Catalina was listening intently. “I know my mother and father

wanted to be sure that the Tudor line was without chal enge,”

she breathed. “I know that they told the king.” She felt as if she
had to make sure that this woman knew the depth of her guilt.

“As I might have done if I had been them,” Lady Margaret said
simply. “Princess, I do not blame you, nor your mother or father. I
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do not blame our great king. Were I any one of them, I might have
behaved just as they have done, and explained myself only to
God. Al I have to do, since I am not one of these great people but
merely the humble wife to a fine man, is to take care how I
behave and how I wil explain myself to God.”

“I felt that I came to this country with his death on my conscience,”
Catalina admitted in a sudden rush.

The older woman shook her head. “His death is not on your
conscience,” she said firmly. “And it is wrong to blame yourself for
another’s doing. Indeed, I would think your confessor would tel
you: it is a form of pride. Let that be the sin that you confess, you
need not take the blame for the sins of others.” Catalina looked up
for the first time and met the steady eyes of Lady Pole and saw
her smile. Cautiously she smiled back, and the older woman
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stretched out her hand, as a man would offer to shake on a
bargain. “You see,” she said pleasantly. “I was a princess royal
myself once. I was the last Plantagenet princess, raised by King
Richard in his nursery

with his son. Of al the women in the world, I should know that
there is more to life than a woman can ever control. There is the
wil of your husband, and of your parents, and of your king, and of
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your God. Nobody could blame a princess for the doings of a king.
How could one ever chal enge it? Or make any difference? Our
way has to be obedience.”

Catalina, her hand in the warm, firm grasp, felt wonderful y
reassured. “I am afraid I am not always very obedient,” she
confessed.

The older woman laughed. “Oh yes, for one would be a fool not to
think for oneself,” she al owed. “True obedience can only happen
when you secretly think you know better, and you choose to bow
your head. Anything short of that is just agreement, and any
ninny-in-waiting can agree. Don’t you think?” And Catalina,
giggling with an Englishwoman for the first time, laughed aloud
and said:
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“I never wanted to be a ninny-in-waiting.”

“Neither did I,” gleamed Margaret Pole, who had been a
Plantagenet, a princess royal and was now a mere wife buried in
the fastness of the Tudor Borders. “I always know that I am
myself, in my heart, whatever title I am given.” I am so surprised
to find that the woman whose presence I have dreaded is making
the castle at Ludlow feel like a home for me. Lady Margaret Pole
is a companion and friend to comfort me for the loss of my mother
and sisters. I realize now that I have always lived in a world
dominated by women: the queen my mother, my sisters, our
ladies- and maids-in-waiting, and all the women servants of the
seraglio. In the Alhambra we lived almost withdrawn from men, in
rooms built for the pleasure and comfort of women.
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We lived almost in seclusion, in the privacy of the cool rooms, and
ran through the courtyards and leaned on the balconies secure in
the knowledge that half the palace was exclusively in the
ownership of us women.

We would attend the court with my father—we were not hidden
from sight—but the natural desire of women for privacy was
served and emphasized by the design of the Alhambra where the
prettiest rooms and the best gardens were reserved for us.

It is strange to come to England and find the world dominated by
men. Of course I have my rooms and my

ladies, but any man can come and ask for admittance at any time.
Sir Richard Pole or any other of Arthur’s gentlemen can come to
my rooms without notice and think that they are paying me a
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compliment. The English seem to think it right and normal that
men and women should mix. I have not yet seen a house with
rooms that are exclusive to women, and no woman goes veiled as
we sometimes did in Spain, not even when traveling, not even
among strangers.

Even the royal family is open to all. Men, even strangers, can
stroll through the royal palaces as long as they are smart enough
for the guards to admit them. They can wait around in the queen’s
presence chamber and see her anytime she walks by, staring at
her as if they were family.

The great hall, the chapel, the queen’s public rooms are open to
anyone who can find a good hat and a cape and pass as gentry.
The English treat women as if they are boys or servants, they can
go anywhere, they can be looked at by anyone. For a while I
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thought this was a great freedom, and for a while I reveled in it;
then I realized the Englishwomen may show their faces but they
are not bold like men, they are not free like boys; they still have to
remain silent and obey.

Now with Lady Margaret Pole returned to the warden’s rooms it
feels as if this castle has come under the rule of women. The
evenings in the hall are less hearty, even the food at dinner has
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changed. The troubadours sing of love and less of battles, there is
more French spoken and less Welsh.

My rooms are above, and hers are on the floor below, and we go
up and down stairs all day to see each other. When Arthur and Sir
Richard are out hunting, the castle’s mistress is still at home and
the place does not feel empty anymore.

Somehow, she makes it a lady’s castle, just by being here.

When Arthur is away, the life of the castle is not silent, waiting for
his return. It is a warm, happy place, busy in its own day’s work.

I have missed having an older woman to be my friend.
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María de Salinas is a girl as young and silly as I am, she is a
companion, not a mentor. Doña Elvira was nominated by

my mother the queen to stand in a mother’s place for me; but she
is not a woman I can warm to, though I have tried to love her. She
is strict with me, jealous of her influence over me, ambitious to run
the whole court. She and her husband, who commands my
household, want to dominate my life. Since that first evening at
Dogmersfield when she contradicted the king himself, I have
doubted her judgment.

Even now she continually cautions me against becoming too
close with Arthur, as if it were wrong to love a husband, as if I
could resist him! She wants to make a little Spain in England, she
wants me to still be the Infanta. But I am certain that my way
ahead in England is to become English.
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Doña Elvira will not learn English. She affects not to be able to
understand French when it is spoken with an English accent. The
Welsh she treats with absolute contempt as barbarians on the
very edge of civilization, which is not very comfortable when we
are visiting the townspeople of Ludlow. To be honest, sometimes
she behaves more grandly than any woman I have ever known,
she is prouder than my mother herself. She is certainly grander
than me. I have to admire her, but I cannot truly love her.

But Margaret Pole was educated as the niece of a king and is as
fluent in Latin as I am.

We speak French easily together, she is teaching me English, and
when we come across a word we don’t know in any of our shared
languages, we compose great mimes that set us wailing with
giggles. I made her cry with laughing when I tried to demonstrate
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indigestion, and the guards came running, thinking we were under
attack when she used all the ladies of the court and their
maidservants to demonstrate to me the correct protocol for an
English hunt in the field.

With Margaret, Catalina thought she could raise the question of
her future, and her father-in-law of whom she was frankly
nervous.

“He was displeased before we came away,” she said. “It is the
question of the dowry.”

“Oh, yes?” Margaret replied. The two women were seated in a
window, waiting for the men to come back from hunting. It was
bitterly cold and damp outside, neither of them had wanted to go
out. Margaret thought it better to volunteer nothing about the
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vexed question of Catalina’s dowry; she had already heard from
her husband that the Spanish king had perfected the art of
double-dealing. He had agreed a substantial dowry for the

Infanta, but then sent her to England with only half the money.

The rest, he suggested, could be made up with the plate and
treasure that she brought as her household goods.
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Outraged, King Henry had demanded the ful amount.

Sweetly Ferdinand of Spain replied that the Infanta’s household
had been supplied with the very best, Henry could take his pick.

It was a bad way to start a marriage that was, in any case,
founded only on greed and ambition, and a shared fear of France.
Catalina was caught between the determination of two
coldhearted men. Margaret guessed that one of the reasons that
Catalina had been sent to Ludlow Castle with her husband was to
force her to use her own household goods and so diminish their
value. If King Henry had kept her at court in Windsor or
Greenwich or Westminster, she would have eaten off his plates
and her father could have argued that the Spanish plate was as
good as new, and must be
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taken as the dowry.

But now, every night they ate from Catalina’s gold plates and
every scrape of a careless knife knocked a little off the value.

When it was time to pay the second half of the dowry, the King of
Spain would find he would have to pay cash. King Ferdinand
might be a hard man and a cunning negotiator but he had met his
match in Henry Tudor of England.

“He said that I should be a daughter to him,” Catalina started
careful y. “But I cannot obey him as a daughter should, if I am to
obey my own father. My father tel s me not to use my plate and to
give it to the king. But he won’t accept it. And since the dowry is
unpaid, the king sends me away with no provision; he doesn’t
even pay my al owance.”
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“Does the Spanish ambassador not advise you?”

Catalina made a little face. “He is the king’s own man,” she said.
“No help to me. I don’t like him. He is a Jew, but converted. An
adaptable man. A Spaniard, but he has lived here for years. He is
become a man for the Tudors, not for Aragon. I shal tel my father
that he is poorly served by Dr. de Puebla, but in the meantime, I
have no good advice, and in my household Doña Elvira and my
treasurer never stop quarreling. She says that my goods and my
treasure must be loaned to the goldsmiths to raise money; he
says he wil not let them out of his sight until they are paid to the
king.”

“And have you not asked the prince what you should do?”
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Catalina hesitated. “It is a matter between his father and my
father,” she said cautiously.

“I didn’t want to let it disturb us. He has paid for al my traveling
expenses here. He is going to have to pay for my ladies’ wages at
midsummer, and soon I wil need new gowns. I don’t want to ask
him for money. I don’t want him to think me greedy.”

“You love him, don’t you?” Margaret asked, smiling, and watched
the younger woman’s face light up.

“Oh yes,” the girl breathed. “I do love him so.” The older woman
smiled. “You are blessed,” she said gently. “To be a princess and
to find love with the husband you are ordered to marry. You are
blessed, Catalina.”
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“I know. I do think it is a sign of God’s especial favor to me.”

The older woman paused at the grandness of the claim, but did
not correct her. The confidence of youth would wear away soon
enough without any need for warnings.

“And do you have any signs?”

Catalina looked puzzled.
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“Of a child coming? You do know what to look for?” The young
woman blushed. “I do know. My mother told me. There are no
signs yet.”

“It’s early days,” Lady Margaret said comfortingly. “But if you had a
child on the way I think there would be no difficulty with a dowry. I
think nothing would be too good for you if you were carrying the
next Tudor prince.”

“I ought to be paid my al owance whether I have a child or not,”
Catalina observed. “I am Princess of Wales, I should

have an al owance to keep my state.”

“Yes,” said Margaret drily. “But who is going to tel the king that?”
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“Tel me a story.”

They were bathed in the dappled gold of candlelight and firelight.
It was midnight and the castle was silent but for their low voices,
al the lights were out but for the blaze of Catalina’s chambers
where the two young lovers were resisting sleep.

“What shal I tel you about?”

“Tel me a story about the Moors.”

She thought for a moment, throwing a shawl around her bare
shoulders against the cold.

Arthur was sprawled across the bed but when she moved he
gathered her to him so her head rested on his naked chest.
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He ran his hand through her rich red hair and gathered it into his
fist.

“I wil tel you a story about one of the sultanas,” she said. “It is not
a story. It is true.

She was in the harem—you know that the women live apart

from the men in their own rooms?”
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He nodded, watching the candlelight flicker on her neck, on the
hol ow at her col arbone.

“She looked out of the window and the tidal river beneath her
window was at low ebb.

The poor children of the town were playing in the water. They
were on the slipway for the boats and they had spread mud al
around and they were slipping and sliding, skating in the mud.
She laughed while she watched them and she said to her ladies
how she wished that she could play like that.”

“But she couldn’t go out?”

“No, she could never go out. Her ladies told the eunuchs who
guarded the harem and they told the grand vizier and he told the
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sultan, and when she left the window and went to her

presence chamber, guess what?”

He shook his head, smiling. “What?”

“Her presence chamber was a great marble hal . The floor was
made of rose-veined marble. The sultan had ordered them to
bring great flasks of perfumed oils and pour them on the floor. Al
the perfumiers in the town had been ordered to bring oil of roses
to the palace. They had brought rose petals and sweet-smel ing
herbs and they had made a thick paste of oil of roses and rose
petals and herbs and spread it, one foot thick, al across the floor
of her presence chamber. The sultana and her ladies stripped to
their chemises and slid and played in the mud, threw rose water
and petals and al the afternoon played like the mud larks.”
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He was entranced. “How glorious.”

She smiled up at him. “Now it is your turn. You tel me a story.”

“I have no stories like that. It is al fighting and winning.”

“Those are the stories you like best when I tel them,” she pointed
out.

“I do. And now your father is going to war again.”

“He is?”

“Did you not know?”

Catalina shook her head. “The Spanish ambassador sometimes
sends me a note with the news, but he has told me nothing. Is it a
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crusade?”

“You are a bloodthirsty soldier of Christ. I should think the infidels
shake in their sandals. No, it is not a crusade. It is a far less
heroic cause. Your father, rather surprisingly to us, has made an
al iance with King Louis of France. Apparently they plan to invade
Italy together and share the spoils.”

“King Louis?” she asked in surprise. “Never! I had thought they
would be enemies until death.”

“Wel , it seems that the French king does not care who he al ies
with. First the Turks and now your father.”

“Wel , better that King Louis makes al iance with my father than
with the Turks,” she said stoutly. “Anything is better than they are
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invited in.”

“But why would your father join with our enemy?”

“He has always wanted Naples,” she confided to him.

“Naples and Navarre. One way or another he wil have them.
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King Louis may think he has an al y but there wil be a high price
to pay. I know him. He plays a long game but he usual y gets his
own way. Who sent you the news?”

“My father. I think he is vexed not to be in their counsel. He fears
the French worse only than the Scots. It is a disappointment for us
that your father would al y with them on anything.”

“On the contrary, your father should be pleased that my father is
keeping the French busy in the south. My father is doing him a
service.” He laughed at her. “You are a great help.”

“Wil your father not join with them?”

Arthur shook his head. “Perhaps, but his one great desire is to
keep England at peace.
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War is a terrible thing for a country. You are a soldier’s daughter
and you should know.

My father says it is a terrible thing to see a country at war.”

“Your father only fought one big battle,” she said.

“Sometimes you have to fight.

Sometimes you have to beat your enemy.”

“I wouldn’t fight to gain land,” he said. “But I would fight to defend
our borders. And I think we wil have to fight against the Scots
unless my sister can change their very nature.”

“And is your father prepared for war?”
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“He has the Howard family to keep the north for him,” he said.
“And he has the trust of every northern landlord. He has
reinforced the castles and he keeps the Great North Road open
so that he can get his soldiers up there if needs be.”

Catalina looked thoughtful. “If he has to fight he would do better to
invade them,” she said. “Then he can choose the time and the
place to fight and not be forced into defense.”

“Is that the better way?”

She nodded. “My father would say so. It is everything to have your
army moving forwards and confident. You have the
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wealth of the country ahead of you, for your supplies; you have
the movement forwards: soldiers like to feel that they are making
progress. There is nothing worse than being forced to turn and
fight.”

“You are a tactician,” he said. “I wish to God I had your childhood
and knew the things you know.”
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“You do have,” she said sweetly. “For everything I know is yours,
and everything I am is yours. And if you and our country ever
need me to fight for you, then I wil be there.”

It has become colder and colder and the long week of rain has
turned into showers of hail and now snow. Even so, it is not bright,
cold wintry weather but a low, damp mist with swirling cloud and
flurries of slush which clings in clumps to trees and turrets and sits
in the river like old sherbet.

When Arthur comes to my room he slips along the

battlements like a skater and this morning, as he went back to his
room, we were certain we would be discovered because he slid
on fresh ice and fell and cursed so loudly that the sentry on next
tower put his head out and shouted,
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“Who goes there?” and I had to call back that it was only me,
feeding the winter birds. So Arthur whistled at me and told me it
was the call of a robin and we both laughed so much that we
could barely stand. I am certain that the sentry knew anyway, but
it was so cold he did not come out.

Now today Arthur has gone out riding with his council, who want
to look at a site for a new corn mill while the river is in spate and
partly blocked by snow and ice, and Lady Margaret and I are
staying at home and playing cards.

It is cold and gray, it is wet all the time—even the walls of the
castle weep with icy moisture—but I am happy. I love him, I would
live with him anywhere, and spring will come and then summer. I
know we will be happy then too.
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The tap on the door came late at night. She threw it open.

“Ah love, my love! Where have you been?”

He stepped into the room and kissed her. She could taste the
wine on his breath. “They would not leave,” he said. “I have been
trying to get away to be with you for three hours at the very least.”

He picked her up off her feet and carried her to the bed.
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“But, Arthur, don’t you want…?”

“I want you.”

“Tel me a story.”

“Are you not sleepy now?”

“No. I want you to sing me the song about the Moors losing the
Battle of Málaga.” Catalina laughed. “It was the Battle of Alhama. I
shal sing you some of the verses; but it goes on and on.”

“Sing me al of them.”

“We would need al night,” she protested.

“We have al night, thank God,” he said, his joy in his voice.
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“We have al night and we have every night for the rest of our lives,
thank God for it.”

“It is a forbidden song,” she said. “Forbidden by my mother
herself.”

“So how did you learn it?” Arthur demanded, instantly diverted.

“Servants,” she said carelessly. “I had a nursemaid who was a
Morisco and she would forget who I was, and who she was, and
sing to me.”

“What’s a Morisco? And why was the song banned?” he asked
curiously.

“A Morisco means ‘little Moor’ in Spanish,” she explained.
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“It’s what we cal the Moors who live in Spain. They are not real y
Moors like those in Africa. So we cal them little Moors, or Moros.
As I left, they were starting to cal themselves Mudaj an—

‘one al owed to remain.’ ”

“One al owed to remain?” he asked. “In their own land?”

“It’s not their land,” she said instantly. “It’s ours. Spanish

land.”

“They had it for seven hundred years,” he pointed out. “When you
Spanish were doing nothing but herding goats in the mountains,
they were building roads and castles and universities. You told me
so yourself.”
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“Wel , it’s ours now,” she said flatly.

He clapped his hands like a sultan. “Sing the song,
Scheherazade. And sing it in French, you barbarian, so I can
understand it.”

Catalina put her hands together like a woman about to pray and
bowed low to him.

“Now that is good,” Arthur said, reveling in her. “Did you learn that
in the harem?” She smiled at him and tipped up her head and
sang.

“An old man cries to the king: Why comes this sudden cal ing?—
Alas! Alhama!
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Alas my friends, Christians have won Alhama—Alas!

Alhama!

A white-bearded imam answers: This has thou merited, O

King!—Alas! Alhama!
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In an evil hour thou slewest the Abencerrages, flower of Granada
—Alas! Alhama!

Not Granada, not kingdom, not thy life shal long remain—

Alas! Alhama!”

She fel silent. “And it was true,” she said. “Poor Boabdil came out
of the Alhambra Palace, out of the red fort that they said would
never fal , with the keys on a silk cushion, bowed low and gave
them to my mother and my father and rode away. They say that at
the mountain pass he looked back at his kingdom, his beautiful
kingdom, and wept, and his mother told him to weep like a woman
for what he could not hold as a man.”

Arthur let out a boyish crack of laughter. “She said what?”
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Catalina looked up, her face grave. “It was very tragic.”

“It is just the sort of thing my grandmother would say,” he said
delightedly. “Thank God my father won his crown. My
grandmother would be just as sweet in defeat as Boabdil’s
mother. Good God: “weep like a woman for what you cannot hold
as a man.” What a thing to say to a man as he walks away in
defeat!” Catalina laughed too. “I never thought of it like that,” she
said. “It isn’t very comforting.”

“Imagine going into exile with your mother, and she so angry with
you!”

“Imagine losing the Alhambra, never going back there!” He pul ed
her to him and kissed her face. “No regrets!” he commanded.
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At once she smiled for him. “Then divert me,” she ordered.

“Tel me about your mother and father.”

He thought for a moment. “My father was born an heir to the
Tudors, but there were dozens in line for the throne before him,”
he said. “His father wanted him cal ed Owen, Owen Tudor, a good
Welsh name, but his father died before his birth, in the war. My
grandmother was only a child of twelve when he was born, but
she had her way and cal ed him Henry

—a royal name. You can see what she was thinking even then,
even though she was little more than a child herself, and

her husband was dead.
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“My father’s fortunes soared up and down with every battle of the
civil war. One time he was a son of the ruling family, the next they
were on the run. His uncle Jasper Tudor—you remember him—
kept faith with my father and with the Tudor cause, but there was
a final battle and our cause was lost, and our king executed.
Edward came to the throne and my father was the last of the line.
He was in such danger that Uncle Jasper broke out of the castle
where they were being held and fled with him out of the country to
Brittany.”

“To safety?”

“Of a sort. He told me once that he woke every morning expecting
to be handed over to Edward. And once King Edward said that he
should come home and there would be a kind welcome and a
wedding arranged for him. My father pretended to be il on the
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road and escaped. He would have come home to his death.”
Catalina blinked. “So he was a pretender too, in his time.”

He grinned at her. “As I said. That is why he fears them so much.
He knows what a pretender can do if the luck is with him. If they
had caught him, they would have brought him home to his death
in the Tower. Just like he did to Warwick.
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My father would have been put to death the moment King Edward
had him. But he pretended to be il and got away, over the border
into France.”

“They didn’t hand him back?”

Arthur laughed. “They supported him. He was the greatest chal
enge to the peace of England—of course they encouraged him. It
suited the French to support him then: when he was not king but
pretender.”

She nodded. She was a child of a prince praised by Machiavel i
himself. Any daughter of Ferdinand was born to double-dealing.
“And then?”
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“Edward died young, in his prime, with only a young son to inherit.
His brother Richard first held the throne in trust and then claimed
it for himself and put his own nephews, Edward’s sons, the little
princes, in the Tower of London.”

She nodded. This was a history she had been taught in Spain,
and the greater story—of deadly rivalry for a throne—

was a common theme for both young people.

“They went into the Tower and never came out again,” Arthur said
bleakly. “God bless their souls, poor boys, no one knows what
happened to them. The people turned against Richard and
summoned my father from France.”

“Yes?”
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“My grandmother organized the great lords one after another, she
was an archplotter.

She and the Duke of Buckingham put their heads together and
had the nobles of the kingdom in readiness. That’s why my father
honors her so highly: he owes her his throne. And he waited until
he could get a message to my mother to tel her that he would
marry her if he won the throne.”

“Because he loved her?” Catalina asked hopeful y. “She is so
beautiful.”

“Not he. He hadn’t even seen her. He had been in exile for
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most of his life, remember. It was a marriage cobbled together
because his mother knew that if she could get those two married,
then everyone would see that the heir of York had married the heir
of Lancaster and the war could be over.

And her mother saw it as her only way out to safety. The two
mothers brokered the deal together like a pair of crones over a
cauldron.
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They’re both women you wouldn’t want to cross.”

“He didn’t love her?” She was disappointed.

Arthur smiled. “No. It’s not a romance. And she didn’t love him.
But they knew what they had to do. When my father marched in
and beat Richard and picked the crown of England out of the
bodies and the wreckage of the battlefield, he knew that he would
marry the princess, take the throne, and found a new line.”

“But wasn’t she next heir to the throne anyway?” she asked,
puzzled. “Since it was her father who had been King Edward?
And her uncle who had died in the battle, and her brothers were
dead?”

He nodded. “She was the oldest princess.”
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“So why didn’t she claim the throne for herself?”

“Aha, you are a rebel!” he said. He took a handful of her hair and
pul ed her face towards him. He kissed her mouth, tasting of wine
and sweetmeats. “A Yorkist rebel, which is worse.”

“I just thought she should have claimed the throne for herself.”

“Not in this country,” Arthur ruled. “We don’t have reigning queens
in England. Girls don’t inherit. They cannot take the throne.”

“But if a king had only a daughter?”

He shrugged. “Then it would be a tragedy for the country. You
have to give me a boy, my love. Nothing else wil do.”

“But if we only had a girl?”
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“She would marry a prince and make him King Consort of
England, and he would rule alongside her. England has to

have a king. Like your mother did. She reigns alongside her
husband.”

“In Aragon she does, but in Castile he rules alongside her.

Castile is her country and Aragon his.”

“We’d never stand for it in England,” Arthur said.

She drew away from him in indignation. She was only half
pretending. “I tel you this: if we have only one child and she is a
girl then she wil rule as queen and she wil be a queen as good as
any man can be king.”
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“Wel , she wil be a novelty,” he said. “We don’t believe a woman
can defend the country as a king needs to do.”

“A woman can fight,” she said instantly. “You should see my
mother in armor. Even I could defend the country. I have seen
warfare, which is more than you have done. I could be as good a
king as any man.”

He smiled at her, shaking his head. “Not if the country was
invaded. You couldn’t command an army.”

“I could command an army. Why not?”
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“No English army would be commanded by a woman. They
wouldn’t take orders from a woman.”

“They would take orders from their commander,” she flashed out.
“And if they don’t then they are no good as soldiers and they have
to be trained.” He laughed. “No Englishman would obey a
woman,” he said. He saw by her stubborn face that she was not
convinced.
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“Al that matters is that you win the battle,” she said. “Al that
matters is that the country is defended. It doesn’t matter who
leads the army as long as they fol ow.”

“Wel , at any rate, my mother had no thought of claiming the
throne for herself. She would not have dreamed of it. She married
my father and became Queen of England through marriage. And
because she was the York princess and he was the Lancaster
heir, my grandmother’s plan succeeded.

My father may have won the throne by conquest and acclaim;

but we wil have it by inheritance.” Catalina nodded. “My mother
said there was nothing wrong with a man who is newcome to the
throne. What matters is not the winning but the keeping of it.”
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“We shal keep it,” he said with certainty. “We shal make a great
country here, you and me. We shal build roads and markets,
churches and schools. We shal put a ring of forts around the
coastline and build ships.”

“We shal create courts of justice as my mother and father have
done in Spain,” she said, settling back into the pleasure of
planning a future on which they could agree. “So that no man can
be cruel y treated by another. So that every man knows that he
can go to the court and have his case heard.”

He raised his glass to her. “We should start writing this down,” he
said. “And we should start planning how it is to be done.”

“It wil be years before we come to our thrones.”
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“You never know. I don’t wish it—God knows, I honor my father
and my mother and I would want nothing before God’s own time.
But you never know. I am Prince of Wales, you are Princess. But
we wil be King and Queen of England. We should know who we
wil have at our court, we should know what advisors we wil
choose, we should know how we are
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going to make this country truly great. If it is a dream, then we can
talk of it together at nighttime, as we do. But if it is a plan, we
should write it in the daytime, take advice on it, think how we
might do the things we want.” Her face lit up. “When we have
finished our lessons for the day, perhaps we could do it then.
Perhaps your tutor would help us, and my confessor.”

“And my advisors,” he said. “And we could start here. In Wales. I
can do what I want, within reason. We could make a col ege here,
and build some schools. We could even commission a ship to be
built here. There are shipwrights in Wales, we could build the first
of our defensive ships.”

She clapped her hands like the girl she was. “We could start our
reign!” she said.
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“Hail Queen Katherine! Queen of England!” Arthur said playful y,
but at the ring of the words he stopped and looked

at her more seriously. “You know, you wil hear them say that, my
love. Vivat! Vivat Catalina Regina, Queen Katherine, Queen of
England.” It is like an adventure, wondering what sort of country
we can make, what sort of king and queen we will be. It is natural
we should think of Camelot. It was my favorite book in my
mother’s library and I found Arthur’s own well-thumbed copy in his
father’s library.

I know that Camelot is a story, an ideal, as unreal as the love of a
troubadour, or a fairy-tale castle or legends about thieves and
treasure and genies. But there is something about the idea of
ruling a kingdom with justice, with the consent of the people,
which is more than a fairy tale.
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Arthur and I will inherit great power, his father has seen to that. I
think we will inherit a strong throne and a great treasure. We will
inherit with the goodwill of the people; the king is not loved but he
is respected, and nobody wants a return to endless battles.

These English have a horror of civil war. If we come to the throne
with this power, this wealth, and this goodwill, there is no doubt in
my mind that we can make a great country here.

And it shall be a great country in alliance with Spain. My parents’
heir is Juana’s son, Charles. He will be Holy Roman Emperor and
King of Spain. He will be my nephew

and we will have the friendship of kinsmen. What a powerful
alliance this will be: the great Holy Roman Empire and England.
Nobody will be able to stand against us, we might divide France,
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we might divide most of Europe. Then we will stand, the empire
and England against the Moors, then we will win and the whole of
the East, Persia, the Ottomans, the Indies, even China will be laid
open to us.

The routine of the castle changed. In the days which were starting
to become warmer and brighter the young Prince and Princess of
Wales set up their office in her rooms, dragged a big table over to
the window for the afternoon light, and pinned up maps of the
principality on the linenfold paneling.

“You look as if you are planning a campaign,” Lady Margaret Pole
said pleasantly.

“The princess should be resting,” Doña Elvira remarked resentful
y to no one in particular.
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“Are you unwel ?” Lady Margaret asked quickly.

Catalina smiled and shook her head. She was becoming
accustomed to the obsessive interest in her health. Until she
could say that she was carrying England’s heir, she would have
no peace from people asking her how she did.
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“I don’t need to rest,” she said. “And tomorrow, if you wil take me,
I should like to go out and see the fields.”

“The fields?” asked Lady Margaret, rather taken aback. “In
March? They won’t plow for another week or so, there is almost
nothing to see.”

“I have to learn,” Catalina said. “Where I live, it is so dry in
summer that we have to build little ditches in every field, to the
foot of every tree, to channel water to the plants to make sure that
they can drink and live. When we first rode through this country
and I saw the ditches in your fields, I was so ignorant I thought
they were bringing water in.” She laughed aloud at the memory.
“And then the prince told me they were drains to take the water
away. I could not believe it! So we had better ride out and you
must tel me everything.”
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“A queen does not need to know about fields,” Doña Elvira said in
muted disapproval from the corner. “Why should she

know what the farmers grow?”

“Of course a queen needs to know,” Catalina replied, irritated.
“She should know everything about her country. How else can she
rule?”

“I am sure you wil be a very fine queen of England,” Lady
Margaret said, making the peace.

Catalina glowed. “I shal be the best queen of England that I can
be,” she said. “I shal care for the poor and assist the church, and
if we are ever at war I shal ride out and fight for England just as
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my mother did for Spain.” Planning for the future with Arthur, I
forget my homesickness for Spain.

Every day we think of some improvement we could make, of
some law that should be changed. We read together books of
philosophy and politics. We talk about whether people can be
trusted with their freedom, of whether a king should be a good
tyrant or should step back from power.

We talk about my home: of my parents’ belief that you make a
country by one church, one language, and one law.

Or whether it could be possible to do as the Moors did: to make a
country with one law but with many faiths and many languages,
and assume that people are wise enough to choose the best.
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We argue, we talk. Sometimes we break up in laughter,
sometimes we disagree. Arthur is my lover always, my

husband, undeniably. And now he is becoming my friend.

Catalina was in the little garden of Ludlow Castle, which was set
along the east wal , in earnest conversation with one of the castle
gardeners. In neat beds around her were the herbs that the cooks
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used, and some herbs and flowers with medicinal properties
grown by Lady Margaret. Arthur, seeing Catalina as he walked
back from confession in the round chapel, glanced up to the great
hal to check that no one would prevent him, and slipped off to be
with her. As he drew up she was gesturing, trying to describe
something. Arthur smiled.

“Princess,” he said formal y in greeting.

She swept him a low curtsey, but her eyes were warm with
pleasure at the sight of him.

“Sire.”

The gardener had dropped to his knees in the mud at the arrival
of the prince. “You can get up,” Arthur said pleasantly.
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“I don’t think you wil find many pretty flowers at this time of year,
Princess.”

“I was trying to talk to him about growing salad vegetables,”

she said. “But he speaks Welsh and English and I have tried Latin
and French and we don’t understand each other at al .”

“I think I am with him. I don’t understand either. What is salad?”
She thought for a moment. “Acetaria.”

“Acetaria?” he queried.

“Yes, salad.”

“What is it, exactly?”
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“It is vegetables that grow in the ground and you eat them without
cooking them,” she explained. “I was asking if he could plant
some for me.”

“You eat them raw? Without boiling?”

“Yes, why not?”

“Because you wil be dreadful y il , eating uncooked food in this
country.”

“Like fruit, like apples. You eat them raw.”

He was unconvinced. “More often cooked, or preserved or dried.
And anyway, that is a fruit and not leaves. But what sorts of
vegetables do you want?”
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“Lactuca,” she said.

“Lactuca?” he repeated. “I have never heard of it.” She sighed. “I
know. You none of you seem to know anything of vegetables.
Lactuca is like…” She searched her mind for the truly terrible
vegetable that she had been forced to eat, boiled into a pulp at
one dinner at Greenwich. “Samphire,”

she said. “The closest thing you have to lactuca is probably
samphire. But you eat lactuca without cooking and it is crisp and
sweet.”

“Vegetables? Crisp?”

“Yes,” she said patiently.
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“And you eat this in Spain?”

She nearly laughed at his appal ed expression. “Yes. You would
like it.”

“And can we grow it here?”

“I think he is tel ing me: no. He has never heard of such a thing.
He has no seeds. He does not know where we would find such
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seeds. He does not think it would grow here.” She looked up at
the blue sky with the scudding rain clouds.

“Perhaps he is right,” she said, a little weariness in her voice.

“I am sure that it needs much sunshine.” Arthur turned to the
gardener. “Ever heard of a plant cal ed lactuca?”

“No, Your Grace,” the man said, his head bowed. “I’m sorry, Your
Grace. Perhaps it is a Spanish plant. It sounds very barbaric. Is
Her Royal Highness saying they eat grass there?

Like sheep?”

Arthur’s lip quivered. “No, it is a herb, I think. I wil ask her.”
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He turned to Catalina and took her hand and tucked it in the crook
of his arm. “You know, sometimes in summer, it is very sunny and
very hot here. Truly. You would find the midday sun was too hot.
You would have to sit in the shade.” She looked disbelievingly
from the cold mud to the thickening clouds.

“Not now, I know; but in summer. I have leaned against this wal
and found it warm to the touch. You know, we grow strawberries
and raspberries and peaches. Al the fruit that you grow in Spain.”

“Oranges?”

“Wel , perhaps not oranges,” he conceded.

“Lemons? Olives?”
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He bridled. “Yes, indeed.”

She looked suspiciously at him. “Dates?”

“In Cornwal ,” he asserted, straight-faced. “Of course it is warmer
in Cornwal .”

“Sugarcane? Rice? Pineapples?”

He tried to say yes, but he could not repress the giggles and
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she crowed with laughter, and fel on him.

When they were steady again he glanced around the inner bailey
and said, “Come on, nobody wil miss us for a while,”

and led her down the steps to the little sal y port and let them out
of the hidden door.
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A smal path led them to the hil side which fel away steeply from
the castle down to the river. A few lambs scampered off as they
approached, a lad wandering after them.

Arthur slid his arm around her waist and she let herself fal into
pace with him.

“We do grow peaches,” he assured her. “Not the other things, of
course. But I am sure we can grow your lactuca, whatever it is. Al
we need is a gardener who can bring the seeds and who has
already grown the things you want. Why don’t you write to the
gardener at the Alhambra and ask him

to send you someone?”

“Could I send for a gardener?” she asked incredulously.
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“My love, you are going to be Queen of England. You can send for
a regiment of gardeners.”

“Real y?”

Arthur laughed at the delight dawning on her face. “At once.

Did you not realize it?”

“No! But where should he garden? There is no room against the
castle wal , and if we are to grow fruit as wel as vegetables…”

“You are Princess of Wales! You can plant your garden wherever
you please. You shal have al of Kent if you want it, my darling.”

“Kent?”
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“We grow apples and hops there, I think we might have a try at
lactuca. ” Catalina laughed with him. “I didn’t think. I didn’t dream
of sending for a gardener. If only I had brought one in the first
place. I have al these useless ladies-in-waiting and I need a
gardener.”

“You could swap him for Doña Elvira.”
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She gurgled with laughter.

“Ah, God, we are blessed,” he said simply. “In each other and in
our lives. You shal have anything you want, always. I swear it. Do
you want to write to your mother? She can send you a couple of
good men and I wil get some land turned over at once.”

“I wil write to Juana,” she decided. “In the Netherlands. She is in
the north of Christendom like me. She must know what wil grow in
this weather. I shal write to her and see what she has done.”

“And we shal eat lactuca!” he said, kissing her fingers. “Al day. We
shal eat nothing but lactuca, like sheep grazing grass, whatever it
is.”

“Tel me a story.”
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“No, you tel me something.”

“If you wil tel me about the fal of Granada again.”

“I wil tel you. But you have to explain something to me.”

Arthur stretched out and pul ed her so that she was lying across
the bed, her head on his shoulder. She could feel the rise and fal
of his smooth chest as he breathed and hear the gentle thud of
his heartbeat, constant as love.

“I shal explain everything.” She could hear the smile in his voice.
“I am extraordinarily wise today. You should have heard me after
dinner tonight dispensing justice.”
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“You are very fair,” she conceded. “I do love it when you give a
judgment.”

“I am a Solomon,” he said. “They wil cal me Arthur the Good.”

“Arthur the Wise,” she suggested.

“Arthur the Magnificent.”

Catalina giggled. “But I want you to explain to me something that I
heard about your mother.”

“Oh yes?”

“One of the English ladies-in-waiting told me that she had been
betrothed to the tyrant Richard. I thought I must have
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misunderstood her. We were speaking French and I thought I
must have had it wrong.”

“Oh, that story,” he said with a little turn of the head.

“Is it not true? I hope I have not offended you?”

“No, not at al . It’s a tale often told.”

“It cannot be true?”

“Who knows? Only my mother and Richard the tyrant can know
what took place. And one of them is dead and the other is silent
as the grave.”

“Wil you tel me?” she asked tentatively. “Or should we not speak
of it at al ?” He shrugged. “There are two stories. The wel -known
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one and its shadow. The story that everyone knows is that my
mother fled into sanctuary with her mother and sisters, they were
hiding in a church al together. They knew if they left they would be
arrested by Richard the Usurper and would disappear into the
Tower like her young brothers. No one knew if the princes were
alive or dead, but nobody had seen them, everyone feared they
were dead. My mother wrote to my father—wel , she was ordered
to by her mother—she told him that if he would come to England,
a
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Tudor from the Lancaster

line, then she, a York princess, would marry him, and the old feud
between the two families would be over forever. She told him to
come and save her, and know her love.

He received the letter, he raised an army, he came to find the
princess, he married her and brought peace to England.”
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“That is what you told me before. It is a very good story.”

Arthur nodded.

“And the story you don’t tel ?”

Despite himself he giggled. “It’s rather scandalous. They say that
she was not in sanctuary at al . They say that she left the
sanctuary and her mother and sisters. She went to court.

King Richard’s wife was dead and he was looking for another. She
accepted the proposal of King Richard. She

would have married her uncle, the tyrant, the man who murdered
her brothers.”
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Catalina’s hand stole over her mouth to cover her gasp of shock,
her eyes were wide.

“No!”

“So they say.”

“The queen, your mother?”

“Herself,” he said. “Actual y, they say worse. That she and Richard
were betrothed as his wife lay dying. That is why there is always
such enmity between her and my grandmother. My grandmother
does not trust her, but she wil never say why.”

“How could she?” she demanded.
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“How could she not?” he returned. “If you look at it from her point
of view, she was a princess of York, her father was dead, her
mother was the enemy of the king trapped in sanctuary, as much
in prison as if she were in the Tower. If she wanted to live, she
would have to find some way into the favor of the king. If she
wanted to be acknowledged as a princess at al , she would have
to have his recognition. If she wanted to be Queen of England she
would have to marry
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him.”

“But surely, she could have…” she began and then she fel silent.

“No.” He shook his head. “You see? She was a princess, she had
very little choice. If she wanted to live she would have to obey the
king. If she wanted to be queen she would have to marry him.”

“She could have raised an army on her own account.”

“Not in England,” he reminded her. “She would have to marry the
King of England to be its queen. It was her only way.”

Catalina was silent for a moment. “Thank God that for me to be
queen I had to marry you, that my destiny brought me so easily
here.”
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He smiled. “Thank God we are happy with our destiny. For we
would have married, and you would have been Queen of England,
whether you had liked me or not. Wouldn’t you?”

“Yes,” she said. “There is never a choice for a princess.” He
nodded.

“But your grandmother, My Lady the King’s Mother, must have
planned your mother’s wedding to your father. Why does she not
forgive her? She was part of the plan.”

“Those two powerful women, my father’s mother and my mother’s
mother, brokered the deal between them like a pair of
washerwomen sel ing stolen linen.” She gave a little squeak of
shock.
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Arthur chuckled. He found that he dearly loved surprising her.

“Dreadful, isn’t it?” he replied calmly. “My mother’s mother was
probably the most hated woman in England at one time.”

“And where is she now?”

He shrugged. “She was at court for a while, but My Lady the
King’s Mother disliked her so much she got rid of her. She was
famously beautiful, you know, and a schemer.

My grandmother accused her of plotting against my father

and he chose to believe her.”

“She is never dead? They never executed her!”
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“No. He put her into a convent and she never comes to court.”
She was aghast. “Your grandmother had the queen’s own mother
confined in a convent?”

He nodded, his face grave. “Truly. You be warned by this,
beloved. My grandmother welcomes no one to court that might
distract from her own power. Make sure you never cross her.”

Catalina shook her head. “I never would. I am absolutely terrified
of her.”

“So am I!” he laughed. “But I know her, and I warn you. She wil
stop at nothing to maintain the power of her son, and of her family.
Nothing wil distract her from this.
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She loves no one but him. Not me, not her husbands, no one but
him.”

“Not you?”

He shook his head. “She does not even love him, as you would
understand it. He is the boy that she decided was born to be king.
She sent him away when he was little more than a
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baby for his safety. She saw him survive his boyhood. Then she
ordered him into the face of terrible danger to claim the throne.
She could only love a king.”

She nodded. “He is her pretender.”

“Exactly. She claimed the throne for him. She made him king.

He is king.” He saw her grave face. “Now, enough of this.

You have to sing me your song.”

“Which one?”

“Is there another one about the fal of Granada?”

“Dozens, I should think.”
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“Sing me one,” he commanded. He piled a couple of extra
cushions behind his head, and she kneeled up before him, tossed
back her mane of red hair and began to sing in a low

sweet voice:

“There was crying in Granada when the sun was going down
Some cal ing on the Trinity, some cal ing on Mahoun, Here
passed away the Koran and therein the Cross was borne, And
here was heard the Christian bel and there the Moorish horn.

Te Deum Laudamus! Was up the Alcala sung: Down from the
Alhambra minarets were al the crescents flung, The arms thereon
of Aragon, they with Castile display.
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One king comes in in triumph, one weeping goes away.” He was
silent for long minutes. She stretched out again beside him on her
back, looking, without seeing, the embroidered tester of the bed
over their heads.

“It’s always like that, isn’t it?” he remarked. “The rise of one is the
fal of another. I shal be king but only at my father’s death.

And at my death, my son wil reign.”

“Shal we cal him Arthur?” she asked. “Or Henry for your father?”

“Arthur is a good name,” he said. “A good name for a new royal
family in Britain.

Arthur for Camelot, and Arthur for me. We don’t want another
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Henry; my brother is enough for anyone. Let’s cal him Arthur, and
his older sister wil be cal ed Mary.”

“Mary? I wanted to cal her Isabel a, for my mother.”

“You can cal the next girl Isabel a. But I want our firstborn to be
cal ed Mary.”

“Arthur must be first.”
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He shook his head. “First we wil have Mary so that we learn how
to do it al with a girl.”

“How to do it al ?”

He gestured. “The christening, the confinement, the birthing, the
whole fuss and worry, the wet nurse, the rockers, the nursemaids.
My grandmother has written a great book to rule how it shal be
done. It is dreadful y complicated. But if we

have our Mary first then our nursery is al ready, and in your next
confinement we shal put our son and heir into the cradle.”

She rose up and turned on him in mock indignation. “You would
practice being a father on my daughter!” she exclaimed.
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“You wouldn’t want to start with my son,” he protested. “This wil be
the rose of the rose of England. That’s what they cal me,
remember: ‘the rose of England.’ I think you should deal with my
little rosebud, my little blossom, with great respect.”

“She is to be Isabel a, then,” Catalina stipulated. “If she comes
first, she shal be Isabel a.”

“Mary, for the queen of heaven.”

“Isabel a, for the Queen of Spain.”

“Mary, to give thanks for you coming to me. The sweetest gift that
heaven could have given me.”
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Catalina melted into his arms. “Isabel a,” she said as he kissed
her.

“Mary,” he whispered into her ear. “And let us make her now.”

It is morning. I lie awake. It is dawn and I can hear the birds

slowly starting to sing.

The sun is coming up and through the lattice window I can see a
glimpse of blue sky.

Perhaps it will be a warm day, perhaps the summer is coming at
last.

Beside me, Arthur is breathing quietly and steadily. I can feel my
heart swell with love for him, I put my hand on the fair curls of his
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head and wonder if any woman has ever loved a man as I love
him.

I stir and put my other hand on the warm roundness of my belly.
Can it be possible that last night we made a child? Is there
already, safe in my belly, a baby who will be called Mary, Princess
Mary, who will be the rose of the rose of England?

I hear the footsteps of the maid moving about in my presence
chamber, bringing wood for the fire, raking up the embers. Still
Arthur does not stir. I put a gentle hand on his shoulder. “Wake
up, sleepyhead,” I say, my voice warm with love. “The servants
are outside, you must go.”

He is damp with sweat, the skin of his shoulder is cold and
clammy.
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“My love?” I ask. “Are you well?”

He opens his eyes and smiles at me. “Don’t tell me it’s morning
already. I am so weary I could sleep for another day.”

“It is.”

“Oh, why didn’t you wake me earlier? I love you so much in the
morning and now I can’t have you till tonight.”
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I put my face against his chest. “Don’t. I slept late too. We keep
late hours. And you will have to go now.”

Arthur holds me close, as if he cannot bear to let me go; but I can
hear the groom of the chamber open the outside door to bring hot
water. I draw myself away from him. It is like tearing off a layer of
my own skin. I cannot bear to move away from him.

Suddenly, I am struck by the warmth of his body, the tangled heat
of the sheets around us. “You are so hot!”

“It is desire,” he says, smiling. “I shall have to go to Mass to cool
down.” He gets out of bed and throws his gown around his
shoulders. He gives a little stagger.

“Beloved, are you all right?” I ask.
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“A little dizzy, nothing more,” he says. “Blind with desire, and it is
all your fault. See you in chapel. Pray for me, sweetheart.”

I get up from bed and unbolt the battlements door to let him out.
He sways a little as he goes up the stone steps, then I see him
straighten his shoulders to breathe in the fresh air.

I close the door behind him, and then go back to my bed. I glance
round the room, nobody could know that he has been here. In a
moment, Doña Elvira taps on my door and comes in with the
maid-in-waiting and behind them a couple of maids with the jug of
hot water, and my dress for the day.

“You slept late, you must be overtired,” Doña Elvira says
disapprovingly; but I am so peaceful and so happy that I cannot
even be troubled to reply.
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In the chapel they could do no more than exchange hidden

smiles. After Mass, Arthur went riding and Catalina went to break
her fast. After breakfast was her time to study with her chaplain
and Catalina sat at the table in the window with him, their books
before them, and studied the letters of St. Paul.

Margaret Pole came in as Catalina was closing her book.
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“The prince begs your attendance in his rooms,” she said.

Catalina rose to her feet. “Has something happened?”

“I think he is unwel . He has sent away everyone but the grooms
of the body and his servers.”

Catalina left at once, fol owed by Doña Elvira and Lady Margaret.
The prince’s rooms were crowded by the usual hangers-on of the
little court: men seeking favor or attention, petitioners asking for
justice, the curious come to stare, and the host of lesser servants
and functionaries. Catalina went through them al to the double
doors of Arthur’s private

chamber, and went in.
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He was seated in a chair by the fire, his face very pale. Doña
Elvira and Lady Margaret waited at the door as Catalina went
quickly towards him.

“Are you il , my love?” she asked quickly.

He managed a smile but she saw it was an effort. “I have taken
some kind of chil , I think,” he said. “Come no closer. I don’t want
to pass it to you.”

“Are you hot?” she asked fearful y, thinking of the Sweat which
came on like a fever and left a corpse.

“No, I feel cold.”
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“Wel , it is not surprising in this country where it either snows or
rains al the time.” He managed another smile.

Catalina looked around and saw Lady Margaret. “Lady Margaret,
we must cal the prince’s physician.”

“I sent my servants to find him already,” she said, coming
forwards.

“I don’t want a fuss made,” Arthur said irritably. “I just wanted to tel
you, Princess, that I cannot come to dinner.”
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Her eyes went to his. “How shal we be alone?” was the unspoken
question.

“May I dine in your rooms?” she asked. “Can we dine alone,
privately, since you are il ?”

“Yes, let’s,” he ruled.
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“See the doctor first,” Lady Margaret advised. “If Your Grace
permits. He can advise what you should eat and if it is safe for the
princess to be with you.”

“He has no disease,” Catalina insisted. “He says he just feels
tired. It is just the cold air here, or the damp. It was cold yesterday
and he was riding half the day.” There was a tap on the door and
a voice cal ed out. “Dr. Bereworth is here, Your Grace.”

Arthur raised his hand in permission, Doña Elvira opened

the door and the man came into the room.

“The prince feels cold and tired.” Catalina went to him at once,
speaking rapidly in French. “Is he il ? I don’t think he’s il . What do
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you think?” The doctor bowed low to her and to the prince. He
bowed to Lady Margaret and Doña Elvira.

“I am sorry, I don’t understand,” he said uncomfortably in English
to Lady Margaret.

“What is the princess saying?”

Catalina clapped her hands together in frustration. “The prince…”
she began in English.

Margaret Pole came to her side. “His Grace is unwel ,” she said.

“May I speak with him alone?” he asked.

Arthur nodded. He tried to rise from the chair but he almost
staggered. The doctor was at once at his side, supporting him,
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and led him into his bedchamber.

“He cannot be il .” Catalina turned to Doña Elvira and spoke to her
in Spanish. “He was wel last night. Just this morning he felt hot.
But he said he was only tired. But now he can hardly stand. He
cannot beil .”

“Who knows what il ness a man might take in this rain and fog?”
the duenna replied dourly. “It’s a wonder that you are not sick
yourself. It is a wonder that any of us can bear it.”

“He is not sick,” Catalina said. “He is just overtired. He rode for a
long time yesterday.

And it was cold, there was a very cold wind. I noticed it myself.”
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“A wind like this can kil a man,” Doña Elvira said gloomily. “It
blows so cold and so damp.”

“Stop it!” Catalina said, clapping her hands to her ears. “I won’t
hear another word. He is just tired, overtired. And perhaps he has
taken a chil . There is no need to speak of kil ing winds and
damp.”

Lady Margaret stepped forwards and gently took Catalina’s
hands. “Be patient, Princess,” she counseled. “Dr. Bereworth is a
very good doctor, and he has known the prince from childhood.
The prince is a strong young man and his health is good. It is
probably nothing to worry about at al . If Dr.

Bereworth is concerned we wil send for the king’s own physician
from London. We wil soon have him wel again.”
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Catalina nodded, and turned to sit by the window and look out.
The sky had clouded over, the sun was quite gone. It was raining
again, the raindrops chasing down the smal panes of

glass. Catalina watched them. She tried to keep her mind from the
death of her brother who had loved his wife so much, who had
been looking forward to the birth of their son. Juan had died within
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days of taking sick, and no one had ever known what was wrong
with him.

“I shan’t think of him, not of poor Juan,” Catalina whispered to
herself. “The cases are not alike at al . Juan was always slight,
little; but Arthur is strong.” The physician seemed to take a long
time and when he came out of the bedchamber, Arthur was not
with him. Catalina who had risen from her seat as soon as the
door opened, peeped around him to see Arthur lying on the bed,
half undressed, half asleep.

“I think his grooms of the body should prepare him for bed,”

the doctor said. “He is very weary. He would be better for rest. If
they take care, they can get him into bed without waking him.”
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“Is he il ?” Catalina demanded, speaking slowly in Latin.

“Aegrotat? Is he very il ?” The doctor spread his hands. “He has a
fever,” he said cautiously in slow French. “I can give him a draft to
bring down his fever.”

“Do you know what it is?” Lady Margaret asked, her voice very
low. “It’s not the Sweat, is it?”

“Please God it is not. And there are no other cases in the town, as
far as I know. But he should be kept quiet and al owed to rest. I
shal go and make up this draft and I wil come back.”

The low-voiced English was incomprehensible to Catalina.
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“What does he say? What did he say?” she demanded of Lady
Margaret.

“Nothing more than you heard,” the older woman assured her. “He
has a fever and needs rest. Let me get his men to undress him
and put him properly to bed. If he is better tonight, you can dine
with him. I know he would like that.”

“Where is he going?” Catalina cried out as the doctor bowed and
went to the door. “He must stay and watch the prince!”

“He is going to make a draft to bring down his fever. He wil be
back at once. The prince wil have the best of care, Your Grace.
We love him as you do. We wil not neglect him.”
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“I know you would not…it is only…Wil the doctor be long?”

“He wil be as quick as he can. And see, the prince is asleep.

Sleep wil be his best medicine. He can rest and grow strong and
dine with you tonight.”

“You think he wil be better tonight?”
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“If it is just a little fever and fatigue, then he wil be better in a few
days,” Lady Margaret said firmly.

“I wil watch over his sleep,” Catalina said.

Lady Margaret opened the door and beckoned to the prince’s
chief gentlemen. She gave them their orders and then she drew
the princess through the crowd to her own rooms.

“Come, Your Grace,” she said. “Come for a walk in the inner

bailey with me and then I shal go back to his rooms and see that
everything is comfortable for him.”

“I shal go back now,” Catalina insisted. “I shal watch over his
sleep.” Margaret glanced at Doña Elvira. “You should stay away
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from his rooms in case he does have a fever,” she said, speaking
slowly and clearly in French, so that the duenna could understand
her. “Your health is most important, Princess. I would not forgive
myself if anything happened to either of you.”

Doña Elvira stepped forwards and narrowed her lips. Lady
Margaret knew she could be relied on to keep the princess from
danger.

“But you said he only had a slight fever. I can go to him?”

“Let us wait to see what the doctor has to say.” Lady Margaret
lowered her voice. “If you should be with child, dear Princess, we
would not want you to take his fever.”

“But I wil dine with him.”
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“If he is wel enough.”

“But he wil want to see me!”

“Depend upon it.” Lady Margaret smiled. “When his fever

has broken and he is better this evening and sitting up and eating
his dinner, he wil want to see you. You have to be patient.”

Catalina nodded. “If I go now, do you swear that you wil stay with
him al the time?”

“I wil go back now, if you wil walk outside and then go to your
room and read or study or sew.”

“I’l go!” said Catalina, instantly obedient. “I’l go to my rooms if you
wil stay with him.”
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“At once,” Lady Margaret promised.

This small garden is like a prison yard. I walk round and round in
the herb garden, and the rain drizzles over everything like tears.
My rooms are no better, my privy chamber is like a cell, I cannot
bear to have anyone with me, and yet I cannot bear to be alone. I
have made the ladies sit in the presence chamber, their unending
chatter makes me want to scream with irritation. But when I am
alone in my room I long for company. I want someone to hold my
hand and tell me that everything will be all right.
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I go down the narrow stone stairs and across the cobbles to the
round chapel. A cross and a stone altar are set in the rounded
wall, a light burning before it. It is a place of perfect peace; but I
can find no peace. I fold my cold hands inside my sleeves and
hug myself and I walk around the circular wall—it is thirty-six
steps to the door—and then I walk the circle again, like a donkey
on a treadmill. I am praying; but I have no faith that I am heard.
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“I am Catalina, Princess of Spain and of Wales,” I remind myself.
“I am Catalina, beloved of God, especially favored by God.
Nothing can go wrong for me. Nothing as bad as this could ever
go wrong for me. It is God’s will that I should marry Arthur and
unite the kingdoms of Spain and England. God will not let
anything happen to Arthur nor to me. I know that He favors my
mother and me above all others. This fear must be sent to try me.
But I will not be afraid, because I know that nothing will ever go
wrong for me.”

Catalina waited in her rooms, sending her women every hour to
ask how her husband did. The first few hours they said he was stil
sleeping, the doctor had made his draft and was standing by his
bed, waiting for him to wake. Then, at three in the afternoon, they
said that he had wakened but was very hot and feverish. He had
taken the draft and they were waiting to see his fever cool. At four
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he was worse, not better, and the doctor was making up a
different prescription.

He would take no dinner. He would just drink some cool ale and
the doctor’s cures for fever.

“Go and ask him if he wil see me?” Catalina ordered one of her
Englishwomen. “Make sure you speak to Lady Margaret.

She promised me that I should dine with him. Remind her.”

The woman went and came back with a grave face.

“Princess, they are al very anxious,” she said. “They have sent for
a physician from London. Dr. Bereworth, who has been watching
over him, does not know why the fever does not cool down. Lady
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Margaret is there and Sir Richard Pole, Sir Wil iam Thomas, Sir
Henry Vernon, Sir Richard Croft—

they are al waiting outside his chamber and you cannot be
admitted to see him. They say he is wandering in his mind.”

“I must go to the chapel. I must pray,” Catalina said instantly.
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She threw a veil over her head and went back to the round
chapel. To her dismay, Prince Arthur’s confessor was at the altar,
his head bowed low in supplication. Some of the greatest men of
the town and castle were seated around the wal , their heads
bowed.

Catalina slipped into the room and fel to her knees. She rested
her chin on her hands and scrutinized the hunched shoulders of
the priest for any sign that his prayers were being heard. There
was no way of tel ing. She closed her eyes.

Dearest God, spare Arthur, spare my darling husband, Arthur. He
is only a boy, I am only a girl, we have had no time together, no
time at all. You know what a kingdom we will make if he is spared.
You know what plans we have for this country, what a holy castle
we will make from this land, how we shall hammer the Moors, how
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we shall defend this kingdom from the Scots. Dear God, in Your
mercy spare

Arthur and let him come back to me. We want to have our
children: Mary, who is to be the rose of the rose, and our son
Arthur, who will be the third Holy Roman Catholic Tudor king for
England.

Let us do as we have promised. Oh, dear Lord, be merciful and
spare him. Dear Lady, intercede for us and spare him.

Sweet Jesus, spare him. It is I, Catalina, who asks this, and I ask
in the name of my mother, Queen Isabella, who has worked all
her life in your service, who is the most Christian queen, who has
served on your crusades. She is beloved of You, I am beloved of
You. Do not, I beg You, disappoint me.
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It grew dark as Catalina prayed but she did not notice. It was late
when Doña Elvira touched her gently on the shoulder and said,
“Infanta, you should have some dinner and go to bed.”

Catalina turned a white face to her duenna. “What word?”

she asked.

“They say he is worse.”

Sweet Jesus, spare him, sweet Jesus, spare me, sweet Jesus,
spare England. Say that Arthur is no worse.

In the morning they said that he had passed a good night, but the
gossip among the servers of the body was that he was
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sinking. The fever had reached such a height that he was
wandering in his mind, sometimes he thought he was in his
nursery with his sisters and his brother, sometimes he thought he
was at his wedding, dressed in bril iant white satin, and
sometimes, most oddly, he thought he was in a fantastic palace.
He spoke of a courtyard of myrtles, a rectangle of water like a
mirror reflecting a building of gold, and a circular sweep of flocks
of swifts who went round and round al the sunny day long.

“I shal see him,” Catalina announced to Lady Margaret at noon.

“Princess, it may be the Sweat,” her ladyship said bluntly. “I
cannot al ow you to go close to him. I cannot al ow you to take
any infection. I should be failing in my duty if I let you go too close
to him.”
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“Your duty is to me!” Catalina snapped.

The woman, a princess herself, never wavered. “My duty is to
England,” she said. “And if you are carrying a Tudor heir then my
duty is to that child, as wel as to you. Do not quarrel with me,
please, Princess. I cannot al ow you to go closer than the foot of
his bed.”
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“Let me go there, then,” Catalina said, like a little girl.

“Please just let me see him.” Lady Margaret bowed her head and
led the way to the royal chambers. The crowds in the presence
chamber had swol en in numbers as the word had gone around
the town that their prince was fighting for his life; but they were
silent, silent as a crowd in mourning. They were waiting and
praying for the rose of England. A few men saw Catalina, her face
veiled in her lace mantil a, and cal ed out a blessing on her, then
one man stepped forwards and dropped to his knee. “God bless
you, Princess of Wales,” he said. “And may the prince rise from
his bed and be merry with you again.”

“Amen,” Catalina said through cold lips, and went on.
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The double doors to the inner chamber were thrown open and
Catalina went in. A makeshift apothecary’s room had been set up
in the prince’s privy chamber—a trestle table with large glass jars
of ingredients, a pestle and mortar, a

chopping board—and half a dozen men in the gabardine gowns of
physicians were gathered together. Catalina paused, looking for
Dr. Bereworth.

“Doctor?”

He came towards her at once and dropped to his knee. His face
was grave. “Princess.”

“What news of my husband?” she said, speaking slowly and
clearly for him in French.
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“I am sorry, he is no better.”

“But he is not worse,” she suggested. “He is getting better.”

He shook his head. “Il est très malade,” he said simply.

Catalina heard the words but it was as if she had forgotten the
language. She could not translate them. She turned to Lady
Margaret. “He says that he is better?” she asked.

Lady Margaret shook her head. “He says that he is worse,”

she said honestly.

“But they wil have something to give him?” She turned to the
doctor. “Vous avez un médicament?”
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He gestured at the table behind him, at the apothecary.

“Oh, if only we had a Moorish doctor!” Catalina cried out.

“They have the greatest skil , there is no one like them. They had
the best universities for medicines before…Ifonly I had brought a
doctor with me! Arab medicine is the finest in the world!”

“We are doing everything we can,” the doctor said stiffly.
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Catalina tried to smile. “I am sure,” she said. “I just so wish…

Wel ! Can I see him?” A quick glance between Lady Margaret and
the doctor showed that this had been a matter of some anxious
discussion.

“I wil see if he is awake,” he said, and went through the door.

Catalina waited. She could not believe that only yesterday
morning Arthur had slipped from her bed complaining that she
had not woken him early enough to make love. Now he was so il
that she could not even touch his hand.

The doctor opened the door. “You can come to the threshold,
Princess,” he said. “But for the sake of your own health, and for
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the health of any child you could be carrying, you should come no
closer.”

Catalina stepped up quickly to the door. Lady Margaret pressed a
pomander stuffed with cloves and herbs in her hand. Catalina held
it to her nose. The acrid smel made her eyes water as she peered
into the darkened room.

Arthur was sprawled on the bed, his nightgown pul ed down for
modesty, his face flushed with fever. His blond hair was dark with
sweat, his face gaunt. He looked much older than his fifteen
years. His eyes were sunk deep into his face, the skin beneath his
eyes stained brown.

“Your wife is here,” the doctor said quietly to him.
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Arthur’s eyes fluttered open and she saw them narrow as he tried
to focus on the bright doorway and Catalina, standing before him,
her face white with shock.

“My love,” he said. “Amo te.”

“Amo te,” she whispered. “They say I cannot come closer.”

“Don’t come closer,” he said, his voice a thread. “I love you.”

“I love you too!” She could hear that her voice was strained with
tears. “You wil be wel ?”

He shook his head, too weary to speak.

“Arthur?” she said demandingly. “You wil get better?” He rested
his head back on his hot pil ow, gathering his strength.
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“I wil try, beloved. I wil try so hard. For you. For us.”

“Is there anything you want?” she asked. “Anything I can get for
you?” She glanced around. There was nothing that she could do
for him. There was nothing that would help. If she had brought a
Moorish doctor with her, if her parents had not destroyed the
learning of the Arab universities, if the church had al owed the
study of medicine, and not cal ed knowledge heresy…

“Al I want is to live with you,” he said, his voice a thin thread.

She gave a little sob. “And I you.”
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“The prince should rest now, and you should not linger here.”

The doctor stepped forwards.

“Please, let me stay!” she cried in a whisper. “Please al ow me. I
beg you. Please let me be with him.”

Lady Margaret put a hand around her waist and drew her back.
“You shal come again, if you leave now,” she promised. “The
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prince needs to rest.”

“I shal come back,” Catalina cal ed to him, and saw the little
gesture of his hand which told her that he had heard her. “I shal
not fail you.” Catalina went to the chapel to pray for him, but she
could not pray. Al she could do was think of him, his white face on
the white pil ows. Al she could do was feel the throb of desire for
him. They had been married only one hundred and forty days,
they had been passionate lovers for only ninety-four nights. They
had promised that they would have a lifetime together, she could
not believe that she was

on her knees now, praying for his life.

This cannot be happening, he was well only yesterday. This is
some terrible dream and in a moment I will wake up and he will
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kiss me and call me foolish. Nobody can take sick so quickly,
nobody can go from strength and beauty to being so desperately
ill in such a short time. In a moment I will wake up. This cannot be
happening. I cannot pray, but it does not matter that I cannot pray
because it is not really happening. A dream prayer would mean
nothing. A dream illness means nothing. I am not a superstitious
heathen to fear dreams. I shall wake up in a moment and we will
laugh at my fears.

At dinnertime she rose up, dipped her finger in the holy water,
crossed herself, and with the water stil wet on her forehead went
back to his chambers, with Doña Elvira fol owing, close behind.

The crowds in the hal s outside the rooms and in the presence
chamber were thicker than ever, women as wel as men, silent
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with inarticulate grief. They made way for the princess without a
word but a quiet murmur of blessings.

Catalina went through them, looking neither to left nor right,
through the presence chamber, past the apothecary bench, to the
very door of his bedchamber.

The guard stepped to one side. Catalina tapped lightly on
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the door and pushed it open.

They were bending over him on the bed. Catalina heard him
cough, a thick cough as though his throat were bubbling with
water.

“Madre de Dios,” she said softly. “Holy Mother of God, keep Arthur
safe.”

The doctor turned at her whisper. His face was pale. “Keep back!”
he said urgently. “It is the Sweat.”

At that most feared word Doña Elvira stepped back and laid hold
of Catalina’s gown as if she would drag her from danger.
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“Loose me!” Catalina snapped and tugged her gown from the
duenna’s hands. “I wil come no closer, but I have to speak with
him,” she said steadily.

The doctor heard the resolution in her voice. “Princess, he is too
weak.”

“Leave us,” she said.

“Princess.”

“I have to speak to him. This is the business of the kingdom.”

One glance at her determined face told him that she would not be
denied. He went past her with his head low, his assistants fol
owing behind him. Catalina made a little gesture with her hand
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and Doña Elvira retreated. Catalina stepped over the threshold
and pushed the door shut on them.

She saw Arthur stir in protest.

“I won’t come any closer,” she assured him. “I swear it. But I have
to be with you. I cannot bear—” she broke off.

His face when he turned it to her was shiny with sweat, his hair as
wet as when he came in from hunting in the rain. His young,
round face was strained as the disease leached the life out of him.

“Amo te,” he said through lips that were cracked and dark with
fever.
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“Amo te,” she replied.

“I am dying,” he said bleakly.

Catalina did not interrupt nor deny him. He saw her straighten a
little, as if she had staggered beneath a mortal blow.

He took a rasping breath. “But you must stil be Queen of
England.”
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“What?”

He took a shaky breath. “Love—obey me. You have sworn to
obey me.”

“I wil do anything.”

“Marry Harry. Be queen. Have our children.”

“What?” She was dizzy with shock. She could hardly make out
what he was saying.

“England needs a great queen,” he said. “Especial y with him.
He’s not fit to rule. You must teach him. Build my forts.

Build my navy. Defend against the Scots. Have my daughter Mary.
Have my son Arthur. Let me live through you.”
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“My love—”

“Let me do it,” he whispered longingly. “Let me keep England safe
through you. Let me live through you.”

“I am your wife,” she said fiercely. “Not his.”

He nodded. “Tel them you are not.”

She staggered at that and felt for the door to support her.

“Tel them I could not do it.” A hint of a smile came to his drained
face. “Tel them I was unmanned. Then marry Harry.”

“You hate Harry!” she burst out. “You cannot want me to marry
him. He is a child! And I love you.”
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“He wil be king,” he said desperately. “So you wil be queen.

Marry him. Please.

Beloved. For me.”

The door behind her opened a crack and Lady Margaret said
quietly, “You must not exhaust him, Princess.”

“I have to go,” Catalina said desperately to the stil figure in the
bed.

“Promise me…”

“I wil come back. You wil get better.”

“Please.”
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Lady Margaret opened the door wider and took Catalina’s hand.
“For his own good,” she said quietly. “You have to leave him.”

Catalina turned away from the room; she looked back over her
shoulder. Arthur lifted a hand a few inches from the rich coverlet.
“Promise,” he said. “Please. For my sake.

Promise. Promise me now, beloved.”

“I promise,” burst out of her.

His hand fel ; she heard him give a little sigh of relief.

They were the last words they said to each other.
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2ND APRIL 1502

At six o’clock, vespers, Arthur’s confessor, Dr. Eldenham,
administered extreme unction and Arthur died soon after.

Catalina kneeled on the threshold as the priest anointed her
husband with the oil and bowed her head for the blessing.
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She did not rise from her knees until they told her that her boy
husband was dead and she was a widow of sixteen years old.

Lady Margaret on one side and Doña Elvira on the other half
carried and half dragged Catalina to her bedchamber.

Catalina slipped between the cold sheets of her bed and knew
that however long she waited there, she would not hear Arthur’s
quiet footstep on the battlements outside her room and his tap on
the door. She would never again open her door and step into his
arms. She would never again be snatched up and carried to her
bed, having wanted al day to be in his arms.

“I cannot believe it,” she said brokenly.

“Drink this,” Lady Margaret said. “The physician left it for you.
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It is a sleeping draft. I wil wake you at noon.”

“I cannot believe it.”

“Princess, drink.”

Catalina drank it down, ignoring the bitter taste. More than
anything else she wanted to be asleep and never wake again.

That night I dreamed I was on the top of the great gateway of the
red fort that guards and encircles the Alhambra Palace. Above my
head the standards of Castile and Aragon were flapping like the
sails on Cristóbal Colón’s ships. Shading my eyes from the
autumn sun, looking out over the great plain of Granada, I saw the
simple, familiar beauty of the land, the tawny soil intersected by a
thousand little ditches carrying water from one field to another.
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Below me was the white-walled town of Granada, even now, ten
years on from our conquest, still, unmistakably a Moorish town:
the houses all arranged around shady courtyards, a fountain
splashing seductively in the center, the gardens rich with the
perfume of late-flowering roses, and the boughs of the trees
heavy with fruit.
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Someone was calling for me: “Where is the Infanta?” And in my
dream I answered: “I am Katherine, Queen of England.

That is my name now.”

They buried Arthur, Prince of Wales, on St. George’s Day, this first
prince of al England, after a nightmare journey from Ludlow to
Worcester when the rain lashed down so hard that they could
barely make way. The lanes were awash, the water meadows
knee-high in floodwater and the Teme had burst its banks and
they could not get through the fords. They had to use bul ock
carts for the funeral procession—horses could not have made
their way through the mire on the lanes

—and al the plumage and black cloth was sodden by the time
they final y straggled into Worcester.
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Hundreds turned out to see the miserable cortege go through the
streets to the cathedral.

Hundreds wept for the loss of the rose of England. After they

lowered his coffin into the vault beneath the choir, the servants of
his household broke their staves of office and threw them into the
grave with their lost master. It was over for them. Everything they
had hoped for, in the service of such a young and promising
prince was finished. It was over for Arthur. It felt as if everything
were over and could never be set right again.

No, no, no.

For the first month of mourning Catalina stayed in her rooms.
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Lady Margaret and Doña Elvira gave out that she was il , but not
in danger. In truth they feared for her reason.

She did not rave or cry, she did not rail against fate or weep for
her mother’s comfort.

She lay in utter silence, her face turned towards the wal . Her
family tendency to despair tempted her like a sin. She knew she
must not give way to weeping and madness, for if she once let go
she would never be able to stop. For the long month of seclusion
Catalina gritted her teeth and it took al her wil power and al her
strength to stop herself from screaming out in grief.

When they woke her in the morning she said she was tired.
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They did not know that she hardly dared to move for fear that she
would moan aloud. After they had dressed her, she

would sit on her chair like a stone. As soon as they al owed it, she
would go back to bed, lie on her back, and look up at the brightly
colored tester that she had seen with eyes half closed by love,
and know that Arthur would never pul her into the crook of his arm
again.

They summoned the physician, Dr. Bereworth, but when she saw
him, her mouth trembled and her eyes fil ed with tears.

She turned her head away from him and she went swiftly into her
bedchamber and closed the door on them al . She could not bear
to see him, the doctor who had let Arthur die, the friends who had
watched it happen. She could not bear to speak to him. She felt a
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murderous rage at the sight of the doctor who had failed to save
the boy. She wished him dead, and not Arthur.

“I am afraid her mind is affected,” Lady Margaret said to the doctor
as they heard the latch click on the privy-chamber door. “She
does not speak, she does not even weep for him.”

“Wil she eat?”
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“If food is put before her and if she is reminded to eat.”

“Get someone, someone familiar—her confessor, perhaps—

to read to her. Encouraging words.”

“She wil see no one.”

“Might she be with child?” he whispered. It was the only question
that now mattered.

“I don’t know,” she replied. “She has said nothing.”

“She is mourning him,” he said. “She is mourning like a young
woman, for the young husband she has lost. We should let her be.
Let her grieve. She wil have to rise up soon enough. Is she to go
back to court?”
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“The king commands it,” Lady Margaret said. “The queen is
sending her own litter.”

“Wel , when it comes, she wil have to change her ways then,”

he said comfortably.

“She is only young. She wil recover. The young have strong
hearts. And it wil help her to leave here, where she has such sad
memories. If you need any advice, please cal me.

But I wil not force myself into her presence, poor child.” No, no,
no.

But Catalina did not look like a poor child, Lady Margaret thought.
She looked like a statue, like a stone princess carved from grief.
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Doña Elvira had dressed her in her new dark clothes of mourning
and persuaded her to sit in the window where she could see the
green trees and the hedges creamy with may blossom, the sun on
the fields, and hear the singing of the birds. The summer had
come as Arthur had promised her that it would, it was warm as he
had sworn it would be; but she was not walking by the river with
him, greeting the swifts as they flew in from Spain. She was not
planting salad vegetables in the gardens of the castle and
persuading him to try them. The summer was here, the sun was
here, Catalina was here, but Arthur was cold in the dark vault of
Worcester Cathedral.

Catalina sat stil , her hands folded on the black silk of her gown,
her eyes looking out of the window but seeing nothing, her mouth
folded tight over her gritted teeth as if she were
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biting back a storm of words.

“Princess,” Lady Margaret started tentatively.

Slowly, the head under the heavy black hood turned towards her.
“Yes, Lady Margaret?” Her voice was hoarse.

“I would speak with you.”
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Catalina inclined her head.

Doña Elvira stepped back and went quietly out of the room.

“I have to ask you about your journey to London. The royal litter
has arrived and you wil have to leave here.”

There was no flicker of animation in Catalina’s deep blue eyes.
She nodded again, as if they were discussing the transport of a
parcel.

“I don’t know if you are strong enough to travel.”

“Can I not stay here?” Catalina asked.

“I understand the king has sent for you. I am sorry for it. They
write that you may stay here until you are wel enough to travel.”
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“Why, what is to become of me?” Catalina asked, as if it were a
matter of absolute indifference. “When I get to London?”

“I don’t know.” The former princess did not pretend for one
moment that a girl of a royal family could choose her future. “I am
sorry. I do not know what is planned. My husband has been told
nothing except to prepare for your journey to London.”

“What do you think might happen? When my sister’s husband
died, they sent her back to us from Portugal. She came home to
Spain again.”

“I would expect that they wil send you home,” Lady Margaret said.

Catalina turned her head away once more. She looked out of the
window but her eyes saw nothing. Lady Margaret waited; she
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wondered if the princess would say anything more.

“Does a Princess of Wales have a house in London as wel as
here?” she asked. “Shal I go back to Baynard’s Castle?”

“You are not the Princess of Wales,” Lady Margaret started.

She was going to explain, but the look that Catalina turned on her
was so darkly angry that she hesitated. “I beg your pardon,” she
said. “I thought perhaps you did not understand…”

“Understand what?” Catalina’s white face was slowly flushing pink
with temper.

“Princess?”

“Princess of what?” Catalina snapped.
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Lady Margaret dropped into a curtsey, and stayed low.

“Princess of what?” Catalina shouted loudly, and the door opened
behind them and Doña Elvira came quickly into the room and then
checked as she saw Catalina on her

feet, her cheeks burning with temper, and Lady Margaret on her
knees. She went out again without a word.
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“Princess of Spain,” Lady Margaret said very quietly.

There was intense silence.

“I am the Princess of Wales,” Catalina said slowly. “I have been
the Princess of Wales al my life.”

Lady Margaret rose up and faced her. “Now you are the dowager
princess.” Catalina clapped a hand over her mouth to hold back a
cry of pain.

“I am sorry, Princess.”

Catalina shook her head, beyond words, her fist at her mouth
muffling her whimpers of pain. Lady Margaret’s face was grim.
“They wil cal you Dowager Princess.”
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“I wil never answer to it.”

“It is a title of respect. It is only the English word for widow.”

Catalina gritted her teeth and turned away from her friend to look
out of the window.

“You can get up,” she said through her teeth. “There is no need for
you to kneel to me.” The older woman rose to her feet and
hesitated. “The queen writes to me. They want to know of your
health. Not only if you feel wel and strong enough to travel; they
real y need to know if you might be with child.”

Catalina clenched her hands together, turned away her face so
that Lady Margaret should not see her cold rage.
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“If you are with child and that child is a boy, then he wil be the
Prince of Wales, and then King of England, and you would be My
Lady the King’s Mother,” Lady Margaret reminded her quietly.

“And if I am not with child?”

“Then you are the dowager princess, and Prince Harry is Prince of
Wales.”

“And when the king dies?”
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“Then Prince Harry becomes king.”

“And I?”

Lady Margaret shrugged in silence. “Next to nothing,” said the
gesture. Aloud she said,

“You are the Infanta stil .” Lady Margaret tried to smile. “As you wil
always be.”
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“And the next Queen of England?”

“Wil be the wife of Prince Harry.”

The anger went out of Catalina. She walked to the fireplace, took
hold of the high mantelpiece and steadied herself with it. The little
fire burning in the grate threw out no heat that she could feel
through the thick black skirt of her mourning gown.

She stared at the flames as if she would understand what

had happened to her.

“I am become again what I was, when I was a child of three,”

she said slowly. “The Infanta of Spain, not the Princess of Wales.
A baby. Of no importance.” Lady Margaret, whose own royal blood
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had been careful y diluted by a lowly marriage so that she could
pose no threat to the Tudor throne of England, nodded. “Princess,
you take the position of your husband. It is always thus for al
women. If you have no husband and no son, then you have no
position. You have only what you were born to.”

“If I go home to Spain as a widow, and they marry me to an
archduke, I wil be Archduchess Catalina, and not a princess at al .
Not Princess of Wales, and never Queen of England.”

Lady Margaret nodded. “Like me,” she said.

Catalina turned her head. “You?”

“I was a Plantagenet princess, King Edward’s niece, sister to
Edward of Warwick, the heir to King Richard’s throne. If King
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Henry had lost the battle at Bosworth Field it would have been
King Richard on the throne now, my brother as his heir and Prince
of Wales, and I should be Princess Margaret, as I was born to be.”

“Instead you are Lady Margaret, wife to the warden of a little

castle, not even his own, on the edge of England.”

The older woman nodded her assent to the bleak description of
her status.

“Why did you not refuse?” Catalina asked rudely.

Lady Margaret glanced behind her to see that the door to the
presence chamber was shut and none of Catalina’s women could
hear.
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“How could I refuse?” she asked simply. “My brother was in the
Tower of London, simply for being born a prince. If I had refused
to marry Sir Richard, I should have joined him. My brother put his
dear head down on the block for nothing more than bearing his
name. As a girl, I had the chance to change my name. So I did.”

“You had the chance to be Queen of England!” Catalina protested.

Lady Margaret turned away from the younger woman’s energy. “It
is as God wil s,” she said simply. “My chance, such as it was, has
gone. Your chance has gone too. You wil have to find a way to live
the rest of your life without regrets, Infanta.”
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Catalina said nothing, but the face that she showed to her friend
was closed and cold. “I wil find a way to fulfil my destiny,” she
said. “Ar—” She broke off, she could not name him, even to her
friend. “I once had a conversation about claiming one’s own,” she
said. “I understand it now. I shal have to be a pretender to myself.
I shal insist on what is mine. I know what is my duty and what I
have to do. I shal do as God wil s, whatever the difficulties for
me.”
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The older woman nodded. “Perhaps God wil s that you accept
your fate. Perhaps it is God’s wil that you be resigned,” she
suggested.

“He does not,” Catalina said firmly.

I will tell no one what I promised. I will tell no one that in my heart I
am still Princess of Wales, I will always be Princess of Wales until
I see the wedding of my son and see my daughter-in-law
crowned. I will tell no one that I understand

now what Arthur told me: that even a princess born may have to
claim her title.

I have told no one whether or not I am with child. But I know, well
enough. I had my course in April; there is no baby.
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There is no Princess Mary, there is no Prince Arthur.

My love, my only love, is dead and there is nothing left of him for
me, not even his unborn child.

I will say nothing, though people constantly pry and want to know.
I have to consider what I am to do and how I am to claim the
throne that Arthur wanted for me. I have to think how to keep my
promise to him, how to tell the lie that he wanted me to tell. How I
can make it convincing, how I can fool the king himself, and his
sharp-witted, hard-eyed mother.

But I have made a promise. I do not retract my word. He begged
me for a promise and he dictated the lie I must tell, and I said yes.
I will not fail him. It is the last thing he asked of me, and I will do it.
I will do it for him, and I will do it for our love.
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Oh, my love, if you knew how much I long to see you.

Catalina traveled to London with the black-trimmed curtains of the
litter closed against the beauty of the countryside, as it

came into ful bloom. She did not see the people doff their caps or
curtsey as the procession wound through the little English vil
ages. She did not hear the men and women cal
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“God bless you, Princess! ”as the litter jolted slowly down the vil
age streets. She did not know that every young woman in the land
crossed herself and prayed that she should not have the bad luck
of the pretty Spanish princess who had come so far for love and
then lost her man after only five months.

She was dul y aware of the lush green of the countryside, of the
fertile swel ing of the crops in the fields and the fat cattle in the
water meadows. When their way wound through the thick forests
she noticed the coolness of the green shade and the thick
interleaving of the canopy of boughs over the road. Herds of deer
vanished into the

dappled shade and she could hear the cal ing of a cuckoo and the
rattle of a woodpecker.
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It was a beautiful land, a wealthy land, a great inheritance for a
young couple. She thought of Arthur’s desire to protect this land of
his against the Scots, against the Moors. Of his wil to reign here
better and more justly than it had ever been done before.

She did not speak to her hosts on the road who attributed her
silence to grief, and pitied her for it. She did not speak to her
ladies, not even to María who was at her side in silent sympathy,
nor to Doña Elvira who, at this crisis in Spanish affairs, was
everywhere; her husband organizing the houses on the road, she
herself ordering the princess’s food, her bedding, her companions,
her diet. Catalina said nothing and let them do as they wished
with her.

Some of her hosts thought her sunk so deep in grief that she was
beyond speech, and prayed that she should recover her wits
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again and go back to Spain and make a new marriage that would
bring her a new husband to replace the old. What they did not
know was that Catalina was holding her grief for her husband in
some hidden place deep inside her.

Deliberately, she delayed her mourning until she had the safety to
indulge in it. While she jolted along in the litter she was not
weeping for him, she was racking her brains how to fulfil his
dream. She was wondering how to obey him, as he had
demanded. She was thinking how she should fulfil her deathbed
promise to the only young man she had ever loved.

I shall have to be clever. I shall have to be more cunning than
King Henry Tudor, more determined than his mother.

Faced with those two, I don’t know that I can get away with it.
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But I have to get away with it. I have given my promise, I will tell
my lie.

England shall be ruled as Arthur wanted. The rose will live again. I
shall make the England that he wanted.

I wish I could have brought Lady Margaret with me to advise me, I
miss her friendship, I miss her hard-won wisdom. I wish I could
see her steady gaze and hear her counsel to be resigned, to bow
to my destiny, to give myself to God’s will. I would not follow her
advice—but I wish I could hear it.

Summer 1502

CROYDON, MAY 1502
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The princess and her party arrived at Croydon Palace and Doña
Elvira led Catalina to her private rooms. For once, the girl did not
go to her bedchamber and close the door behind her. She stood
in the sumptuous presence chamber, looking around her. “A
chamber fit for a princess,” she said.

“But it is not your own,” Doña Elvira said, anxious for her charge’s
status. “It has not been given to you. It is just for your use.”
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The young woman nodded. “It is fitting,” she said.

“The Spanish ambassador is in attendance,” Doña Elvira told her.
“Shal I tel him that you wil not see him?”

“I wil see him,” Catalina said quietly. “Tel him to come in.”

“You don’t have to…”

“He may have word from my mother,” she said. “I should like her
advice.” The duenna bowed and went to find the ambassador. He
was deep in conversation in the gal ery outside the presence
chamber with Father Alessandro Geraldini, the princess’s
chaplain. Doña Elvira regarded them both with dislike. The
chaplain was a tal , handsome man, his dark good looks in stark
contrast to those of his companion. The ambassador. Dr. de
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Puebla was tiny beside him, leaning against a chair to support his
misshapen spine, his damaged leg tucked behind the other, his
bright little face

alight with excitement.

“She could be with child?” the ambassador confirmed in a
whisper. “You are certain?”

“Pray God it is so. She is certainly in hopes of it,” the confessor
confirmed.

“Dr. de Puebla!” the duenna snapped, disliking the confidential air
between the two men. “I shal take you to the princess now.”

De Puebla turned and smiled at the irritable woman.
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“Certainly, Doña Elvira,” he said equably. “At once.”

Dr. de Puebla limped into the room, his richly trimmed black hat
already in his hand, his smal face wreathed in an unconvincing
smile. He bowed low with a flourish, and came up to inspect the
princess.

At once he was struck by how much she had changed in such a
short time. She had come to England a girl, with a girl’s optimism.
He had thought her a spoilt child, one who had been protected
from the harshness of the real world. In the fairy-tale palace of the
Alhambra this had been the petted youngest daughter of the most
powerful monarchs in Christendom. Her journey to England had
been the first real discomfort she had been forced to endure, and
she had
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complained about it bitterly, as if he could help the weather.

On her wedding day, standing beside Arthur and hearing the
cheers for him had been the first time she had taken second place
to anyone but her heroic parents.

But before him now was a girl who had been hammered by
unhappiness into a fine maturity. This Catalina was thinner, and
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paler, but with a new spiritual beauty, honed by hardship.

He drew his breath. This Catalina was a young woman with a
queenly presence. She had become through grief not only
Arthur’s widow but her mother’s daughter. This was a princess
from the line that had defeated the most powerful enemy of
Christendom. This was the very bone of the bone and blood of the
blood of Isabel a of Castile. She was cool, she was hard. He
hoped very much that she was not going to be difficult.

De Puebla gave her a smile that he meant to be reassuring and
saw her scrutinize him with no answering warmth in her

face. She gave him her hand and then she sat in a straight-
backed wooden chair before the fire. “You may sit,” she said
graciously, gesturing him to a lower chair, farther away.
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He bowed again, and sat.

“Do you have any messages for me?”

“Of sympathy, from the king and Queen Elizabeth and from My
Lady the King’s Mother, and from myself, of course. They wil invite
you to court when you have recovered from your journey and are
out of mourning.”

“How long am I to be in mourning?” Catalina inquired.

“My Lady the King’s Mother has said that you should be in
seclusion for a month after the burial. But since you were not at
court during that time, she has ruled that you wil stay here until
she commands you to return to London. She is concerned for
your health….”
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He paused, hoping that she would volunteer whether or not she
was with child, but she let the silence stretch.

He thought he would ask her directly. “Infanta—”

“You should cal me princess,” she interrupted. “I am the Princess
of Wales.” He hesitated, thrown off course.

“Dowager Princess,” he corrected her quietly.

Catalina nodded. “Of course. It is understood. Do you have any
letters from Spain?” He bowed and gave her the letter he was
carrying in the hidden pocket in his sleeve. She did not snatch it
from him like a child and open it, then and there.

She nodded her head in thanks and held it.
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“Do you not want to open it now? Do you not want to reply?”

“When I have written my reply, I wil send for you,” she said simply,
asserting her power over him. “I shal send for you when I want
you.”

“Certainly, Your Grace.” He smoothed the velvet nap of his black
breeches to hide his irritation but inwardly he thought it an
impertinence that the Infanta, now a widow, should command
where before the Princess of Wales had politely requested. He
thought he perhaps did not like this new, finer Catalina, after al .

“And have you heard from Their Majesties in Spain?” she asked.
“Have they advised you as to their wishes?”
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“Yes,” he said, wondering how much he should tel her. “Of course,
Queen Isabel a is anxious that you are not unwel .

She asked me to inquire after your health and to report to her.”

A secretive shadow crossed Catalina’s face. “I shal write to the
queen my mother and tel her my news,” she said.
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“She was anxious to know…” he began, probing for the answer to
the greatest question: Was there an heir? Was the princess with
child?

“I shal confide in no one but my mother.”

“We cannot proceed to the settlement of your jointure and your
arrangements until we know,” he said bluntly. “It makes a
difference to everything.” She did not flare up as he had thought
she would do. She inclined her head, she had herself under tight
control. “I shal write to my mother,” she repeated,

as if his advice did not much matter.

He saw he would get nothing more from her. But at least the
chaplain had told him she could be with child, and he should
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know. The king would be glad to know that there was at least a
possibility of an heir. At any rate she had not denied it.

There might be capital to make from her silence. “Then I wil leave
you to read your letter.” He bowed.

She made a casual gesture of dismissal and turned to look at the
flames of the little summertime fire. He bowed again and, since
she was not looking at him, scrutinized her figure.

She had no bloom of early pregnancy, but some women took it
badly in the first months. Her pal or could be caused by morning
sickness. It was impossible for a man to tel . He would have to
rely on the confessor’s opinion and pass it on with a caution.
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I open my mother’s letter with hands that are trembling so much
that I can hardly break the seals. The first thing I see is the
shortness of the letter, only one page.

“Oh, Madre,” I breathe. “No more?”

Perhaps she was in haste, but I am bitterly hurt to see that she
has written so briefly! If she knew how much I want to hear her
voice she would have written at twice the length.
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As God is my witness, I don’t think I can do this without her; I am
only sixteen and a half, I need my mother.

I read the short letter through once, and then, almost
incredulously, I read it through again.

It is not a letter from a loving mother to her daughter. It is not a
letter from a woman to her favorite child, and that child on the very
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edge of despair. Coldly, powerfully, she has written a letter from a
queen to a princess. She writes of nothing but business. We could
be a pair of merchants concluding a sale.

She says that I am to stay in whatever house is provided for me
until I have had my next course and I know that I am not with
child. If that is the case I am to command Dr. de Puebla to
demand my jointure as Dowager Princess of Wales and as soon
as I have the full money and not before (underlined so there can
be no mistake), I am to take ship

for Spain.

If, on the other hand, God is gracious, and I am with child, then I
am to assure Dr. de Puebla that the money for my dowry will be
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paid in cash and at once, he is to secure me my allowance as
Dowager Princess of Wales, and I am to rest and hope for a boy.

I am to write to her at once and tell her if I think I am with child. I
am to write to her as soon as I am certain, one way or the other,
and I am to confide also in Dr. de Puebla and to maintain myself
under the chaperonage of Doña Elvira.

I fold the letter carefully, matching the edges one to another as if
tidiness matters very much. I think that if she knew of the despair
that laps at the edges of my mind like a river of darkness, she
would have written to me more kindly. If she knew how very alone
I am, how grieved I am, how much I miss him, she would not write
to me of settlements and jointures and titles. If she knew how
much I loved him and how I cannot bear to live without him, she
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would write and tell me that she loves me, that I am to go home to
her at once, without delay.

I tuck the letter into the pocket at my waist, and I stand up, as if
reporting for duty. I am not a child anymore. I will not cry for my
mother. I see that I am not in the especial care of God since he
could let Arthur die. I see that I am not in the

especial love of my mother, since she can leave me alone, in a
strange land.

She is not only a mother, she is Queen of Spain, and she has to
ensure that she has a grandson or, failing a grandson, a
watertight treaty. I am not just a young woman who has lost the
man she loves. I am a Princess of Spain and I have to produce a
grandson or, failing that, a watertight treaty. And, in addition, I am
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now bound by a promise. I have promised that I will be Princess
of Wales again, and Queen of England. I have promised this to
the young man to whom I promised everything. I will perform it for
him, whatever anyone else wants.

The Spanish ambassador did not report at once to Their Majesties
of Spain. Instead, playing his usual double game, he took the
chaplain’s opinion first to the King of England.

“Her confessor says that she is with child,” he remarked.

For the first time in days King Henry felt his heart lighten.

“Good God, if that were so, it would change everything.”
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“Please God it is so. I should be glad of it,” de Puebla agreed.
“But I cannot guarantee it. She shows no sign of it.”

“Could be early days,” Henry agreed. “And God knows, and I
know, a child in the cradle is not a prince on the throne. It’s a long
road to the crown. But it would be a great comfort to me if she
was with child—and to the queen,” he added as an afterthought.
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“So she must stay here in England until we know for sure,”

the ambassador concluded.

“And if she is not with child, we shal settle our accounts, you and
I, and she shal go home. Her mother asks for her to be sent home
at once.”

“We’l wait and see,” Henry said, conceding nothing. “Her mother
wil have to wait like the rest of us. And if she is anxious to have
her daughter home she had better pay the rest of the dowry.”

“You would not delay the return of the princess to her mother

over a matter of money,” the ambassador suggested.
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“The sooner everything is settled the better,” the king said
smoothly. “If she is with child then she is our daughter and the
mother of our heir; nothing would be too good for her. If she is not,
then she can go home to her mother as soon as her dowry is
paid.” I know that there is no Mary growing in my womb, there is
no Arthur; but I shall say nothing until I know what to do. I dare
say nothing until I am sure what I should do. My mother and father
will be planning for the good of Spain, King Henry will be planning
for the good of England.

Alone, I will have to find a way to fulfill my promise. Nobody will
help me. Nobody can even know what I am doing. Only Arthur in
heaven will understand what I am doing, and I feel far, far away
from him. It is so painful, a pain I could not imagine. I have never
needed him more than now: now that he is dead, and only he can
advise me how to fulfill my promise to him.
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Catalina had spent less than a month of seclusion at Croydon
Palace when the king’s chamberlain came to tel her that Durham
House in the Strand had been prepared for her and she could go
there at her convenience.

“Is this where a Princess of Wales would stay?” Catalina
demanded urgently of de Puebla, who had been immediately
summoned to her privy chamber. “Is Durham House where a
princess would be housed? Why am I not to live in Baynard’s
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Castle again?”

“Durham House is perfectly adequate,” he stammered, taken
aback by her fervor. “And your household is not diminished at al .
The king has not asked you to dismiss anyone.

You are to have an adequate court. And he wil pay you an al
owance.”
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“My jointure as the prince’s widow?”

He avoided her gaze. “An al owance at this stage. He has not
been paid your dowry from your parents, remember, so he wil not
pay your jointure. But he wil give you a good sum, one that wil al
ow you to keep your state.”

“I should have my jointure.”

He shook his head. “He wil not pay it until he has the ful

dowry. But it is a good al owance, you wil keep a good state.”

He saw that she was immensely relieved. “Princess, there is no
question but that the king is respectful of your position,” he said
careful y. “You need have no fears of that.
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Of course, if he could be assured as to your health…” Again the
shuttered look closed down Catalina’s face. “I don’t know what
you mean,” she said shortly. “I am wel . You can tel him that I am
wel . Nothing more.” I am buying time, letting them think that I am
with child. It is such agony, knowing that my time of the month has
come and gone, that I am ready for Arthur’s seed, but he is cold
and gone and he will never come to my bed again, and we will
never make his daughter Mary and his son Arthur.

I cannot bear to tell them the truth: I am barren, without a baby to
raise for him. And while I say nothing, they have to wait too. They
will not send me home to Spain while they hope that I might still
be My Lady the Mother of the Prince of Wales. They have to wait.

And while they wait, I can plan what I shall say and what I shall
do. I have to be wise as my mother would be and cunning as the
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fox, my father. I have to be determined like her and secretive like
him. I have to think how and when I shall start to tell this lie,
Prince Arthur’s great lie. If I can tell

it so that it convinces everyone, if I can place myself so that I fulfill
my destiny, then Arthur, beloved Arthur, can do as he wished. He
can rule England through me, I can marry his brother and become
queen. Arthur can live through the child I conceive with his
brother. We can make the England we swore that we would make,
despite misfortune, despite his brother’s folly, despite my own
despair.

I shall not give myself to heartbreak, I shall give myself to
England. I shall keep my promise. I shall be constant to my
husband and to my destiny. And I shall plan and plot and consider
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how I shall conquer this misfortune and be what I was born to be.
How I shall be the pretender who becomes the queen.

London,

June 1502

THE LITTLE COURT MOVED TO DURHAM HOUSE in late June
and the remainder of Catalina’s court straggled in from Ludlow
Castle, speaking of a town in silence and a castle in mourning.
Catalina did not seem particularly pleased at the change of scene,
though Durham House was a pretty palace with lovely gardens
running down to the river, with its own stairs and a pier for boats.
The ambassador came to visit her and
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found her in the gal ery at the front of the house, which
overlooked the front courtyard below and Ivy Lane beyond.

She let him stand before her.

“Her Grace, the queen your mother, is sending an emissary to
escort you home as soon as your widow’s jointure is paid.
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Since you have not told us that you are with child she is preparing
for your journey.”

De Puebla saw her press her lips together as if to curb a hasty
reply. “How much does the king have to pay me, as his son’s
widow?”

“He has to pay you a third of the revenues of Wales, Cornwal and
Chester,” he said.

“And your parents are now asking, in addition, that King Henry
return al of your dowry.”

Catalina looked aghast. “He never wil ,” she said flatly. “No
emissary wil be able to convince him. King Henry wil never pay
such sums to me. He didn’t even pay my al owance when his son
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was alive. Why should he repay the dowry and pay a jointure
when he has nothing to gain from it?”

The ambassador shrugged his shoulders. “It is in the contract.”

“So too was my al owance, and you failed to make him pay that,”
she said sharply.

“You should have handed over your plate as soon as you arrived.”

“And eat off what?” she blazed out.

Insolently, he stood before her. He knew, as she did not yet
understand, that she had no power. Every day that she failed to
announce that she was with child her importance diminished. He
was certain that she was barren. He thought her a fool now: she
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had bought herself a little time by her discretion—but for what?
Her disapproval of him mattered very little; she would soon be
gone. She might rage but nothing would change.

“Why did you ever agree to such a contract? You must have
known he would not honor it.”
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He shrugged. The conversation was meaningless. “How should
we think there would ever be such a tragic occurrence? Who
could have imagined that the prince would die, just as he entered
into adult life? It is so very sad.”

“Yes, yes,” said Catalina. She had promised herself she would
never cry for Arthur in front of anyone. The tears must stay back.
“But now, thanks to this contract, the king is deep in debt to me.
He has to return the dowry that he has been paid, he cannot have
my plate, and he owes me this jointure.

Ambassador, you must know that he wil never pay this much.

And clearly he wil never give me the rents of—where?—

Wales and, and Cornwal ?—forever.”
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“Only until you remarry,” he observed. “He has to pay your jointure
until you remarry.

And we must assume that you wil remarry soon. Their

Majesties wil want you to return home in order to arrange a new
marriage for you. I imagine that the emissary is coming to fetch
you home just for that. They probably have a marriage contract
drawn up for you already. Perhaps you are already betrothed.” For
one moment de Puebla saw the shock in her face, then she
turned abruptly from him to stare out of the window on the
courtyard before the palace and the open gates to the busy
streets outside.

He watched the tightly stretched shoulders and the tense turn of
her neck, surprised that his shot at her second marriage had hit
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her so hard. Why should she be so shocked at the mention of
marriage? Surely she must know that she would go home only to
be married again?

Catalina let the silence grow as she watched the street beyond
the Durham House gate.

It was so unlike her home. There were no dark men in beautiful
gowns, there were no veiled women. There were no street sel ers
with rich piles of spices, no flower sel ers staggering under smal
mountains of blooms. There were no herbalists, physicians, or
astronomers, plying their trade as if knowledge could be freely
available to anyone.

There was no silent movement to the mosque for prayer five times
a day, there was no constant splash of fountains.
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Instead there was the bustle of one of the greatest cities in

the world, the relentless, unstoppable buzz of prosperity and
commerce and the ringing of the bel s of hundreds of churches.
This was a city bursting with confidence, rich on its own trade,
exuberantly wealthy.

“This is my home now,” she said. Resolutely she put aside the
pictures in her mind of a warmer city, of a smal er community, of
an easier, more exotic world. “The king should not think that I wil
go home and remarry as if none of this has happened. My parents
should not think that they can change my destiny. I was brought
up to be Princess of Wales and Queen of England. I shal not be
cast off like a bad debt.” The ambassador, from a race who had
known disappointment, so much older and wiser than the girl who
stood at the window, smiled at her unseeing back. “Of course it
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shal be as you wish,” he lied easily. “I shal write to your father and
mother and say that you prefer to wait here, in England, while
your future is decided.” Catalina rounded on him. “No, I shal
decide my future.” He had to bite the inside of his cheeks to hide
his smile. “Of course you wil , Infanta.”

“Dowager Princess.”

“Dowager Princess.”

She took a breath; but when it came, her voice was quite steady.
“You may tel my father and mother, and you shal tel the king, that
I am not with child.”
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“Indeed,” he breathed. “Thank you for informing us. That makes
everything much clearer.”

“How so?”

“The king wil release you. You can go home. He would have no
claim on you, no interest in you. There can be no reason for you
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to stay. I shal have to make arrangements but your jointure can fol
ow you. You can leave at once.”

“No,” she said flatly.

De Puebla was surprised. “Dowager Princess, you can be
released from this failure. You can go home. You are free to go.”

“You mean the English think they have no use for me?” He gave
the smal est of shrugs, as if to ask: what was she good for, since
she was neither maid nor mother?

“What else can you do here? Your time here is over.” She was not
yet ready to show him her ful plan. “I shal write to my mother,”
was al she would reply. “But you are not to make arrangements
for me to leave. It may be that I shal stay in England for a little
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while longer. If I am to be remarried, I could be remarried in
England.”

“To whom?” he demanded.

She looked away from him. “How should I know? My parents and
the king should decide.”

I have to find a way to put my marriage to Harry into the mind of
the king. Now that he knows I am not with child surely it will occur
to him that the resolution for all our difficulties is to marry me to
Harry?

If I trusted Dr. de Puebla more, I should ask him to hint to the king
that I could be betrothed to Harry. But I do not trust him. He
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muddled my first marriage contract, I don’t want him muddling this
one.

If I could get a letter to my mother without de Puebla seeing it,
then I could tell her of my plan, of Arthur’s plan.

But I cannot. I am alone in this. I do feel so fearfully alone.
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“They are going to name Prince Harry as the new Prince of
Wales,” Doña Elvira said quietly to the princess as she was
brushing her hair in the last week of June. “He is to be Prince
Harry, Prince of Wales.”

She expected the girl to break down at this last severing of her
links with the past, but Catalina did nothing but look around the
room. “Leave us,” she said shortly to the maids who were laying
out her nightgown and turning down the bed.

They went out quietly and closed the door behind them.

Catalina tossed back her hair and met Doña Elvira’s eyes in the
mirror. She handed her the hairbrush again and nodded for her to
continue.
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“I want you to write to my parents and tel them that my marriage
with Prince Arthur was not consummated,” she said smoothly. “I
am a virgin as I was when I left Spain.” Doña Elvira was stunned,
the hairbrush suspended in midair, her

mouth open. “You were bedded in the sight of the whole court,”
she said.

“He was impotent,” Catalina said, her face as hard as a diamond.

“You were together once a week.”

“With no effect,” she said, unwavering. “It was a great sadness to
him, and to me.”

“Infanta, you never said anything. Why did you not tel me?”
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Catalina’s eyes were veiled. “What should I say? We were newly
wed. He was very young. I thought it would come right in time.”

Doña Elvira did not even pretend to believe her. “Princess, there
is no need for you to say this. Just because you have been a wife
need not damage your future. Being a widow is no obstacle to a
good marriage. They wil find someone for you. They wil find a
good match for you, you do not have to pretend…”

“I don’t want ‘someone,’ ” Catalina said fiercely. “You should know
that as wel as I. I was born to be Princess of Wales and Queen of
England. It was Arthur’s greatest wish that I should be Queen of
England.” She pul ed herself back from thinking of him, or saying
more. She bit her lip; she should
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not have tried to say his name. She forced down the tears and
took a breath. “I am a virgin untouched, now as I was in Spain.
You shal tel them that.”

“But we need say nothing, we can go back to Spain, anyway,” the
older woman pointed out.

“They wil marry me to some lord, perhaps an archduke,”
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Catalina said. “I don’t want to be sent away again. Do you want to
run my household in some little Spanish castle? Or Austria? Or
worse? You wil have to come with me, remember. Do you want to
end up in the Netherlands or Germany?”

Doña Elvira’s eyes darted away; she was thinking furiously.

“No one would believe us if we say you are a virgin.”

“They would. You have to tel them. No one would dare to ask me.
You can tel them. It has to be you to tel them. They wil

believe you because you are close to me, as close as a mother.”

“I have said nothing so far.”
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“And that was right. But you wil speak now. Doña Elvira, if you
don’t seem to know, or if you say one thing and I say another,
then everyone wil know that you are not in my confidence, that
you have not cared for me as you should.

They wil think you are negligent of my interests, that you have lost
my favor. I should think that my mother would recal you in
disgrace if she thought that I was a virgin and you did not even
know. You would never serve in a royal court again if they thought
you had neglected me.”

“Everyone saw that he was in love with you.”

“No they didn’t. Everyone saw that we were together, as a prince
and princess.
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Everyone saw that he came to my bedroom only as he had been
ordered. No more. No one can say what went on behind the
bedroom door. No one but me. And I say that he was impotent.
Who are you to deny that? Do you dare to cal me a liar?” The
older woman bowed her head to gain time. “If you say so,” she
said careful y.

“Whatever you say, Infanta.”

“Princess.”

“Princess,” the woman repeated.

“And I do say it. It is my way ahead. Actual y, it is your way ahead
too. We can say this one, simple thing and stay in England, or we
can return to Spain in mourning and become next to nobody.”
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“Of course, I can tel them what you wish. If you wish to say your
husband was impotent and you are stil a maid, then I can say
that. But how wil this make you queen?”

“Since the marriage was not consummated, there can be no
objection to me marrying Prince Arthur’s brother Harry,”

Catalina said in a hard, determined voice.

Doña Elvira gasped with shock at this next stage.

Catalina pressed on. “When this new emissary comes from Spain,
you may inform him that it is God’s wil and my desire that I be
Princess of Wales again, as I always have been. He shal speak to
the king. He shal negotiate, not my widow’s jointure but my next
wedding.”
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Doña Elvira gaped. “You cannot make your own marriage!”

“I can,” Catalina said fiercely. “I wil , and you wil help me.”

“You cannot think that they wil let you marry Prince Harry?”

“Why should they not? The marriage with his brother was not
consummated. I am a virgin. The dowry to the king is half paid. He
can keep the half he already has, and we can give him the rest of
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it. He need not pay my jointure. The contract has been signed and
sealed; they need only change the names, and here I am in
England already. It is the best solution for everyone. Without it I
become nothing; you certainly are nobody. Your ambition, your
husband’s ambition, wil al come to nothing. But if we can win this
then you wil be the mistress of a royal household, and I wil be as I
should be: Princess of Wales and Queen of England.”

“They wil not let us!” Doña Elvira gasped, appal ed at her charge’s
ambition.

“They wil let us,” Catalina said fiercely. “We have to fight for it. We
have to be what we should be, nothing less.”

Princess-in-Waiting
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Winter 1503

KING HENRY AND HIS QUEEN, driven by the loss of their son,
were expecting another child, and Catalina, hoping for their favor,
was sewing an exquisite layette of baby clothes before a smal fire
in the smal est room of Durham Palace in the early days of
February 1503. Her ladies, hemming seams according to their
abilities, were seated at a distance, Doña Elvira could speak
privately.

“This should be your baby’s layette,” the duenna said resentful y
under her breath. “A widow for a year, and no progress made.
What is going to become of you?” Catalina looked up from her
delicate black-thread work. “Peace, Doña Elvira,” she said quietly.
“It wil be as God and my parents and the king decide.”
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“Seventeen, now,” Doña Elvira said, stubbornly pursuing her
theme, her head down.

“How long are we to stay in this godforsaken country, neither a
bride nor a wife?

Neither at court nor elsewhere? With bil s mounting up and the
jointure stil not paid?”
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“Doña Elvira, if you knew how much your words grieve me, I don’t
think you would say them,” Catalina said clearly. “Just because
you mutter them into your sewing like a cursing Egyptian doesn’t
mean I don’t hear them. If I knew what was to happen, I would tel
you myself at once. You wil not learn any more by whispering your
fears.” The woman looked up and met Catalina’s clear gaze.

“I think of you,” she said bluntly. “Even if no one else does.

Even if that fool ambassador and that idiot the emissary does not.
If the king does not order your marriage to the prince, then what is
to become of you? If he wil not let you go, if your parents do not
insist on your return then what is going to happen? Is he just
going to keep you forever? Are you a princess or a prisoner? It is
nearly a year. Are you a hostage for the al iance with Spain? How
long can you wait?
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You are seventeen—how long can you wait?”

“I am waiting,” Catalina said calmly. “Patiently. Until it is

resolved.” The duenna said nothing more, Catalina did not have
the energy to argue. She knew that during this year of mourning
for Arthur, she had been steadily pushed more and more to the
margins of court life. Her claim to be a virgin had not produced a
new betrothal as she had thought it would; it had made her yet
more irrelevant. She was only summoned to court on the great
occasions, and then she was dependent on the kindness of
Queen Elizabeth.

The king’s mother, Lady Margaret, had no interest in the
impoverished Spanish princess. She had not proved readily
fertile, she now said she had never even been bedded, she was
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widowed and brought no more money into the royal treasury. She
was of no use to the house of Tudor except as a bargaining
counter in the continuing struggle with Spain.

She might as wel stay at her house in the Strand, as be
summoned to court. Besides, My Lady the King’s Mother did not
like the way that the new Prince of Wales looked at his widowed
sister-in-law.

Whenever Prince Harry met her, he fixed his eyes on her with
puppylike devotion. My Lady the King’s Mother had privately
decided that she would keep them apart. She thought that the girl
smiled on the young prince too warmly, she thought she
encouraged his boyish adoration to serve her own foreign vanity.
My Lady the King’s Mother was resentful of anyone’s influence on
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the only surviving son and heir. Also, she mistrusted Catalina.
Why would the young widow

encourage a brother-in-law who was nearly six years her junior?
What did she hope to gain from his friendship? Surely she knew
that he was kept as close as a child: bedded in his father’s rooms,
chaperoned night and day, constantly supervised? What did the
Spanish widow hope to achieve by sending him books, teaching
him Spanish, laughing at his accent and watching him ride at the
quintain, as if he were in training as her knight errant?

Nothing would come of it. Nothing could come of it. But My Lady
the King’s Mother would al ow no one to be intimate with Harry but
herself, and she ruled that Catalina’s visits to court were to be rare
and brief.
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The king himself was kind enough to Catalina when he saw her,
but she felt him eye her as if she were some sort of treasure that
he had purloined. She always felt with him as if she were some
sort of trophy—not a young woman of seventeen years old, whol y
dependent on his honor, his daughter by marriage.

If she could have brought herself to speak of Arthur to her mother-
in-law or to the king then perhaps they would have sought her out
to share their grief. But she could not use his name to curry favor
with them. Even a year since his death, she could not think of him
without a tightness in her chest which was so great that she
thought it could stop
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her breathing for very grief. She stil could not say his name out
loud. She certainly could not play on her grief to help her at court.

“But what wil happen?” Doña Elvira continued.

Catalina turned her head away. “I don’t know,” she said shortly.

“Perhaps if the queen has another son with this baby, the king wil
send us back to Spain,” the duenna pursued.
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Catalina nodded. “Perhaps.”

The duenna knew her wel enough to recognize Catalina’s silent
determination. “Your trouble is that you stil don’t want to go,” she
whispered. “The king may keep you as a hostage against the
dowry money, your parents may let you stay; but if you insisted
you could get home. You stil think you can make

them marry you to Harry; but if that was going to happen you
would be betrothed by now. You have to give up. We have been
here a year now and you make no progress. You wil trap us al
here while you are defeated.”

Catalina’s sandy eyelashes swept down to veil her eyes.

“Oh, no,” she said. “I don’t think that.”
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There was a sharp rap at the door. “Urgent message for the
Dowager Princess of Wales!” the voice cal ed out.

Catalina dropped her sewing and rose to her feet. Her ladies
sprang up too. It was so unusual for anything to happen in the
quiet court of Durham House that they were thrown into a flutter.

“Wel , let him in!” Catalina exclaimed.

María de Salinas flung open the door, and one of the royal
grooms of the chamber came in and kneeled before the princess.
“Grave news,” he said shortly. “A son, a prince, has been born of
the queen and has died. Her Grace the Queen has died too. God
pray for His Grace in his kingly grief.”
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“What?” demanded Doña Elvira, trying to take in the astounding
rush of events.

“God save her soul,” Catalina replied correctly. “God save

the King.”

“Heavenly Father, take Your daughter Elizabeth into Your keeping.
You must love her, she was a woman of great gentleness and
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grace.” I sit back on my heels and abandon the prayer. I think the
queen’s life, ended so tragically, was one of sorrow. If Arthur’s
version of the scandal were true, then she had been prepared to
marry King Richard, however despicable a tyrant. She had
wanted to marry him and be his queen. Her mother and My Lady
the King’s Mother and the

victory of Bosworth had forced her to take King Henry. She had
been born to be Queen of England, and she had married the man
who could give her the throne.

I thought that if I had been able to tell her of my promise, then she
would have known the pain that seeps through me like ice every
time I think of Arthur and know that I promised
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him I would marry Harry. I thought that she might have understood
if you are born to be Queen of England you have to be Queen of
England, whoever is king.

Whoever your husband will have to be.

Without her quiet presence at court I feel that I am more at risk,
further from my goal.

She was kind to me, she was a loving woman. I was waiting out
my year of mourning and trusting that she would help me into
marriage with Harry, because he would be a refuge for me and
because I would be a good wife to him. I was trusting that she
knew one could marry a man for whom one feels nothing but
indifference and still be a good wife.
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But now the court will be ruled by My Lady the King’s Mother, and
she is a formidable woman, no friend to anyone but her own
cause, no affection for anyone but her son Henry and his son,
Prince Harry.

She will help no one, but she will serve the interests of her own
family first. She will consider me as only one candidate among
many for his hand in marriage. God forgive her, she might even
look to a French bride for him, and then I will have failed not only
Arthur but my own mother and father too, who need me to
maintain the alliance between England and Spain and the enmity
between England and

France.
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This year has been hard for me. I had expected a year of
mourning and then a new betrothal; I have been growing more
and more anxious since no one seems to be planning such a
thing. And now I am afraid that it will get worse. What if King
Henry decides to surrender the second part of the dowry and
sends me home? What if they betroth Harry, that foolish boy, to
someone else? What if they just forget me? Hold me as a hostage
to the good behavior of Spain but neglect me? Leave me at
Durham House, a shadow princess over a shadow court, while
the real world goes on elsewhere?

I hate this time of year in England, the way the winter lingers on
and on in cold mists and gray skies. In the Alhambra the water in
the canals will be released from frost and starting to flow again,
icy cold, rushing deep with meltwater from the snows of the sierra.
The earth will be starting to warm in the gardens, the men will be
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planting flowers and young saplings, the sun will be warm in the
mornings and the thick hangings will be taken down from the
windows so the warm breezes can blow through the palace again.

The birds of summer will come back to the high hills and the olive
trees will shimmer their leaves of green and gray.

Everywhere the farmers will be turning over the red soil, and there
will be the scent of life and growth.
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I long to be home, but I will not leave my post. I am not a soldier
who forgets his duty, I am a sentry who wakes all night. I will not
fail my love. I said, “I promise,” and I do not forget it. I will be
constant to him. The garden that is immortal life, al-Yanna, will
wait for me, the rose will wait for me in al-Yanna, Arthur will wait
for me there. I will be Queen of England as I was born to be, as I
promised him I would be. The rose will bloom in England as well
as in heaven.
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There was a great state funeral for Queen Elizabeth, and Catalina
was in mourning black again. Through the dark lace of her mantil
a she watched the orders of precedence, the arrangements for
the service, she saw how everything was commanded by the
great book of the king’s mother. Even her own place was laid
down, behind the princesses but before al the other ladies of the
court.

Lady Margaret, the king’s mother, had written down al the
procedures to be fol owed at the Tudor court, from birth chambers
to lying in state, so that her son and the generations which she
prayed would come after him would be prepared for every
occasion, so that each occasion would match another, and so that
every occasion, however distant in the future, would be
commanded by her.
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Now her first great funeral, for her unloved daughter-in-law, went
off with the order and grace of a wel -planned masque at court,
and as the great manager of everything, she stepped up visibly,
unquestionably, to her place as the greatest lady at court.

2ND APRIL 1503

It was a year to the day that Arthur had died, and Catalina spent
the day alone in the chapel of Durham House. Father Geraldini
held a memorial Mass for the young prince at dawn and Catalina
stayed in the little church, without breaking her fast, without taking
so much as a cup of smal ale, al the day.

Some of the time she kneeled before the altar, her lips moving in
silent prayer, struggling with the loss of him with a grief which was
as sharp and as raw as the day that she had stood on the
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threshold of his room and learned that they could not save him,
that he would die, that she would have to

live without him.

For some of the long hours, she prowled around the empty
chapel, pausing to look at the devotional pictures on the wal s or
the exquisite carving of the pew ends and the rood screen. Her
horror was that she was forgetting him. There were mornings
when she woke and tried to see his face and found that she could
see nothing beneath her closed eyelids or, worse, al she could
see was some rough sketch of him, a poor likeness: the
simulacrum and no longer the real thing.

Those mornings she would sit up quickly, clench her knees up to
her bel y, and hold herself tight so that she did not give way to her
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agonizing sense of loss.

Then, later in the day, she would be talking to her ladies, or
sewing, or walking by the river, and someone would say
something, or she would see the sun on the water and suddenly
he would be there before her, as vivid as if he were alive, lighting
up the afternoon. She would stand quite stil for a moment, silently
drinking him in, and then she would go on with the conversation or
continue her walk, knowing that she would never forget him. Her
eyes had the print of him on their lids, her body had the touch of
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him on her skin. She was his, heart and soul, til death: not—

as it turned out—til his death; but til her death. Only when the two
of them were gone from this life would their marriage in this life be
over.

But on this, the anniversary of his death, Catalina had promised
herself that she should be alone, she would al ow herself the
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indulgence of mourning, of railing at God for taking him.

“You know, I shall never understand Your purpose,” I say to the
statue of the crucified Christ, hanging by His bloodstained palms
over the altar. “Can You not give me a sign?

Can You not show me what I should do?”

I wait, but He says nothing. I have to wonder if the God who
spoke so clearly to my mother is sleeping, or gone away.

Why should He direct her, and yet remain silent for me?

Why should I, raised as a fervently Christian child, a passionately
Roman Catholic child, have no sense of being heard when I pray
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from my deepest grief? Why should God desert me, when I need
Him so much?

I return to the embroidered kneeler before the altar but I do not
kneel on it in a position of prayer, I turn it around and sit on it, as if
I were at home, a cushion pulled up to a warm brazier, ready to
talk, ready to listen. But no one speaks to me now. Not even my
God.

“I know it is Your will that I should be queen,” I say thoughtfully, as
if He might answer, as if He might suddenly reply in a tone as
reasonable as my own. “I know that it is my mother’s wish too. I
know that my darling—” I cut short the end of the sentence.

Even now, a year on, I cannot take the risk of saying Arthur’s
name, even in an empty chapel, even to God. I still fear an
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outpouring of tears, the slide into hysteria and madness. Behind
my control is a passion for Arthur like a deep millpond held behind
a sluice gate. I dare not let one drop of it out. There would be a
flood of sorrow, a torrent.

“I know that he wished I should be queen. On his deathbed, he
asked for a promise. In Your sight, I gave him that promise. In
Your name I gave it. I meant it. I am sworn to be
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queen. But how am I to do it? If it is Your will, as well as his, as I
believe, if it is Your will as well as my mother’s, as I believe, then,
God: hear this. I have run out of stratagems. It has to be You. You
have to show me the way to do it.” I have been demanding this of
God with more and more urgency for a year now, while the
endless negotiations about the repayment of the dowry and the
payment of the jointure drag on and on. Without one clear word
from my mother I have come to think that she is playing the same
game as me. Without doubt, I know that my father will have some
long tactical play in mind. If only they would tell me what I should
do! In their discreet silence I have to guess that they are leaving
me here as bait for the king. They are leaving me here until the
king sees, as I see, as Arthur saw, that the best resolution of this
difficulty would be for me to marry Prince Harry.
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The trouble is that as every month goes by, Harry grows in stature
and status at the court: he becomes a more

attractive prospect. The French king will make a proposal for him,
the hundred princelings of Europe with their pretty daughters will
make offers, even the Holy Roman Emperor has an unmarried
daughter Margaret, who might suit.

We have to bring this to a decision now; this very month of April,
as my first year of widowhood ends. Now that I am free from my
year of waiting. But the balance of power has changed. King
Henry is in no hurry; his heir is young—a boy of only eleven. But I
am seventeen years old. It is time I was married. It is time I was
Princess of Wales once more.
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Their Majesties of Spain are demanding the moon: full restitution
of their investment and the return of their daughter, the full
widow’s jointure to be paid for an indefinite period. The great cost
of this is designed to prompt the King of England to find another
way. My parents’ patience with negotiation allows England to keep
both me and the money. They show that they expect the return of
neither me nor the money. They are hoping that the King of
England will see that he need return neither the dowry nor me.

But they underestimate him. King Henry does not need them to
hint him to it. He will have seen perfectly well for himself. Since he
is not progressing, he must be resisting both demands. And why
should he not? He is in possession. He has half the dowry, and he
has me.
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And he is no fool. The calmness of the new emissary, Don
Gutierre Gómez de Fuensalida, and the slowness of the
negotiations has alerted this most acute king to the fact that my
mother and father are content to leave me in his hands, in
England. It does not take a Machiavelli to conclude that my
parents hope for another English marriage—just as when Isabel
was widowed, they sent her back to Portugal to marry her brother-
in-law. These things happen. But only if everyone is in agreement.
In England, where the king is new-come to his throne and filled
with ambition, it may take more skill than we can deploy to bring it
about.

My mother writes to me to say she has a plan but it will take some
time to come to fruition. In the meantime she tells me to be patient
and never to do anything to offend the king or his mother.
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“I am Princess of Wales,” I reply to her. “I was born to be Princess
of Wales and Queen of England. You raised me in these titles.
Surely, I should not deny my own upbringing? Surely, I can be
Princess of Wales and Queen of England, even now?”

“Be patient,” she writes back to me, in a travel-stained note which
takes weeks to get to me and which has been opened; anyone
can have read it. “I agree that your destiny is to be Queen of
England. It is your destiny, God’s will, and my wish. Be patient.”

“How long must I be patient?” I ask God, on my knees to Him in
His chapel on the anniversary of Arthur’s death. “If it is Your will,
why do You not do it at once? If it is not Your will, why did You not
destroy me with Arthur? If You are listening to me now—

why do I feel so terribly alone?”
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Late in the evening a rare visitor was announced in the quiet
presence chamber of Durham House. “Lady Margaret Pole,”

said the guard at the door. Catalina dropped her Bible and turned
her pale face to see her friend hesitating shyly in the doorway.

“Lady Margaret!”
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“Dowager Princess!” She curtseyed low and Catalina went swiftly
across the room to her, raised her up, and fel into her arms.

“Don’t cry,” Lady Margaret said quietly into her ear. “Don’t cry or I
swear I shal weep.”

“I won’t, I won’t, I promise I won’t.” Catalina turned to her ladies.
“Leave us,” she said.

They went reluctantly. A visitor was a novelty in the quiet house,
and besides, there were no fires burning in any of the other
chambers. Lady Margaret looked around the shabby room.

“What is this?”
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Catalina shrugged and tried to smile. “I am a poor manager, I am
afraid. And Doña Elvira is no help. And in truth, I have only the
money the king gives me and that is not much.”

“I was afraid of this,” the older woman said. Catalina drew her to
the fire and sat her down on her own chair.

“I thought you were stil at Ludlow?”

“We were. We have been. Since neither the king nor the prince
comes to Wales al the business has fal en on my husband. You
would think me a princess again to see my little court there.”

Catalina again tried to smile. “Are you grand?”

“Very. And mostly Welsh-speaking. Mostly singing.”
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“I can imagine.”

“We came for the queen’s funeral, God bless her, and then I
wanted to stay for a little longer and my husband said that I

might come and see you. I have been thinking of you al day
today.”
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“I have been in the chapel,” Catalina said inconsequently. “It
doesn’t seem like a year.”

“It doesn’t, does it?” Lady Margaret agreed, though privately she
thought that the girl had aged far more than one year.

Grief had refined her girlish prettiness, she had the clear decided
looks of a woman who had seen her hopes destroyed. “Are you
wel ?” Catalina made a little face. “I am wel enough. And you?
And the children?”

Lady Margaret smiled. “Praise God, yes. But do you know what
plans the king has for you? Are you to…” She hesitated.

“Are you to go back to Spain? Or stay here?” Catalina drew a little
closer. “They are talking, about the dowry, about my return. But
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nothing gets done. Nothing is decided. The king is holding me and
holding my dowry, and my parents are letting

him do it.”

Lady Margaret looked concerned. “I had heard that they might
consider betrothing you to Prince Harry,” she said. “I did not
know.”

“It is the obvious choice. But it does not seem obvious to the
king,” Catalina said wryly.

“What do you think? Is he a man to miss an obvious solution,
d’you think?”
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“No,” said Lady Margaret, whose life had been jeopardized by the
king’s awareness of the obvious fact of her family’s claim on his
throne.

“Then I must assume that he has thought of this choice and is
waiting to see if it is the best he can make,” Catalina said.

She gave a little sigh. “God knows, it is weary work, waiting.”

“Now your mourning is over, no doubt he wil make arrangements,”
her friend said hopeful y.

“No doubt,” Catalina replied.

After weeks spent alone, mourning for his wife, the king returned
to the court at Whitehal Palace, and Catalina was invited to dine
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with the royal family and seated with the

Princess Mary and the ladies of the court. The young Harry,
Prince of Wales, was placed securely between his father and
grandmother. Not for this Prince of Wales the cold journey to
Ludlow Castle and the rigorous training of a prince-in-waiting.
Lady Margaret had ruled that this prince, their only surviving heir,
should be brought up under her own eye, in ease and comfort. He
was not to be sent away, he was to be watched al the time. He
was not even al owed to take part in dangerous sports, jousting or
fighting, though he was quite wild to take part, and a boy who
loved activity and excitement. His grandmother had ruled that he
was too precious to risk.

He smiled at Catalina and she shot him a look that she hoped was
discreetly warm. But there was no opportunity to exchange so
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much as one word. She was firmly anchored farther down the
table and she could hardly see him thanks to My Lady the King’s
Mother, who plied him with the best of al foods from her own plate
and interposed her broad shoulder between him and the ladies.

Catalina thought that it was as Arthur had said, that the boy was
spoiled by this attention. His grandmother leaned back for a
moment to speak to one of the ushers and Catalina saw Harry’s
gaze flick towards her. She gave him a smile and then cast down
her eyes. When she glanced up, he was stil looking at her and
then he blushed red to be caught. “A child.” She shot a sideways
little smile even as she silently
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child.” She shot a sideways little smile even as she silently
criticized him.

“A child of eleven. Al boasting and boyishness. And why should
this plump, spoiled

boy be spared when Arthur…” At once she stopped the thought.
To compare Arthur with his brother was to wish the little boy dead,
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and she would not do that. To think of Arthur in public was to risk
breaking down and she would never do that.

“A woman could rule a boy like that,” she thought. “A woman
could be a very great queen if she married such a boy. For the
first ten years he would know nothing, and by then perhaps he
might be in such a habit of obedience that he would let his wife
continue to rule. Or he might be, as Arthur told me, a lazy boy. A
young man wasted.

He might be so lazy that he could be diverted by games and

hunting and sports and amusements, so that the business of the
kingdom could be done by his wife.” Catalina never forgot that
Arthur had told her that the boy fancied himself in love with her. “If
they give him everything that he wants, perhaps he might be the
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one who chooses his bride,” she thought. “They are in the habit of
indulging him. Perhaps he could beg to marry me and they would
feel obliged to say yes.” She saw him blush even redder; even his
ears turned pink. She held his gaze for a long moment, she took
in a little breath and parted her lips as if to whisper a word to him.

She saw his blue eyes focus on her mouth and darken with
desire, and then, calculating the effect, she looked down.

“Stupid boy,” she thought.

The king rose from the table and al the men and women on the
crowded benches of the hal rose, too, and bowed their heads.

“Give you thanks for coming to greet me,” King Henry said.
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“Comrades in war and friends in peace. But now forgive me, as I
wish to be alone.” He nodded to Harry, he offered his mother his
hand, and the royal family went through the little doorway at the
back of the great hal to their privy chamber.

“You should have stayed longer,” the king’s mother remarked as
they settled into chairs by the fire and the groom of the ewery
brought them wine. “It looks bad, to leave so promptly.

I had told the master of horse you would stay, and there would be
singing.”

“I was weary,” Henry said shortly. He looked over to where
Catalina and the Princess Mary were sitting together. The younger
girl was red-eyed, the loss of her mother had hit her hard.
Catalina was—as usual—cool as a stream. He thought she had a
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great power of self-containment. Even this loss of her only real
friend at court, her last friend in England, did not seem to distress
her.

“She can go back to Durham House tomorrow,” his mother
remarked, fol owing the direction of his gaze. “It does no good for
her to come to court. She has not earned her place here with an
heir, and she has not paid for her place here with her dowry.”

“She is constant,” he said. “She is constant in her attendance on
you, and on me.”

“Constant like the plague,” his mother returned.

“You are hard on her.”
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“It is a hard world,” she said simply. “I am nothing but just.

Why don’t we send her home?”

“Do you not admire her at al ?”

She was surprised by the question. “What is there to admire in
her?”
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“Her courage, her dignity. She has beauty, of course, but she also
has charm. She is educated, she is graceful. I think, in other
circumstances, she could have been merry.

And she has borne herself, under this disappointment, like a
queen.”

“She is of no use to us,” she said. “She was our Princess of
Wales, but our boy is dead.

She is of no use to us now, however charming she may

seem to be.” Catalina looked up and saw them watching her.

She gave a smal control ed smile and inclined her head.
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Henry rose, went to a window bay on his own, and crooked his
finger for her. She did not jump to come to him, as any of the
women of court would have jumped. She looked at him, she
raised an eyebrow as if she were considering whether or not to
obey, and then she graceful y rose to her feet and strol ed towards
him.

“Good God, she is desirable,” he thought. “No more than
seventeen. Utterly in my power, and yet stil she walks across the
room as if she were Queen of England crowned.”

“You wil miss the queen, I daresay,” he said abruptly in French as
she came up to him.

“I shal ,” she replied clearly. “I grieve for you in the loss of your
wife. I am sure my mother and father would want me to give you
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their commiserations.” He nodded, never taking his eyes from her
face. “We share a grief now,” he observed.

“You have lost your partner in life and I have lost mine.” He saw
her gaze sharpen. “Indeed,” she said steadily. “We do.”

He wondered if she was trying to unravel his meaning. If that
quick mind was working behind that clear lovely face, there was
no sign of it. “You must teach me the secret of your resignation,”
he said.
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“Oh, I don’t think I resign myself.”

Henry was intrigued. “You don’t?”

“No. I think I trust in God that He knows what is right for al of us,
and His wil shal be done.”

“Even when His ways are hidden and we sinners have to stumble
about in the dark?”
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“I know my destiny,” Catalina said calmly. “He has been gracious
to reveal it to me.”

“Then you’re one of the very few,” he said, thinking to make her
laugh at herself.

“I know,” she said without a glimmer of a smile. He realized that
she was utterly serious in her belief that God had revealed her
future to her. “I am blessed.”

“And what is this great destiny that God has for you?” he said
sarcastical y. He hoped so much that she would say that she
should be Queen of England, and then he could ask her, or draw
close to her, or let her see what was in his mind.

“To do God’s wil , of course, and bring His kingdom to earth,”
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she said cleverly, and evaded him once more.

I speak very confidently of God’s will, and I remind the king that I
was raised to be Princess of Wales, but in truth God is silent to
me. Since the day of Arthur’s death I can have no genuine
conviction that I am blessed. How can I call myself blessed when I
have lost the one thing that made my life complete? How can I be
blessed when I do not think I will ever be happy again? But we
live in a world of believers—I have to say that I am under the
especial protection of God, I have to give the illusion of being sure
of my destiny. I am the daughter of Isabella of Spain. My
inheritance is certainty.

But in truth, of course, I am increasingly alone. I feel increasingly
alone. There is nothing between me and despair but my promise
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to Arthur, and the thin thread, like gold wire in a carpet, of my own
determination.

MAY 1503

King Henry did not approach Catalina for one month for the

sake of decency, but when he was out of his black jacket he made
a formal visit to her at Durham House. Her household had been
warned that he would come and were dressed in their best. He
saw the signs of wear and tear in the curtains and rugs and
hangings and smiled to himself.

If she had the good sense that he thought she had, she would be
glad to see a resolution to this awkward position. He
congratulated himself on not making it easier for her in this last
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year. She should know by now that she was utterly in his power
and her parents could do nothing to free her.

His herald threw open the double doors to her presence chamber
and shouted, “His Grace, King Henry of England…”

Henry waved aside the other titles and went in to his daughter-in-
law.

She was wearing a dark-colored gown with blue slashings on the
sleeve, a richly embroidered stomacher, and a dark blue hood. It
brought out the amber in her hair and the blue in her eyes, and he
smiled in instinctive pleasure at the sight of her as she sank into a
deep formal curtsey and rose up.

“Your Grace,” she said pleasantly. “This is an honor indeed.”
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He had to force himself not to stare at the creamy line of her neck,
at the smooth, unlined face that looked back up at him.

He had lived al his life with a beautiful woman of his own age; now
here was a girl young enough to be his daughter, with the rich-
scented bloom of youth stil on her and breasts ful and firm. She
was ready for marriage, indeed, she was over-ready for marriage.
This was a girl who should be bedded. He checked himself at
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once, and thought he was part lecher, part lover to look on his
dead son’s child bride with such desire.

“Can I offer you some refreshment?” she asked. There was a
smile in the back of her eyes.

He thought if she had been an older, a more sophisticated
woman, he would have assumed she was playing him, as
knowingly as a skil ed angler can land a salmon.

“Thank you. I wil take a glass of wine.”

And so she caught him. “I am afraid I have nothing fit to offer you,”
she said smoothly.
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“I have nothing left in my cel ars at al , and I cannot afford to buy
good wine.” Henry did not show by so much as a flicker that he
knew she had trapped him into hearing of her financial difficulties.
“I am sorry for that. I wil have some barrels sent over,” he said.
“Your housekeeping must be very remiss.”

“It is very thin,” she said simply. “Wil you take a cup of ale?

We brew our own ale very cheaply.”

“Thank you,” he said, biting his lip to hide a smile. He had not
dreamed that she had so much self-confidence. The year of
widowhood had brought out her courage, he thought.

Alone in a foreign land she had not col apsed as other girls might
have col apsed, she had gathered her power and become
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stronger.

“Is My Lady the King’s Mother in good health and the Princess
Mary wel ?” she asked, as confidently as if she were entertaining
him in the gold room of the Alhambra.

“Yes, thank God,” he said. “And you?”

She smiled and bowed her head. “And no need to ask for
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your health,” she remarked.

“You never look any different.”

“Do I not?”

“Not since the very first time we met,” she said. “When I had just
landed in England and was coming to London and you rode to
meet me.” It cost Catalina a good deal not to think of Arthur as he
was on that evening, mortified by his father’s rudeness, trying to
talk to her in an undertone, stealing sideways looks at her.

Determinedly she put her young lover from her mind and smiled at
his father, and said:

“I was so surprised by your coming, and so startled by you.”
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He laughed. He saw that she had conjured the picture of

when he first saw her, a virgin by her bed, in a white gown with a
blue cape with her hair in a plait down her back, and how he
thought then that he had come upon her like a ravisher, he had
forced his way into her bedchamber, he could have forced himself
onto her.

He turned and took a chair to cover his thoughts, gesturing that
she should sit down too.

Her duenna, the same sour-faced Spanish mule, he noticed
irritably, stood at the back of the room with two other ladies.

Catalina sat perfectly composed, her white fingers interlaced in
her lap, her back straight, her entire manner that of a young
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woman confident of her power to attract.

Henry said nothing and looked at her for a moment. Surely she
must know what she was doing to him when she reminded him of
their first meeting? And yet surely the daughter of Isabel a of
Spain and the widow of his own son could not be wil ful y tempting
him to lust?

A servant came in with two cups of smal ale. The king was served
first and then Catalina took a cup. She took a tiny sip and set it
down.

“D’you stil not like ale?” He was startled at the intimacy in his own
voice. Surely to God he could ask his daughter-in-law

what she liked to drink?
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“I drink it only when I am very thirsty,” she replied. “But I don’t like
the taste it leaves in my mouth.” She put her hand to her mouth
and touched her lower lip. Fascinated, he watched her fingertip
brush the tip of her tongue. She made a little face. “I think it wil
never be a favorite of mine,” she said.

“What did you drink in Spain?” He found he could hardly speak.
He was stil watching her soft mouth, shiny where her tongue had
licked her lips.

“We could drink the water,” she said. “In the Alhambra the Moors
had piped clean water al the way from the mountains into the
palace. We drank mountain spring water from the fountains; it was
stil cold. And juices from fruits of course, we had wonderful fruits
in summer, and ices, and sherbets and wines as wel .”
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“If you come on progress with me this summer, we can go to
places where you can drink the water,” he said. He thought he
was sounding like a stupid boy, promising her a drink of water as
a treat. Stubbornly, he persisted. “If you come with me, we can go
hunting, we can go to Hampshire, beyond, to the New Forest. You
remember the country around there?

Near where we first met?”

“I should like that so much,” she said. “If I am stil here, of
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course.”

“Stil here?” He was startled. He had almost forgotten that she was
his hostage, she was supposed to go home by summer. “I doubt
your father and I wil have agreed terms by then.”

“Why, how can it take so long?” she asked her blue eyes wide
with assumed surprise.
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“Surely we can come to some agreement?” She hesitated.

“Between friends? Surely if

we cannot agree about the monies owed, there is some other
way? Some other agreement that can be made? Since we have
made an agreement before?” It was so close to what he had been
thinking that he rose to his feet, discomfited. At once she rose too.
The top of her pretty blue hood only came to his shoulder. He
thought he would have to

bend his head to kiss her, and if she were under him in bed he
would have to take care not to hurt her. He felt his face flush hot
at the thought of it. “Come here,” he said thickly and led her to the
window embrasure where her ladies could not overhear them.
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“I have been thinking what sort of arrangement we might come
to,” he said. “The easiest thing would be for you to stay here. I
should certainly like you to stay here.” Catalina did not look up at
him. If she had done so then, he would have been sure of her. But
she kept her eyes down, her face downcast.

“Oh, certainly, if my parents agree,” she said, so softly that he
could hardly hear.

He felt himself trapped. He felt he could not go forward while she
held her head so delicately to one side and showed him only the
curve of her cheek and her eyelashes, and yet he could hardly go
back when she had asked him outright if there were not another
way to resolve the conflict between him and her parents.

“You wil think me very old,” he burst out.
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Her blue eyes flashed up at him and were veiled again. “Not at al
,” she said level y.

“I am old enough to be your father,” he said, hoping she would
disagree.

Instead she looked up at him. “I never think of you like that,”

she said.

Henry was silent. He felt utterly baffled by this slim young woman
who seemed at one moment so deliciously encouraging and yet at
another moment quite opaque. “What would you like to do?” he
demanded of her.
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At last she raised her head and smiled up at him, her lips curving
up but no warmth in her eyes. “Whatever you command,” she
said. “I should like most of al to obey you, Your Grace.”

What does he mean? What is he doing? I thought he was offering
me Harry and I was about to say yes when he said that I must
think him very old, as old as my father. And of course he is;
indeed, he looks far older than my father, that is why I never think
of him like a father—a grandfather, perhaps, or an old priest. My
father is handsome, a terrible womanizer, a brave soldier, a hero
on the battlefield. This king has fought one halfhearted battle and
put down a dozen unheroic uprisings of poor men too sickened
with his rule to endure it anymore. So he is not like my father and I
spoke only the truth when I said that I never see him like that.
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But then he looked at me as if I had said something of great
interest, and then he asked me what I wanted. I could not say to
his face that I wanted him to overlook my marriage to his oldest
son and marry me anew to his youngest. So I said that I wanted to
obey him. There can be nothing wrong with that. But somehow it
was not what he wanted.

And it did not get me to where I wanted.
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I have no idea what he wants. Nor how to turn it to my own
advantage.

Henry went back to Whitehal Palace, his face burning and his
heart pounding, hammered between frustration and calculation. If
he could persuade Catalina’s parents to al ow the wedding, he
could claim the rest of her substantial dowry, be free of their
claims for her jointure, reinforce the al iance with Spain at the very
moment that he was looking to secure

new al iances with Scotland and France, and perhaps, with such a
young wife, get another son and heir on her. One daughter on the
throne of Scotland, one daughter on the throne of France should
lock both nations into peace for a lifetime.
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The Princess of Spain on the throne of England should keep the
most Christian kings of Spain in al iance. He would have bolted
the great powers of Christendom into peaceful al iance with
England not just for a generation but for generations to come.
They would have heirs in common; they would be safe. England
would be safe. Better yet, England’s sons might inherit the
kingdoms of France, of Scotland, of Spain. England might
conceive its way into peace and greatness.

It made absolute sense to secure Catalina; he tried to focus on
the political advantage and not think of the line of her neck nor the
curve of her waist. He tried to steady his mind by thinking of the
smal fortune that would be saved by not having to provide her
with a jointure nor with her keep, by not having to send a ship,
several ships probably, to escort her home. But al he could think
was that she had touched her soft mouth with her finger and told
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him that she did not like the lingering taste of ale. At the thought of
the tip of her tongue against her lips, he groaned aloud and the
groom holding the horse for him to dismount looked up and said:

“Sire?”

“Sire?”

“Bile,” the king said sourly.
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It did feel like too rich a fare that was sickening him, he decided
as he strode to his private apartments, courtiers eddying out of his
way with sycophantic smiles. He felt that he must remember that
she was little more than a child, she was his own daughter-in-law.
If he listened to the good sense that had carried him so far, he
should simply promise to pay her jointure, send her back to her
parents, and then delay the payment til they had her married to
some other kingly fool elsewhere and he could get away with
paying nothing.

But at the mere thought of her married to another man he had to
stop and put his hand out to the oak paneling for support.

“Your Grace?” someone asked him. “Are you il ?”

“Bile,” the king repeated. “Something I have eaten.”
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His chief groom of the body came to him. “Shal I send for your
physician, Your Grace?”

“No,” the king said. “But send a couple of barrels of the best wine
to the Dowager Princess. She has nothing in her cel ar, and when
I have to visit her I should like to drink wine and not ale.”

“Yes, Your Grace,” the man said, bowed, and went away.

Henry straightened up and went to his rooms. They were crowded
with people as usual: petitioners, courtiers, favor seekers, fortune
hunters, some friends, some gentry, some noblemen attending on
him for love or calculation. Henry regarded them al sourly. When
he had been Henry Tudor on the run in Brittany, he had not been
blessed with so many friends.
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“Where is my mother?” he asked one of them.

“In her rooms, Your Grace,” the man replied.

“I shal visit her,” he said. “Let her know.”

He gave her a few moments to ready herself, and then he went to
her chambers. On her daughter-in-law’s death she had moved
into the apartment traditional y given to the queen. She had
ordered new tapestries and new furniture and now the place was
more grandly furnished than any

queen had ever had before.

“I’l announce myself,” the king said to the guard at her door and
stepped in without ceremony.
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Lady Margaret was seated at a table in the window, the household
accounts spread before her, inspecting the costs of the royal court
as if it were a wel -run farm. There was very little waste and no
extravagance al owed in the court run by Lady Margaret, and
royal servants who had thought that some of the payments which
passed through their hands might leave a little gold on the side
were soon disappointed.

Henry nodded his approval at the sight of his mother’s supervision
of the royal business.

He had never rid himself of his own anxiety that the ostentatious
wealth of the throne of England might prove to be hol ow show.
He had financed a campaign for the throne on debt and favors; he
never wanted to be cap in hand again.
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She looked up as he came in. “My son.”

He kneeled for her blessing, as he always did when he first
greeted her every day, and felt her fingers gently touch the top of
his head.

“You look troubled,” she remarked.

“I am,” he said. “I went to see the Dowager Princess.”
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“Yes?” A faint expression of disdain crossed her face. “What are
they asking for now?”

“We—” He broke off and then started again. “We have to decide
what is to become of her. She spoke of going home to Spain.”

“When they pay us what they owe,” she said at once. “They know
they have to pay the rest of her dowry before she can leave.”

“Yes, she knows that.”

There was a brief silence.

“She asked if there could not be another agreement,” he

said. “Some resolution.”
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“Ah, I’ve been waiting for this,” Lady Margaret said exultantly.

“I knew they would be after this. I am only surprised they have
waited so long. I suppose they thought they should wait until she
was out of mourning.”

“After what?”

“They wil want her to stay,” she said.

Henry could feel himself beginning to smile and deliberately he
set his face stil . “You think so?”

“I have been waiting for them to show their hand. I knew that they
were waiting for us to make the first move. Ha! That we have
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made them declare first!” He raised his eyebrows, longing for her
to spel out his desire. “For what?”

“A proposal from us, of course,” she said. “They knew that we
would never let such a chance go. She was the right match then,
and she is the right match now. We had a good bargain with her
then, and it is stil good. Especial y if they pay in ful . And now she
is more profitable than ever.”

His color flushed as he beamed at her. “You think so?”

“Of course. She is here, half her dowry already paid, the rest
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we have only to col ect.

We have already rid ourselves of her escort. The al iance is
already working to our benefit—we would never have the respect
of the French if they did not fear her parents; the Scots fear us too
—she is stil the best match in Christendom for us.” His sense of
relief was overwhelming. If his mother did not oppose the plan,
then he felt he could push on with it.
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She had been his best and safest advisor for so long that he could
not have gone against her wil .

“And the difference in age?”

She shrugged. “It is…what? Five, nearly six years? That is
nothing for a prince.” He recoiled as if she had slapped him in the
face. “Six years?” he repeated.

“And Harry is tal for his age and strong. They wil not look
mismatched,” she said.

“No,” he said flatly. “No. Not Harry. I did not mean Harry. I was not
speaking of Harry!”

The anger in his voice alerted her. “What?”
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“No. No. Not Harry. Damn it! Not Harry!”

“What? Whatever can you mean?”

“It is obvious! Surely it is obvious!”

Her gaze flashed across his face, reading him rapidly, as only she
could. “Not Harry?”

“I thought you were speaking of me.”

“Of you?” She quickly reconsidered the conversation. “Of you for
the Infanta?” she asked incredulously.

He felt himself flush again. “Yes.”

“Arthur’s widow? Your own daughter-in-law?”
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“Yes! Why not?”

Lady Margaret stared at him in alarm. She did not even have to
list the obstacles.

“He was too young. It was not consummated,” he said,

repeating the words that the Spanish ambassador had learned
from Doña Elvira, which had been spread throughout
Christendom.

She looked skeptical.

“She says so herself. Her duenna says so. The Spanish say so.
Everybody says so.”

“And you believe them?” she asked coldly.
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“He was impotent.”

“Wel …” It was typical of her that she said nothing while she
considered it. She looked at him, noting the color in his cheeks
and the trouble in his face. “They are probably lying.

We saw them wedded and bedded and there was no suggestion
then that it had not been done.”

“That is their business. If they al tel the same lie and stick to it,
then it is the same as the truth.”

“Only if we accept it.”
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“We do,” he ruled.

She raised her eyebrows. “It is your desire?”

“It is not a question of desire. I need a wife,” Henry said cool y, as
though it could be anyone. “And she is conveniently here, as you
say.”
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“She would be suitable by birth,” his mother conceded, “but for her
relationship to you.

She is your daughter-in-law even if it was not consummated.

And she is very young.”

“She is seventeen,” he said. “A good age for a woman. And a
widow. She is ready for a second marriage.”

“She is either a virgin or she is not,” Lady Margaret observed
waspishly. “We had better agree.”

“She is seventeen,” he corrected himself. “A good age for
marriage. She is ready for a ful marriage.”
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“The people won’t like it,” she observed. “They wil remember her
wedding to Arthur, we made such a show of it. They took to her.
They took to the two of them. The pomegranate and the rose. She
caught their fancy in her lace mantil a.”

“Wel , he is dead,” he said harshly. “And she wil have to marry
someone.”

“People wil think it odd.”

He shrugged. “They wil be glad enough if she gives me a son.”

“Oh, yes, if she can do that. But she was barren with Arthur.”

“As we have agreed, Arthur was impotent. The marriage was not
consummated.” She pursed her lips but said nothing.
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“And it gains us the dowry and removes the cost of the jointure,”
he pointed out.

She nodded. She loved the thought of the fortune that Catalina
would bring.

“And she is here already.”

“A most constant presence,” she said sourly.
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“A constant princess.” He smiled.

“Do you real y think her parents would agree? Their Majesties of
Spain?”

“It solves their dilemma as wel as ours. And it maintains the al
iance.” He found he was stil smiling, and tried to make his face
stern, as normal. “She herself would think it was her destiny. She
believes herself born to be Queen of England.”

“Wel then, she is a fool,” his mother remarked smartly.

“She was raised to be queen since she was a child.”

“But she wil be a barren queen. No son of hers wil be any good.
He could never be king. If she has one at al , he wil come after
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Harry,” she reminded him. “He wil even come

after Harry’s sons. It’s a far poorer al iance for her than marriage
to a Prince of Wales. The Spanish won’t like it.”

“Oh, Harry is stil a child. His sons are a long way ahead.

Years.”

“Even so. It would weigh on her parents. They wil prefer Prince
Harry for her. That way, she is queen and her son is king after her.
Why would they agree to anything less?”

Henry hesitated. There was nothing he could say to fault her logic,
except that he did not wish to fol ow it.
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“Oh. I see. You want her,” she said flatly when the silence
extended so long that she realized there was something he could
not let himself say. “It is a matter of your desire.” He took the
plunge. “Yes,” he confirmed.

Lady Margaret looked at him with calculation in her gaze. He had
been taken from her as little more than a baby for safekeeping.
Since then she had always seen him as a prospect, as a potential
heir to the throne, as her passport to grandeur. She had hardly
known him as a baby, never loved him as a child. She had
planned his future as a man, she had defended his rights as a
king, she had mapped his campaign as a threat to the House of
York—but she had never known tenderness for him. She could
not learn to feel indulgent towards him this late in her life; she was
hardly ever
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indulgent to anyone, not even to herself.

“That’s very shocking,” she said cool y. “ I thought we were talking
of a marriage of advantage. She stands as a daughter to you.
This desire is a carnal sin.”

“It is not and she is not,” he said. “There is nothing wrong in
honorable love. She is not my daughter. She is his widow.
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And it was not consummated.”

“You wil need a dispensation. It is a sin.”

“He never even had her!” he exclaimed.

“The whole court put them to bed,” she pointed out level y.

“He was too young. He was impotent. And he was dead, poor lad,
within months.” She nodded. “So she says now.”

“But you do not advise me against it,” he said.

“It is a sin,” she repeated. “But if you can get dispensation and her
parents agree to it, then—” She pul ed a sour face.
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“Wel , better her than many others, I suppose,” she said
begrudgingly. “And she can live at court under my care. I can
watch over her and command her more easily than I could an
older girl, and we know that she behaves herself wel . She is
obedient. She wil learn her duties under me. And the people love
her.”

“I shal speak to the Spanish ambassador today.” She thought she
had never seen such a bright gladness in his face. “I suppose I
can teach her.” She gestured to the books before her. “She wil
have much to learn.”

“I shal tel the ambassador to propose it to Their Majesties of
Spain and I shal talk to her tomorrow.”

“You wil go again so soon?” she asked curiously.
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Henry nodded. He would not tel her that even to wait til tomorrow
seemed too long. If he had been free to do so, he would have
gone back straightaway and asked her to marry him that very
night, as if he were a humble squire and she a maid, and not King
of England and Princess of Spain; father-and daughter-in-law.

Henry saw that Dr. de Puebla the Spanish ambassador was

invited to Whitehal in time for dinner, given a seat at one of the top
tables, and plied with the best wine. Some venison, hanged to
perfection and cooked in a brandywine sauce, came to the king’s
table; he helped himself to a smal portion and sent the dish to the
Spanish ambassador.

De Puebla, who had not experienced such favors since first
negotiating the Infanta’s marriage contract, loaded his plate with a
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heavy spoon and dipped the best manchet bread into the gravy,
glad to eat wel at court, wondering quietly behind his avid smile
what it might mean.

The king’s mother nodded towards him, and de Puebla rose up
from his seat to bow to her. “Most gracious,” he remarked to
himself as he sat down once more. “Extremely.

Exceptional y.”

He was no fool, he knew that something would be required for al
these public favors.

But given the horror of the past year—when the hopes of Spain
had been buried beneath the nave in Worcester Cathedral—at
least these were straws in a good wind.
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Clearly, King Henry had a use for him again as something other
than a whipping boy for the failure of the Spanish sovereigns to
pay their debts.

De Puebla had tried to defend Their Majesties of Spain to an
increasingly irritable English king. He had tried to explain to them
in long, detailed letters that it was fruitless asking for Catalina’s
widow’s jointure if they would not pay the remainder of the dowry.
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He tried to explain to Catalina that he could not make the English
king pay a more generous al owance for the upkeep of her
household, nor could he persuade the Spanish king to give his
daughter financial support. Both kings were utterly stubborn, both
quite determined to force the other into a weak position. Neither
seemed to care

that in the meantime Catalina, only seventeen, was forced to keep
house with an extravagant entourage in a foreign land on next to
no money. Neither king would take the first step and undertake to
be responsible for her keep, fearing that this would commit him to
keeping her and her household forever.

De Puebla smiled up at the king, seated on his throne under the
canopy of state. He genuinely liked King Henry, he admired the
courage with which he had seized and held the throne, he liked
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the man’s direct good sense. And more than that, de Puebla liked
living in England; he was accustomed to his good house in
London, to the importance conferred on him by representing the
newest and most powerful ruling house in Europe.

He liked the fact that his Jewish background and recent
conversion were utterly ignored in England, since everyone at this
court had come from nowhere and changed their name or their
affiliation at least once. England suited de Puebla, and he would
do his best to remain. If it meant serving the King of England
better than the King of Spain, he thought it was a smal
compromise to make.

Henry rose from the throne and gave the signal that the servers
could clear the plates.
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They swept the board and cleared the trestle tables, and Henry
strol ed among the diners, pausing for a word here and there, stil
very much the commander among his men. Al the favorites at the
Tudor court were the gamblers who had put their swords behind
their words and marched into England with Henry. They knew
their value to him, and he knew his to them. It was stil a victors’
camp rather than a softened civilian court.

At length Henry completed his circuit and came to de Puebla’s
table. “Ambassador,” he greeted him.

De Puebla bowed low. “I thank you for your gift of the dish of
venison,” he said. “It was delicious.”

The king nodded. “I would have a word with you.”
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“Of course.”

“Privately.”

The two men strol ed to a quieter corner of the hal while the
musicians in the gal ery struck a note and began to play.

“I have a proposal to resolve the issue of the Dowager Princess,”
Henry said as drily as possible.

“Indeed?”

“You may find my suggestion unusual, but I think it has much to
recommend it.”

“At last,” de Puebla thought. “He is going to propose Harry. I
thought he was going to let her sink a lot lower before he did that.
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I thought he would bring her down so that he could charge us
double for a second try at Wales. But, so be it.

God is merciful.”

“Ah, yes?” de Puebla said aloud.

“I suggest that we forget the issue of the dowry,” Henry started.
“Her goods wil be absorbed into my household. I shal pay her an
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appropriate al owance, as I did for the late Queen Elizabeth—God
bless her. I shal marry the Infanta myself.” De Puebla was almost
too shocked to speak.

“You?”

“I. Is there any reason why not?”

The ambassador gulped, drew a breath, managed to say,

“No, no, at least…I suppose there could be an objection on the
grounds of affinity.”

“I shal apply for a dispensation. I take it that you are certain that
the marriage was not consummated?”

“Certain,” de Puebla gasped.
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“You assured me of that on her word?”

“The duenna said…”

“Then it is nothing,” the king ruled. “They were little more than
promised to one another. Hardly man and wife.”

“I wil have to put this to Their Majesties of Spain,” de Puebla said,
desperately trying to assemble some order to his whirling
thoughts, striving to keep his deep shock from his face. “Does the
Privy Council agree?” he asked, playing for time. “The Archbishop
of Canterbury?”

“It is a matter between ourselves at the moment,” Henry said
grandly. “It is early days for me as a widower. I want to be able to
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reassure Their Majesties that their daughter wil be cared for. It
has been a difficult year for her.”

“If she could have gone home…”

“Now there wil be no need for her to go home. Her home is
England. This is her country,” Henry said flatly. “She shal be
queen here, as she was brought up to be.” De Puebla could
hardly speak for shock at the suggestion that this old man, who
had just buried his wife, should marry his dead son’s bride. “Of
course. So, shal I tel Their Majesties that you are quite
determined on this course? There is no other
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arrangement that we should consider?” De Puebla racked his
brains as to how he could bring in the name of Prince Harry, who
was surely Catalina’s most appropriate future husband.

Final y, he plunged in. “Your son, for instance?”

“My son is too young to be considered for marriage as yet.”
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Henry disposed of the suggestion with speed. “He is eleven and a
strong, forward boy, but his grandmother insists that we plan
nothing for him for another four years. And by then, the Princess
Dowager would be twenty-one.”

“Stil young,” gasped de Puebla. “Stil a young woman, and near
him in age.”

“I don’t think Their Majesties would want their daughter to stay in
England for another four years without husband or household of
her own,” Henry said with unconcealed threat.

“They could hardly want her to wait for Harry’s majority. What
would she do in those years? Where would she live? Are they
proposing to buy her a palace and set up a household for her?
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Are they prepared to give her an income? A court, appropriate to
her position? For four years?”

“If she could return to Spain to wait?” de Puebla hazarded.

“She can leave at once, if she wil pay the ful amount of her dowry
and find her own fortune elsewhere. Do you real y think she can
get a better offer than Queen of England? Take her away if you
do!”

It was the sticking point that they had reached over and over
again in the past year. De Puebla knew he was beaten. “I wil write
to Their Majesties tonight,” he said.

I dreamed I was a swift, flying over the golden hills of the Sierra
Nevada. But this time, I was flying north, the hot afternoon sun
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was on my left, ahead of me was a gathering of cool cloud. Then
suddenly, the cloud took shape. It was Ludlow Castle, and my little
bird heart fluttered at the sight of it and at the thought of the night
that would come when he would take me in his arms and press
down on me, and I would melt with desire for him.

Then I saw it was not Ludlow but these great gray walls were
those of Windsor Castle, and the curve of the river was the

great gray glass of the river Thames, and all the traffic plying up
and down and the great ships at anchor were the wealth and the
bustle of the English. I knew I was far from my home, and yet I
was at home. This would be my home. I would build a little nest
against the gray stone of the towers here, just as I would have
done in Spain. And here they would call me a swift; a bird which
flies so fast that no one has ever seen it land, a bird that flies so
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high that they think it never touches the ground. I shall not be
Catalina, the Infanta of Spain. I shall be Katherine of Aragon,
Queen of England, just as Arthur named me: Katherine, Queen of
England.

“The king is here again,” Doña Elvira said, looking out of the
window. “He has ridden here with just two men. Not even a
standard-bearer or guards.” She sniffed. The widespread English
informality was bad enough but this king had the manners of a
stableboy.

Catalina flew to the window and peered out. “What can he want?”
she wondered. “Tel them to decant some of his wine.”

Doña Elvira went out of the room in a hurry. In the next moment
Henry strol ed in, unannounced. “I thought I would cal on you,” he
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said.

Catalina sank into a deep curtsey. “Your Grace does me much
honor,” she said. “And at least now I can offer you a glass of good
wine.” Henry smiled and waited. The two of them stood while
Doña Elvira returned to the room with a Spanish maid-in-waiting
carrying a tray of Morisco brassware with two Venetian glasses of
red wine. Henry noted the fineness of the workmanship and
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assumed correctly that it was part of the dowry that the Spanish
had withheld.

“Your health,” he said, holding up his glass to the princess.

To his surprise she did not simply raise her glass in return, she
raised her eyes and gave him a long, thoughtful look. He felt
himself tingle, like a boy, as his eyes met hers.

“Princess?” he said quietly.

“Your Grace?”

They both of them glanced towards Doña Elvira, who was
standing uncomfortably close, quietly regarding the floorboards
beneath her worn shoes.
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“You can leave us,” the king said.

The woman looked at the princess for her orders and made no
move to leave.

“I shal talk in private with my daughter-in-law,” King Henry said
firmly. “You may go.”

Doña Elvira curtseyed and left, and the rest of the ladies swept
out after her.

Catalina smiled at the king. “As you command,” she said.

He felt his pulse speed at her smile. “Indeed, I do need to speak
to you privately. I have a proposal to put to you. I have spoken to
the Spanish ambassador and he has written to your parents.”
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“At last. This is it. At last,” Catalina thought. “He has come to
propose Harry for me.

Thank God, who has brought me to this day. Arthur, beloved, this
day you wil see that I shal be faithful to my promise to you.”

“I need to marry again,” Henry said. “I am stil young—” He thought
he would not say his age of forty-six. “It may be that I can have
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another child or two.” Catalina nodded politely, but she was barely
listening. She was waiting for him to ask her to marry Prince
Harry.

“I have been thinking of al the princesses in Europe who would be
suitable partners for me,” he said.

Stil the princess before him said nothing.

“I can find no one I would choose.”

She widened her eyes to indicate her attention.

Henry plowed on. “My choice has fal en on you,” he said bluntly,
“for these reasons.

You are here in London already, you have become
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accustomed to living here. You were brought up to be Queen of
England, and you wil be queen as my wife. The difficulties with the
dowry can be put aside. You wil have the same al owance that I
paid to Queen Elizabeth. My mother agrees with this.”

At last his words penetrated her mind. She was so shocked that
she could barely speak.

She just stared at him. “Me?”

“There is a slight objection on the grounds of affinity, but I shal ask
the Pope to grant a dispensation,” he went on. “I understand that
your marriage to Prince Arthur was never consummated. In that
case, there is no real objection.”
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“It was not consummated.” Catalina repeated the words by rote,
as if she no longer understood them. The great lie had been part
of a plot to take her to the altar with Prince Harry, not with his
father. She could not now retract it. Her mind was so dizzy that
she could only cling to it. “It was not consummated.”

“Then there should be no difficulty,” the king said. “I take it that
you do not object?” He found that he could hardly breathe, waiting
for her answer. Any thought that she had been leading him on,
tempting him to this moment, had vanished when he looked into
her bleached, shocked face.

He took her hand. “Don’t look so afraid,” he said, his voice low
with tenderness. “I won’t hurt you. This is to resolve al your
problems. I wil be a good husband to you. I wil care for you.”
Desperately, he racked his brains for something that might please
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her. “I wil buy you pretty things,” he said. “Like those sapphires
that you liked so much. You shal have a cupboard ful of pretty
things, Catalina.” She knew she had to reply. “I am so surprised,”
she said.

“Surely you must have known that I desired you?” I stopped my
cry of denial. I wanted to say that of course I had not known. But it
was not true. I had known, as any young woman would have
known, from the way he had looked at me, from the way that I had
responded to him. From the very first moment that I met him,
there was this undercurrent between us. I ignored it. I pretended it
was something easier than it was. I deployed it. I have been most
at fault.

In my vanity, I thought that I was encouraging an old man to think
of me kindly, that I could engage him, delight him, even flirt with
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him, first as a fond father-in-law and then to prevail upon him to
marry me to Harry. I had meant to delight him as a daughter, I had
wanted him to admire me, to pet me. I wanted him to dote on me.

This is a sin, a sin. This is a sin of vanity and a sin of pride.

I have deployed his lust and covetousness. I have led him to sin
through my folly. No wonder God has turned His face from me and
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my mother never writes to me. I am most wrong.

Dear God, I am a fool, and a childish, vain fool at that. I have not
lured the king into a trap of my own satisfaction but merely baited
his trap for me. My vanity and pride in myself made me think that I
could tempt him to do whatever I want. Instead, I have tempted
him only to his own desires, and now he will do what he wants.
And what he wants is me.

And it is my own stupid fault.

“You must have known.” Henry smiled down at her confidently.
“You must have known when I came to see you yesterday, and
when I sent you the good wine?” Catalina gave a little nod. She
had known something—fool that she was—she had known
something was happening and
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praised her own diplomatic skil s for being so clever as to lead the
King of England by the nose. She had thought herself a woman of
the world and thought her ambassador an idiot for not achieving
this outcome from a king who was so easily manipulated. She had
thought she had the King of England dancing to her bidding, when
in fact he had his own tune in mind.

“I desired you from the moment I first saw you,” he told her, his
voice very low.

She looked up. “You did?”

“Truly. When I came into your bedchamber at Dogmersfield.”

She remembered an old man, travel-stained and lean, the father
of the man she would marry. She remembered the sweaty male
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scent as he forced his way into her bedroom and she
remembered standing before him and thinking: what a clown,
what a rough soldier to push in where he is not wanted. And then
Arthur arrived, his blond hair tousled, and with the brightness of
his shy smile.

“Oh, yes,” she said. From somewhere deep inside her own
resolution, she found a smile.

“I remember. I danced for you.”

Henry drew her a little closer and slid his arm around her
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waist. Catalina forced herself not to pul away. “I watched you,” he
said. “I longed for you.”

“But you were married,” Catalina said primly.

“And now I am widowed and so are you,” he said. He felt the
stiffness of her body through the hard boning of the stomacher
and let her go. He would have to court her slowly, he thought. She
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might have flirted with him, but now she was startled by the turn
that things had taken. She had come from an absurdly sheltered
upbringing and her innocent months with Arthur had hardly
opened her eyes at al . He would have to take matters slowly with
her. He would have to wait until she had permission from Spain,
he would leave the ambassador to tel her of the wealth she might
command, he would have to let her women urge the benefits of
the match upon her. She was a young

woman; by nature and experience she was bound to be a

fool. He would have to give her time.

“I wil leave you now,” he said. “I wil come again tomorrow.”
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She nodded and walked with him to the door of her privy
chamber. There she hesitated.

“You mean it?” she asked him, her blue eyes suddenly anxious.
“You mean this as a proposal of marriage, not as a feint in a
negotiation? You truly want to marry me? I wil be queen?”

He nodded. “I mean it.” The depth of her ambition began to dawn
on him and he smiled as he slowly saw the way to her.

“Do you want to be queen so very much?” Catalina nodded.

“I was brought up to it,” she said. “I want nothing more.” She
hesitated. For a moment she almost thought to tel him that it had
been the last thought of his son, but then her passion for Arthur
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was too great for her to share him with anyone, even his father.
And besides, Arthur had planned that she should marry Harry.

The king was smiling. “So you don’t have desire, but you do have
ambition,” he observed a little coldly.

“It is nothing more than my due,” she said flatly. “I was born to be
a queen.” He took her hand and bent over it. He kissed her
fingers, and he stopped himself from licking them. “Take it slowly,”
he warned himself. “This is a girl and possibly a

virgin, certainly not a whore.” He straightened up. “I shal make
you Katherine of Aragon, Queen of England,” he promised her,
and saw her blue eyes darken with desire at the title. “We can
marry as soon as we have the dispensation from the Pope.”
Think! Think! I urgently command myself.
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You were not raised by a fool to be a fool, you were raised by a
queen to be a queen. If this is a feint you ought to be able to see
it.

If it is a true offer you ought to be able to turn it to your advantage.

It is not a true fulfillment of the promise I made to my beloved, but
it is close. He wanted me to be Queen of England and to have the
children that he would have given me. So what if they will be his
half brother and half sister rather than his niece and nephew?

That makes no difference.

I shrink from the thought of marrying this old man, old enough to
be my father. The skin at his neck is fine and loose, like that of a
turtle. I cannot imagine being in bed with him. His breath is sour,
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an old man’s breath; and he is thin, and he will feel bony at the
hips and shoulders. But I shrink from the thought of being in bed
with that child Harry.

His face is as smooth and as rounded as a little girl’s. In

truth, I cannot bear the thought of being anyone’s wife but
Arthur’s; and that part of my life has gone.
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Think! Think! This might be the very right thing to do.

Oh, God, beloved, I wish you were here to tell me. I wish I could
just visit you in the garden for you to tell me what I should do. I am
only seventeen, I cannot outwit a man old enough to be my father,
a king with a nose for pretenders.

Think!

I will have no help from anyone. I have to think alone.

Doña Elvira waited until the princess’s bedtime and until al the
maids-in-waiting, the ladies and the grooms of the bedchamber
had withdrawn. She closed the door on them al and then turned to
the princess, who was seated in her bed, her hair in a neat plait,
her pil ows plumped behind her.
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“What did the king want?” she demanded without ceremony.

“He proposed marriage to me,” Catalina said bluntly in reply.

“For himself.” For a moment the duenna was too stunned to speak
then she crossed herself, as a woman seeing something unclean.
“God save us,” was al she said. Then:

“God forgive him for even thinking it.”

“God forgive you,” Catalina replied smartly. “I am considering it.”

“He is your father-in-law, and old enough to be your father.”

“His age doesn’t matter,” Catalina said truly. “If I go back to Spain
they won’t seek a young husband for me but an advantageous
one.”
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“But he is the father of your husband.”

Catalina nipped her lips together. “My late husband,” she said
bleakly. “And the marriage was not consummated.”

Doña Elvira swal owed the lie; but her eyes flicked away, just
once.

“As you remember,” Catalina said smoothly.

“Even so! It is against nature!”
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“It is not against nature,” Catalina asserted. “There was no
consummation of the betrothal, there was no child. So there can
be no sin against nature. And anyway, we can get a dispensation.”

Doña Elvira hesitated. “You can?”

“He says so.”

“Princess, you cannot want this?”
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The princess’s little face was bleak. “He wil not betroth me to
Prince Harry,” she said.

“He says the boy is too young. I cannot wait four years until he is
grown. So what can I do but marry the king? I was born to be
Queen of England and mother of the next King of England. I have
to fulfil my destiny, it is my God-given destiny. I thought I would
have to force myself to take Prince

Harry. Now it seems I shal have to force myself to take the king.
Perhaps this is God testing me. But my wil is strong. I wil be
Queen of England and the mother of the king. I shal make this
country a fortress against the Moors, as I promised my mother. I
shal make it a country of justice and fairness defended against the
Scots, as I promised Arthur.”
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“I don’t know what your mother wil think,” the duenna said. “I
should not have left you alone with him, if I had known.”

Catalina nodded. “Don’t leave us alone again.” She paused.

“Unless I nod to you,” she said. “I may nod for you to leave, and
then you must go.” The duenna was shocked. “He should not
even see you before your wedding day. I shal tel the ambassador
that he must tel the king that he cannot visit you at al now.”
Catalina shook her head. “We are not in Spain now,” she said
fiercely. “D’you stil not see it? We cannot leave this to the
ambassador, not even my mother can say what shal happen. I
shal have to make this happen. I alone have brought it so far, and
I alone wil make it happen.”
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I hoped to dream of you, but I dreamed of nothing. I feel as if you
have gone far, far away. I have no letter from my mother, so I don’t
know what she will make of the king’s wish.

I pray, but I hear nothing from God. I speak very bravely of my
destiny and God’s will, but they feel now quite intertwined. If God
does not make me Queen of England, then I do not know how I
can believe in Him. If I am not

Queen of England, then I do not know what I am.

Catalina waited for the king to visit her as he had promised.

He did not come the next day but Catalina was sure he would
come the day after. When three days had elapsed she walked on
her own by the river, chafing her hands in the shelter of her cloak.
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She had been so sure that he would come again that she had
prepared herself to keep him interested but under her control. She
planned to lead him on, to keep him dancing at arm’s length.
When he did not come she realized that she was anxious to see
him. Not for desire

—she thought she would never feel desire again—but because he
was her only way to the throne of England. When he did not
come, she was mortal y afraid that he had had second thoughts,
and he would not come at al .

“Why is he not coming?” I demand of the little waves on the river,
washing against the bank as a boatman rows by.

“Why would he come so passionate and earnest one day, and
then not come at all?”
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I am so fearful of his mother. She has never liked me and if she
turns her face from me, I don’t know that he will go ahead. But
then I remember that he said that his mother had given her
permission. Then I am afraid that the Spanish ambassador might
have said something against the match—but I cannot believe that
de Puebla would ever say anything to inconvenience the king,
even if he failed to serve me.
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“Then why is he not coming?” I ask myself. “If he was courting in
the English way, all rush and informality, then surely he would
come every day?” Another day went past, and then another. Final
y Catalina gave way to her anxiety and sent the king a message
at his court, hoping that he was wel .

Doña Elvira said nothing, but her stiff back as she supervised the
brushing and powdering of Catalina’s gown that night spoke
volumes.

“I know what you are thinking,” Catalina said as the duenna
waved the maid of the wardrobe from the room and turned to
brush Catalina’s hair. “But I cannot risk losing this chance.”

“I am thinking nothing,” the older woman said coldly. “These are
English ways. As you tel me, we cannot now abide by decent
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Spanish ways. And so I am not qualified to speak.

Clearly, my advice is not taken. I am an empty vessel.”

Catalina was too worried to soothe the older woman. “It doesn’t
matter what you are,” she said distractedly. “Perhaps he wil come
tomorrow.” Henry, seeing her ambition as the key to her, had
given the girl a few days to consider her position. He thought she
might compare the life she led at Durham House—in seclusion
with her little Spanish court, her furniture becoming more shabby
and no new gowns—with the life she might lead as a young
queen at the head of one of the richest courts in Europe. He
thought she had the sense to think that through on her own. When
he received a note from her, inquiring as to his health, he knew
that he had been right; and the next day he rode down the Strand
to visit her.
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Her porter who kept the gate said that the princess was in the
garden, walking with her ladies by the river. Henry went through
the back door of the palace to the terrace, and down the steps
through the garden. He saw her by the river walking alone, ahead
of her ladies, her head slightly bowed in thought, and he felt an
old familiar sensation in his bel y at the
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sight of a woman he desired. It made him feel young again, that
deep pang of lust, and he smiled at himself for feeling a young
man’s passion, for knowing again a young man’s fol y.

His page, running ahead, announced him, and he saw her head
jerk up at his name and she looked across the lawn and saw him.
He smiled. He was waiting for that moment of recognition
between a woman and a man who loves her—

the moment when their eyes

meet and they both know that intense moment of joy, that moment
when the eyes say:

“Ah, it is you,” and that is everything.
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Instead, like a dul blow, he saw at once that there was no leap of
her heart at the sight of him. He was smiling shyly, his face lit up
with anticipation; but she, in the first moment of surprise, was
nothing more than startled. Unprepared, she

did not feign emotion, she did not look like a woman in love.

She looked up, she saw him—and he could tel at once that she
did not love him. There was no shock of delight. Instead, chil ingly,
he saw a swift expression of calculation cross her face. She was a
girl in an unguarded moment, wondering if she could have her
own way. It was the look of a huckster, pricing a fool ready for
fleecing. Henry, the father of two selfish girls, recognized it in a
moment and knew that whatever the princess might say, however
sweetly she might say it, this would be a marriage of convenience
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to her, whatever it was to him. And more than that, he knew that
she had made up her mind to accept him.

He walked across the close-scythed grass towards her and took
her hand. “Good day, Princess.”

Catalina curtseyed. “Your Grace.”

She turned her head to her ladies. “You can go inside.” To Doña
Elvira she said, “See that there are refreshments for His Grace
when we come in.” Then she turned back to him.

“Wil you walk, sire?”

“You wil make a very elegant queen,” he said with a smile.

“You command very smoothly.”
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He saw her hesitate in her stride and the tension leave her slim
young body as she exhaled. “Ah, you mean it, then,” she

breathed. “You mean to marry me.”

“I do,” he said. “You wil be a most beautiful Queen of England.”
She glowed at the thought of it. “I stil have many English ways to
learn.”

“My mother wil teach you,” he said easily. “You wil live at court in
her rooms and under her supervision.”

Catalina checked a little in her stride. “Surely I wil have my own
rooms, the queen’s rooms?”
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“My mother is occupying the queen’s rooms,” he said. “She
moved in after the death of the late queen, God bless her.

And you wil join her there. She thinks that you are too young as
yet to have your own rooms and a separate court. You can live in
my mother’s rooms with her ladies, and she can teach you how
things are done.” He could see that she was troubled, but trying
hard not to show it.

“I should think I know how things are done in a royal palace,”

Catalina said, trying to smile.
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“An English palace,” he said firmly. “Fortunately, my mother has
run al my palaces and castles and managed my fortune since I
came to the throne. She shal teach you how it is done.”

Catalina closed her lips on her disagreement. “When do you think
we wil hear from the Pope?” she asked.

“I have sent an emissary to Rome to inquire,” Henry said.
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“We shal have to apply jointly, your parents and myself. But it
should be resolved very quickly. If we are al agreed, there can be
no real objection.”

“Yes,” she said.

“And we are completely agreed on marriage?” he confirmed.

“Yes,” she said again.

He took her hand and tucked it into his arm. Catalina walked a
little closer and let her head brush against his shoulder.

She was not wearing a headdress, only the hood of her cape
covered her hair, and the movement pushed it back. He could
smel the essence of roses on her hair, he could feel the warmth of
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her head against his shoulder. He had to stop himself from taking
her in his arms. He paused and she stood close to him; he could
feel the warmth of her, down the whole length of his body.

“Catalina,” he said, his voice very low and thick.

She stole a glance and saw desire in his face, and she did not
step away. If anything, she came a little closer. “Yes, Your Grace?”
she whispered.

Her eyes were downcast, but slowly, in the silence, she looked up
at him. When her face was upturned to his, he could not resist the
unstated invitation. He bent and kissed her on the lips.

There was no shrinking, she took his kiss, her mouth yielded
under his, he could taste her. His arms came around her, he
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pressed her towards him, he could feel his desire for her rising in
him so strongly that he had to let her go, that minute, or disgrace
himself.

He released her and stood shaking with desire so strong that

he could not believe its power as it washed through him.
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Catalina pul ed her hood forwards as if she would be veiled from
him, as if she were a girl from a harem with a veil hiding her
mouth, only dark, promising eyes showing above the mask. That
gesture, so foreign, so secretive, made him long to push back her
hood and kiss her again. He reached for her.

“We might be seen,” she said cool y, and stepped back from him.
“We can be seen from the house, and anyone can go by on the
river.”

Henry let her go. He could say nothing, for he knew his voice
would tremble. Silently, he offered her his arm once more, and
silently she took it. They fel into pace with each other, he
tempering his longer stride to her steps. They walked in silence
for a few moments.
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“Our children wil be your heirs?” she confirmed, her voice

cool and steady, fol owing a train of thought very far from his own
whirl of sensations.

He cleared his throat. “Yes, yes, of course.”

“That is the English tradition?”

“Yes.”

“They wil come before your other children?”

“Our son wil inherit before the Princesses Margaret and Mary,” he
said. “But our daughters would come after them.”

She frowned a little. “How so? Why would they not come before?”
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“It is first on sex and then on age,” he said. “The firstborn boy
inherits, then other boys, then girls according to age. Please God
there is always a prince to inherit. England has no tradition of
ruling queens.”

“A ruling queen can command as wel as a king,” said the
daughter of Isabel a of Castile.

“Not in England,” said Henry Tudor.

She left it at that. “But our oldest son would be king when you
died,” she pursued.

“Please God I have some years left,” he said wryly.
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She was seventeen, she had no sensitivity about age. “Of course.
But when you die, if we had a son, he would inherit?”

“No. The king after me wil be Prince Harry, the Prince of Wales.”
She frowned. “I thought you could nominate an heir?

Can you not make it our son?” He shook his head. “Harry is
Prince of Wales. He wil be king after me.”

“I thought he was to go into the church?”

“Not now.”

“But if we have a son? Can you not make Harry king of your
French dominions, or Ireland, and make our son King of
England?”
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Henry laughed shortly. “No. For that would be to destroy my
kingdom, which I have had some trouble to win and to keep
together. Harry wil have it al by right.” He saw she was disturbed.
“Catalina, you wil be Queen of England, one of the finest
kingdoms of Europe, the place your mother and father chose for
you. Your sons and daughters wil be princes and princesses of
England. What more could you want?”
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“I want my son to be king,” she answered him frankly.

He shrugged. “It cannot be.”

She turned away slightly, only his grip on her hand kept her close.

He tried to laugh it off. “Catalina, we are not even married yet. You
might not even have a son. We need not spoil our betrothal for a
child not yet conceived.”

“Then what would be the point of marriage?” she asked, direct in
her self-absorption.

He could have said “desire.” “Destiny, so that you shal be queen.”
She would not let it go. “I had thought to be Queen of England
and see my son on the throne,” she repeated. “I had thought to be
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a power in the court, like your mother is. I had thought that there
are castles to build and a navy to plan and

schools and col eges to found. I want to defend against the Scots
on our northern borders and against the Moors on our coasts. I
want to be a ruling queen in England, these are things I have
planned and hoped for. I was named as the next Queen of
England almost in my cradle, I have thought about the kingdom I
would reign, I have made plans. There are many things that I want
to do.”

He could not help himself—he laughed aloud at the thought of this
girl, this child, presuming to make plans for the ruling of his
kingdom. “You wil find that I am before you,” he said bluntly. “This
kingdom shal be run as the king commands.
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This kingdom is run as I command. I did not fight my way to the
crown to hand it over to a girl young enough to be my daughter.
Your task wil be to fil the royal nurseries and your world wil start
and stop there.”

“But your mother…”

“You wil find my mother guards her domains as I guard mine,” he
said, stil chuckling at the thought of this child planning her future
at his court. “She wil command you as a daughter and you wil
obey. Make no mistake about it, Catalina. You wil come into my
court and obey me, you wil live in my mother’s rooms and obey
her. You wil be Queen of England and have the crown on your
head. But you wil be my wife, and I wil have an obedient wife, as I
have always done.”
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He stopped—he did not want to frighten her—but his desire for
her was not greater than his determination to hold this kingdom
that he had fought so hard to win. “I am not a child like Arthur,” he
said to her quietly, thinking that his son, a gentle boy, might have
made al sorts of soft promises to a determined young wife. “You
wil not rule beside me. You wil be a child bride to me. I shal love
you and make you happy. I swear you wil be glad that you married
me. I shal be kind to you. I shal be generous to you. I shal give
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you anything you want. But I shal not make you a ruler. Even at
my death you wil not rule my country.”

That night I dreamed that I was a queen in a court with a scepter
in one hand and wand in the other and a crown on my head. I
raised the scepter and found it changed in my hand, it was a
branch of a tree, the stem of a flower, it was valueless. My other
hand was no longer filled with the heavy orb of the scepter but
with rose petals. I could smell their scent. I put my hand up to
touch the crown on my head

and I felt a little circlet of flowers. The throne room melted away
and I was in the sultana’s garden at the Alhambra, my sisters
plaiting circlets of daisies for each other’s heads.
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“Where is the Queen of England?” someone called from the
terrace below the garden.

I rose from the lawn of chamomile flowers and smelled the
bittersweet perfume of the herb as I tried to run past the fountain
to the archway at the end of the garden. “I am here!” I tried to call,
but I made no noise above the splashing of the water in the
marble bowl.

“Where is the Queen of England?” I heard them call again.

“I am here!” I called out silently.

“Where is Queen Katherine of England?”

“Here! Here! Here!”
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The ambassador, summoned at daybreak to come at once to
Durham House, did not trouble himself to get there until nine
o’clock. He found Catalina waiting for him in her privy chamber
with only Doña Elvira in attendance.

“I sent for you hours ago,” the princess said crossly.

“I was undertaking business for your father and could not

come earlier,” he said smoothly, ignoring the sulky look on her
face. “Is there something wrong?”

“I spoke with the king yesterday and he repeated his proposal of
marriage,” Catalina said, a little pride in her voice.

“Indeed.”
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“But he told me that I would live at court in the rooms of his
mother.”

“Oh.” The ambassador nodded.

“And he said that my sons would inherit only after Prince Harry.”
The ambassador nodded again.

“Can we not persuade him to overlook Prince Harry? Can we not
draw up a marriage contract to set him aside in favor of my son?”
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The ambassador shook his head. “It’s not possible.”

“Surely a man can choose his heir?”

“No. Not in the case of a king come so new to his throne. Not an
English king. And even if he could, he would not.”

She leapt from her chair and paced to the window. “My son wil be
the grandson of the kings of Spain!” she exclaimed.
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“Royal for centuries. Prince Harry is nothing more than the son of
Elizabeth of York and a successful pretender.” De Puebla gave a
little hiss of horror at her bluntness and glanced towards the door.

“You would do better never to cal him that. He is to be the King of
England.” She nodded, accepting the reprimand.

“But he has not my breeding,” she pursued.

“Prince Harry would not be the king that my boy would be.”

“That is not the question,” the ambassador observed. “The
question is of time and practice. The king’s oldest son is always
the Prince of Wales. He always inherits the throne.
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This king, of al the kings in the world, is not going to make a
pretender of his own legitimate heir. He has been dogged with
pretenders. He is not going to make another.”

As always, Catalina flinched at the thought of the last pretender,
Edward of Warwick, beheaded to make way for her.

“Besides,” the ambassador continued, “any king would rather
have a sturdy eleven-year-old son as his heir than a newborn in
the cradle. These are dangerous times. A man wants to leave a
man to inherit, not a child.”

“If my son is not to be king, then what is the point of me marrying
a king?” Catalina demanded.

“You would be queen,” the ambassador pointed out.
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“What sort of a queen would I be with My Lady the King’s Mother
ruling everything?

The king would not let me have my way in the kingdom, and she
would not let me have my way in the court.”

“You are very young,” he started, trying to soothe her.

“I am old enough to know my own mind,” Catalina stated.
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“And I want to be queen in truth as wel as in name. But he wil
never let me be that, wil he?”

“No,” de Puebla admitted. “You wil never command while he is
alive.”

“And when he is dead?” she demanded, without shrinking.

“Then you would be the Dowager Queen,” de Puebla offered.

“And my parents might marry me once more to someone else,
and I might leave England anyway!” she finished, quite
exasperated.

“It is possible,” he conceded.
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“And Harry’s wife would be Princess of Wales, and Harry’s wife
would be the new queen. She would go before me, she

would rule in my place, and al my sacrifice would be for nothing.
And her sons would be kings of England.”

“That is true.”

Catalina threw herself into her chair. “Then I have to be Prince
Harry’s wife,” she said.

“I have to be.”

De Puebla was quite horrified. “I understood you had agreed with
the king to marry him! He gave me to believe that you were
agreed.”
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“I had agreed to be queen,” she said, white-faced with
determination. “Not some cat’s-paw. D’you know what he cal ed
me? He said I would be his child bride, and I would live in his
mother’s rooms, as if I were one of her ladies-in-waiting!”

“The former queen…”

“The former queen was a saint to put up with a mother-in-law like
that one. She stepped back al her life. I can’t do it. It is not what I
want, it is not what my mother wants, and it is not what God
wants.”

“But if you have agreed…”

“When has any agreement been honored in this country?”
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Catalina demanded fiercely.

“We wil break this agreement and make another. We wil break this
promise and make another. I shal not marry the king, I shal marry
another.”

“Who?” he asked numbly.

“Prince Harry, the Prince of Wales,” she said. “So that when King
Henry dies, I shal be queen in deed as wel as name.”

There was a short silence.

“So you say,” said de Puebla slowly. “Perhaps. But who is going to
tel the king?” God, if You are there, tell me that I am doing the
right thing. If You are there, then help me. If it is Thy will that I am
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Queen of England, then I will need help to achieve it. It has all
gone wrong now, and if this has been sent to try me, then see! I
am on my knees and shaking with anxiety. If I am indeed blessed
by You, destined by You, chosen by You, and favored by You,
then why do I feel so hopelessly alone?

Ambassador Dr. de Puebla found himself in the uncomfortable
position of having to bring bad news to one of the most powerful
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and irascible kings in Christendom. He had firm letters of refusal
from Their Majesties of Spain in his hand, he had Catalina’s
determination to be Princess of Wales, and he had his own
shrinking courage, screwed up to the tightest point for this
embarrassing meeting.

The king had chosen to see him in the stable yard of Whitehal
Palace. He was there looking at a consignment of new Barbary
horses, brought in to improve English stock.

De Puebla thought of making a graceful reference to foreign blood
refreshing native strains, breeding best done between young
animals, but he saw Henry’s dark face and realized that there
would be no easy way out of this dilemma.

“Your Grace,” he said, bowing low.
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“De Puebla,” the king said shortly.

“I have a reply from Their Majesties of Spain to your most
flattering proposal, but perhaps I should see you at a more
opportune time?”

“Here is wel enough. I can imagine from your tiptoeing in what
they say.”

“The truth is…” De Puebla prepared to lie. “They want their
daughter home, and they cannot contemplate her marriage to
you. The queen is particularly vehement in her refusal.”

“Because?” the king inquired.
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“Because she wants to see her daughter, her youngest, sweetest
daughter, matched to a prince of her own age. It is a woman’s
whim—” The diplomat made a little diffident gesture. “Only a
woman’s whim. But we have to recognize a mother’s wishes,
don’t we? Your Grace?”

“Not necessarily,” the king said unhelpful y. “But what does the
Dowager Princess say?

I thought that she and I had an understanding. She can tel her
mother of her preference.” The king’s eyes were on the Arab stal
ion, walking proud-headed around the yard, his ears flickering
backwards and forwards, his tail held high, his
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neck arched like a bow. “I imagine she can speak for herself.”

“She says that she wil obey you, as ever, Your Grace,” de Puebla
said tactful y.

“And?”

“But she has to obey her mother.” He fel back at the sudden hard
glance that the king threw at him. “She is a good daughter, Your
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Grace. She is an obedient daughter to her mother.”

“I have proposed marriage to her and she has indicated that she
would accept.”

“She would never refuse a king such as you. How could she?

But if her parents do not consent, they wil not apply for
dispensation. Without dispensation from the Pope, there can

be no marriage.”

“I understand that her marriage was not consummated. We barely
need a dispensation.

It is a courtesy, a formality.”
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“We al know that it was not consummated,” de Puebla hastily
confirmed. “The princess is a maid stil , fit for marriage. But al the
same, the Pope would have to grant a dispensation. If Their
Majesties of Spain do not apply for such a dispensation, then
what can anyone do?”

The king turned a dark, hard gaze on the Spanish ambassador. “I
don’t know now. I thought I knew what we would do. But now I am
misled. You tel me. What can anyone do?”

The ambassador drew on the enduring courage of his race, his
secret Jewishness which he held to his heart in the worst
moments of his life. He knew that he and his people would
always, somehow, survive.
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“Nothing can be done,” he said. He attempted a sympathetic smile
and felt that he was smirking. He rearranged his face into the
gravest expression. “If the Queen of Spain wil not apply for
dispensation there is nothing that can be done. And she is
inveterate.”

“I am not one of Spain’s neighbors to be overrun in a spring
campaign,” the king said shortly. “I am no Granada. I am no
Navarre. I do not fear her displeasure.”

“Which is why they long for your al iance,” de Puebla said
smoothly.

“An al iance how?” the king asked coldly. “I thought they were
refusing me?”
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“Perhaps we could avoid al this difficulty by celebrating another
marriage,” the diplomat said careful y, watching Henry’s dark face.
“A new marriage. To create the al iance we al want.”

“To whom?”

At the banked-down anger in the king’s face, the ambassador lost
his words.

“Sire…I…”

“Who do they want for her now? Now that my son, the rose, is
dead and buried? Now she is a poor widow with only half her
dowry paid, living on my charity?”
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“The prince,” de Puebla plunged in. “She was brought to the
kingdom to be Princess of Wales. She was brought here to

be wife to the prince, and later—much later, please God—to be
queen. Perhaps that is her destiny, Your Grace. She thinks so,
certainly.”
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“She thinks!” the king exclaimed. “She thinks like that fil y thinks!
Nothing beyond the next minute.”

“She is young,” the ambassador said. “But she wil learn. And the
prince is young—

they wil learn together.”

“And we old men have to stand back, do we? She has told you of
no preference, no particular liking for me? Though she gave me
clearly to understand that she would marry me? She shows no
regret at this turnaround? She is not tempted to defy her parents
and keep her freely given word to me?”

The ambassador heard the bitterness in the old man’s voice.
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“She is al owed no choice,” he reminded the king. “She has to do
as she is bidden by her parents. I think, for herself, there was an
attraction, perhaps even a powerful attraction.

But she knows she has to go where she is bid.”

“I thought to marry her! I would have made her queen! She would
have been Queen of England.” He almost choked on the title. Al
his life he had thought it the greatest honor that a woman could
think of, just as his title was the greatest in his own imagination.

The ambassador paused for a moment to let the king recover.

“You know, there are other, equal y beautiful young ladies in her
family,” he suggested careful y. “The young Queen of Naples is a
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widow now. As King Ferdinand’s niece, she would bring a good
dowry, and she has the family likeness.”

He hesitated. “She is said to be very lovely, and—” he paused “—
amorous.”

“She gave me to understand that she loved me. Am I now to think
her a pretender?” The ambassador felt a cold sweat which
seeped from every pore of his body at that dreadful word. “No
pretender,” he said, his smile quite ghastly. “A loving daughter-
inlaw, an affectionate girl…”

There was an icy silence.

“You know how pretenders fare in this country,” the king said
stiffly.
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“Yes! But…”

“She wil regret it, if she plays with me.”

“No play! No pretense! Nothing!”

The king let the ambassador stand, slightly shaking with anxiety.

“I thought to finish this whole difficulty with the dowry and the
jointure,” Henry remarked, at length.

“And so it can be. Once the princess is betrothed to the prince,
then Spain wil pay the second half of the dowry and the widow’s
jointure is no more,” de Puebla assured him.

He noticed he was talking too rapidly, took a breath, and went
slower. “Al difficulties are finished. Their Majesties of Spain would
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be glad to apply for dispensation for their daughter to marry
Prince Harry. It would be a good match for her and she wil do as
she

is ordered. It leaves you free to look around for your wife, Your
Grace, and it frees the revenues of Cornwal and Wales and
Chester to your own disposal once more.” King Henry shrugged
his shoulders and turned from the schooling ring and the horse.
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“So it is over?” he asked coldly. “She does not desire me, as I
thought she did. I mistook her attention to me. She meant to be
nothing but filial?” He laughed harshly at the thought of her kiss by
the river. “I must forget my desire for her?”

“She has to obey her parents as a princess of Spain,” de Puebla
reminded him. “On her own account, I know there was a
preference. She told me so herself.” He thought that Catalina’s
double-dealing could be covered by this. “She is disappointed, to
tel you the truth. But her mother is adamant.

I cannot deny the Queen of Castile. She is utterly determined to
have her daughter returned to Spain or married to Prince Harry.
She wil brook no other suggestion.”
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“So be it,” said the king, his voice like ice. “I had a foolish dream,
a desire. It can finish here.”

He turned and walked away from the stable yard, his pleasure in
his horses soured.

“I hope that there is no il feeling?” the ambassador asked,
hobbling briskly behind him.

“None at al ,” the king threw over his shoulder. “None in the
world.”

“And the betrothal with Prince Harry? May I assure Their Catholic
Majesties that it wil go ahead?”

“Oh, at once. I shal make it my first and foremost office.”
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“I do hope there is no offense?” de Puebla cal ed to the king’s
retreating back.

The king turned on his heel and faced the Spanish ambassador,
his clenched fists on his hips, his shoulders square. “She has tried
to play me like a fool,” he said through thin lips. “I don’t thank her
for it. Her parents have tried to lead me by the nose. I think they
wil find that they have a dragon, not one of their baited bul s. I
won’t forget this. You Spaniards, you wil not forget it either. And
she wil regret the day she tried to lead me on as if I were a
lovesick boy, as I
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regret it now.”

“It is agreed,” de Puebla said flatly to Catalina. He was standing
before her—“Like an errand boy!” he thought indignantly—as she
was ripping the velvet panels out of a gown to remodel the dress.

“I am to marry Prince Harry,” she said in a tone as dul as his own.
“Has he signed anything?”
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“He has agreed. He has to wait for a dispensation. But he has
agreed.” She looked up at him. “Was he very angry?”

“I think he was even angrier than he showed me. And what he
showed me was bad.”

“What wil he do?” she asked.

He scrutinized her pale face. She was white but she was not

fearful. Her blue eyes were veiled as her father’s were veiled
when he was planning something. She did not look like a damsel
in distress; she looked like a woman trying to outwit a most
dangerous protagonist. She was not endearing, as a woman in
tears would have been endearing, he thought. She was
formidable but not pleasing.
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“I don’t know what he wil do,” he said. “His nature is vengeful.

But we must give him no advantage. We have to pay your dowry
at once. We have to complete our side of the contract to force him
to complete his.”

“The plate has lost its value,” she said flatly. “It is damaged by
use. And I have sold some.”

He gasped. “You have sold it? It is the king’s own!” She shrugged.
“I have to eat, Dr. de Puebla. We cannot al go uninvited to court
and thrust our way in to the common table. I am not living wel ,
but I do have to live. And I have nothing to live on but my goods.”

“You should have preserved them intact!”
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She shrugged. “I should never have been reduced to this. I have
had to pawn my own plate to live. Whoever is to blame, it is not
me.”

“Your father wil have to pay the dowry and pay you an

al owance,” he said grimly.
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“We must give them no excuse to withdraw. If your dowry is not
paid he wil not marry you to the prince. Infanta, I must warn you,
he wil revel in your discomfort. He wil prolong it.”

Catalina nodded. “He is my enemy too, then.”

“I fear it.”

“It wil happen, you know,” she said inconsequential y.

“What?”

“I wil marry Harry. I wil be queen.”

“Infanta, it is my dearest wish.”

“Princess,” she replied.
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Whitehall, June 1503

“YOU ARE TO BE BETROTHED TO CATALINA OF

ARAGON,” the king told his son, thinking of the son who had gone
before.

The blond boy flushed as pink as a girl. “Yes, sire.” He had been
coached perfectly by his grandmother. He was prepared for
everything but real life.

“Don’t think the marriage wil happen,” the king warned him.

The boy’s eyes flashed up in surprise and were then cast down
again. “No?”
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“No. They have robbed us and cheated us at every turn. They
have rol ed us over like a bawd in a tavern. They have cozened
us and promised one thing after another like a cock teaser in
drink. They say—” He broke off, his son’s wide-eyed gaze
reminding him that he had spoken as a man to a man, and this
was a boy. Also, his resentment should not show however fiercely
it burned.

“They have taken advantage of our friendship,” he summed up.
“And now we wil take advantage of their weakness.”

“Surely we are al friends?”

Henry grimaced, thinking of that scoundrel Ferdinand and of his
daughter, the cool beauty who had turned him down. “Oh, yes,” he
said. “Loyal friends.”
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“So I am to be betrothed, and later, when I am fifteen, we wil be
married?” The boy had understood nothing. So be it. “Say
sixteen.”

“Arthur was fifteen.”

Henry bit down the reply that much good it had done Arthur.

Besides, it did not matter since it would never happen. “Oh, yes,”
he said again. “Fifteen, then.” The boy knew that something was
wrong. His smooth forehead was furrowed.

“We do mean this, don’t we, Father? I would not mislead such a
princess. It is a most solemn oath I wil make?”

“Oh, yes,” the king said again.
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The night before my betrothal to Prince Harry, I have a dream so
lovely that I do not want to wake. I am in the garden of the
Alhambra, walking with my hand in Arthur’s, laughing up at him
and showing him the beauty around us: the great sandstone wall

which encircles the fort, the city of Granada below us, and the
mountains capped with silvery snow on the horizon.
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“I have won,” I say to him. “I have done everything you wanted,
everything that we planned. I will be princess as you made me. I
will be queen as you wanted me to be. My mother’s wishes are
fulfilled, my own destiny will be complete, your desire and God’s
will. Are you happy now, my love?”

He smiles down at me, his eyes warm, his face tender, a smile he
has only for me. “I shall watch over you,” he whispers. “All the
time. Here in al-Yanna.” I hesitate at the odd sound of the word on
his lips, and then I realize that he has used the Moorish word “al-
Yanna,” which means both heaven, a cemetery, and a garden.

For the Moors heaven is a garden, an eternal garden.

“I shall come to you one day,” I whisper, even as his grasp on my
hand becomes lighter and then fades, though I try to hold him. “I
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shall be with you again, my love. I shall meet you here in the
garden.”

“I know,” he says, and now his face is melting away like mist in the
morning, like a mirage in the hot air of the sierra. “I know we will
be together again, Catalina, my Katherine, my love.”

25TH JUNE 1503

It was a bright, hot June day. Catalina was dressed in a new gown
of blue with a blue hood. The eleven-year-old boy opposite her
was radiant with excitement, dressed in cloth of gold.

They were before the Bishop of Salisbury with a smal court
present: the king, his mother, the Princess Mary, and a few other
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witnesses. Catalina put her cold hand in the prince’s warm palm
and felt the plumpness of childhood beneath her fingers.

Catalina looked beyond the flushed boy to his father’s grave face.
The king had aged in the months since the death of his wife, and
the lines in his face were more deeply grooved, his eyes
shadowed. Men at the court said he was sick, some il ness which
was thinning his blood and wearing him out.

Others said that he was sour with disappointment: at the loss of
his heir, at the loss of his wife, at the frustration of his plans. Some
said he had been crossed in love, outwitted by a woman. Only
that could have unmanned him so bitterly.

Catalina smiled shyly at him, but there was no echoing warmth
from the man who would be her father-in-law for the second time;
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but had wanted her for his own. For a moment, her confidence
dimmed. She had al owed herself to hope

that the king had surrendered to her determination, to her
mother’s ruling, to God’s wil . Now, seeing his cold look, she had a
moment of fear that perhaps this ceremony—even something as
serious and sacred as a betrothal—might perhaps be nothing
more than revenge by this most cunning of kings.
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Chil ed, she turned away from him to listen to the bishop recite the
words of the marriage service and she repeated her part, making
sure not to think of when she had said the words before, only a
year and a half ago, when her hand had been cool in the grasp of
the most handsome young man she had ever seen, when her
bridegroom had given her a shy sideways smile, when she had
stared at him through the veil of her mantil a and been aware of
the thousands of silently watching faces beyond.

The young prince, who had been dazzled then by the beauty of
his sister-in-law the bride, was now the bridegroom. His

beam was the boisterous joy of a young boy in the presence of a
beautiful older girl. She had been the bride of his older brother,
she was the young woman he had been proud to escort on her
wedding day. He had begged her for a present of a Barbary horse
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for his tenth birthday. He had looked at her at her wedding feast
and that night prayed that he too might have a Spanish bride just
like her.

When she had left the court with Arthur he had dreamed of her, he
had written poems and love songs, secretly dedicating them to
her. He had heard of Arthur’s death with a bright, fierce joy that
now she was free.

Now, not even two years on, she was before him, her hair
brushed out bronze and golden over her shoulders signifying her
virgin state, her blue lace mantil a veiling her face. Her hand was
in his, her blue eyes were on him, her smile was only for him.

Harry’s braggart boyish heart swel ed so ful in his chest that he
could scarcely reply to his part of the service. Arthur was gone,
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and he was Prince of Wales; Arthur was gone, and he was his
father’s favorite, the rosebush of England. Arthur was gone, and
Arthur’s bride was his wife. He stood straight and proud and
repeated his oaths in his clear treble voice. Arthur was gone, and
there was only one Prince of Wales and one Princess: Prince
Harry and Princess Katherine.

Princess Again

1504

I MAY THINK THAT I HAVE WON, but still I have not won. I
should have won, but I have not won. Harry reaches twelve, and
they declare him Prince of Wales but they do not come for me,
declare our betrothal, or invest me as princess. I send for the
ambassador.
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He does not come in the morning, he does not even come that
day. He comes the day after, as if my affairs have no urgency, and
he does not apologize for his delay. I ask him why I have not been
invested as Princess of Wales alongside Harry and he does not
know. He suggests that they are waiting for the payment of my
dowry and without it nothing can go ahead. But he knows, and I
know, and King Henry knows, that I no longer have all my plate to
give to them, and if my father will not send his share, there is
nothing I can do.
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My mother the queen must know that I am desolate, but I hear
from her only rarely. It is as if I am one of her explorers, a solitary
Cristóbal Colón with no companions and no maps. She has sent
me out into the world and if I tumble off the edge or am lost at
sea, there is nothing that anyone can do.

She has nothing to say to me. I fear that she is ashamed of me,
as I wait at court like a supplicant for the prince to honor his
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promise. In November I am so filled with foreboding that she is ill
or sad that I write to her and beg her to reply to me, to send me at
least one word. That, as it happens, was the very day that she
died and so she never had my letter and I never had my one
word. She leaves me in death as she left me in life: to silence and
a sense of her absence.

I knew that I would miss her when I left home. But it was a comfort
to me to know that the sun still shone in the

gardens of the Alhambra and she was still there beside the green-
trimmed pool. I did not know that the loss of her would make my
situation in England so much worse. My father, having long
refused to pay the second half of my dowry as part of his game
with the King of England, now finds his play has become a bitter
fruit—he cannot pay. He has spent his life and his fortune in
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ceaseless crusade against the Moors and there is no money left
for anyone.

The rich revenues of Castile are now paid to Juana, my mother’s
heir, and my father has nothing in the treasury of Aragon for my
marriage. My father is now no more than one of the many kings of
Spain.

Juana is the great heiress of Castile, and, if the gossips are to be
believed, Juana has run as mad as a rabid dog, tormented by love
and by her husband into insanity.

Anyone looking at me now no longer sees a princess of a united
Spain, one of the great brides of Christendom, but a widowed
pauper with bad blood. Our family fortunes are cascading down
like a house of cards without my mother’s steady hand and
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watchful eye. There is nothing left for my father but despair, and I
fear that is all the dowry he can give me.

I am only nineteen. Is my life over?

1509

And then, I waited. Incredibly, I waited for a total of six years.

Six years when I went from a bride of seventeen to a woman of
twenty-three. I knew then that King Henry’s rage against me was
bitter, and effective, and long-lasting. No princess in the world had
ever been made to wait so long or been treated so harshly, or left
in such despair. I am not exaggerating this, as a troubadour might
do to make a better story—as I might have told you, beloved, in
the dark hours of the night. No, it was not like a story, it was not
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even like a life. It was like a prison sentence; it was like being a
hostage with no chance of redemption; it was loneliness and the
slow realization that I had failed.

I failed my mother and failed to bring to her the alliance with
England that I had been born and bred to do. I was ashamed of
my failure. Without the dowry payment from Spain I could not
force the English to honor the betrothal.

With the king’s enmity I could force them to do nothing.

Harry was a child of thirteen. I hardly ever saw him. I could not
appeal to him to make his promise good. I was powerless,
neglected by the court, and falling into shameful poverty.
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Then Harry was fourteen years of age and our betrothal was still
not made marriage, and that marriage not celebrated. I waited a
year. He reached fifteen years, and nobody came for me. So
Harry reached his sixteenth, and then his seventeenth birthday,
and still nobody came for me. Those years turned. I grew older. I
waited. I was constant. It was all I could be.
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I turned the panels on my gowns and sold my jewels for food. I
had to sell my precious plate, one gold piece at a time. I knew it
was the property of the king as I sent for the goldsmiths. I knew
that each time I pawned a piece I put my wedding back another
day.

But I had to eat, my household had to eat. I could pay them no
wages, I could hardly ask them to beg for me as well as go hungry
on their own account.

I was friendless. I discovered that Doña Elvira was plotting

against my father in favor of Juana and her husband, Philip, and I
dismissed her in a rage and sent her away. I did not care if she
spoke against me, if she named me as a liar. I did not care even if
she declared that Arthur and I had been lovers. I had caught her
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in treason against my father; did she truly think I would ally with
my sister against the King of Aragon? I was so angry that I did not
care what her enmity cost me.

Also, since I am not a fool, I calculated rightly that no one would
believe her word against mine. She fled to Philip and Juana in the
Netherlands, and I never heard from her again, and I never
complained of my loss.

I lost my ambassador, Dr. de Puebla. I had often complained to
my father of his divided loyalties, of his disrespect, of his
concessions to the English court. But when he was recalled to
Spain I found that he had known more than I had realized, he had
used his friendship with the king to my advantage, he had
understood his way around this most difficult court. He had been a
better friend than I had known, and I was the poorer without him. I
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lost a friend and an ally, through my own arrogance, and I was
sorry for his absence. His replacement: the emissary who had
come to take me home, Don Gutierre Gómez de Fuensalida, was
a pompous fool who thought the English were honored by his
presence. They sneered at his face

and laughed behind his back, and I was a ragged princess with an
ambassador entranced by his own self-importance.

I lost my dear father in Christ, the confessor I trusted, appointed
by my mother to guide me, and I had to find another for myself. I
lost the ladies of my little court, who would not live in hardship and
poverty, and I could not pay anyone else to serve me. María de
Salinas stood by me through all these long years of endurance,
for love; but the other ladies wanted to leave. Then, finally, I lost
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my house, my lovely house on the Strand, which had been my
home, a little safe place in this most foreign land.

The king promised me rooms at court and I thought that he had at
last forgiven me. I thought he was offering me to come to court, to
live in the rooms of a princess and to see Harry. But when I
moved my household there I found that I was given the worst
rooms, allocated the poorest service, unable to see the prince
except on the most formal of state occasions. One dreadful day,
the court left on progress without telling us and we had to dash
after them, finding our way down the unmarked country lanes, as
unwanted and as irrelevant as a wagon filled with old goods.
When we caught up, no one had noticed that we were missing
and I had to take the only rooms left: over the stables, like a
servant.
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The king stopped paying my allowance; his mother did not press
my case. I had no money of my own at all. I lived despised on the
fringe of the court, with Spaniards who served me only because
they could not leave. They were trapped like me, watching the
years slide by, getting older and more resentful till I felt like the
sleeping princess of the fairy tale and thought that I would never
wake.
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I lost my vanity—my proud sense that I could be cleverer than that
old fox who was my father-in-law and that sharp vixen his mother.
I learned that he had betrothed me to his son Prince Harry not
because he loved and forgave me, but because it was the
cleverest and cruelest way to punish me. If he could not have me,
then he could make sure that no one had me. It was a bitter day
when I realized that.

And then Philip died and my sister Juana was a widow like me,
and King Henry came up with a plan to marry her, my poor sister
—driven from her wits by the loss of her husband

—and put her over me, on the throne of England, where everyone
would see that she was crazed, where everyone could see the
bad blood which I share, where everyone would know that he had
made her queen and thrown me down to nothing. It was a wicked
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plan, certain to shame and distress both me and Juana. He would
have done it if he could, and he made me his pander as well—he
forced me to recommend him to my father. Under my father’s
orders I spoke to the king of Juana’s beauty; under the king’s
orders I urged my father to accept his suit, all the time knowing
that I was betraying my very soul. I lost my ability to refuse King
Henry my persecutor, my father-in-law, my would-be seducer. I
was afraid to say no to him. I was very much reduced that day.

I lost my vanity in my allure, I lost my confidence in my
intelligence and skills, but I never lost my will to live. I was not like
my mother, I was not like Juana, I did not turn my face to the wall
and long for my pain to be over. I did not slide into the wailing grief
of madness nor into the gentle darkness of sloth. I gritted my
teeth, I am the constant princess, I don’t stop when everyone else
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stops. I carried on. I waited. Even when I could do nothing else, I
could still wait. So I waited.

These were not the years of my defeat; these were the years
when I grew up, and it was a bitter maturing. I grew

from a girl of sixteen ready for love to a half-orphaned, lonely
widow of twenty-three. These were the years when I drew on the
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happiness of my childhood in the Alhambra and my love for my
husband to sustain me, and swore that whatever the obstacles
before me, I should be Queen of England. These were the years
when, though my mother was dead, she lived again through me. I
found her determination inside me, I found her courage inside me,
I found Arthur’s love and optimism inside me. These were the
years when although I had nothing left—no husband, no mother,
no friends, no fortune and no prospects—I swore that however
disregarded, however poor, however unlikely a prospect, I would
still be Queen of England.

News, always slow to reach the bedraggled Spaniards on the
fringe of the royal court, filtered through that Harry’s sister the
Princess Mary was to be married, gloriously, to Prince Charles,
son of King Philip and Queen Juana, grandson to both the
Emperor
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Maximilian and King Ferdinand. Amazingly, at this of al moments,
King Ferdinand at last found the money for Catalina’s dowry and
packed it off to London.

“My God, we are freed. There can be a double wedding. I can
marry him,” Catalina said, heartfelt, to the Spanish emissary, Don
Gutierre Gómez de Fuensalida.

He was pale with worry, his yel ow teeth nipping at his lips.

“Oh, Infanta, I hardly know how to tel you. Even with this al iance,
even with the dowry money—dear God, I fear it comes too late. I
fear it wil not help us at al .”

“How can it be? Princess Mary’s betrothal only deepens the al
iance with my family.”
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“What if…” he started and broke off. He could hardly speak of the
danger that he foresaw. “Princess, al the English know that the
dowry money is coming, but they do not speak of your marriage.
Oh, Princess, what if they plan an al iance that does not include
Spain? What if they plan an al iance between the emperor and
King Henry?

What if the al iance is for them to go to war against Spain?”

She turned her head. “It cannot be.”

“What if it is?”

“Against the boy’s own grandfather?” she demanded.
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“It would only be one grandfather, the emperor, against another,
your father.”

“They would not,” she said determinedly.

“They could.”

“King Henry would not be so dishonest.”

“Princess, you know that he would.”

She hesitated. “What is it?” she suddenly demanded, sharp with
irritation. “There is something else. Something you are not tel ing
me. What is it?” He paused, a lie in his mouth; then he told her the
truth. “I am afraid, I am very afraid, that they wil betroth Prince
Harry to Princess Eleanor, the sister of Charles.”
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“They cannot, he is betrothed to me.”

“They may plan it as part of a great treaty. Your sister Juana to
marry the king, your nephew Charles for Princess Mary, and your
niece Eleanor for Prince Harry.”

“But what about me? Now that my dowry money is on its way at
last?” He was silent. It was painful y apparent that Catalina
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was excluded by these al iances and no provision made for her.

“A true prince has to honor his promise,” she said passionately.
“We were betrothed by a bishop before witnesses. It is a solemn
oath.” The ambassador shrugged, hesitated. He could hardly
make himself tel her the worst news of al . “Your Grace, Princess,
be brave. I am afraid he may withdraw his oath.”

“He cannot.”

Fuensalida went further. “Indeed, I am afraid it is already
withdrawn. He may have withdrawn it years ago.”

“What?” she asked sharply. “How?”

“A rumor, I cannot be sure of it. But I am afraid…” He broke off.
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“Afraid of what?”

“I am afraid that the prince may be already released from his
betrothal to you.” He hesitated at the sudden darkening of her
face. “It wil not have been his choice,” he said quickly.

“His father is determined against us.”

“How could he? How can such a thing be done?”

“He could have sworn an oath that he was too young, that he was
under duress. He may have declared that he did not want to
marry you. Indeed, I think that is what he has done.”

“He was not under duress!” Catalina exclaimed. “He was utterly
delighted. He has been in love with me for years, I am sure he stil
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is. He did want to marry me!”

“An oath sworn before a bishop that he was not acting of his own
free wil would be enough to secure his release from his promise.”

“So al these years that I have been betrothed to him, and acted
on that premise, al these years that I have waited and waited and
endured…” She could not finish. “Are you tel ing me that for al
these years, when I believed that we had them tied down,
contracted, bound, he has been free?”

The ambassador nodded; her face was so stark and
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shocked that he could hardly find his voice.

“This is…a betrayal,” she said. “A most terrible betrayal.”

She choked on the words.

“This is the worst betrayal of al .”

He nodded again.
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There was a long, painful silence. “I am lost,” she said simply.

“Now I know it. I have been lost for years and I did not know. I
have been fighting a battle with no army, with no support.

Actual y—with no cause. You tel me that I have been defending a
cause

that was gone long ago. I was fighting for my betrothal but I was
not betrothed. I have been al alone, al this long time.

And now I know it.” Stil she did not weep, though her blue eyes
were horrified.

“I made a promise,” she said, her voice harsh. “I made a solemn
and binding promise.”
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“Your betrothal?”

She made a little gesture with her hand. “Not that. I swore a
promise. A deathbed promise. Now you tel me it has al been for
nothing.”

“Princess, you have stayed at your post, as your mother would
have wanted you to do.”

“I have been made a fool!” burst out of her, from the depth of her
shock. “I have been fighting for the fulfil ment of a vow, not
knowing that the vow was long broken.” He could say nothing; her
pain was too raw for any soothing words.

After a few moments, she raised her head. “Does everyone know
but me?” she asked bleakly.
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He shook his head. “I am sure it was kept most secret.”

“My Lady the King’s Mother,” she predicted bitterly. “She wil have
known. It wil have been her decision. And the king, the prince
himself, and if he knew, then the Princess Mary wil know—he
would have told her. And his closest companions…” She raised
her head. “The king’s mother’s ladies, the princess’s ladies. The
bishop that he swore to, a

witness or two. Half the court, I suppose.” She paused. “I thought
that at least some of them were my friends,” she said.

The ambassador shrugged. “In a court there are no friends, only
courtiers.”

“My father wil defend me from this…cruelty!” she burst out.
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“They should have thought of that before they treated me so!

There wil be no treaties for England with Spain when he hears
about this. He wil take revenge for this abuse of me.”

He could say nothing, and in the stil , silent face that he turned to
her she saw the worst truth.

“No,” she said simply. “Not him. Not him as wel . Not my father. He
did not know. He loves me. He would never injure me. He would
never abandon me here.” Stil he could not tel her. He saw her
take a deep breath.

“Oh. Oh. I see. I see from your silence. Of course. He knows, of
course he knows, doesn’t he? My father? The dowry money is just
another trick. He knows of the proposal to marry Prince Harry to
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Princess Eleanor. He has been leading the king on to think that he
can marry Juana. He ordered me to encourage the king to marry
Juana. He

wil have agreed to this new proposal for Prince Harry. And so he
knows that the prince has broken his oath to me? And is free to
marry?”
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“Princess, he has told me nothing. But I think he must know.

But perhaps he plans…” Her gesture stopped him. “He has given
up on me. I see. I have failed him and he has cast me aside. I am
indeed alone.”

“So shal I try to get us home now?” Fuensalida asked quietly.
Truly, he thought, it had become the very pinnacle of his
ambitions. If he could get this doomed princess home to her
unhappy father and her increasingly deranged sister, the new
Queen of Castile, he would have done the best he could in a
desperate situation. Nobody would marry Catalina of Spain now
she was the daughter of a divided kingdom.

Everyone could see that the madness in her blood was coming
out in her sister. Not even Henry of England could pretend that
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Juana was fit to marry when she was on a

crazed progress across Spain with her dead husband’s coffin.
Ferdinand’s tricky diplomacy had rebounded on him and now
everyone in Europe was his enemy, with two of the most powerful
men in Europe al ied to make war against him. Ferdinand was lost
and going down. The best that this unlucky princess could expect
was a scratch marriage to some Spanish grandee and retirement
to the countryside, with a chance to escape the war that must
come. The worst was to remain trapped and in poverty in
England, a forgotten hostage that no one would ransom. A
prisoner who would be soon forgotten, even by her jailers.

“What shal I do?” Final y she accepted danger. He saw her take it
in. Final y, she understood that she had lost. He saw her, a queen
in every inch, learn the depth of her defeat. “I must know what I
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should do. Or I shal be hostage, in an enemy country, with no one
to speak for me.”

He did not say that he had thought her just that, ever since he had
arrived.

“We shal leave,” he said decisively. “If war comes they wil keep
you as a hostage and they wil seize your dowry. God forbid that
now the money is final y coming, it should be used to make war
against Spain.”

“I cannot leave,” she said flatly. “If I go, I wil never get back here.”
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“It is over!” he cried in sudden passion. “You see it yourself, at
last. We have lost. We are defeated. It is over for you and
England. You have held on and faced humiliation and poverty; you
have faced it like a princess, like a queen, like a saint. Your
mother herself could not have shown more courage. But we are
defeated, Infanta. You have lost. We have to get home as best we
can. We have to run, before they catch us.”
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“Catch us?”

“They could imprison us both as enemy spies and hold us to
ransom,” he told her.

“They could impound whatever remains of your dowry goods and
impound the rest when it arrives. God knows, they can make up a
charge and execute you, if they want to enough.”

“They dare not touch me! I am a princess of royal blood,” she
flared up. “Whatever else they can take from me, they can never
take that! I am Infanta of Spain even if I am nothing else! Even if I
am never Queen of England, at least I wil always be Infanta of
Spain.”
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“Princes of royal blood have gone into the Tower of London before
and not come out again,” the ambassador said bleakly. “Princes of
the royal blood of England have had those gates shut behind
them and never seen daylight again.

He could cal you a pretender. You know what happens in England
to pretenders. We have to go.” Catalina curtseyed to My Lady the
King’s Mother and received not even a nod of the head in return.
She stiffened. The two retinues had met on their way to Mass;
behind the old lady was her granddaughter the Princess Mary and
half a dozen ladies. Al of them showed frosty faces to the young
woman who was supposed to be betrothed to the Prince of Wales
but who had been neglected for so long.

“My lady.” Catalina stood in her path, waiting for an
acknowledgment.
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The king’s mother looked at the young woman with open dislike. “I
hear that there are difficulties over the betrothal of the Princess
Mary,” she said.

Catalina looked towards the Princess Mary, and the girl,

hidden behind her grandmother, made an ugly grimace at her and
broke off with a sudden snort of laughter.

“I did not know,” Catalina said.

“You may not know, but your father undoubtedly knows,” the old
woman said irritably.

“In one of your constant letters to him you might tel him that he
does his cause and your cause no good by trying to disturb our
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plans for our family.”

“I am very sure he does not—” Catalina started.

“I am very sure that he does; and you had better warn him not to
stand in our way,” the old woman interrupted her sharply, and
swept on.

“My own betrothal—” Catalina tried.

“Your betrothal?” The king’s mother repeated the words as if she
had never heard them before. “Your betrothal?” Suddenly she
laughed, throwing her head back, her mouth wide.

Behind her the princess laughed too, and then al the ladies were
laughing out loud at the thought of the pauper princess pauper
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speaking of her betrothal to the most eligible prince in
Christendom.

“My father is sending my dowry!” Catalina cried out.

“Too late! You are far too late!” the king’s mother wailed, clutching
at the arm of her friend.
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Catalina, confronted by a dozen laughing faces reduced to
helpless hysteria at the thought of this patched princess offering
her bits of plate and gold, ducked her head down, pushed through
them, and went away.

That night the ambassador of Spain and an Italian merchant of
some wealth and great discretion stood side by side on a
shadowy quayside at a quiet corner of the London docks and
watched the quiet loading of Spanish goods on to a ship bound for
Bruges.

“She has not authorized this?” the merchant whispered, his dark
face lit by flickering torchlight. “We are al but stealing her dowry!
What wil happen if the English suddenly say that
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the marriage is to go ahead and we have emptied her treasure
room? What if they see that the dowry has come from Spain at
last, but it never reached her treasure room?

They wil cal us thieves. We wil be thieves!”

“They wil never say it is to go ahead,” the ambassador said
simply. “They wil impound her goods and imprison her the
moment that they declare war on Spain, and they could do that
any day now. I dare not let King Ferdinand’s money fal into the
hands of the English. They are our enemies, not our al ies.”

“What wil she do? We have emptied her treasury. There is nothing
in her strong room but empty boxes. We have left her a pauper.”
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The ambassador shrugged. “She is ruined anyway. If she stays
here when England is at war with Spain then she is an enemy
hostage and they wil imprison her. If she runs away with me she
wil have no kind welcome back at home. Her mother is dead and
her family is ruined and she is ruined too. I would not be surprised
if she did not throw herself into the Thames and drown. Her life is
over. I cannot see what wil become of her. I can save her money,
if you wil ship it out for me. But I cannot save her.” I know I have
to leave England; Arthur would not want me to stay to face
danger. I have a terror of the Tower and the block that would be
fitting only if I were a traitor, and not a princess who has never
done
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anything wrong but tell one great lie, and that for the best. It would
be the jest of all time if I had to put my head down on Warwick’s
block and die, a Spanish pretender to the throne where he died a
Plantagenet.

That must not happen. I see that my writ does not run. I am not
such a fool as to think I can command anymore. I do not even
pray anymore. I do not even ask for my destiny.
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But I can run away. And I think the time to run away is now.

“You have done what?” Catalina demanded of her ambassador.
The inventory in her hand trembled.

“I took it upon my own authority to move your father’s treasure
from the country. I could not risk…”

“My dowry.” She raised her voice.

“Your Grace, we both know it wil not be needed for a wedding. He
wil never marry you. They would take your dowry and he would
stil not marry you.”

“It was my side of the bargain!” she shouted. “I keep faith!
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Even if no one else does! I have not eaten, I have given up my
own house so as not to pawn that treasure. I make a promise and
I keep to it, whatever the cost!”

“The king would have used it to pay for soldiers to fight against
your father. He would have fought against Spain with your father’s
own gold!” Fuensalida exclaimed miserably. “I could not let it
happen.”

“So you robbed me!”

He stumbled over the words. “I took your treasure into
safekeeping in the hopes that—”

“Go!” she said abruptly.
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“Princess?”

“You have betrayed me, just as Doña Elvira betrayed me, just as
everyone always betrays me,” she said bitterly. “You may leave
me. I shal not send for you again. Ever.

Be very sure that I shal never speak to you again. But I shal

tel my father what you have done. I shal write to him at once and
tel him that you have stolen my dowry monies, that you are a
thief. You wil never be received at the court in Spain.”

He bowed, trembling with emotion, and then he turned to leave,
too proud to defend himself.
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“You are nothing more than a traitor!” Catalina cried as he
reached the door. “And if I were a queen with the power of the
queen I would have you hanged for treason.” He stiffened.

He turned, he bowed again; his voice when he spoke was ice.
“Infanta, please do not make a fool of yourself by insulting me.
You are badly mistaken. It was your own father who commanded
me to return your dowry. I was obeying his direct order. Your own
father wanted your treasury stripped of every valuable. It is he
who decided to make you a pauper.

He wanted the dowry money returned because he has given up al
hope of your marriage. He wanted the money kept safe and
smuggled safely out of England.
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“But I must tel you,” he added with weighty malice, “he did not
order me to make sure that you were safe. He gave no orders to
smuggle you safely out of England. He thought of the treasure but
not of you. His orders were to secure the safety of the goods. He
did not even mention you by name. I think he must have given
you up for lost.” As soon as the words were out he wished he had
not said them. The stricken look on her face was worse than
anything he had ever seen before. “He told you to send back the
gold but to
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ever seen before. “He told you to send back the gold but to leave
me behind? With nothing?”

“I am sure…”

Blindly, she turned her back to him and walked to the window so
that he could not see the blank horror on her face. “Go,”
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she repeated. “Just go.” I am the sleeping princess in the story, a
snow princess left in a cold land and forgetting the feel of the sun.
This winter has been a long one, even for England. Even now, in
April, the grass is so frosty in the morning that when I wake and
see the ice on my bedroom windows, the light filtering through is
so white that I think it has snowed overnight. The water in the cup
by my bed is frozen by midnight, and we cannot now afford to
keep the fire in through the night. When I walk outside on the icy
grass, it crunches thickly under my feet and I can feel its chill
through the thin soles of my boots.

This summer, I know will have all the mild sweetness of an

English summer, but I long for the burning heat of Spain. I want to
have my despair baked out of me once more. I feel as if I have
been cold for seven years, and if nothing comes to warm me soon
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I shall simply die of it, just melt away under the rain, just blow
away like the mist off the river.

If the king is indeed dying, as the court rumor says, and Prince
Harry comes to the throne and marries Eleanor, then I shall ask
my father for permission to take the veil and retire to a convent. It
could not be worse than here. It could not be poorer, colder or
more lonely. Clearly my father has forgotten his love for me and
given me up, just as if I had died with Arthur. Indeed, now, I
acknowledge that every day I wish that I had died with Arthur.

I have sworn never to despair—the women of my family dissolve
into despair like molasses into water. But this ice in my heart does
not feel like despair. It feels as if my rock-hard determination to be
queen has turned me to stone. I don’t feel as if I am giving way to
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my feelings like Juana; I feel as if I have mislaid my feelings. I am
a block, an icicle, a princess of constant snow.

I try to pray to God but I cannot hear Him. I fear He has forgotten
me as everyone else has done. I have lost all sense of His
presence, I have lost my fear of His will, and I have lost my joy in
His blessing. I can feel nothing for Him.

I no longer think I am His special child, chosen to be

blessed. I no longer console myself that I am His special child,
chosen to be especially tested. I think He has turned His face
from me. I don’t know why, but if my earthly father can forget me,
and forget that I was his favorite child, as he has done, then I
suppose my Heavenly Father can forget me too.
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In all the world I find that I care for only two things now: I can still
feel my love for Arthur, like a warm, still-beating heart in a little
bird that has fallen from a frozen sky, chilled and cold. And I still
long for Spain, for the Alhambra Palace, for al-Yanna: the garden,
the secret place, paradise.

I endure my life only because I cannot escape it. Each year I hope
that my fortunes will change. Each year when Harry’s birthday
comes around and the betrothal is not made marriage, I know that
another year of my fertile life has come and gone. Each
midsummer day, when the dowry payment falls due and there is
no draft from my father, I feel shame like a sickness in my belly.
And twelve times a year, for seven years, that is eighty-four times,
my courses have come and gone. Each time I bleed I think, there
is
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another chance to make a prince for England wasted. I have
learned to grieve for the stain on my linen as if it is a child lost.
Eighty-four chances for me to have a son, in the very flush of my
youth; eighty-four chances lost. I am learning to miscarry. I am
learning the sorrow of miscarriage.

Each day, when I go to pray, I look up at the crucified Christ and
say, “Your will be done.” That is each day for seven years, that is
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two thousand, five hundred and fifty-six times.

This is the arithmetic of my pain. I say, “Your will be done,”

but what I mean is,

“Make Your will on these wicked English councilors and this
spiteful, unforgiving English king and his old witch of a mother.
Give me my rights. Make me queen. I must be queen, I must have
a son, or I will become a princess of snow.” 21ST APRIL 1509

“The king is dead,” Fuensalida the ambassador wrote briefly to
Catalina, knowing that she would not receive him in person,
knowing that she would never forgive him for stealing her dowry
and naming her as a pretender, for tel ing her that her father had
abandoned her. “I know you wil not see me but I have to do my
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duty and warn you that on his deathbed the king told his son that
he was free to marry whomever he chooses. If you wish me to
commission a ship to take you home to Spain I have personal
funds to do so. Myself, I cannot see that you wil gain anything by
staying in this country but insult, ignominy, and perhaps danger.”

“Dead,” Catalina said.

“What?” one of her ladies asked.

Catalina crumpled the letter into her hand. She never trusted
anyone with anything now.

“Nothing,” she said. “I am going for a walk.”
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María de Salinas stood up and put Catalina’s patched cloak about
her shoulders. It was the same cloak that she had worn wrapped
around her in the winter cold when she and Arthur had left London
for Ludlow, seven years earlier.

“Shal we come with you?” María offered, without enthusiasm,
glancing at the gray sky beyond the windows.
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“No.”

I pound alongside the river, the graveled walk pricking the soles of
my feet through the thin leather, as if I am trying to run away from
hope itself. I wonder if there is any chance that my luck might
change, might be changing now. The king who wanted me, and
then hated me for refusing him, is dead. They said he was sick;
but God knows, he never weakened. I thought he would reign
forever. But now he is dead. Now he has gone. It will be the prince
who decides.

I dare not touch hope. After all these years of fasting, I feel as if
hope would make me drunk if I had so much of a drop of it on my
lips. But I do hope for just a little taste of optimism, just a little
flavor which is not my usual diet of grim despair.
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Because I know the boy, Harry. I swear I know him. I have
watched him as a falconer wakes with a tired bird. Watched

him, and judged him, and checked my judgment against his
behavior again and again. I have read him as if I were studying
my catechism. I know his strengths and his weaknesses, and I
think I have faint, very faint, reason for hope.

Harry is vain. It is the sin of a young boy and I do not blame him
for it, but he has it in abundance. On the one hand this might
make him marry me, for he will want to be seen to be doing the
right thing—honoring his promise, even rescuing me. At the
thought of being saved by Harry, I have to stop in my stride and
pinch my nails into the palms of my hands in the shelter of my
cloak. This humiliation too I can learn to bear. Harry may want to
rescue me and I shall have to be grateful. Arthur would have died
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of shame at the thought of his little braggart brother rescuing me;
but Arthur died before this hour, my mother died before this hour: I
shall have to bear it alone.

But equally, his vanity could work against me. If they emphasize
the wealth of Princess Eleanor, the influence of her Hapsburg
family, the glory of the connection to the Holy Roman Emperor—
he may be seduced. His grandmother will speak against me and
her word has been his law. She will advise him to marry Princess
Eleanor and he will be attracted—like any young fool—to the idea
of an unknown beauty.

But even if he wants to marry her, it still leaves him with the
difficulty of what to do with me. He would look bad if he sent me
home. Surely he cannot have the gall to marry another woman
with me still in attendance at court? I know that Harry would do
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anything rather than look foolish. If I can find a way to stay here
until they have to consider his marriage, then I will be in a strong
position indeed.

I walk more slowly, looking around me at the cold river, the
passing boatmen huddled in their winter coats against the cold.
“God bless you, Princess!” calls out one man, recognizing me. I
raise my hand in reply. The people of this odd, fractious country
have loved me from the moment they scrambled to see me in the
little port of Plymouth.

That will count in my favor too with a prince new-come to his
throne and desperate for affection.

Harry is not mean with money. He is not old enough yet to know
the value of it, and he has always been given anything he might
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want. He will not bicker over the dowry and the jointure. I am sure
of that. He will be disposed to make a lordly gesture. I shall have
to make sure that Fuensalida and my father do not offer to ship
me home to make way for the new bride. Fuensalida despaired
long ago of our cause. But now I do not. I shall have to resist his
panic and my own fears. I must stay here to be in the field. I
cannot draw back now.
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Harry was attracted to me once, I know that. Arthur told me of it
first, said that the little boy liked leading me into my wedding, had
been dreaming that he was the bridegroom and I was his bride. I
have nurtured his liking, every time I see him I pay him particular
attention. When his sister laughs at him and disregards him, I
glance his way, ask him

to sing for me, watch him dance with admiration. On the rare
occasions that I have caught a moment with him in private, I ask
him to read to me and we discuss our thoughts on great writers. I
make sure that he knows that I find him illuminating. He is a clever
boy; it is no hardship to talk with him.

My difficulty always has been that everyone else admires him so
greatly that my modest warmth can hardly weigh with him. Since
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his grandmother My Lady the King’s Mother declares that he is
the handsomest prince in Christendom,

the most learned, the most promising, what can I say to compare?
How can one compliment a boy who is already flattered into
extreme vanity, who already believes that he is the greatest prince
the world has known?

These are my advantages. Against them I could list the fact that
he has been destined for me for six years and he perhaps sees
me as his father’s choice and a dull choice at that.

That he has sworn before a bishop that I was not his choice in
marriage and that he does not want to marry me. He might think
to hold to that oath, he might think to proclaim he never wanted
me and deny the oath of our betrothal. At the thought of Harry
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announcing to the world that I was forced on him and now he is
glad to be free of me, I pause again. This too I can endure.

These years have not been kind to me. He has never seen me
laughing with joy, he has never seen me smiling and easy. He has
never seen me dressed other than poorly and anxious about my
appearance. They have never called me forwards to dance before
him or to sing for him. I always have a poor horse when the court
is hunting and sometimes I cannot keep up. I always look weary
and I am always anxious. He is young and frivolous and he loves
luxury and fineness of dress. He might have a picture of me in his
mind as a poor woman, a drag upon his family, a

pale widow, a ghost at the feast. He is a self-indulgent boy; he
might decide to excuse himself from his duty. He is vain and
lighthearted and might think nothing of sending me away.
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But I have to stay. If I leave, he will forget me in a moment. I am
certain of that, at least.

I have to stay.

Fuensalida, summoned to the king’s council, went in with his head
held high, trying to seem unbowed, certain that they had sent for
him to tel him to leave and take the unwanted Infanta with him.
His high Spanish pride, which had so much offended them so very
often in the past, took him through the door and to the Privy
Council table. The new king’s ministers were seated around the
table; there was a place left empty for him in the plumb center. He
felt like a boy, summoned before his tutors for a scolding.

“Perhaps I should start by explaining the condition of the Princess
of Wales,” he said diffidently. “The dowry payment is safely stored,
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out of the country, and can be paid in—”

“The dowry does not matter,” one of the councilors said.

“The dowry?” Fuensalida was stunned into silence. “But the
princess’s plate?”

“The king is minded to be generous to his betrothed.” There was a
stunned silence from the ambassador. “His betrothed?”
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“Of the greatest importance now is the power of the King of
France and the danger of his ambitions in Europe. It has been
thus since Agincourt. The king is most anxious to restore the glory
of England. And now we have a king as great as that Henry, ready
to make England great again.

English safety depends on a three-way al iance between Spain
and England and the emperor. The young king believes that his
wedding with the Infanta wil secure the support of the King of
Aragon to this great cause. This is, presumably, the case?”

“Certainly,” said Fuensalida, his head reeling. “But the plate

—”

“The plate does not matter,” one of the councilors repeated.
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“I thought that her goods—”

“They do not matter.”

“I shal have to tel her of this…change…in her fortunes.” The Privy
Council rose to their feet. “Pray do.”

“I shal return when I have…er…seen her. ”Pointless, Fuensalida
thought, to tel them that she had been so angry with him for what
she saw as his betrayal that he could not be sure that she would
see him. Pointless to reveal that the last time he had seen her he
had told her that she was lost and her cause was lost and
everyone had known it for years.

He staggered as much as walked from the room, and almost col
ided with the young prince. The youth, stil not yet eighteen, was
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radiant. “Ambassador!” Fuensalida threw himself back and
dropped to his knee. “Your Grace! I must…

condole with you on the death of…”

“Yes, yes.” He waved aside the sympathy. He could not make
himself look grave. He was wreathed in smiles, tal er than ever.
“You wil wish to tel the princess that I propose that our marriage
takes place as soon as possible.” Fuensalida found he was
stammering with a dry mouth. “Of course sire.”

“I shal send a message to her for you,” the young man said
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generously. He giggled. “I know that you are out of favor. I know
that she has refused to see you, but I am sure that she wil see
you for my sake.”

“I thank you,” the ambassador said. The prince waved him away.
Fuensalida rose from his bow and went towards the princess’s
chambers. He realized that it would be hard for the Spanish to
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recover from the largesse of this new English king. His generosity,
his ostentatious generosity, was crushing.

Catalina kept her ambassador waiting, but she admitted him
within the hour. He had to admire the self-control that set her to
watch the clock when the man who knew her destiny was waiting
outside to tel her.

“Emissary,” she said level y.

He bowed. The hem of her gown was ragged. He saw the

neat, smal threads where it had been stitched up and then worn
ragged again. He had a sense of great relief that whatever
happened to her after this unexpected marriage, she would never
again have to wear an old gown.
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“Dowager Princess, I have been to the Privy Council. Our troubles
are over. He wants to marry you.”

Fuensalida had thought she might cry with joy, or pitch into his
arms, or fal to her knees and thank God. She did none of these
things. Slowly, she inclined her head. The tarnished gold leaf on
the hood caught the light. “I am glad to hear it,”

was al she said.

“They say that there is no issue about the plate.” He could not
keep the jubilation from his voice.

She nodded again.
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“The dowry wil have to be paid. I shal get them to send the money
back from Bruges.

It has been in safekeeping, Your Grace. I have kept it safe for
you.” His voice quavered, he could not help it.

Again she nodded.

He dropped to one knee. “Princess, rejoice! You wil be

Queen of England.” Her blue eyes when she turned them to him
were hard, like the sapphires she had sold long ago.

“Emissary, I was always going to be Queen of England.” I have
done it. Good God, I have done it. After seven endless years of
waiting, after hardship and humiliation, I have done it. I go into my
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bedchamber and kneel before my prie-dieu and close my eyes.
But I speak to Arthur, not to the risen Lord.

“I have done it,” I tell him. “Harry will marry me, I have done as
you wished me to do.”

For a moment I can see his smile. I can see him as I did so often
when I glanced sideways at him during dinner and caught him
smiling down the hall to someone.

Before me again is the brightness of his face, the darkness of his
eyes, the clear line of his profile. And more than anything else, the
scent of him, the very perfume of my desire.
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Even on my knees before a crucifix I give a little sigh of longing.
“Arthur, beloved. My only love. I shall marry your brother but I am
always yours.” For a moment, I remember, as bright as the first
taste of early cherries, the scent of his skin in the morning. I raise
my face and it is as if I can feel his chest against my cheek as he
bears down on me, thrusts towards me. “Arthur,” I whisper. I am
now, I will always be, forever his.
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Catalina had to face one ordeal. As she went in to dinner in a
hastily tailored new gown, with a col ar of gold at her neck and
pearls in her ears, and was conducted to a new table at the very
front of the hal she curtseyed to her husband-to-be and saw his
bright smile at her, and then she turned to her grandmother-in-law
and met the basilisk gaze of Lady Margaret Beaufort.

“You are fortunate,” the old lady said afterwards, as the musicians
started to play and the tables were taken away.

“I am?” Catalina replied, deliberately dense.

“You married one great prince of England and lost him; now it
seems you wil marry another.”
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“This can come as no surprise,” Catalina observed in flawless
French, “since I have been betrothed to him for six years. Surely,
my lady, you never doubted that this day would come? You never
thought that such an honorable prince would break his holy
word?”

The old woman hid her discomfiture wel . “I never doubted our
intentions,” she returned. “We keep our word. But when you
withheld your dowry and your father reneged on his payments, I
wondered as to your intentions. I wondered about the honor of
Spain.”

“Then you were kind to say nothing to disturb the king,”

Catalina said smoothly. “For he trusted me, I know. And I never
doubted your desire to have me as your granddaughter. And see!
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Now I wil be your granddaughter, I wil be Queen of England, the
dowry is paid, and everything is as it should be.” She left the old
lady with nothing to say—

and there were few that could do that. “Wel , at any rate, we wil
have to hope that you are fertile,” was al she sourly mustered.
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“Why not? My mother had half a dozen children,” Catalina said
sweetly. “Let us hope my husband and I are blessed with the
fertility of Spain. My emblem is the pomegranate—a Spanish fruit,
fil ed with life.”

My Lady the King’s Grandmother swept away, leaving Catalina
alone. Catalina curtseyed to her departing back and rose up, her
head high. It did not matter what Lady Margaret might think or say,
al that mattered was what she could do.

Catalina did not think she could prevent the wedding, and that
was al that mattered.

Greenwich Palace,

11th June 1509
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I WAS DREADING THE WEDDING, the moment when I would
have to say the words of the marriage vows that I had said to
Arthur. But in the end the service was so unlike that

glorious day in St. Paul’s Cathedral that I could go through it with
Harry before me and Arthur locked away in the very back of my
mind. I was doing this for Arthur, the very thing he had
commanded, the very thing that he had insisted on

—and I could not risk thinking of him.

There was no great congregation in a cathedral, there were no
watching ambassadors or fountains flowing with wine.

We were married within the walls of Greenwich Palace in the
church of the Friars Observant, with only three witnesses and half
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a dozen people present.

There was no rich feasting or music or dancing; there was no
drunkenness at court or rowdiness. There was no public bedding.
I had been afraid of that—the ritual of putting to bed and then the
public showing of the sheets in the morning; but the prince—the
king, I now have to say—is as shy as I am, and we dine quietly
before the court and withdraw together. They drink our healths
and let us go. His grandmother is there, her face like a mask, her
eyes cold. I show her every courtesy, it doesn’t matter to me what
she thinks now. She can do nothing. There is no suggestion that I
shall be living in her chambers under her supervision.

On the contrary she has moved out of her rooms for me. I am
married to Harry. I am Queen of England and she is nothing more
than the grandmother of a king.
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My ladies undress me in silence. This is their triumph too,

this is their escape from poverty as well as mine. Nobody wants to
remember the night at Oxford, the night at Burford, the nights at
Ludlow. Their fortunes as much as mine depend on the success
of this great deception. If I asked them, they would deny Arthur’s
very existence.

Besides, it was all so long ago. Seven long years. Who but I can
remember that far back? Who but I ever knew the delight of
waiting for Arthur, the firelight on the rich-colored curtains of the
bed, the glow of candlelight on our entwined limbs? The sleepy
whispers in the early hours of the morning: “Tell me a story!” They
leave me in one of my dozen exquisite new nightgowns and
withdraw in silence. I wait for Harry, as long ago I used to wait for
Arthur. The only difference is the utter absence of joy.
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The men-at-arms and the gentlemen of the bedchamber brought
the young king to the queen’s door, tapped on it and admitted him
to her rooms. She was in her gown, seated by the fireside, a richly
embroidered shawl thrown over her shoulders. The room was
warm, welcoming. She rose as he came in and swept him a
curtsey.
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Harry lifted her up with a touch on her elbow. She saw at once
that he was flushed with embarrassment, she felt his hand
tremble.

“Wil you take a cup of wedding ale?” she invited him. She made
sure that she did not think of Arthur bringing her a cup and saying
it was for courage.

“I wil ,” he said. His voice, stil so young, was unsteady in its
register. She turned away to pour the ale so he should not see her
smile.

They lifted their cups to each other. “I hope you did not find today
too quiet for your taste,” he said uncertainly. “I thought with my
father newly dead we should not have too merry a wedding. I did
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not want to distress My Lady his mother.” She nodded but said
nothing.

“I hope you are not disappointed,” he pressed on. “Your first

wedding was so very grand.”

Catalina smiled. “I hardly remember it, it was so long ago.”

He looked pleased at her reply, she noted. “It was, wasn’t it?

We were al little more than children.”

“Yes,” she said. “Far too young to marry.”

He shifted in his seat. She knew that the courtiers who had taken
Hapsburg gold would have spoken against her. The enemies of
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Spain would have spoken against her. His own grandmother had
advised against this wedding. This transparent young man was
stil anxious about his decision, however bold he might try to
appear.

“Not that young; you were fifteen,” he reminded her. “A young
woman.”

“And Arthur was the same age,” she said, daring to name him.
“But he was never strong, I think. He could not be a husband to
me.” Harry was silent and she was afraid she had gone too far.
But then she saw the glimpse of hope in his face.

“It is indeed true then, that the marriage was never
consummated?” he asked, coloring up in embarrassment. “I am
sorry…I wondered…I know they said…but I did wonder…”
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“Never,” she said calmly. “He tried once or twice but you wil
remember that he was not strong. He may have even bragged
that he had done it, but, poor Arthur, it meant nothing.”

“I shall do this for you,” I say fiercely, in my mind, to my beloved.
“You wanted this lie.
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I shall do it thoroughly. If it is going to be done, it must be done
thoroughly. It has to be done with courage, conviction; and it must
never be undone.” Aloud, Catalina said, “We married in the
November, you remember. December we spent most of the time
traveling to Ludlow and were apart on the journey. He was not wel
after Christmas, and then he died in April. I was very sad for him.”

“He was never your lover?” Harry asked, desperate to be certain.

“How could he be?” She gave a pretty, deprecatory shrug that
made the gown slip off one creamy shoulder a little. She saw his
eyes drawn to the exposed skin, she saw him swal ow. “He was
not strong. Your own mother thought that he should have gone
back to Ludlow alone for the first year. I wish we had done that. It
would have made no difference to me, and he might have been
spared. He was like a stranger to me for al our marriage. We lived
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like children in a royal nursery. We were hardly even
companions.”

He sighed as if he were free of a burden; the face he turned to her
was bright. “You know, I could not help but be afraid,”

he said. “My grandmother said…”

“Oh! Old women always gossip in the corners,” she said, smiling.
She ignored his widened eyes at her casual disrespect. “Thank
God we are young and need pay no attention.”

“So it was just gossip,” he said, quickly adopting her dismissive
tone. “Just old women’s gossip.”
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“We won’t listen to her,” she said, daring him to go on. “You are
king and I am queen and we shal make up our own minds. We
hardly need her advice. Why—it is her advice that has kept us
apart when we could have been together.” It had not struck him
before. “Indeed,” he said, his face hardening.

“We have both been deprived. And al the time she hinted
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that you were Arthur’s wife, wedded and bedded, and I should
look elsewhere.”

“I am a virgin, as I was when I came to England,” she asserted
boldly. “You could ask my old duenna or any of my women. They
al knew it. My mother knew it. I am a virgin untouched.”

He gave a little sigh as if released from some worry. “You are kind
to tel me,” he said.

“It is better to have these things in the light, so we know, so we
both know. So that no one is uncertain. It would be terrible to sin.”

“We are young,” she said. “We can speak of such things between
ourselves. We can be honest and straightforward together. We
need not fear rumors and slanders. We need have no fear of sin.”
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“It wil be my first time too,” he admitted shyly. “I hope you don’t
think the less of me?”

“Of course not,” she said sweetly. “When were you ever al owed
to go out? Your grandmother and your father had you mewed up
as close as a precious falcon. I am glad that we shal be together,
that it wil be the first time, for both of us, together.” Harry rose to
his feet and held out his hand. “So we shal have to learn
together,” he said. “We shal have to be kind to each other. I don’t
want to hurt you, Catalina. You must tel me if anything hurts you.”

Easily she moved into his arms and felt his whole body stiffen at
her touch. Graceful y, she stepped back, as if modestly shrinking
but kept one hand on his shoulder to encourage him to press
forwards until the bed was behind her. Then she let herself lean
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back until she was on the pil ows, smiling up at him, and she
could see his blue eyes darken with desire.

“I have wanted you since I first saw you,” he said breathlessly.

He stroked her hair, her neck, her naked shoulder, with a hurried
touch, wanting al of her, at once.

She smiled. “And I, you.”

“Real y?”

She nodded.

“I dreamed that it was me that married you that day.” He was
flushed, breathless.
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Slowly, she untied the ribbons at the throat of her nightgown,
letting the silky linen fal apart so that he could see her throat, her
round firm breasts, her waist, the dark shadow between her legs.
Harry gave a little groan of desire at the sight of her.

“It might as wel have been,” she whispered. “I have had no other.
And we are married now, at last.”

“Ah, God, we are,” he said longingly. “We are married now, at
last.” He dropped his face into the warmth of her neck.

She could feel his breath coming fast and urgent in her hair, his
body was pushing against hers, Catalina felt herself respond.

She remembered Arthur’s touch and gently bit the tip of her
tongue to remind herself never, never to say Arthur’s name out
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loud. She let Harry push against her, force himself against her and
then he was inside her. She gave a little rehearsed cry of pain but
she knew at once, in a heart thud of dread, that it was not enough.
She had not cried out enough, her body had not resisted him
enough. She had been too warm, too welcoming. It had been too
easy. He did not know much, this cal ow boy, but he knew that it
was not difficult enough.
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He checked, even in the midst of his desire. He knew that
something was not as it should be. He looked down at her.

“You are a virgin,” he said uncertainly. “I hope that I do not hurt too
much.”

But he knew that she was not. Deep down, he knew that she was
no virgin. He did not know much, this overprotected boy, but he
knew this. Somewhere in his mind, he knew that she was lying.

She looked up at him. “I was a virgin until this moment,” she said,
managing the smal est of smiles. “But your potency has overcome
me. You are so strong. You overwhelmed me.”

His face was stil troubled, but his desire could not wait. He started
to move again, he could not resist the pleasure. “You have
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mastered me,” she encouraged him. “You are my husband, you
have taken your own.” She saw him forget his

doubt in his rising desire. “You have done what Arthur could not
do,” she whispered.

They were the very words to trigger his desire. The young man
gave a groan of pleasure and fel down on to her, his seed
pumping into her, the deed undeniably done.

He doesn’t question me again. He wants so much to believe me
that he does not ask the question, fearing that he might get an
answer he doesn’t like. He is cowardly in this. He is accustomed
to hearing the answers he wants to hear and he would rather an
agreeable lie than an unpalatable truth.
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Partly it is his desire to have me, and he wants me as I was when
he first saw me: a virgin in bridal white. Partly it is to disprove
everyone who warned him against the trap that I had set for him.
But more than anything else: he hated and envied my beloved
Arthur and he wants me just because I was Arthur’s bride, and—
God forgive him for a spiteful, envious, second son—he wants me
to tell him that he can do something that Arthur could not do, that
he can have something that Arthur could not have. Even though
my beloved husband is cold under the nave of Worcester
Cathedral, the child that wears his crown still wants to triumph
over him. The greatest lie is not in telling Harry that I am a virgin.
The greatest lie is in telling him that he is a better man, more of a
man than his brother. And I did that

too.
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In the dawn, while he is still sleeping, I take my penknife and cut
the sole of my foot, where he will not notice a scar, and drip blood
on the sheet where we had lain, enough to pass muster for an
inspection by My Lady the King’s Grandmother or any other bad-
tempered, suspicious enemy who might still seek to discomfort
me. There is to be no showing of the sheets for a king and his
bride; but I know that everyone will ask, and it is best that my
ladies can say that they have all seen the smear of blood and that
I am complaining of the pain.

In the morning, I do everything that a bride should do. I say I am
tired, and I rest for the morning. I smile with my eyes looking
downwards as if I have discovered some sweet secret. I walk a
little stiffly and I refuse to ride out to hunt for a week. I do
everything to indicate that I am a young woman who has lost her
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virginity. I convince everyone. And besides, no one wants to
believe anything other.

The cut on my foot is sore for a long, long time. It catches me
every time I step into my new shoes, the ones with the great
diamond buckles. It is like a reminder to me of the lie
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I promised Arthur that I would tell. Of the great lie that I will live,
for the rest of my life.

I don’t mind the sharp little nip of pain when I slide my right foot
into my shoe. It is nothing to the pain that is hidden deep inside
me when I smile at the unworthy boy who is king and call him, in
my new admiring voice: “husband.”

SUMMER 1509

Harry woke in the night and his quiet stil ness woke Catalina.

“My lord?” she asked.

“Go to sleep,” he said. “It’s not yet dawn.”
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She slipped from the bed and lit a taper in the red embers of the
fire, then lit a candle.

She let him see her, nightgown half open, her smooth flanks

only half hidden by the fal of the gown. “Would you like some ale?
Or some wine?”

“A glass of wine,” he said. “You have one too.”

She put the candle in the silver holder and came back to the bed
beside him with the wineglasses in her hand. She could not read
his face, but suppressed her pang of irritation that, whatever it
was, she had to be woken, she had to inquire what was troubling
him, she had to demonstrate her concern.
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With Arthur she had known in a second what he wanted, what he
was thinking. But anything could distract Harry—a song, a dream,
a note thrown from the crowd. Anything could trouble him. He had
been raised to be accustomed to sharing his thoughts,
accustomed to guidance. He needed an entourage of friends and
admirers, tutors, mentors, parents. He liked constant
conversation. Catalina had to be everyone to him.

“I have been thinking about war,” he said.

“Oh.”

“King Louis thinks he can avoid us, but we wil force war on him.
They tel me he wants peace, but I wil not have it. I am the King of
England, the victors of Agincourt.
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He wil find me a force to be reckoned with.”

She nodded. Her father had been clear that Harry should be
encouraged in his warlike ambitions against the King of France.
He had written to her in the warmest of terms as his dearest
daughter and advised her that any war between England and
France should be launched, not on the north coast—where the
English usual y invaded—but on the borders between France and
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Spain. He suggested that the English should reconquer the region
of Aquitaine which would be glad to be free of France and would
rise up to meet its liberators. Spain would be in strong support. It
would be an easy and glorious campaign.

“In the morning I am going to order a new suit of armor,”

Harry said. “Not a suit for jousting, I want heavy armor, for the
battlefield.”

She was about to say that he could hardly go to war when there
was so much to do in the country. The moment that an English
army left for France, the Scots, even with an English

bride on their throne, were certain to take advantage and invade
the north. The whole tax system was riddled with greed and
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injustice and must be reformed, there were new plans for schools,
for a king’s council, for forts and a navy of ships to defend the
coast. These were Arthur’s plans for England, they should come
before Harry’s desire for a war.

“I shal make my grandmother regent when I go to war,” Harry
said. “She knows what has to be done.”

Catalina hesitated, marshaling her thoughts. “Yes indeed,”

she said. “But the poor lady is so old now. She has done so much
already. Perhaps it might be too much of a burden for her?”

He smiled. “Not her! She has always run everything. She keeps
the royal accounts, she knows what is to be done. I don’t think
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anything would be too much for her as long as it kept us Tudors in
power.”

“Yes,” Catalina said, gently touching on his resentment. “And see
how wel she ruled you! She never let you out of her sight for a
moment. Why, I don’t think she would let you go out even now if
she could prevent you. When you were a boy, she never let you
joust, she never let you gamble, she never let you have any
friends. She dedicated herself to your safety and your wel -being.
She could not have kept you closer if you had been a princess.”
She laughed. “I think she thought

you were a princess and not a lusty boy. Surely it is time that she
had a rest? And you had some freedom?” His swift, sulky look told
her that she would win this.
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“Besides”—she smiled—“if you give her any power in the country
she wil be certain to tel the council that you wil have to come
home, that war is too dangerous for you.”

“She could hardly stop me going to war,” he bristled. “I am the
king.” Catalina raised her eyebrows. “Whatever you wish, my love.
But I imagine she wil stop your funds, if the war starts to go badly.
If she and the Privy Council doubt your conduct of the war they
need do nothing but sit on their hands and not raise taxes for your
army. You could find yourself betrayed at home—betrayed by her
love, I mean—

while you are attacked abroad. You might find that the old people
stop you doing what you want. Like they always try to do.”

He was aghast. “She would never work against me.”
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“Never on purpose,” Catalina agreed with him. “She would always
think she was serving your interest. It is just that…”

“What?”

“She wil always think that she knows your business best. To

her, you wil always be a little boy.”
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She saw him flush with annoyance.

“To her you wil always be a second son, the one who came after
Arthur. Not the true heir. Not fitted for the throne. Old people
cannot change their minds, cannot see that everything is different
now. But real y, how can she ever trust your judgment, when she
has spent her life ruling you? To her, you wil always be the
youngest prince, the baby.”

“I shal not be limited by an old woman,” he swore.

“Your time is now,” Catalina agreed.

“D’you know what I shal do?” he demanded. “I shal make you
regent when I go to war! You shal rule the country for me while I
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am gone. You shal command our forces at home. I would trust no
one else. We shal rule together. And you wil

support me as I require. D’you think you could do that?”

She smiled at him. “I know I can. I won’t fail,” she said. “I was born
to rule England. I shal keep the country safe while you are away.”

“That’s what I need,” Harry said. “And your mother was a great
commander, wasn’t she? She supported her husband.

I always heard that he led the troops but she raised the money
and raised the army?”

“Yes,” she said, a little surprised at his interest. “Yes, she was
always there. Behind the lines, planning his campaigns and
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making sure he had the forces he needed, raising funds and
raising troops, and sometimes she was in the very forefront of the
battles. She had her own armor, she would ride out with the army.”

“Tel me about her,” he said, settling himself down in the pil ows.
“Tel me about Spain.

About what it was like when you were a little girl in the palaces of
Spain. What was it like? In—what is it cal ed—the Alhambra?”

It was too close to what had been before. It was as if a shadow
had stretched over her heart. “Oh, I hardly remember it at al ,” she
said, smiling at his eager face. “There’s nothing
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to tel .”

“Go on. Tel me a story about it.”

“No. I can’t tel you anything. D’you know, I have been an English
princess for so long, I could not tel you anything about it at al .”

In the morning Harry was fil ed with energy, excited at the thought
of ordering his suit of armor, wanting a reason to declare war at
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once. He woke her with kisses and was on her, like an eager boy,
while she was waking. She held him close, welcomed his quick,
selfish pleasure, and smiled when he was up and out of bed in a
moment, hammering at the door and shouting for his guards to
take him to his rooms.

“I want to ride before Mass today,” he said. “It is such a wonderful
day. Wil you come with me?”

“I’l see you at Mass,” Catalina promised him. “And then you can
breakfast with me, if you wish.”

“We’l take breakfast in the hal ,” he ruled. “And then we must go
hunting. It is too good weather not to take the dogs out.

You wil come, won’t you?”
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“I’l come,” she promised him, smiling at his exuberance.

“And shal we have a picnic?”

“You are the best of wives!” he exclaimed. “A picnic would be
wonderful. Wil you tel them to get some musicians and we can
dance? And bring ladies, bring al your ladies, and we shal al
dance.”

She caught him before he went out of the door. “Harry, may I send
for Lady Margaret Pole? You like her, don’t you? Can I have her
as a lady-in-waiting?” He stepped back into the room, caught her
into his arms and kissed her heartily. “You shal have whoever you
want to serve you. Anyone you want, always. Send for her at
once, I know she is the finest of women. And appoint Lady
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Elizabeth Boleyn, too. She is returning to court after her
confinement. She has had another girl.”

“What wil she cal her?” Catalina asked, diverted.

“Mary, I think. Or Anne. I can’t remember. Now, about our

dance…” She beamed at him. “I shal get a troupe of musicians
and dancers and if I can order soft-voice zephyrs I wil do that too.”
She laughed at the happiness in his face.

She could hear the tramp of his guard coming to the door.

“See you at Mass!” I married him for Arthur, for my mother, for
God, for our cause, and for myself. But in a very little while I have
come to love him. It is impossible not to love such a
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sweethearted, energetic, good-natured boy as Harry in these first
years of his reign. He has never known anything but admiration
and kindness, he expects nothing less. He wakes happy every
morning, filled with the confident expectation of a happy day. And,
since he is king, and surrounded by courtiers and flatterers, he
always has a happy day. When work troubles him or people come
to him with disagreeable complaints he looks around for someone
to take the bother of it away from him. In the first few weeks it was
his grandmother who commanded. Slowly, I make sure that it is to
me that he hands the burdens of ruling the kingdom.

The Privy Councilors learn to come to me to ascertain what the
king would think. It is easier for them to present a letter or a
suggestion, if he has been prepared by me. The courtiers soon
know that anything that encourages him to go away from me,
anything that takes the country away from the alliance with Spain
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will displease me, and Harry does not like it when I frown. Men
seeking advantage, advocates

seeking help,

petitioners seeking justice—all learn that the quickest way to a
fair, prompt decision is to call first at the queen’s rooms and then
wait for my introduction.
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I never have to ask anyone to handle him with tact.

Everyone knows that a request should come to him as it were
fresh, for the first time. Everyone knows that the self-love of a
young man is very new and very bright and should not be
tarnished. Everyone takes a warning from the case of his
grandmother who is finding herself put gently and implacably to
one side, because she openly advises him, because she takes
decisions without him, because once—

foolishly—she scolded him. Harry is a king so careless that he will
hand over the keys of his kingdom to anyone he trusts. The trick
for me is to make sure that he trusts only me.

I make sure that I never blame him for not being Arthur. I taught
myself—in the seven years of widowhood—that God’s will was
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done when He took Arthur from me, and there is no point in
blaming those who survive when the best prince is dead. Arthur
died with my promise in his ears and I think myself very lucky
indeed that marriage to his brother is not a vow that I have to
endure but one I can enjoy.

I like being queen. I like having pretty things and rich jewels and a
lapdog, and assembling ladies-in-waiting whose company is a
pleasure. I like paying María de Salinas the long debt of her
wages and watching her order a dozen gowns and fall in love. I
like writing to Lady Margaret Pole and summoning her to my
court, falling into her arms and crying for joy to see her again, and
having her promise that she will be with me. I like knowing that
her discretion is absolute; she never says one word about Arthur.
But I like it that she knows what this marriage has cost me and
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why I have done it. I like her watching me make Arthur’s England
even though it is Harry on the throne.

The first month of marriage is nothing for Harry but a round of
parties, feasts, hunts, outings, pleasure trips, boating trips, plays,
and tournaments. Harry is like a boy who has been locked up in a
schoolroom for too long and is suddenly given a summer holiday.
The world is so filled

with amusement for him that the least experience gives him great
pleasure. He loves to hunt—and he had never been allowed fast
horses before. He loves to joust and his father and grandmother
had never even allowed him in the lists.

He loves the company of men of the world who carefully adapt
their conversation and their amusements to divert him. He loves
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the company of women but—

thank God—his childlike devotion to me holds him firm. He likes to
talk to pretty women, play cards with them, watch them dance and
reward them with great prizes for petty feats—but always he
glances towards me to see that I approve. Always he stays at my
side, looking down at me from his greater height with a gaze of
such devotion that I can’t help but be loving towards him for what
he brings me and in a very little while, I can’t help but love him for
himself.

He has surrounded himself with a court of young men and women
who are such a contrast to his father’s court that they demonstrate
by their very being that everything has changed. His father’s court
was filled with old men, men who had been through hard times
together, some of them battle-hardened; all of them had lost and
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regained their lands at least once. Harry’s court is filled with men
who have never known hardship, never been tested.

I have made a point of saying nothing to criticize either him or the
group of wild young men that gather around him.

They call themselves the “Minions” and they encourage each
other in mad bets and jests all the day and—
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according to gossip—half the night too. Harry was kept so quiet
and so close for all his childhood that I think it natural he should
long to run wild now, and that he should love the young men who
boast of drinking bouts and fights, and chases and attacks, and
girls who they seduce, and fathers who pursue them with cudgels.
His best friend is William Compton, the two go about with their
arms around each other’s shoulders as if ready to dance or
braced for a fight for half the day. There is no harm in William, he
is as great a fool as the rest of the court, he loves Harry as a
comrade, and he has a mock-adoration of me that makes us all
laugh. Half of the Minions pretend to be in love with me and I let
them dedicate verses and sing songs to me and I make sure that
Harry always knows that his songs and

poems are the best.
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The older members of the court disapprove and have made stern
criticisms of the king’s boisterous lads, but I say nothing. When
the councilors come to me with complaints I say that the king is a
young man and youth will have its way. There is no great harm in
any one of the comrades; when they are not drinking, they are
sweet young men.

One or two, like the Duke of Buckingham who greeted me long
ago, or the young Thomas Howard, are fine young men who
would be an ornament to any court. My mother would have liked
them. But when the lads are deep in their cups they are noisy and
rowdy and excitable as young men always are and when they are
sober they talk nonsense. I look at them with my mother’s eyes
and I know that they are the boys who will become the officers in
our army. When we go to war their energy and their courage is
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just what we will need. The noisiest, most disruptive young men in
peacetime are exactly the leaders I will need in time of war.

Lady Margaret, the king’s grandmother, having buried a husband
or two, a daughter-inlaw, a grandson and final y her own precious
prince, was a little weary of fighting for her place in the world and
Catalina was careful not to provoke her old enemy into open
warfare. Thanks to Catalina’s discretion, the rivalry between the
two women was not played overtly—anyone hoping to see Lady
Margaret abuse her

granddaughter-in-law as she had insulted her son’s wife was
disappointed. Catalina slid away from conflict.

When Lady Margaret tried to claim precedence by arriving at the
dining hal door a few footsteps before Catalina, a Princess of the
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Blood, an Infanta of Spain and now Queen of England, Catalina
stepped back at once and gave way to her with such an air of
generosity that everyone remarked on the pretty behavior of the
new queen. Catalina had a way of ushering the older woman
before her that absolutely denied al rules of precedence and
instead somehow emphasized Lady Margaret’s ungainly gal op to
beat her granddaughter-in-law to the high table. They also saw
Catalina pointedly step back, and everyone remarked on the
grace and generosity of the younger woman.

The death of Lady Margaret’s son, King Henry, had hit the old lady
hard. It was not so much that she had lost a beloved child; it was
more that she had lost a cause. In his absence she could hardly
summon the energy to force the Privy Councilors to report to her
before going to the king’s rooms.
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Harry’s joyful excusing of his father’s debts and

freeing of his father’s prisoners she took as an insult to his father’s
memory and to her own rule. The sudden leap of the court into
youth and freedom and playfulness made her feel old and bad-
tempered. She, who had once been the commander of the court
and the maker of the rules, was left to one side. Her opinion no
longer mattered. The great book by which al court events must be
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governed had been written by her; but suddenly, they were
celebrating events that were not in her book, they invented
pastimes and activities, and she was not consulted.

She blamed Catalina for al the changes she most disliked, and
Catalina smiled very sweetly and continued to encourage the
young king to hunt and to dance and to stay up late at night. The
old lady grumbled to her ladies that the queen was a giddy, vain
thing and would lead the prince to disaster. Insultingly, she even
remarked that it was no wonder Arthur had died, if this was the
way that the Spanish girl thought a royal household should be run.

Lady Margaret Pole remonstrated with her old acquaintance as
tactful y as she could.
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“My lady, the queen has a merry court but she never does
anything against the dignity of the throne. Indeed, without her, the
court would be far wilder. It is the king who insists on one pleasure
after another. It is the queen who gives this court its manners.

The young men adore her and nobody drinks or misbehaves
before her.”

“It is the queen whom I blame,” the old woman said crossly.

“Princess Eleanor would never have behaved like this.

Princess Eleanor would have been housed in my rooms, and the
place would have run by my rules.”
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Tactful y, Catalina heard nothing, not even when people came to
her and repeated the slanders. Catalina simply ignored her
grandmother-inlaw and the constant stream of her criticism. She
could have done nothing that would irritate her more.

It was the late hours that the court now kept that were the old
lady’s greatest complaint.

Increasingly, she had to wait and wait for dinner to be served.

She would complain that it was so late at night that the servants
would not be finished before dawn, and then she would retire
before the court had even finished their dinner.

“You keep late hours,” she told Harry. “It is foolish. You need your
sleep. You are only a boy; you should not be roistering al night. I
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cannot keep hours like this, and it is a waste of candles.”

“Yes, but my lady grandmother, you are nearly seventy years old,”
he said patiently.

“Of course you should have your rest. You shal retire whenever
you wish. Catalina and I are only young. It is natural for us to want
to stay up late. We like amusement.”

“She should be resting. She has to conceive an heir,” Lady
Margaret said irritably.

“She’s not going to do that bobbing about in a dance with a bunch
of featherheads.
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Masking every night. Whoever heard of such a thing? And who is
to pay for al this?”

“We’ve been married less than a month!” he exclaimed, a little
irritated. “These are our wedding celebrations. I think we can
enjoy good pastimes and keep a merry court. I like to

dance.”
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“You act as if there was no end to money,” she snapped.

“How much has this dinner cost you? And last night’s? The
strewing herbs alone must cost a fortune. And the musicians?
This is a country that has to hoard its wealth, it cannot afford a
spendthrift king. It is not the English way to have a popinjay on the
throne, a court of mummers.” Harry flushed. He was about to
make a sharp retort.

“The king is no spendthrift,” Catalina intervened quickly. “This is
just part of the wedding festivities. Your son, the late king, always
thought that there should be a merry court. He thought that people
should know that the court was wealthy and gay.

King Harry is only fol owing in the footsteps of his wise father.”
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“His father was not a young fool under the thumb of his foreign
wife!” the old lady said spiteful y.

Catalina’s eyes widened slightly and she put her hand on Harry’s
sleeve to keep him silent. “I am his partner and his helpmeet, as
God has bidden me,” she said gently. “As I am sure you would
want me to be.”

The old lady grunted. “I hear you claim to be more than that,”

she began.

The two young people waited. Catalina could feel Harry shift
restlessly under the gentle pressure of her hand.
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“I hear that your father is to recal his ambassador. Am I right?”
She glared at them both. “Presumably he does not need an
ambassador now. The King of England’s own wife is in the pay
and train of Spain. The King of England’s own wife is to be the
Spanish ambassador. How can that be?”

“My lady grandmother—” Harry burst out; but Catalina was
sweetly calm.

“I am a princess of Spain. Of course I would represent the country
of my birth to my country by marriage. I am proud to be able to do
such a thing. Of course I wil tel my father that his beloved son, my
husband, is wel , that our kingdom is prosperous. Of course I wil
tel my husband that my loving father wants to support him in war
and peace.”
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“When we go to war—” Harry began.

“War?” the old lady demanded, her face darkening. “Why should
we go to war? We have no quarrel with France. It is only her
father who wants war with France, no one else. Tel me that not
even you wil be such a fool as to take us into war to fight for the
Spanish! What are you now? Their errand boy? Their vassal?”
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“The King of France is a danger to us al !” Harry stormed.

“And the glory of England has always been—”

“I am sure My Lady the King’s Grandmother did not mean to
disagree with you, sire,” Catalina said sweetly. “These are
changing times. We cannot expect older people always to
understand when things change so quickly.”

“I’m not quite in my dotage yet!” the old woman flared. “And I
know danger when I see it. And I know divided loyalties when I
see them. And I know a Spanish spy—”

“You are a most treasured advisor,” Catalina assured her.

“And my lord the king and I are always glad of your advice.
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Aren’t we, Harry?” He was stil angry. “Agincourt was—”

“I’m tired,” the old woman said. “And you twist and twist things
about. I’m going to my room.”

Catalina swept her a deep, respectful curtsey, Harry ducked his
head with scant politeness. When Catalina came up the old
woman had gone.

“How can she say such things?” Harry demanded. “How can you
bear to listen to her when she says such things? She makes me
want to roar like a baited bear! She understands nothing, and she
insults you! And you just stand and listen!”

Catalina laughed, took his cross face in her hands, and kissed
him on the lips. “Oh, Harry, who cares what she thinks as long as
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she can do nothing? Nobody cares what she says now.”

“I am going to war with France whatever she thinks,” he promised.

“Of course you are, as soon as the time is right.” I hide my triumph
over her, but I know the taste of it, and it is sweet. I think to myself
that one day the other tormentors of my widowhood, the
princesses, Harry’s sisters, will know my power too. But I can wait.

Lady Margaret may be old but she cannot even gather the senior
people of court about her. They have known her forever; the
bonds of kinship, wardship, rivalry, and feud run through them all
like veins through dirty marble. She was never well liked: not as a
woman, not as the mother of a king. She was from one of the
great families of the country but when she leapt up so high after
Bosworth she flaunted her importance. She has a great reputation
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for learning and for holiness but she is not beloved. She always
insisted on her position as the king’s mother and a gulf has grown
between her and the other people of the court.

Drifting away from her, they are becoming friends of mine: Lady
Margaret Pole of course; the Duke of Buckingham and his sisters,
Elizabeth and Anne; Thomas Howard; his sons; Sir Thomas and
Lady Elizabeth Boleyn; dearest William Warham, the Archbishop
of Canterbury; George Talbot; Sir Henry Vernon that I knew from
Wales.

They all know that although Harry neglects the business of the
realm, I do not.

I consult them for their advice, I share with them the hopes that
Arthur and I had.
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Together with the men of the Privy Council I am bringing the
kingdom into one powerful, peaceful country. We are

starting to consider how to make the law run from one coast to
another, through the wastes, the mountains, and forests alike. We
are starting to work on the defenses of the coast. We are making
a survey of the ships that could be commanded into a fighting
navy, we are creating muster rolls for an army. I have taken the
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reins of the kingdom into my hands and found that I know how it is
done.

Statecraft is my family business. I sat at my mother’s feet in the
throne room of the Alhambra Palace. I listened to my father in the
beautiful golden Hall of the Ambassadors. I learned the art and
the craft of kingship as I had learned about beauty, music, and the
art of building, all in the same place, all in the same lessons. I
learned a taste for rich tiling, for bright sunlight falling on a
delicate tracery of stucco, and for power, all at the same time.
Becoming a Queen Regnant is like coming home. I am happy as
Queen of England. I am where I was born and raised to be.

The king’s grandmother lay in her ornate bed, rich curtains drawn
close so that she was lul ed by shadows. At the foot of the bed an
uncomplaining lady-in-waiting held up the monstrance for her to
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see the body of Christ in its white purity through the diamond-cut
piece of glass. The dying woman fixed her eyes on it, occasional y
looking to the ivory crucifix on the wal beside the bed, ignoring the
soft murmur of prayers around her.

Catalina kneeled at the foot of the bed, her head bowed, a coral
rosary in her hands, praying silently. My Lady Margaret, confident
of a hard-won place in heaven, was sliding away from her place
on earth.

Outside, in her presence chamber, Harry waited for them to tel
him that his grandmother was dead. The last link to his
subordinate, junior childhood would be broken with her death. The
years in which he had been the second son—
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trying a little harder for attention, smiling a little brighter, working
at being clever—would al be gone. From now on, everyone he
would meet would know him only as the most senior member of
his family, the greatest of his line. There would be no articulate,
critical old Tudor lady to watch over this gul ible prince, to cut him
down with one quiet word in the very moment of his springing up.
When she was dead he could be a man, on his own terms. There
would be no one left who knew him as a boy. Although he was
waiting,

outwardly pious, for news of her death, inside he was longing to
hear that she was gone, that he was at last truly independent, at
last a man and a king. He had no idea that he stil desperately
needed her counsel.
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“He must not go to war,” the king’s grandmother said hoarsely
from the bed.

The lady-in-waiting gave a little gasp at the sudden clarity of her
mistress’s speech.

Catalina rose to her feet. “What did you say, my lady?”

“He must not go to war,” she repeated. “Our way is to keep out of
the endless wars of Europe, to keep behind the seas, to keep safe
and far away from al those princeling squabbles. Our way is keep
the kingdom at peace.”

“No,” Catalina said steadily. “Our way is to take the crusade into
the heart of Christendom and beyond. Our way is to make
England a leader in establishing the
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church throughout Europe, throughout the Holy Land, to Africa, to
the Turks, to the Saracens, to the edge of the world.”

“The Scots…”

“I shal defeat the Scots,” Catalina said firmly. “I am wel aware of
the danger.”
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“I did not let him marry you for you to lead us to war.” The dark
eyes flared with fading resentment.

“You did not let him marry me at al . You opposed it from the first
moment,” Catalina said bluntly. “And I married him precisely so
that he should mount a great crusade.” She ignored the little
whimper from the lady-in-waiting, who believed that a dying
woman should not be contradicted.

“You wil promise me that you wil not let him go to war,” the

old lady breathed. “My dying promise, my deathbed promise.

I lay it on you from my deathbed, as a sacred duty.”
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“No.” Catalina shook her head. “Not me. Not another. I made one
deathbed promise and it has cost me dearly. I wil not make
another. Least of al to you. You have lived your life and made your
world as you wished. Now it is my turn. I shal see my son as King
of England and perhaps King of Spain. I shal see my husband
lead a glorious crusade against the Moors and the Turks. I shal
see my country, England, take its place in the world, where it
should be. I shal see England at the heart of Europe, a leader of
Europe.

And I shal be the one that defends it and keeps it safe. I shal be
the one that is Queen of England, as you never were.”

“No…” the old woman breathed.
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“Yes,” Catalina swore, without compromise. “I am Queen of
England now and I wil be til my death.”

The old woman raised herself up, struggled for breath. “You pray
for me.” She laid the order on the younger woman almost as if it
were a curse. “I have done my duty to England, to the Tudor line.
You see that my name is remembered as if I were a queen.”
Catalina hesitated. If this woman had not served herself, her son
and her country, the Tudors would not be on the throne. “I wil pray
for you,” she conceded
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grudgingly.

“And as long as there is a chantry in England, as long as the Holy
Roman Catholic Church is in England, your name wil be
remembered.”

“Forever,” the old woman said, happy in her belief that some
things could never change.
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“Forever,” Catalina agreed.

Then, less than an hour later, she was dead; and I became
queen, ruling queen, undeniably in command, without a rival,
even before my coronation. No one knows what to do in the court,
there is no one who can give a coherent order. Harry has never
ordered a royal funeral—

how should he know where to begin, how to judge the extent of
the honor that should be given to his grandmother? How

many mourners? How long the time of mourning? Where should
she be buried? How should the whole ceremonial be done?

I summon my oldest friend in England, the Duke of Buckingham,
who greeted me on my arrival all those years ago and is now lord
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high steward, and I ask for Lady Margaret Pole to come to me. My
ladies bring me the great volume of ceremonial, the Royal Book,
written by the king’s dead grandmother herself, and I set about
organizing my first public English event.

I am lucky; tucked inside the cover of the book I find three pages
of handwritten instructions. The vain old lady had laid out the
order of the procession that she wanted for her funeral. Lady
Margaret and I gasp at the numbers of bishops she would like to
serve, the pallbearers, the mutes, the mourners, the decorations
on the streets, the duration of the mourning. I show them to the
Duke of Buckingham, her onetime ward, who says nothing but in
discreet silence just smiles and shakes his head. Hiding my
unworthy sense of triumph I take a quill, dip it in black ink, cut
almost everything by a half, and then start to give orders.
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It was a quiet ceremony of smooth dignity, and everyone knew
that it had been commanded and ordered by the Spanish bride.
Those who had not known before realized now that the girl who
had been waiting for seven years to

come to the throne of England had not wasted her time. She knew
the temperament of the English people, she knew how to put on a
show for them. She knew the tenor of the court: what they
regarded as stylish, what they saw as mean. And she knew, as a
princess born, how to rule. In those days before her coronation,
Catalina established herself as the undeniable queen, and those
who had ignored her in her years of poverty now discovered in
themselves tremendous affection and respect for the princess.

She accepted their admiration, just as she had accepted their
neglect: with calm politeness. She knew that by ordering the
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funeral of the king’s grandmother she established herself as the
first woman of the new court, and the arbiter of al decisions of
court life. She had, in one bril iant performance, established
herself as the foremost leader of England. And she was certain
that after this triumph no one would ever be able to supplant her.

We decide not to cancel our coronation, though My Lady the
King’s Grandmother’s funeral preceded it. The arrangements are
all in place, we judge that we should do nothing to mar the joy of
the City or of the people who have come from all over England to
see the boy Harry take his father’s crown. They say that some
have traveled all the way from Plymouth, who saw me come
ashore, a frightened seasick girl, all those years ago. We are not
going to tell
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them that the great celebration of Harry’s coming to the throne, of
my coronation, is canceled because a cross old lady has died at
an ill-judged

time. We agree that the people are expecting a great celebration
and we should not deny them.
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In truth, it is Harry who cannot bear a disappointment. He had
promised himself a great moment of glory and he would not miss
it for the world. Certainly not for the death of a very old lady who
spent the last years of her life preventing him from having his own
way in anything.

I agree with him. I judge that the king’s grandmother seized her
power and enjoyed her time, and now it is time for us. I judge that
it is the mood of the country and the mood of the court to
celebrate the triumph of Harry’s coming to the throne with me at
his side.

Indeed, for some of them, who have long taken an interest in me,
there is the greatest delight that I shall have the crown at last. I
decide—and there is no one but me to decide—that we will go
ahead. And so we do.
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I know that Harry’s grief for his grandmother is only superficial; his
mourning is mostly show. I saw him when I came from her privy
chamber, and he knew, since I had left her bedside, that she must
be dead. I saw his shoulders stretch out and lift, as if he were
suddenly free from the burden of her care, as if her skinny, loving,
age-spotted hand had been a dead weight on his neck. I saw his
quick smile—his delight that he was alive and young and lusty,
and that she was gone. Then I saw the careful composing of his
face into conventional sadness and I stepped forwards, with my
face grave also, and told him that she was dead, in a low sad
voice, and he answered me in the same tone.

I am glad to know that he can play the hypocrite. The court room
in the Alhambra Palace has many doors, my father told me that a
king should be able to go out of one and come in through another
and nobody know his mind. I know that to rule is to keep your own
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counsel. Harry is a boy now, but one day he will be a man and he
will have to make up his own mind and judge well. I will remember
that he can say one thing and think another.

But I have learned something else about him too. When I

saw that he did not weep one real tear for his grandmother I knew
that this king, our golden Harry, has a cold heart that no one can
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trust. She had been as a mother to him; she had dominated his
childhood. She had cared for him, watched over him, and taught
him herself. She supervised his every waking moment and
shielded him from every unpleasant sight, she kept him from
tutors who would have taught him of the world, and allowed him to
walk only in the gardens of her making. She spent hours on her
knees in prayer for him and insisted that he be taught the rule and
the power of the church. But when she stood in his way, when she
denied him his pleasures, he saw her as his enemy; and he
cannot forgive anyone who refuses him something he wants. I
know from this that this boy, this charming boy, will grow to be a
man whose selfishness will be a danger to himself, and to those
around him. One day we may all wish that his grandmother had
taught him better.

24TH JUNE 1509
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They carried Catalina from the Tower to Westminster as an
English princess. She traveled in a litter made of cloth of gold,
carried high by four white palfreys so everyone could see her. She
wore a gown of white satin and a coronet set with pearls, her hair
brushed out over her shoulders. Harry was crowned first and then
Catalina bowed her head and took the holy oil of kingship on her
head and breasts, stretched out her hand for the scepter and the
ivory wand, knew that, at last, she was a queen, as her mother
had been: an anointed queen, a greater being than mere mortals,
a step closer to the angels, appointed by God to rule His country,
and under His especial protection. She knew that final y she had
fulfil ed the destiny that she had been born for, she had taken her
place, as she had promised that she would.

She took a throne just a little lower than King Henry’s, and the
crowd that cheered for the handsome young king coming to his
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throne also cheered for her, the Spanish princess, who had been
constant against the odds and was crowned Queen Katherine of
England at last.

I have waited for this day for so long that when it comes it is like a
dream, like the dreams I have had of my greatest desires. I go
through the coronation ceremony: my place in the procession, my
seat on the throne, the cool lightness of the ivory rod in my hand,
my other hand tightly gripping the

heavy scepter, the deep heady scent of the holy oil on my
forehead and breasts, as if it is another dream of longing for
Arthur.

But this time it is real.
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When we come out of the abbey and I hear the crowd cheer for
him, for me, I turn to look at my husband beside me. I am shocked
then, a sudden shock like waking suddenly from a dream—that he
is not Arthur. He is not my love. I had expected to be crowned
beside Arthur and for us to take our thrones together. But instead
of the handsome, thoughtful face of my husband, it is Harry’s
round, flushed beam. Instead of my husband’s shy, coltish grace,
it is Harry’s exuberant swagger at my side.

I realize at that moment that Arthur really is dead, really gone from
me. I am fulfilling my part of our promise, marrying the King of
England, even though it is Harry.

Please God, Arthur is fulfilling his part: to watch over me from al-
Yanna and to wait for me there. One day, when my work is done
and I can go to my love, I will live with him forever.
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“Are you happy?” the boy asks me, shouting to make himself
heard above the pealing of the bells and the cheering of the
crowds. “Are you happy, Catalina? Are you glad that I married
you? Are you glad to be Queen of

England, that I have given you this crown?”
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“I am very happy,” I promise him. “And you must call me Katherine
now.”

“Katherine?” he asks. “Not Catalina anymore?”

“I am Queen of England,” I say, thinking of Arthur saying these
very words. “I am Queen Katherine of England.”

“Oh, I say!” he exclaims, delighted at the idea of changing his
name, as I have changed mine. “That’s good. We shall be King
Henry, and Queen Katherine. They shall call me Henry too.”

This is the king but he is not Arthur, he is Harry who wants to be
called Henry, like a man. I am the queen, and I shall not be
Catalina. I shall be Katherine—English through and through, and
not the girl who was once so very much in love
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with the Prince of Wales.

Katherine,

Queen of England

Summer 1509

THE COURT, DRUNK WITH JOY, with delight in its own youth,
with freedom, took the summer for pleasure. The progress from
one beautiful, welcoming house to another lasted for two long
months when Henry and Katherine hunted, dined in the
greenwood, danced until midnight, and spent money like water.
The great lumbering carts of the royal household went along the
dusty lanes of England so that the next house might shine with
gold and be bright with tapestries, so that the royal bed—which
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they shared every night—would be rich with the best linen and the
glossiest furs.

No business of any worth was transacted by Henry at al . He
wrote once to his father-inlaw to tel him how happy he was, but
the rest of the work for the king fol owed him in boxes from one
beautiful parkland castle or mansion to another, and these were
opened and read only by Katherine, Queen of England, who
ordered the clerks to write her orders to the Privy Council and
sent them out herself over the king’s signature.

Not until mid-September did the court return to Richmond and
Henry at once declared that the party should go on. Why should
they ever cease in pleasure? The weather was fair, they could
have hunting and boating, archery and tennis contests, parties
and masquings. The nobles and gentry flocked to Richmond to
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join the unending party: the families whose power and name were
older than the Tudors’ and the new ones, whose wealth and
names were bobbing upwards on the rise of the Tudor tide,
floated by Tudor wealth. The victors of Bosworth who had staked
their lives on the Tudor courage in great danger found themselves
alongside newcomers who made their fortunes on nothing more
than Tudor amusements.

Henry welcomed everyone with uncritical delight; anyone who
was witty and wel read, charming or a good sportsman could have
a place at court. Katherine smiled on them al , never rested, never
refused a chal enge or an invitation, and set herself the task of
keeping her teenage husband entertained al the day long. Slowly
but surely, she drew
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the management of the entertainments, then of the household,
then of the king’s business, then of the kingdom, into her hands.

Queen Katherine had the accounts for the royal court spread out
before her, a clerk to one side, a comptrol er of the household with
his great book to another, the men who served as exchequers of
the household standing behind her.
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She was checking the books of the great departments of the
court: the kitchen, the cel ar, the wardrobe, the servery, the
payments for services, the stables, the musicians. Each
department of the palace had to compile its monthly expenditure
and send it to the Queen’s Exchequer—just as they had sent it to
My Lady the King’s Mother, for her to approve their business, and
if they overspent by very much, they could expect a visit from one
of the exchequers for the Privy Purse to ask them pointedly if they
could explain why costs had so suddenly risen?

Every court in Europe was engaged in the struggle to control the
cost of running the sprawling feudal households with the newly
fashionable wealth and display. Al the kings wanted a great
entourage, like a mediaeval lord; but now they wanted culture,
wealth, architecture and rich display as wel . England was
managed better than any court in Europe. Queen Katherine had
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learned her housekeeping skil s the hard way: when she had tried
to run Durham House as a royal palace should be run, but with no
income. She knew to a penny what was the price of a gal on loaf,
she knew the difference between salted fish and fresh, she knew
the price of cheap wine imported from Spain and expensive wine
brought in from France. Even more rigorous than that of My Lady
the King’s Mother, Queen Katherine’s scrutiny of the household
books made the cooks argue with suppliers at the kitchen doors
and get the very best price for the extravagantly consuming court.

Once a week Queen Katherine surveyed the expenditure of the
different departments of the court, and every day at dawn, while
King Henry was out hunting, she read the letters that came for
him, and drafted his replies.
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It was steady, unrelenting work, to keep the court running as a wel
-ordered center for the country and to keep the king’s business
under tight control. Queen Katherine, determined to understand
her new country, did not begrudge the hours she spent reading
letters, taking advice from Privy Councilors,

spent reading letters, taking advice from Privy Councilors, inviting
objections, taking opinions. She had seen her own mother
dominate a country by persuasion. Isabel a of Spain had brokered
her country out of a col ection of rival kingships and lordships by
offering them a trouble-free, cheap, central administration, a
nationwide system of justice, an end to corruption and banditry,
and an infal ible defense system.

Her daughter saw at once that these advantages could be
transferred to England.
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But she was also fol owing in the steps of her Tudor father-inlaw,
and the more she worked on his papers and read his letters, the
more she admired the steadiness of his judgment. Oddly, she
wished now that she had known him as a ruler, as she would have
benefited from his advice. From his records she could see how he
balanced the desire of the English lords to be independent, on
their own lands, with his own need to bind them to the crown.
Cunningly, he al owed the northern lords greater freedom and
greater wealth and status than anyone, since they were his
bulwark against the Scots. Katherine
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had maps of the northern lands pinned around the council
chamber and saw how the border with Scotland was nothing more
than a handful of disputed territories in difficult country.

Such a border could never be made safe from a threatening
neighbor. She thought that the Scots were England’s Moors: the
land could not be shared with them.
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They would have to be utterly defeated.

She shared her father-in-law’s fears of overmighty English lords at
court, she learned his jealousy of their wealth and power; and
when Henry thought to give one man a handsome pension in an
exuberant moment, it was Katherine who pointed out that he was
a wealthy man already, there was no need to make his position
any stronger. Henry wanted to be a king famed for his generosity,
beloved for the sudden shower of his gifts.

Katherine knew that power fol owed wealth and that kings

new-come to their throne must hoard both wealth and power.

“Did your father never warn you about the Howards?” she asked
as they stood together watching an archery contest.
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Henry, stripped down to his shirtsleeves, his bow in his hand, had
the second-highest score and was waiting for his turn to go again.

“No,” he replied. “Should he have done so?”

“Oh, no,” she said swiftly. “I did not mean to suggest that they
would play you false in any way, they are love and loyalty
personified. Thomas Howard has been a great friend to your
family, keeping the north safe for you, and Edward is my knight,
my dearest knight of al . It is just that their wealth has increased
so much, and their family al iances are so strong. I just wondered
what your father thought of them.”

“I wouldn’t know,” Henry said easily. “I wouldn’t have asked him.
He wouldn’t have told me anyway.”
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“Not even when he knew you were to be the next king?” He shook
his head. “He thought I wouldn’t be king for years yet,”

he said. “He had not finished making me study my books. He had
not yet let me out into the world.” She shook her head.

“When we have a son we wil make sure he is prepared for his
kingdom from an early age.”
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At once his hand stole around her waist. “Do you think it wil be
soon?” he asked.

“Please God,” she said sweetly, withholding her secret hope.

“Do you know, I have been thinking of a name for him?”

“Have you, sweetheart? Shal you cal him Ferdinand for your
father?”

“If you would like it, I thought we might cal him Arthur,” she said
careful y.

“For my brother?” His face darkened at once.

“No, Arthur for England,” she said swiftly. “When I look at you
sometimes I think you are like King Arthur of the Round Table,
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and this is Camelot. We are making a court here as beautiful and
as magical as Camelot ever was.”

“Do you think that, little dreamer?”

“I think you could be the greatest king England has ever known
since Arthur of Camelot,” she said.

“Arthur it is, then,” he said, soothed as always by praise.

“Arthur Henry.”

“Yes.”

They cal ed to him from the butts that it was his turn and that he
had a high score to beat, and he went with a kiss blown to her.
Katherine made sure that she was watching as he drew his bow,
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and when he glanced over, as he always did, he could see that
her attention was whol y on him. The muscles in his lean back
rippled as he drew back the arrow, he was like a statue, beautiful
y poised, and then slowly, like a dancer, he released the string
and the arrow flew—faster than sight—true to the very center of
the target.

“A hit!”

“A winning hit!”

“Victory to the king!”

The prize was a golden arrow and Henry came bright-faced to his
wife to kneel at her feet so that she could bend down
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and kiss him on both cheeks, and then, lovingly, on the mouth.

“I won for you,” he said. “You alone. You bring me luck. I never
miss when you are watching me. You shal keep the winning
arrow.”

“It is a Cupid’s arrow,” she responded. “I shal keep it to remind me
of the one in my heart.”

“She loves me.” He rose to his feet and turned to his court, and
there was a ripple of applause and laughter. He shouted
triumphantly, “She loves me!”

“Who could help but love you?” Lady Elizabeth Boleyn, one of the
ladies-in-waiting, cal ed out boldly. Henry glanced at her and then
looked down from his great height to his petite wife.
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“Who could help but love her?” he asked, smiling at her.

That night I kneel before my prie-dieu and clasp my hands over
my belly. It is the second month that I have not bled, I am almost
certain that I am with child.

“Arthur,” I whisper, my eyes closed. I can almost see him, as he
was: naked in candlelight in our bedroom at Ludlow.
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“Arthur, my love. He says that I can call this boy Arthur Henry. So I
will have fulfilled our hope—that I should give you a son called
Arthur. And though I know you didn’t like your brother, I will show
him the respect that I owe to him; he is a good boy and I pray that
he will grow to a good man. I shall call my boy Arthur Henry for
you both.”

I feel no guilt for my growing affection for this boy Henry, though
he can never take the place of his brother, Arthur. It is right that I
should love my husband and Henry is an endearing boy. The
knowledge that I have of him, from watching him for long years as
closely as if he were an enemy, has brought me to a deep
awareness of the sort of boy he is. He is selfish as a child, but he
has a child’s generosity and easy tenderness. He is vain, he is
ambitious, to tell truth, he is as conceited as a player in a troupe,
but he is quick to laughter and quick to tears, quick
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to compassion, quick to alleviate hardship.

He will make a good man if he has good guides, if he can be
taught to rein in his desires and learn service to his country and to
God. He has been spoiled by those who should have guided him;
but it is not too late to make a good man from him. It is my task
and my duty to keep him from selfishness. Like any young man,
he is a tyrant in the making.

A good mother would have disciplined him, perhaps a loving wife
can curb him. If I can love him, and hold him to love me, I can
make a great king of him. And England needs a great king.

Perhaps this is one of the services I can do for England: guide
him, gently and steadily, away from his spoiled childhood and
towards a manhood which is responsible.
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His father and his grandmother kept him as a boy; perhaps it is
my task to help him grow to be a man.

“Arthur, my dearest Arthur,” I say quietly as I rise and go towards
the bed, and this time I am speaking to them both: to the husband
that I loved first, and to the child that is slowly, quietly growing
inside me.

AUTUMN 1509
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At nighttime in October, after Katherine had refused to dance after
midnight for the previous three weeks and had insisted, instead,
on watching Henry dance with her ladies, she told him that she
was with child and made him swear to keep it secret.

“I want to tel everyone!” he exclaimed. He had come to her room
in his nightgown and they were seated either side of the warm
fire, on their way to bed.
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“You can write to my father next month,” she specified. “But I don’t
want everyone to know yet. They wil al guess soon enough.”

“You must rest,” he said instantly. “And should you have special
things to eat? Do you have a desire for anything special to eat? I
can send someone for it at once, they can wake the cooks. Tel
me, love, what would you like?”

“Nothing! Nothing!” she said, laughing. “See, we have biscuits and
wine. What more do I ever eat this late at night?”

“Oh usual y, yes! But now everything is different.”

“I shal ask the physicians in the morning,” she said. “But I need
nothing now. Truly, my love.”
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“I want to get you something,” he said. “I want to look after you.”

“You do look after me,” she reassured him. “And I am perfectly wel
fed, and I feel very wel .”

“Not sick? That is a sign of a boy, I am sure.”

“I have been feeling a little sick in the mornings,” she said, and
watched his beam of happiness. “I feel certain that it is a boy. I
hope this is our Arthur Henry.”

“Oh! You were thinking of him when you spoke to me at the
archery contest.”

“Yes, I was. But I was not sure then, and I did not want to tel you
too early.”
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“And when do you think he wil be born?”

“In early summer, I think.”

“It cannot take so long!” he exclaimed.

“My love, I think it does take that long.”

“I shal write to your father in the morning,” he said. “I shal tel him
to expect great news in the summer. Perhaps we shal be home
after a great campaign against the French then.

Perhaps I shal bring you a victory and you shal give me a son.”
Henry has sent his own physician, the most skilled man in
London, to see me. The man stands at one side of the room while
I sit on a chair at the other. He cannot examine me, of course—
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the body of the queen cannot be touched by anyone but the king.
He cannot ask me if I am regular in my courses or in my bowels;
they too are sacred.

He is so paralyzed with embarrassment at being called to see me
that he keeps his eyes on the floor and asks me short questions in
a quiet, clipped voice. He speaks English, and I have to strain to
hear and understand him.

He asks me if I eat well and if I have any sickness. I answer that I
eat well enough but that I am sick of the smell and sight of cooked
meats. I miss the fruit and vegetables that were part of my daily
diet in Spain, I am craving baklava sweetmeats made from honey
or a tagine made with vegetables and rice. He says that it does
not matter since there is no benefit to eating vegetables or fruit for
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humans, and, indeed, he would have advised me against eating
any

raw stuff for the duration of my pregnancy.

He asks me if I know when I conceived. I say that I cannot say for
certain, but that I know the date of my last course.
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He smiles as a learned man to a fool and tells me that this is little
guide as to when a baby might be due. I have seen Moorish
doctors calculate the date of a baby’s birth with a special abacus.
He says he has never heard of such things and such heathen
devices would be unnatural and not wanted at the treatment of a
Christian child.

He suggests that I rest. He asks me to send for him whenever I
feel unwell and he will come to apply leeches.

He says he is a great believer in bleeding women frequently to
prevent them becoming overheated. Then he bows and leaves.

I look blankly at María de Salinas, standing in the corner of the
room for this mockery of a consultation. “This is the
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best doctor in England?” I ask her. “This is the best that they
have?”

She shakes her head in bewilderment.

“I wonder if we can get someone from Spain,” I think aloud.

“Your mother and father have all but cleared Spain of the learned
men,” she says, and in that moment I feel almost ashamed of
them.

“Their learning was heretical,” I say defensively.

She shrugs. “Well, the Inquisition arrested most of them.

The rest have fled.”
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“Where did they go?” I ask.

“Wherever people go. The Jews went to Portugal and then to Italy,
to Turkey, I think throughout Europe. I suppose the Moors went to
Africa and the East.”

“Can we not find someone from Turkey?” I suggest. “Not a
heathen, of course. But someone who has learned from a Moorish
physician? There must be some Christian doctors who have
knowledge. Some who know more than this one?”

“I will ask the ambassador,” she says.
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“He must be Christian,” I stipulate.

I know that I will need a better doctor than this shy ignoramus, but
I do not want to go against the authority of my mother and the
Holy Church. If they say that such knowledge is sin, then, surely, I
should embrace ignorance.
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It is my duty. I am no scholar and it is better if I am guided by the
ruling of the Holy Church. But can God really want us to deny
knowledge? And what if this ignorance costs me England’s son
and heir?

Katherine did not reduce her work, commanding the clerks to the
king, hearing petitioners who needed royal justice, discussing with
the Privy Council the news from the kingdom. But she wrote to
Spain to suggest that her father might like to send an ambassador
to represent Spanish interests, especial y since Henry was
determined on a war against France in al iance with Spain as
soon as the

season for war started in the spring, and there would be much
correspondence between the two countries.
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“He is most determined to do your bidding,” Catalina wrote to her
father, careful y translating every word into the complex code that
they used. “He is conscious that he has not been to war and is
anxious that al goes wel for an English-Spanish army. I am very
concerned, indeed, that he is not exposed to danger. He has no
heir, and even if he did, this is a hard country for princes in their
minority. When he goes to war with you, I shal trust him into your
safekeeping. He should certainly feel that he is experiencing war
to the ful , he should certainly learn how to campaign from you.
But I shal trust you to keep him from any real danger. Do not
misunderstand me on this,” she wrote sternly. “He must feel that
he is at the heart of war, he must learn how battles are won, but
he must not ever be in any real danger. And,” she added, “he
must never know that we have protected him.”
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King Ferdinand, in ful possession of Castile and Aragon once
more, ruling as regent for Juana—who was now said to be far
beyond taking her throne, lost in a dark world of grief and
madness—wrote smoothly back to his youngest daughter that she
was not to worry about the safety of her husband in war; he would
make sure that Henry was exposed to nothing but excitement.
“And do not let your wifely fears distract him from his duty,” he
reminded her. “In al her years with me your mother never shirked
from danger. You

years with me your mother never shirked from danger. You must
be the queen she would want you to be. This is a war that has to
be fought for the safety and profit of us al , and the young king
must play his part alongside this old king and the old emperor.
This is an al iance of two old warhorses and one young colt, and
he wil want to be part of it.” He left a space in the letter as if for
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thought and then added a postscript. “Of course, we wil both
make sure it is mostly play for him. Of course he wil not know.”

Ferdinand was right. Henry was desperate to be part of an al
iance that would defeat France. The Privy Council, the thoughtful
advisors of his father’s careful reign, were appal ed to find that the
young man was utterly set on the idea that kingship meant
warfare, and he could imagine no better way to demonstrate that
he had inherited the throne.

The eager, boastful young men that formed the young court,
desperate for a chance to show their own courage, were egging
Henry on to war. The French had been hated for so long that it
seemed incredible that a peace had ever been made and that it
had lasted. It seemed unnatural to be at peace with the French—
the normal state of warfare should be resumed as soon as victory
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was a certainty. And victory, with a new young king and a new
young court, must be a certainty now.

Nothing that Katherine might quietly remark could completely
calm the fever for war, and Henry was so bel icose with the

French ambassador at their first meeting that the astounded
representative reported to his master that the new young king was
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out of his mind with choler, denying that he had ever written a
peaceable letter to the King of France, which the Privy Council
had sent in his absence. Fortunately, their next meeting went
better. Katherine made sure that she was there.

“Greet him pleasantly,” she prompted Henry as she saw the man
advance.

“I wil not feign kindness where I mean war.”

“You have to be cunning,” she said softly. “You have to be skil ed
in saying one thing and thinking another.”

“I wil never pretend. I wil never deny my righteous pride.”

“No, you should not pretend, exactly. But let him in his fol y
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misunderstand you. There is more than one way to win a war, and
it is winning that matters, not threatening. If he thinks you are his
friend, we wil catch them unprepared. Why would we give them
warning of attack?”

He was troubled. He looked at her, frowning. “I am not a liar.”

“No, for you told him last time that the vain ambitions of his king
would be corrected by you. The French cannot be al owed to
capture Venice. We have an ancient al iance with Venice….”

“Do we?”

“Oh, yes,” Katherine said firmly. “England has an ancient al iance
with Venice, and besides, it is the very first wal of Christianity
against the Turks. By threatening Venice the French are on the
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brink of letting the heathens into Italy. They should be ashamed of
themselves. But last time you met, you warned the French
ambassador. You could not have been more clear. Now is the time
for you to greet him with a smile.

You do not need to spel out your campaign. We wil keep our own
counsel. We wil not share it with such as him.”

“I have told him once, I need not tel him again. I do not repeat
myself,” Henry said, warming to the thought.

“We don’t brag of our strength,” she said. “We know what we

can do, and we know what we wil do. They can find out for
themselves in our own good time.”
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“Indeed,” said Henry, and stepped down from the little dais to
greet the French ambassador quite pleasantly, and was rewarded
to see the man fumble in his bow and stutter in his address.

“I had him quite baffled,” he said to Katherine gleeful y.

“You were masterly,” she assured him.

If he were a dullard I would have to bite back my impatience and
curb my temper more often than I do. But he is not unintelligent.
He is bright and clever, perhaps even as quick-witted as Arthur.
But where Arthur had been trained to think, had been educated as
a king from birth, they let this second son slide by on his charm
and his ready tongue.
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They found him pleasing and encouraged him to be nothing more
than agreeable. He has a good brain and he can read, debate and
think well—but only if the

topic catches his interest, and then only for a while. They taught
him to study but only to demonstrate his own cleverness. He is
lazy, he is terribly lazy—he would always rather that someone
does the detailed work for him, and this is a great fault in a king: it
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throws him into the power of his clerks. A king who will not work
will always be in the hands of his advisors. It is a recipe for
overmighty councilors.

When we start to discuss the terms of the contract between Spain
and England, he asks me to write it out for him. He does not like
to do this himself, he likes to dictate and have a clerk write it out
fair. And he will never bother to learn the code. It means that
every letter between him and the emperor, every letter between
him and my father, is either written by me, or translated by me. I
am at the very center of the emerging plans for war, whether I
want to be or no. I cannot help but be the decision maker at the
very heart of this alliance, and Henry puts himself to one side.

Of course I am not reluctant to do my duty. No true child of my
mother’s would ever have turned away from effort, especially one
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that led to war with the enemies of Spain.

We were all raised to know that kingship is a vocation, not a treat.
To be a king means to rule, and ruling is always demanding work.
No true child of my father’s could have resisted being at the very
heart of planning and plotting and preparing for war. There is no
one at the English court better able than I to take our country into
war.

I am no fool. I guessed from the start that my father planned to
use our English troops against the French, and while we engage
them at the time and place of his choosing, I wager that he will
invade the kingdom of Navarre. I must have heard him a dozen
times telling my mother that if he could have Navarre he would
have rounded the north border of Aragon and besides, Navarre is
a rich region, growing grapes and wheat. My father has wanted it
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from the moment he came to the throne of Aragon. I know that if
he has a chance at Navarre he will win it, and if he can make the
English do the work for him he would think that even better.

But I am not fighting this war to oblige my father, though I let him
think that. He will not use me as his instrument—I will use him for
mine. I want this war for England, and for God.

The Pope himself has ruled that the French should not

overrun Venice; the Pope himself is putting his own holy army into
the field against the French. No true son or daughter of the church
needs any greater cause than this: to know that the Holy Father is
calling for support.
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And for me there is another reason, even more powerful than that.
I never forget my mother’s warning that the Moors will come
against Christendom again, I never forget her telling me that I
must be ready in England as she was always ready in Spain. If
the French defeat the armies of the Pope and seize Venice, who
can doubt but that the Moors will see it as their chance to snatch
Venice in their turn from the French? And once the Moors get a
toehold in the heart of Christendom once more, it will be my
mother’s war to be fought all over again. They will come at us
from the East, they will come at us from Venice, and Christian
Europe will lie at their mercy. My father himself told me that
Venice with its great trade, its arsenal, its powerful dockyards,
must never be taken by the Moors; we must never let them win a
city where they could build fighting galleys in a week, arm them in
days, man them in a morning. If they have the Venetian dockyards
and shipwrights then we have lost the seas. I know that it is my
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given duty, given to me by my mother and by God: to send
Englishmen to serve the

Pope and to defend Venice from any invader. It is easy to
persuade Henry to think the same.

But I don’t forget Scotland. I never forget Arthur’s fear of Scotland.
The Privy Council has spies along the border, and Thomas
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Howard, the old Earl of Surrey, was placed there, quite
deliberately, I think, by the old king. King Henry my father-in-law
gave Thomas Howard great lands in the north so that he, of all
people, would keep the border safe.

The old king was no fool. He did not let others do his business
and trust to their abilities. He tied them into his success. If the
Scots invade England they will come through Howard lands, and
Thomas Howard is as anxious as I that this will never happen. He
has assured me that the Scots will not come against us this
summer, in any numbers worse than their usual brigand raids. All
the intelligence we can gather from English merchants in
Scotland, from travelers primed to keep their eyes open, confirms
the earl’s view. We are safe for this summer at
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least. I can take this moment and send the English army to war
against the French. Henry can march out in safety and learn to be
a soldier.

Katherine watched the dancing at the Christmas festivities,
applauded her husband when he twirled other ladies around the
room, laughed at the mummers, and signed off the court’s bil s for
enormous amounts of wine, ale, beef, and the rarest and finest of
everything. She gave Henry a beautiful inlaid saddle for his
Christmas gift, and some shirts that she had sewn and
embroidered herself with the beautiful blackwork of Spain.

“I want al my shirts to be sewn by you,” he said, putting the fine
linen against his cheek. “I want to never wear anything that
another woman has touched. Only your hands shal make my
shirts.”
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Katherine smiled and pul ed his shoulder down to her height.

He bent down like a grown boy, and she kissed his forehead.

“Always,” she promised him. “I shal always sew your shirts for
you.

“And now my gift to you,” he said. He pushed a large leather box
towards her.

Katherine opened it. There was a great set of magnificent jewels:
a diadem, a necklace, two bracelets, and matching rings.

“Oh, Henry!”
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“Do you like them?”

“I love them,” she said.

“Wil you wear them tonight?”

“I shal wear them tonight and at the Twelfth Night feast,” she
promised.
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The young queen shone in her happiness, this first Christmas of
her reign. The ful skirts of her gown could not conceal the curve of
her bel y. Everywhere she went the young king would order a
chair to be brought for her, she must not stand for a moment, she

must never be wearied. He composed for her special songs that
his musicians played, special dances and special masques were
made up in her honor. The court, delighted with the young queen’s
fertility, with the health and strength of

the young king, with itself, made merry late into the night and
Katherine sat on her throne, her feet slightly spread to
accommodate the curve of her bel y, and smiled in her joy.

Westminster Palace,
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January 1510

I WAKE IN THE NIGHT TO PAIN and a strange sensation.

I dreamed that a tide was rising in the river Thames and that a
fleet of black-sailed ships were coming upriver. I think that it must
be the Moors, coming for me, and then I think it is a Spanish fleet
—an armada, but strangely, disturbingly, my enemy, and the
enemy of England. In my distress I toss and turn in bed and I
wake with a sense of dread and find that it is worse than any
dream, my sheets are wet with blood, and there is a real pain in
my belly.

I call out in terror, and my cry wakes María de Salinas, who is
sleeping with me.
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“What is it?” she asks. Then she sees my face and calls out
sharply to the maid at the foot of the bed and sends her running
for my ladies and for the midwives, but somewhere in the back of
my mind I know already that there is nothing that they can do.

I clamber into my chair in my bloodstained nightdress and

feel the pain twist and turn in my belly.

By the time they arrive, struggling from their beds, all stupid with
sleep, I am on my knees on the floor like a sick dog, praying for
the pain to pass and to leave me whole. I know that there is no
point in praying for the safety of my child. I know that my child is
lost. I can feel the tearing sensation in my belly as he slowly
comes away.
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After a long, bitter day, when Henry comes to the door again and
again, and I send him away, calling out to him in a bright voice of
reassurance, biting the palm of my hand so that I do not cry out,
the baby is born, dead. The midwife shows her to me, a little girl,
a white, limp little thing: poor baby, my poor baby. My only comfort
is that it is not the boy I had promised Arthur I would bear for him.
It is a girl, a dead girl, and then I twist my face in grief when I
remember that he wanted a girl first, and she was to be called
Mary.

I cannot speak for grief, I cannot face Henry and tell him myself. I
cannot bear the thought of anyone telling the court. I cannot bring
myself to write to my father and tell him that I have failed England,
I have failed Henry, I have failed Spain, and worst of all—and this
I could never tell anyone
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—I have failed Arthur.

I stay in my room. I close the door on all the anxious faces, on the
midwives wanting me to drink strawberry-leaf tisanes,

on the ladies wanting to tell me about their stillbirths, and their
mothers’ stillbirths and their happy endings, I shut them away
from me and I kneel at the foot of my bed, and press my hot face
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against the covers. I whisper through my sobs, muffled so that no
one but him can hear me. “I am sorry, so sorry, my love. I

am so sorry not to have had your son. I don’t know why, I don’t
know why our gentle God should send me this great sorrow. I am
so sorry, my love. If I ever have another chance I will do my best,
the very best that I can, to have our son, to keep him safe till birth
and beyond. I will, I swear I will. I tried this time, God knows, I
would have given anything to have your son and named him
Arthur for you, my love.” I steady myself as I can feel the words
tumbling out too quickly, I can feel myself losing control, I feel the
sobs starting to choke me.

“Wait for me,” I say quietly. “Wait for me still. Wait for me by
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the quiet waters in the garden where the white and the red rose
petals fall. Wait for me and when I have given birth to your son
Arthur and your daughter Mary and done my duty here, I will
come to you. Wait for me in the garden and I will never fail you. I
will come to you, love. My love.”

The king’s physician went to the king directly from the queen’s
apartments. “Your Grace, I have good news for you.”

Henry turned a face to him that was as sour as a child’s whose joy
has been stolen.

“You have?”

“I have indeed.”
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“The queen is better? In less pain? She wil be wel ?”

“Even better than wel ,” the physician said. “Although she lost one
child, she has kept another. She was carrying twins, Your Grace.
She has lost one child but her bel y is stil large and she is stil with
child.”

For a moment the young man could not understand the words.
“She stil has a child?” The physician smiled. “Yes, Your Grace.”

It was like a stay of execution. Henry felt his heart turn over
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with hope. “How can it be?”

The physician was confident. “By various ways I can tel . Her bel y
is stil firm, the bleeding has stopped. I am certain she is stil with
child.” Henry crossed himself. “God is with us,” he said positively.
“This is the sign of His favor.” He paused.

“Can I see her?”
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“Yes, she is as happy at this news as you.”

Henry bounded up the stairs to Katherine’s rooms. Her presence
chamber was empty of anyone but the least-informed sightseers,
the court and half the City knew that she had taken to her bed and
would not be seen. Henry brushed through the crowd who
whispered hushed blessings for him and the queen, strode
through her privy chamber, where her women were sewing, and
tapped on her bedroom door.

María de Salinas opened it and stepped back for the king.

The queen was out of her bed, seated in the window seat, her
book of prayers held up to the light.
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“My love!” he exclaimed. “Here is Dr. Fielding come to me with the
best of news.” Her face was radiant. “I told him to tel you
privately.”

“He did. No one else knows. My love, I am so glad!” Her eyes
were wet with tears. “It is like a redemption,” she said. “I feel as if
a cross has been lifted from my shoulders.”

“I shal go to Walsingham the moment our baby is born and thank
Our Lady for her favor,” he promised. “I shal endow the shrine
with a fortune, if it is a boy.”

“Please God that He grants it,” she murmured.

“Why should He not?” Henry demanded. “When it is our desire,
and right for England, and we ask it as holy children of the
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church?”

“Amen,” she said quickly. “If it is God’s wil .” He flicked his hand.
“Of course it must be His wil ,” he said. “Now you must take care
and rest.”

Katherine smiled at him. “As you see.”

“Wel , you must. And anything you want, you shal have.”

“I shal tel the cooks if I want anything.”

“And the midwives shal attend you night and morning to make
sure that you are wel .”

“Yes,” she agreed. “And if God is wil ing, we shal have a son.” It
was María de Salinas, my true friend who had come with me from
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Spain, and stayed with me through our good months and our hard
years, who found the Moor. He was attending on a wealthy
merchant, traveling from Genoa to Paris. They had called in at
London to value some gold and María heard of him from a woman
who had given a hundred pounds to Our Lady of Walsingham,
hoping to have a son.

“They say he can make barren women give birth,” she whispers to
me, watching that none of my other ladies have come close
enough to overhear.

I cross myself as if to avoid temptation. “Then he must use black
arts.”

“Princess, he is supposed to be a great physician. Trained by
masters who were at the University of Toledo.”
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“I will not see him.”

“Because you think he must use black arts?”

“Because he is my enemy and my mother’s enemy. She knew that
the Moors’ knowledge was unlawfully gained, drawn from the
devil, not from the revealed truth of God.
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She drove the Moors from Spain and their magical arts with
them.”

“Your Grace, he may be the only doctor in England who knows
anything about women.”

“I will not see him.”

María took my refusal and let a few weeks go by and then I woke
in the night with a deep pain in my belly, and slowly, felt the blood
coming. She was quick and ready to call the maids with the towels
and with a ewer to wash, and when I

was back in bed again and we realized that it was no more than
my monthly courses returned, she came quietly and stood beside
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the head of the bed. Lady Margaret Pole was silent at the
doorway.

“Your Grace, please see this doctor.”

“He is a Moor.”

“Yes, but I think he is the only man in this country who will know
what is happening.

How can you have your courses if you are with child? You may be
losing this second baby. You have to see a doctor that we can
trust.”

“María, he is my enemy. He is my mother’s enemy. She spent her
life driving his people from Spain.”
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“We lost their wisdom with them,” María says quietly. “You have
not lived in Spain for nearly a decade, Your Grace.

You do not know what it is like there now. My brother writes to me
that people fall sick and there are no hospitals that can cure them.
The nuns and the monks do their best; but they have no
knowledge. If you have a stone it has to be cut out of you by a
horse doctor, if you have a broken arm or leg then the blacksmith
has to set it. The barbers are surgeons, the tooth drawers work in
the marketplace and
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break people’s jaws. The midwives go from burying a man sick
with sores to a childbirth and lose as many babies as they deliver.
The skills of the Moorish physicians, with their knowledge of the
body, their herbs to soothe pain, their instruments for surgery, and
their insistence on washing—it is all lost.”

“If it was sinful knowledge it is better lost,” I say stubbornly.
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“Why would God be on the side of ignorance and dirt and
disease?” she asks fiercely.

“Forgive me, Your Grace, but this makes no sense. And you are
forgetting what your mother wanted. She always said that the
universities should be restored, to teach Christian knowledge. But
by then she had killed or banished all the teachers who knew
anything.”

“The queen will not want to be advised by a heretic,” Lady
Margaret said firmly. “No English lady would consult a Moor.”

María turns to me. “Please, Your Grace.”

I am in such pain that I cannot bear an argument. “Both of you
can leave me now,” I say. “Just let me sleep.”
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Lady Margaret goes out of the door but María pauses to close the
shutters so that I am in shadow. “Oh, let him come then,” I say.
“But not while I am like this. He can come next week.”

She brings him by the hidden stairway which runs from the cellars
through a servants’

passage to the queen’s private rooms at Richmond Palace.

I am wearily dressing for dinner, and I let him come into my rooms
while I am still unlaced, in my shift with a cape thrown on top. I
grimace at the thought of what my mother would say at a man
coming into my privy chamber. But I know, in my heart, that I have
to see a doctor who can tell me how to get a son for England. And
I know, if I am honest, that something is wrong with the baby they
say I am carrying.
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I know him for an unbeliever the moment I see him. He is

black as ebony, his eyes as dark as jet, his mouth wide and
sensual, his face both merry and compassionate, all at the same
time. The back of his hands are black, dark as his face, long-
fingered, his nails rosy pink, the palms brown, the creases
ingrained with his color. If I were a palmist I could trace the lifeline
on his African palm like cart tracks of brown dust in a field of terra-
cotta. I know him at once for a Moor and a Nubian; and I want to
order him away from my rooms. But I know, at the same time, that
he may be the only doctor in this country who has the knowledge I
need.

This man’s people, infidels, sinners who have set their black faces
against God, have medicine that we do not. For some reason,
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God and His angels have not revealed to us the knowledge that
these people have sought and found.

These people have read in Greek everything that the Greek
physicians thought. Then they have explored for themselves, with
forbidden instruments, studying the human body as if it were an
animal, without fear or respect.

They create wild theories with forbidden thoughts and then they
test them, without superstition. They are prepared to think
anything, to consider anything; nothing is taboo.

These people are educated where we are fools, where I am a
fool. I might look down on him as coming from a race of savages,
I might look down on him as an infidel doomed to hell, but I need
to know what he knows.
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If he will tell me.

“I am Catalina, Infanta of Spain and Queen Katherine of England,”
I say bluntly, that he may know that he is dealing with a queen and
the daughter of a queen who had defeated his people.

He inclines his head, as proud as a baron. “I am Yusuf, son of
Ismail,” he says.
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“You are a slave?”

“I was born to a slave, but I am a free man.”

“My mother would not allow slavery,” I tell him. “She said it was
not allowed by our religion, our Christian religion.”

“Nevertheless, she sent my people into slavery,” he remarks.
“Perhaps she should have considered that high

principles and good intentions end at the border.”

“Since your people won’t accept the salvation of God, then it
doesn’t matter what happens to your earthly bodies.”

His face lights up with amusement, and he gives a delightful,
irrepressible chuckle. “It matters to us, I think,” he says. “My
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nation allows slavery, but we don’t justify it like that. And most
important, you cannot inherit slavery with us.

When you are born, whatever the condition of your mother, you
are born free. That is the law, and I think it a very good one.”

“Well, it makes no difference what you think,” I say rudely.

“Since you are wrong.” Again he laughs aloud, in true merriment,
as if I have said something very funny. “How good it must be,
always to know that you are right,” he says.

“Perhaps you will always be certain of your rightness. But I would
suggest to you, Catalina of Spain and Katherine of England, that
sometimes it is better to know the questions than the answers.”
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I pause at that. “But I want you only for answers,” I say. “Do you
know medicine?

Whether a woman can conceive a son? If she is with child?”

“Sometimes it can be known,” he says. “Sometimes it is in

the hands of Allah, praise His holy name, and sometimes we do
not yet understand enough to be sure.” I cross myself against the
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name of Allah, quick as an old woman spitting on a shadow.

He smiles at my gesture, not in the least disturbed. “What is it that
you want to know?” he asks, his voice filled with kindness. “What
is it that you want to know so much that you have to send for an
infidel to advise you? Poor queen, you must be very alone if you
need help from your enemy.”

My eyes are filling with too-quick tears at the sympathy in his
voice and I brush my hand against my face.

“I have lost a baby,” I say shortly. “A daughter. My physician says
that she was one of twins and that there is another child still inside
me, that there will be another birth.”

“So why send for me?”
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“I want to know for sure,” I say. “If there is another child I will have
to go into confinement, the whole world will watch me. I want to
know that the baby is alive inside me now, that it is a boy, that he
will be born.”

“Why should you doubt your own physician’s opinion?” I turn from
his inquiring, honest gaze. “I don’t know,” I say evasively.

“Infanta, I think you do know.”

“How can I know?”

“With a woman’s sense.”

“I have it not.”
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He smiles at my stubbornness. “Well, then, woman without any
feelings, what do you think with your clever mind, since you have
decided to deny what your body tells you?”

“How can I know what I should think?” I ask. “My mother is dead.
My greatest friend in England—” I break off before I can say the
name of Arthur. “I have no one to confide in.

One midwife says one thing, one says another. The physician is
sure…but he wants to be sure. The king rewards him only for
good news. How can I know the truth?”

“I should think you do know, despite yourself,” he insists gently.
“Your body will tell you. I suppose your courses have not
returned?”
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“No, I have bled,” I admit unwillingly. “Last week.”

“With pain?”

“Yes.”

“Your breasts are tender?”

“They were.”

“Are they fuller than usual?”

“No.”

“You can feel the child? He moves inside you?”

“I can’t feel anything since I lost the girl.”
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“You are in pain now?”

“Not anymore. I feel…”

“Yes?”

“Nothing. I feel nothing.”
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He says nothing; he sits quietly, he breathes so softly it is like
sitting with a quietly sleeping black cat. He looks at María. “May I
touch her?”

“No,” she says. “She is the queen. Nobody can touch her.”

He shrugs his shoulders. “She is a woman like any other.

She wants a child like any woman. Why should I not touch her
belly as I would touch any woman?”

“She is the queen,” she repeats. “She cannot be touched.

She has an anointed body.” He smiles as if the holy truth is
amusing. “Well, I hope someone has touched her, or there cannot
be a child at all,” he remarks.
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“Her husband. An anointed king,” María says shortly. “And take
care of how you speak. These are sacred matters.”

“If I may not examine her, then I shall have to say only what I think
from looking at her.

If she cannot bear examination then she will have to make do with
guesswork.” He turns to me. “If you were an ordinary woman and
not a queen, I would take your hands in mine now.”

“Why?”

“Because it is a hard word I have to tell you.” Slowly, I stretch out
my hands with the priceless rings on my fingers.
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He takes them gently, his dark hands as soft as the touch of a
child. His dark eyes look into mine without fear, his face is tender,
moved. “If you are bleeding then it is most likely that your womb is
empty,” he says. “There is no child there. If your breasts are not
full then they are not filling with milk, your body is not preparing to
feed a child. If you do not feel a child move inside you in the sixth
month, then either the child is dead, or there is no child there. If
you feel nothing then that is most probably because there is
nothing to feel.”

“My belly is still swollen.” I draw back my cloak and show him the
curve of my belly under my shift. “It is hard, I am not fat, I look as I
did before I lost the first baby.”

“It could be an infection,” he says consideringly. “Or—pray
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Allah that it is not—it could be a growth, a swelling. Or it could be
a miscarriage which you have not yet expelled.”

I draw my hands back. “You are ill-wishing me!”

“Never,” he says. “To me, here and now, you are not Catalina,
Infanta of Spain, but simply a woman who has asked for my help.
I am sorry for you.”
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“Some help!” María de Salinas interrupts crossly. “Some help you
have been!”

“Anyway, I don’t believe it,” I say. “Yours is one opinion, Dr.

Fielding has another.

Why should I believe you, rather than a good Christian?”

He looks at me for a long time, his face tender. “I wish I could tell
you a better opinion,” he says. “But I imagine there are many who
will tell you agreeable lies. I believe in

telling the truth. I will pray for you.”

“I don’t want your heathen prayers,” I say roughly. “You can go,
and take your bad opinion and your heresies with you.”
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“Go with God, Infanta,” he says with dignity, as if I have not
insulted him. He bows.

“And since you don’t want my prayers to my God (praise be to His
holy name), I shall hope instead that when you are in your time of
trouble that your doctor is right, and your own God is with you.”

I let him leave, as silent as a dark cat down the hidden staircase
and I say nothing. I hear his sandals clicking down the stone
steps, just like the hushed footsteps of the servants at my home. I
hear the whisper of his long gown, so unlike the stiff brush of
English cloth. I feel the air gradually lose the scent of him, the
warm, spicy scent of my home.

And when he is gone, quite gone, and the downstairs door is shut
and I hear María de Salinas turn the key in the lock then I find that
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I want to weep—not just because he has told me such bad news,
but because one of the few people in the world who has ever told
me the truth has gone.

SPRING 1510

Katherine did not tel her young husband of the visit of the Moor
doctor, nor of the bad opinion that he had so honestly given her.
She did not mention his visit to anyone, not even Lady Margaret
Pole. She drew on her sense of destiny, on her pride, and on her
faith that she was stil especial y favored by God, and she
continued with the pregnancy, not even al owing herself to doubt.

She had good reason. The English physician, Dr. Fielding,
remained confident; the midwives did not contradict him; the court
behaved as if Katherine would be brought to bed of a child in
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March or April; and so she went through the spring weather, the
greening gardens, the bursting trees, with a serene smile and her
hand clasped gently against her rounded bel y.

Henry was excited by the imminent birth of his child; he was
planning a great tournament to be held at Greenwich once the
baby was born. The loss of the girl had taught him no caution; he
bragged al round the court that a healthy baby would soon come.
He was forewarned only not to predict a boy. He told everyone
that he did not mind if this first child was a prince or princess—he
would love this baby for being the firstborn, for coming to himself
and the queen in the first flush of their happiness.
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Katherine stifled her doubts, and never even said to María de
Salinas that she had not felt her baby kick, that she felt a little
colder, a little more distant from everything every day. She spent
longer and longer on her knees in her chapel; but God did not
speak to her, and even the voice of her mother seemed to have
grown silent. She found that she missed Arthur—not with the
passionate longing of a young widow, but because he had been
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her dearest friend in England, and the only one she could have
trusted now with her doubts.

In February she attended the great Shrove Tuesday feast and
shone before the court and laughed. They saw the broad curve of
her bel y, they saw her confidence as they celebrated the start of
Lent. They moved to Greenwich, certain that the baby would be
born just after Easter.

We are going to Greenwich for the birth of my child. The rooms
are prepared for me as laid down in My Lady the King’s Mother’s
Royal Book—hung with tapestries with

pleasing and encouraging scenes, carpeted with rugs and strewn
with fresh herbs. I hesitate at the doorway, behind me my friends
raise their glasses of spiced wine. This is where I shall do my
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greatest work for England, this is my moment of destiny. This is
what I was born and bred to do. I take a deep breath and go
inside. The door closes behind me. I will not see my friends—the
Duke of Buckingham, my dear knight Edward Howard, my
confessor, the Spanish ambassador—until my baby is born.

My women come in with me. Lady Elizabeth Boleyn places a
sweet-smelling pomander on my bedside table. Lady Elizabeth
and Lady Anne, sisters to the Duke of Buckingham straighten a
tapestry, one at each corner, laughing over whether it leans to one
side or the other.

María de Salinas is smiling, standing by the great bed that is new-
hung with dark curtains. Lady Margaret Pole is arranging the
cradle for the baby at the foot of the bed. She looks up and smiles
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at me as I come in and I remember that she is a mother, she will
know what is to be done.

“I shall want you to take charge of the royal nurseries,” I suddenly
blurt out to her, my affection for her and my sense of needing the
advice and comfort of an older woman is too much for me.

There is a little ripple of amusement among my women.

They know that I am normally very formal, such an
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appointment should come through the head of my household after
consultation with dozens of people.

Lady Margaret smiles at me. “I knew you would,” she says,
speaking in reply as intimate as myself. “I have been counting on
it.”

“Without royal invitation?” Lady Elizabeth Boleyn teases.
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“For shame, Lady Margaret! Thrusting yourself forwards!”

That makes us all laugh at the thought of Lady Margaret, that
most dignified of women, as someone craving patronage.

“I know you will care for him as if he were your own son,” I
whisper to her.

She takes my hand and helps me to the bed. I am heavy and
ungainly. I have this constant pain in my belly that I try

to hide.

“God willing,” she says quietly.

Henry comes in to bid me farewell. His face is flushed with
emotion and his mouth is working, he looks more like a boy than a
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king. I take his hands and I kiss him tenderly on the mouth. “My
love,” I say. “Pray for me, I am sure everything will go well for us.”

“I shall go to Our Lady of Walsingham to give thanks,” he tells me
again. “I have written to the nunnery there and promised them
great rewards if they will intercede with Our Lady for you. They
are praying for you now, my love. They assure me that they are
praying all the time.”

“God is good,” I say. I think briefly of the Moorish doctor who told
me that I was not with child and I push his pagan folly from my
mind. “This is my destiny and it is my mother’s wish and God’s
will,” I say.

“I so wish your mother could be here,” Henry says clumsily.
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I do not let him see me flinch.

“Of course,” I say quietly. “And I am sure she is watching me from
al-Yan—” I cut off the words before I can say them.

“From paradise,” I say smoothly. “From heaven.”

“Can I get you anything?” he asks. “Before I leave, can I fetch you
anything?” I do not laugh at the thought of Henry

—who never knows where anything is—running errands for me at
this late stage. “I have everything I need,” I assure him. “And my
women will care for me.”

He straightens up, very kingly, and he looks around at them.
“Serve your mistress well,” he says firmly. To Lady Margaret he
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says, “Please send for me at once if there is any news, at any
time, day or night.” Then he kisses me farewell very tenderly, and
when he goes out, they close the door behind him and I am alone
with my ladies, in the seclusion of my confinement.

I am glad to be confined. The shady, peaceful bedroom will be my
haven, I can rest for a while in the familiar company of women. I
can stop playacting the part of a fertile and confident queen, and
be myself. I put aside all doubts. I will not think and I will not worry.
I will wait patiently until my baby comes, and then I will bring him
into the world without fear, without screaming. I am determined to
be confident that this child, who has survived the loss of his twin,
will be a strong baby. And I, who have survived the loss of my first
child, will be a brave mother. Perhaps it might be true that we
have surmounted grief and loss together: this baby and I.
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I wait. All through March I wait, and I ask them to pin back

the tapestry that covers the window so I can smell the scent of
spring on the air and hear the seagulls as they call over the high
tides on the river.

Nothing seems to be happening; not for my baby nor for me. The
midwives ask me if I feel any pain, and I do not.
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Nothing more than the dull ache I have had for a long time.

They ask if the baby has quickened, if I feel him kick me, but, to
tell truth, I do not understand what they mean. They glance at one
another and say overloudly, overemphatically, that it is a very
good sign, a quiet baby is a strong baby: he must be resting.

The unease that I have felt right from the start of this second
pregnancy, I put right away from me. I will not think of the warning
from the Moorish doctor, nor of the compassion in his face. I am
determined not to seek out fear, not to run towards disaster. But
April comes and I can

hear the patter of rain on the window, and then feel the heat of the
sunshine, and still nothing happens.
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My gowns that strained so tight across my belly through the
winter, feel looser in April, and then looser yet. I send out all the
women but María, and I unlace my gown and show her my belly
and ask if she thinks I am losing my girth.

“I don’t know,” she says; but I can tell by her aghast face that my
belly is smaller, that it is obvious that there is no baby in there,
ready to be born.

In another week it is obvious to everyone that my belly is going
down, I am growing slim again. The midwives try to tell me that
sometimes a woman’s belly diminishes just before her baby is
born, as her baby drops down to be born, or some such arcane
knowledge. I look at them coldly, and I wish I could send for a
decent physician who would tell me the truth.
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“My belly is smaller and my course has come this very day,” I say
to them flatly. “I am bleeding. As you know, I have bled every
month since I lost the girl. How can I be with child?”

They flutter their hands, and cannot say. They don’t know.

They tell me that these are questions for my husband’s respected
physician. It was he who had said that I was still
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with child in the first place, not them. They had never said that I
was with child; they had merely been called in to assist with a
delivery. It was not they who had said that I was carrying a baby.

“But what did you think, when he said there was a twin?” I
demand. “Did you not agree when he said that I had lost a child
and yet kept one?” They shake their heads. They did not know.

“You must have thought something,” I say impatiently. “You saw
me lose my baby. You saw my belly stay big. What could cause
that if not another child?”

“God’s will,” says one of them helplessly.

“Amen,” I say, and it costs me a good deal to say it.
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“I want to see that physician again,” Katherine said quietly to

María de Salinas.

“Your Grace, it may be that he is not in London. He travels in the
household of a French count. It may be that he has gone.”

“Find out if he is stil in London, or when they expect him to return,”
the queen said.

“Don’t tel anyone that it is I who have asked for him.” María de
Salinas looked at her mistress with sympathy. “You want him to
advise you how to have a son?” she asked in a low voice.

“There is not a university in England that studies medicine,”

Katherine said bitterly.
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“There is not one that teaches languages. There is not one that
teaches astronomy, or mathematics, geometry, geography,
cosmography, or even the study of animals, or plants. The
universities of England are about as much use as a monastery ful
of monks coloring in the margins of sacred texts.”

María de Salinas gave a little gasp of shock at Katherine’s
bluntness. “The church says…”

“The church does not need decent physicians. The church does
not need to know how sons are conceived,” Katherine

snapped. “The church can continue with the revelations of the
saints. It needs nothing more than Scripture. The church is
composed of men who are not troubled by the il nesses and
difficulties of women. But for those of us on our pilgrimage today,
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those of us in the world, especial y those of us who are women:
we need a little more.”

“But you said that you did not want pagan knowledge. You said to
the doctor himself.

Your said your mother was right to close the universities of the
infidel.”

“My mother had half a dozen children,” Katherine replied crossly.
“But I tel you, if she could have found a doctor to save my brother
she would have had him even if he had been trained in hel itself.
She was wrong to turn her back on the learning of the Moors.

She was mistaken. I have never thought that she was perfect, but
I think the less of her now. She made a great mistake when she
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drove away their wise scholars along with their heretics.”

“The church itself said that their scholarship is heresy,” María
observed. “How could you have one without the other?”

“I am sure that you know nothing about it,” said Isabel a’s

daughter, driven into a corner. “It is not a fit subject for you to
discuss and besides, I have told you what I want you to do.”
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The Moor, Yusuf, is away from London but the people at his
lodging house say that he has reserved his rooms to return within
the week. I shall have to be patient. I shall wait in my confinement
and try to be patient.

They know him well, María’s servant tells her. His comings and
goings are something of an event in their street.

Africans are so rare in England as to be a spectacle—and he is a
handsome man and generous with small coins for little services.
They told María’s servant that he insisted on having fresh water
for washing in his room and he washes every day, several times a
day, and that—wonder of wonders—he bathes three or four times
a week, using soap and towels, and throwing water all over the
floor to the great inconvenience of the housemaids, and to great
danger of his health.
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I cannot help but laugh at the thought of the tall, fastidious Moor
folding himself up into a washing tub, desperate for a steam, a
tepid soak, a massage, a cold shower, and then a long, thoughtful
rest while smoking a hookah and sipping a strong, sweet
peppermint tea. It reminds me of my horror when I first came to
England and discovered that they bathe only infrequently and
wash only the tips of their fingers before eating. I think that he has
done better than I

—he has carried his love of his home with him, he has remade his
home wherever he goes. But in my determination to be Queen
Katherine of England I have given up being Catalina of Spain.

They brought the Moor to Katherine under cover of darkness, to
the chamber where she was confined. She sent the women from
the room at the appointed hour and told them that she wanted to
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be alone. She sat in her chair by the window, where the tapestries
were drawn back for air, and the first thing he saw, as she rose
when he came in, was her slim, candlelit profile against the
darkness of the window.

She saw his little grimace of sympathy.

“No child.”

“No,” she said shortly. “I shal come out of my confinement
tomorrow.”

“You are in pain?”

“Nothing.”

“Wel , I am glad of that. You are bleeding?”
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“I had my normal course last week.”

He nodded. “Then you may have had a disease which has
passed,” he said. “You may be fit to conceive a child. There is no
need to despair.”

“I do not despair,” she said flatly. “I never despair. That is why I
have sent for you.”

“You wil want to conceive a child as soon as possible,” he
guessed.

“Yes.”

He thought for a moment. “Wel , Infanta, since you have had one
child, even if you did not bear it to ful term, we know that you and
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your husband are fertile. That is good.”

“Yes,” she said, surprised by the thought. She had been so
distressed by the miscarriage she had not thought that her fertility
had been proven. “But why do you speak of my husband’s
fertility?”
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The Moor smiled. “It takes both a man and a woman to conceive a
child.”

“Here in England they think that it is only the woman.”

“Yes. But in this, as in so many other things, they are wrong.

There are two parts to every baby: the man’s breath of life and the
woman’s gift of the flesh.”

“They say that if a baby is lost, then the woman is at fault,
perhaps she has committed a great sin.”

He frowned. “It is possible,” he conceded. “But not very likely.

Otherwise how would murderesses ever give birth? Why
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would innocent animals miscarry their young? I think we wil learn
in time that there are humors and infections which cause
miscarriage. I do not blame the woman, it makes no sense to me.”

“They say that if a woman is barren it is because the marriage is
not blessed by God.”

“He is your God,” he remarked reasonably. “Would he persecute
an unhappy woman in order to make a point?”

Katherine did not reply. “They wil blame me if I do not have a live
child,” she observed very quietly.

“I know,” he said. “But the truth of the matter is: having had one
child and lost it, there is every reason to think that you might have
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another. And there should be no reason you should not conceive
again.”

“I must bear the next child to ful term.”

“If I could examine you, I might know more.”

She shook her head. “It is not possible.”

His glance at her was merry. “Oh, you savages,” he said softly.

She gave a little gasp of amused shock. “You forget
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yourself!”

“Then send me away.”

That stopped her. “You can stay,” she said. “But of course, you
cannot examine me.”

“Then let us consider what might help you conceive and carry a
child,” he said. “Your body needs to be strong. Do you ride
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horses?”

“Yes.”

“Ride astride before you conceive and then take a litter thereafter.
Walk every day, swim if you can. You wil conceive a child about
two weeks after the end of your course. Rest at those times, and
make sure that you lie with your husband at those times.

Try to eat moderately at every meal and drink as little of their
accursed smal ale as you can.”

Katherine smiled at the reflection of her own prejudices. “Do you
know Spain?”
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“I was born there. My parents fled from Málaga when your mother
brought in the Inquisition and they realized that they would be
tormented to death.”

“I am sorry,” she said awkwardly.

“We wil go back, it is written,” he said with nonchalant confidence.

“I should warn you that you wil not.”

“I know that we wil . I have seen the prophecy myself.” At once
they fel silent again.

“Shal I tel you what I advise? Or shal I just leave now?” he asked
as if he did not much mind which it was to be.

“Tel me,” she said. “And then I can pay you, and you can go.
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We were born to be enemies. I should not have summoned you.”

“We are both Spanish, we both love our country. We both serve
our God. Perhaps we were born to be friends.”

She had to stop herself giving him her hand. “Perhaps,” she said
gruffly, turning her head away. “But I was brought up to hate your
people and hate your faith.”
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“I was brought up to hate no one,” he said gently. “Perhaps that is
what I should be teaching you before anything else.”

“Just teach me how to have a son,” she repeated.

“Very wel . Drink water that has been boiled, eat as much fruit and
fresh vegetables as you can get. Do you have salad vegetables
here?” For a moment I am back in the garden at Ludlow with his
bright eyes on me.

“Acetaria?”

“Yes, salad.”

“What is it, exactly?”

He saw the queen’s face glow. “What are you thinking of?”
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“Of my first husband. He told me that I could send for gardeners
to grow salad vegetables, but I never did.”

“I have seeds,” the Moor said surprisingly. “I can give you some
seeds and you can grow the vegetables you wil need.”

“You have?”

“Yes.”

“You would give me…you would sel them to me?”

“Yes. I would give them to you.”

For a moment she was silenced by his generosity. “You are very
kind,” she said.
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He smiled. “We are both Spanish and a long way from our homes.
Doesn’t that matter more than the fact that I am black and you are
white? That I worship my God facing Mecca and you worship
yours facing west?”

“I am a child of the true religion and you are an infidel,” she said,
but with less conviction than she had ever felt before.

“We are both people of faith,” he said quietly. “Our enemies

should be the people who have no faith, neither in their God, nor
in others, nor in themselves. The people who should face our
crusade should be those who bring cruelty into the world for no
reason but their own power. There is enough sin and wickedness
to fight, without taking up arms against people who believe in a
forgiving God and who try to lead a good life.” Katherine found
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that she could not reply. On the one hand was her mother’s
teaching, on the other was the simple goodness that radiated from
this man. “I don’t know,” she said final y, and it was as if the very
words set her free. “I don’t know. I would have to take the
question to God. I would have to pray for guidance. I don’t pretend
to know.”

“Now, that is the very beginning of wisdom,” he said gently. “I am
sure of that, at least.

Knowing that you do not know is to ask humbly, instead of tel
arrogantly. That is the beginning of wisdom. Now, more important,
I wil go home and write you a list of things that you must not eat,
and I wil send you some medicine to strengthen your humors.
Don’t let them cup you, don’t let them put leeches on you, and
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don’t let them persuade you to take any poisons or potions. You
are a young woman with a young husband. A baby wil come.”

It was like a blessing. “You are sure?” she said.

“I am sure,” he replied. “And very soon.”

Greenwich Palace,
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May 1510

I SEND FOR HENRY, he should hear it first from me. He comes
unwillingly. He has been filled with a terror of women’s secrets
and women’s doings and he does not like to come into a room
which had been prepared for a confinement. Also, there is
something else: a lack of warmth. I see it in his face, turned away
from me. The way he does not meet my eyes. But I cannot
challenge him about coolness towards me when I first have to tell
him such hard news. Lady Margaret leaves us alone, closing the
door behind her. I know she will ensure no one outside
eavesdrops. They will all know soon enough.

“Husband, I am sorry, I have sad news for us,” I say.
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The face he turns to me is sulky. “I knew it could not be good
when Lady Margaret came for me.”

There is no point in my feeling a flash of irritation. I shall have to
manage us both. “I am not with child,” I say, plunging in. “The
doctor must have made a mistake. There was only one child and I
lost it. This confinement has been a mistake. I shall return to court
tomorrow.”

“How can he have mistaken such a thing?”

I give a little shrug of the shoulders. I want to say: because he is a
pompous fool and your man, and you surround yourself with
people who only ever tell you the good news and are afraid to tell
you bad. But instead I say neutrally:
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“He must have been mistaken.”

“I shall look a fool!” he bursts out. “You have been away for nearly
three months and nothing to show for it.”

I say nothing for a moment. Pointless to wish that I were married
to a man who might think beyond his appearance.

Pointless to wish that I were married to a man whose first thought
might be of me.

“No one will think anything at all,” I say firmly. “If anything, they will
say that it is I who am a fool to not know whether I am with child
or no. But at least we had a baby and that
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means we can have another.”

“It does?” he asks, immediately hopeful. “But why should we lose
her? Is God displeased with us? Have we committed some sin? Is
it a sign of God’s displeasure?” I nip my lower lip to stop the
Moor’s question: is God so vindictive that He would kill an
innocent child to punish the parents for a sin so venial that they do
not even know that they have committed it?
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“My conscience is clear,” I say firmly.

“Mine too,” he says quickly, too quickly.

But my conscience is not clear. That night I go on my knees to the
image of the crucified Lord and for once I truly pray, I do not
dream of Arthur, or consult my memory of my mother. I close my
eyes and I pray.

“Lord, it was a deathbed promise,” I say slowly. “He demanded it
of me. It was for the good of England. It was to guide the kingdom
and the new king in the paths of the church. It was to protect
England from the Moor and from sin. I know that it has brought
me wealth, and the throne, but I did not do it for gain. If it is sin,
Lord, then show me now. If I should not be his wife, then tell me
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now. Because I believe that I did the right thing, and that I am
doing the right thing.

And I believe that You would not take my son from me in order to
punish me for this. I believe that You are a merciful God. And I
believe that I did the right thing for Arthur, for Henry, for England,
and for me.”

I sit back on my heels and wait for a long time, for an hour,
perhaps more, in case my God, the God of my mother, chooses to
speak to me in His anger.

He does not.

So I will go on assuming that I am in the right. Arthur was right to
call on my promise, I was right to tell the lie, my mother was right
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to call it God’s will that I should be Queen of England, and that
whatever happens—nothing will change that.

Lady Margaret Pole comes to sit with me this evening, my last
evening in confinement, and she takes the stool on the opposite
side of the fire, close enough so that we cannot

easily be overheard. “I have something to tell you,” she says.
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I look at her face; she is so calm that I know at once that
something bad has happened.

“Tell me,” I say instantly.

She makes a little moue of distaste. “I am sorry to bring you the
tittle-tattle of the court.”

“Very well. Tell me.”

“It is the Duke of Buckingham’s sister.”

“Elizabeth?” I ask, thinking of the pretty young woman who had
come to me the moment she knew I would be queen and asked if
she could be my lady-in-waiting.

“No, Anne.”
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I nod. This is Elizabeth’s younger sister, a dark-eyed girl with a
roguish twinkle and a love of male company. She is popular at
court among the young men but—at least as long as I am present
—she behaves with all the demure grace of a young matron of the
highest family in the land, in service to the queen.

“What of her?”
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“She has been seeing William Compton, without telling anyone.
They have had assignations. Her brother is very upset. He has
told her husband, and he is furious at her risking her reputation
and his good name in a flirtation with the king’s friend.” I think for a
moment. William Compton is one of Henry’s wilder companions,
the two of them are inseparable.

“William will only have been amusing himself,” I say. “He is a
heartbreaker.”

“It turns out that she has gone missing from a masque, once
during dinner and once all day when the court was hunting.”

I nod. This is much more serious. “There is no suggestion that
they are lovers?” She shrugs. “Certainly her brother, Edward
Stafford is furious. He has complained to Compton
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and there has been a quarrel. The king has defended Compton.” I
press my lips together to prevent myself snapping out a criticism
in my irritation. The Duke of Buckingham is one of the oldest
friends of the Tudor family, with massive lands and many
retainers. He greeted me with Prince Harry all those years ago; he
is now honored by the king, the greatest man in the land. He has
been a good friend to me since then. Even when I was in disgrace
I always had a smile and a kind word from him.

Every summer he sent me a gift of game, and there were some
weeks when that was the only meat we saw. Henry cannot quarrel
with him as if he were a tradesman and Henry a surly farmer. This
is the king and the greatest man of the state of England. The old
king Henry could not even have won his throne without
Buckingham’s support. A disagreement between them is not a
private matter, it is a national disaster. If Henry had any sense he
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would not have involved himself in this petty courtiers’ quarrel.
Lady Margaret nods at me, I need say nothing, she understands
my disapproval.

“Can I not leave the court for a moment without my ladies climbing
out of their bedroom windows to run after young men?”

She leans forwards and pats my hand. “It seems not. It is a foolish
young court, Your Grace, and they need you to keep
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them steady. The king has spoken very high words to the duke
and the duke is much offended. William Compton says he will say
nothing of the matter to anyone, so everyone thinks the worst.
Anne has been all but imprisoned by her husband, Sir George, we
none of us have seen her today. I am afraid that when you come
out of your confinement he will not allow her to wait on you, and
then your honor is involved.” She pauses. “I thought you should
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know now rather than be surprised by it all tomorrow morning.
Though it goes against the grain to be a talebearer of such folly.”

“It is ridiculous,” I say. “I shall deal with it tomorrow, when I come
out of confinement.

But really, what are they all thinking of? This is like a schoolyard!
William should be ashamed of himself and I am surprised that
Anne should so far forget herself as to chase after him. And what
does her husband think he is?

Some knight at Camelot to imprison her in a tower?”

Queen Katherine came out of her confinement, without
announcement, and returned to her usual rooms at Greenwich
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Palace. There could be no churching ceremony to mark return her
to normal life, since there had been no birth.

There could be no christening since there was no child. She came
out of the shadowy room without comment, as if she had suffered
some secret, shameful il ness, and everyone pretended that she
had been gone for hours rather than nearly three months.

Her ladies-in-waiting, who had become accustomed to an idle
pace of life, with the queen in her confinement, assembled at
some speed in the queen’s chambers, and the housemaids
hurried in with fresh strewing herbs and new candles.

Katherine caught several furtive glances among the ladies and
assumed that they too had guilty consciences over misbehavior in
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her absence; but then she realized that there was a whispered
buzz of conversation that ceased whenever she raised her head.

Clearly, something had happened that was more serious than
Anne’s disgrace; and, equal y clearly, no one was tel ing her.

She beckoned one of her ladies, Lady Madge, to come to her
side.

“Is Lady Elizabeth not joining us this morning?” she asked, as she
could see no sign of the older Stafford sister.

The girl flushed scarlet to her ears. “I don’t know,” she
stammered. “I don’t think so.”

“Where is she?” Katherine asked.
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The girl looked desperately round for help but al the other ladies
in the room were suddenly taking an intense interest in their
sewing, in their embroidery, or in their books. Elizabeth Boleyn
dealt a hand of cards with as much attention as if she had a
fortune staked on it.

“I don’t know where she is,” the girl confessed.

“In the ladies’ room?” Katherine suggested. “In the Duke of
Buckingham’s rooms?”

“I think she has gone,” the girl said baldly. At once someone
gasped, and then there was silence.

“Gone?” Katherine looked around. “Wil someone tel me what is
happening?” she asked, her tone reasonable enough. “Where has
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Lady Elizabeth gone? And how can she

have gone without my permission?”

The girl took a step back. At that moment, Lady Margaret Pole
came into the room.

“Lady Margaret,” Katherine said pleasantly. “Here is Madge tel ing
me that Lady Elizabeth has left court without my permission and
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without bidding me farewel . What is happening?”

Katherine felt her amused smile freeze on her face when her old
friend shook her head slightly, and Madge, relieved, dropped back
to her seat. “What is it?” Katherine asked more quietly.

Without seeming to move, al the ladies craned forward to hear
how Lady Margaret would explain the latest development.

“I believe the king and the Duke of Buckingham have had hard
words,” Lady Margaret said smoothly. “The duke has left court and
taken both his sisters with him.”

“But they are my ladies-in-waiting. In service to me. They cannot
leave without my permission.”
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“It is very wrong of them, indeed,” Margaret said. Something in the
way she folded her hands in her lap and looked so steadily and
calmly warned Katherine not to probe.

“So what have you been doing in my absence?” Katherine turned
to the ladies, trying to lighten the mood of the room.

At once they al looked sheepish. “Have you learned any new
songs? Have you danced in any masques?” Katherine asked.

“I know a new song,” one of the girls volunteered. “Shal I sing it?”
Katherine nodded; at once one of the other women picked up a
lute. It was as if everyone was quick to divert her.

Katherine smiled and beat the time with her hand on the arm of
her chair. She knew, as a woman who had been born and raised
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in a court of conspirators, that something was very wrong indeed.

There was the sound of company approaching and Katherine’s
guards threw open the door to the king and his

court. The ladies stood up, shook out their skirts, bit their lips to
make them pink, and sparkled in anticipation. Someone laughed
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gaily at nothing. Henry strode in, stil in his riding clothes, his
friends around him, Wil iam Compton’s arm in his.

Katherine was again alert to some difference in her husband.

He did not come in, take her in his arms, and kiss her cheeks. He
did not stride into the very center of the room and bow to her
either. He came in, twinned with his best friend, the two almost
hiding behind each other, like boys caught out in a petty crime:
part shamefaced, part braggart.

At Katherine’s sharp look Compton awkwardly disengaged
himself, Henry greeted his wife without enthusiasm, his eyes
downcast, he took her hand and then kissed her cheek, not her
mouth.
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“Are you wel now?” he asked.

“Yes,” she said calmly. “I am quite wel now. And how are you,
sire?”

“Oh,” he said carelessly. “I am wel . We had such a chase this
morning. I wish you had been with us. We were halfway to
Sussex, I do believe.”

“I shal come out tomorrow,” Katherine promised him.

“Wil you be wel enough?”

“I am quite wel ,” she repeated.

He looked relieved. “I thought you would be il for months,” he
blurted out.
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Smiling, she shook her head, wondering who had told him that.

“Let’s break our fast,” he said. “I am starving.” He took her hand
and led her to the great hal . The court fel in informal y behind
them.

Katherine could hear the overexcited buzz of whispers. She
leaned her head towards Henry so that no one could catch her
words. “I hear there have been some quarrels in court.”

“Oh! You have heard of our little storm already, have you?” he

said. He was far too loud, he was far too jovial. He was acting the
part of a man with nothing to trouble his conscience. He threw a
laugh over his shoulder and looked for someone to join in his
forced amusement. Half a dozen men and women smiled, anxious
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to share his good humor. “It is something and nothing. I have had
a quarrel with your great friend, the Duke of Buckingham. He has
left the court in a temper!” He laughed again, even more heartily,
glancing at her sideways to see if she was smiling, trying to judge
if she already knew al about it.

“Indeed?” Katherine said cool y.

“He was insulting,” Henry said, gathering his sense of offense. “He
can stay away until he is ready to apologize. He is such a
pompous man, you know. Always thinks he knows everything.
And his sour sister Elizabeth can go too.”

“She is a good lady-in-waiting and a kind companion to me,”
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Katherine observed. “I expected her to greet me this day. I have
no quarrel with her, nor with her sister Anne. I take it you have no
quarrel with them either?”

“Nonetheless I am most displeased with their brother,” Henry said.
“They can al go.” Katherine paused, took a breath.

“She and her sister are in my household,” she observed. “I have
the right to choose and dismiss my own ladies.” She saw the
quick flush of his childish temper. “You wil oblige me
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by sending them away from your household! Whatever your
rights! I don’t expect to hear talk of rights between us!”

The court behind them fel silent at once. Everyone wanted to hear
the first royal quarrel.

Katherine released his hand and went around the high table to
take her place. It gave her a moment to remind herself to be calm.
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When he came to his seat beside hers she took a breath and
smiled at him. “As you wish,” she said evenly. “I have no great
preference in the matter. But how am I to run a wel -ordered court
if I send away young women of good family who have done
nothing wrong?”

“You were not here, so you have no idea what she did or didn’t
do!” Henry sought for another complaint and found one. He waved
the court to sit and dropped into his own chair. “You locked
yourself away for months. What am I supposed to do without you?

How are things supposed to be run if you just go away and leave
everything?” Katherine nodded, keeping her face absolutely
serene. She was very wel aware that the attention of the entire
court was focused on her like a burning glass on fine paper. “I
hardly left for my own amusement,” she observed.
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“It has been most awkward for me,” he said, taking her words at
face value. “Most awkward. It is al very wel for you, taking to your
bed for weeks at a time, but how is the court to run without a
queen? Your ladies were without discipline, nobody knew how
things were to go on, I couldn’t see you, I had to sleep alone—”
He broke off.

Katherine realized, belatedly, that his bluster was hiding a genuine
sense of hurt. In his selfishness, he had transformed her long
endurance of pain and fear into his own difficulty. He had
managed to see her fruitless confinement as her wil ful y
deserting him, leaving him alone to rule over a lopsided court; in
his eyes, she had let him down.

“I think at the very least you should do as I ask,” he said pettishly.
“I have had trouble enough these last months. Al this reflects very
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badly on me, I have been made to look a fool. And no help from
you at al .”

“Very wel ,” Katherine said peaceably. “I shal send Elizabeth

away and her sister Anne too, since you ask it of me. Of course.”

Henry found his smile, as if the sun were coming out from behind
clouds. “Yes. And now you are back we can get everything back
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to normal.” Not a word for me, not one word of comfort, not one
thought of understanding. I could have died trying to bring his
child into the world; without his child I have to face sorrow, grief
and a haunting fear of sin. But he does not think of me at all.

I find a smile to reply to his. I knew when I married him that he
was a selfish boy and I knew he would grow into a selfish man. I
have set myself the task of guiding him and helping him to be a
better man, the best man that he can be. There are bound to be
times when I think he has failed to be the man he should be. And
when those times come, as now, I must see it as my failure to
guide him. I must forgive him.

Without my forgiveness, without me extending my patience further
than I thought possible, our marriage will be a poorer one. He is
always ready to resent a woman who cares for him—he learned
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that from his grandmother. And I, God forgive me, am too quick to
think of the husband that I lost, and not of the husband that I won.
He is not the man that Arthur was, and he will never be the king
that Arthur would have been. But he is my husband and my king
and I should respect him.

Indeed: I will respect him, whether he deserves it or not.

The court was subdued over breakfast, few of them could drag
their eyes from the high table where, under the gold canopy of
state, seated on their thrones, the king and queen exchanged
conversation and seemed to be quite reconciled.

“But does she know?” one courtier whispered to one of
Katherine’s ladies.
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“Who would tel her?” she replied. “If María de Salinas and Lady
Margaret have not told her already then she doesn’t know. I would
put my earrings on it.”

“Done,” he said. “Ten shil ings that she finds out.”

“By when?”

“Tomorrow,” he said.

I had another piece of the puzzle when I came to look at the
accounts for the weeks while I had been in confinement. In the
first days that I had been away from court there had been no
extraordinary expenses. But then the bill for amusements began
to grow.
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There were bills from singers and actors to rehearse their
celebration for the expected baby, bills from the organist, the
choristers, from drapers for the material for pennants and
standards, extra maids for polishing the gold christening bowl.
Then there were payments for costumes of Lincoln green for
disguising, singers to perform under the window of Lady Anne, a
clerk to copy out the words of the king’s new song, rehearsals for
a new May Day masque with a dance, and costumes for three
ladies with Lady Anne to play the part of Unattainable Beauty.

I rose from the table where I had been turning over the papers
and went to the window to look down at the garden.

They had set up a wrestling ring and the young men of the court
were stripped to their shirtsleeves. Henry and Charles Brandon
were gripped in each other’s arms like blacksmiths at a fair. As I
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watched, Henry tripped his friend and threw him to the ground and
then dropped his weight on him to hold him down.

Princess Mary applauded, the court cheered.

I turned from the window. I began to wonder if Lady Anne had
proved to be unattainable indeed. I wondered how merry they had
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been on May Day morning when I had woken on my own, in
sadness, to silence, with no one singing beneath my window.

And why should the court pay for singers, hired by Compton, to
seduce his newest mistress?

The king summoned the queen to his rooms in the afternoon.

Some messages had come from the Pope and he wanted her
advice. Katherine sat beside him, listened to the report of the
messenger and stretched up to whisper in her husband’s ear.

He nodded. “The queen reminds me of our wel -known al iance
with Venice,” he said pompously. “And indeed, she

has no need to remind me. I am not likely to forget it.
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You can depend on our determination to protect Venice and
indeed al Italy against the ambitions of the French king.”

The ambassadors nodded respectful y. “I shal send you a letter
about this,” Henry said grandly. They bowed and withdrew.

“Wil you write to them?” he asked Katherine.

She nodded. “Of course,” she said. “I thought that you handled
that quite rightly.” He smiled at her approval. “It is so much better
when you are here,” he said. “Nothing goes on right when you are
away.”

“Wel , I am back now,” she said, putting a hand on his shoulder.
She could feel the power of the muscle under her hand. Henry
was a man now, with the strength of a man.
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“Dearest, I am so sorry about your quarrel with the Duke of
Buckingham.” Under her hand she felt his shoulder hunch; he
shrugged away her touch. “It is nothing,” he said. “He shal beg my
pardon and it wil be forgotten.”

“But perhaps he could just come back to court,” she said.

“Without his sisters if you don’t want to see them—”
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Inexplicably he barked out a laugh. “Oh, bring them al back by al
means,” he said. “If that is your true wish, if you think it wil bring
you happiness. You should never have gone into confinement.
There was no child, anyone could have seen that there would be
no child.”

She was so taken aback that she could hardly speak. “This is
about my confinement?”

“It would hardly have happened without. But everyone could see
there would be no child. It was wasted time.”

“Your own doctor—”

“What did he know? He only knows what you tel him.”
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“He assured me—”

“Doctors know nothing!” he burst out. “They are always

guided by the woman; everyone knows that. And a woman can
say anything. Is there a baby, isn’t there a baby? Is she a virgin,
isn’t she a virgin? Only the woman knows and the rest of us are
fooled.”

Katherine felt her mind racing, trying to trace what had offended
him, what she could say. “I trusted your doctor,” she said. “He was
very certain. He assured me I was with child and so I went into
confinement. Another time I wil know better. I am truly sorry, my
love. It has been a very great grief to me.”
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“It just makes me look such a fool!” he said plaintively. “It’s no
wonder that I…”

“That you? What?”

“Nothing,” said Henry, sulkily.

“It is such a lovely afternoon, let us go for a walk,” I say pleasantly
to my ladies. “Lady Margaret will accompany me.”

We go outside. My cape is brought and put over my shoulders
and my gloves. The path down to the river is wet and slippery and
Lady Margaret takes my arm and we go down the steps together.
The primroses are thick as churned butter in the hedgerows and
the sun is out. There
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are white swans on the river, but when the barges and wherries
go by the birds drift out of the way as if by magic. I breathe deeply.
It is so good to be out of that small room and to feel the sun on my
face again that I hardly want to open the subject of Lady Anne.

“You must know what took place?” I say to her shortly.

“I know some gossip,” she says levelly. “Nothing for certain.”

“What has angered the king so much?” I ask. “He is upset about
my confinement, he is angry with me. What is troubling him?
Surely not the Stafford girl’s flirtation with Compton?”

Lady Margaret’s face is grave. “The king is very attached to
William Compton,” she said. “He would not have him insulted.”
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“It sounds as if all the insult is the other way,” I say. “It is Lady
Anne and her husband who are dishonored. I would have thought
the king would have been angry with William.

Lady Anne is not a girl to tumble behind a wall. There is her family
to consider and her husband’s family. Surely the king should have
told Compton to behave himself?”

Lady Margaret shrugs. “I don’t know,” she says. “None of the
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girls will even talk to me. They are as silent as if it were a grave
matter.”

“But why, if it was nothing more than a foolish affair? Youth calls to
youth in springtime?”

She shakes her head. “Truly, I don’t know. You would think so. But
if it is a flirtation why would the duke be so very offended? Why
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quarrel with the king? Why would the girls not be laughing at Anne
for getting caught?”

“And another thing…” I say.

She waits.

“Why should the king pay for Compton’s courtship? The fee for
the singers is in the court accounts.”

She frowned. “Why would he encourage it? The king must

have known that the duke would be greatly offended.”

“And Compton remains in high favor?”

“They are inseparable.”
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I speak the thought that is sitting cold in my heart. “So do you
think that Compton is the shield and the love affair is between the
king, my husband, and Lady Anne?” Lady Margaret’s grave face
tells me that my guess is her own fear. “I don’t know,” she says,
honest as ever. “As I say, the girls tell me nothing, and I have not
asked anyone that question.”

“Because you think you will not like the answer?” She nods.

Slowly, I turn, and we walk back along the river in silence.

Katherine and Henry led the company into dinner in the grand hal
and sat side by side under the gold canopy of state as they
always did. There was a band of special singers that had come to
England from the French court and they sang without instruments,
very true to the note, with a dozen different parts. It was
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complicated and beautiful and Henry was entranced by the music.
When the singers paused, he applauded and asked them to
repeat the song.

They smiled at his enthusiasm, and sang again. He asked for it
once more, and then sang the tenor line back to them: note
perfect.
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It was their turn to applaud him and they invited him to sing with
them the part that he had learned so rapidly. Katherine, on her
throne, leaned forwards and smiled as her handsome young
husband sang in his clear young voice, and the ladies of the court
clapped in appreciation.

When the musicians struck up and the court danced, Katherine
came down from the raised platform of the high table and danced
with Henry, her face bright with happiness and her smile warm.
Henry, encouraged by her, danced like an Italian, with fast, dainty

footwork and high leaps. Katherine clapped her hands in delight
and cal ed for another dance as if she had never had a moment’s
worry in her life. One of her ladies leaned towards the courtier
who had taken the bet that Katherine would find out. “I think I shal
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keep my earrings,” she said. “He has fooled her. He has played
her for a fool, and now he is

fair game to any one of us. She has lost her hold on him.” I wait till
we are alone, and then I wait until he beds me with his eager joy,
and then I slip from the bed and bring him a cup of small ale.

“So tell me the truth, Henry,” I say to him simply. “What is the truth
of the quarrel between you and the Duke of Buckingham, and
what were your dealings with his sister?”

His swift sideways glance tells me more than any words. He is
about to lie to me. I hear the words he says: a story about a
disguising and all of them in masks and the ladies dancing with
them and Compton and Anne dancing together, and I know that
he is lying.
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It is an experience more painful than I thought I could have with
him. We have been married for nearly a year, a year next month
and always he has looked at me directly, with all his youth and
honesty in his gaze. I have never heard anything but truth in his
voice: boastfulness, certainly, the arrogance of a young man, but
never this uncertain deceitful quaver. He is lying to me, and I
would almost rather have a barefaced confession of infidelity than
to see him look at me, blue-eyed and sweet as a boy, with a
parcel of lies in his mouth.

I stop him, I truly cannot bear to hear it. “Enough,” I say. “I know
enough at least to realize that this is not true. She was

your lover, wasn’t she? And Compton was your friend and
shield?”
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His face is aghast. “Katherine…”

“Just tell me the truth.”

His mouth is trembling. He cannot bear to admit what he has
done. “I didn’t mean to…”

“I know that you did not,” I say. “I am sure you were sorely
tempted.”

“You were away for so long…”

“I know.”

A dreadful silence falls. I had thought that he would lie to me and I
would track him down and then confront him with his lies and with
his adultery and I would be a warrior queen in my righteous anger.
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But this is sadness and a taste of defeat. If Henry cannot remain
faithful when I am in confinement with our child, our dearly
needed child, then how shall he be faithful till death? How shall he
obey his vow to forsake all others when

he can be distracted so easily? What am I to do, what can any
woman do, when her husband is such a fool as to desire a woman
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for a moment, rather than the woman he is pledged to for
eternity?

“Dear husband, this is very wrong,” I say sadly.

“It was because I had such doubts. I thought for a moment that we
were not married,” he confesses.

“You forgot we were married?” I ask incredulously.

“No!” His head comes up, his blue eyes are filled with unshed
tears. His face shines with contrition. “I thought that since our
marriage was not valid, I need not abide by it.”

I am quite amazed by him. “Our marriage? Why would it not be
valid?” He shakes his head. He is too ashamed to speak. I press
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him. “Why not?” He kneels beside my bed

and hides his face in the sheets. “I liked her and I desired her and
she said some things which made me feel…”

“Feel what?”

“Made me think…”

“Think what?”

“What if you were not a virgin when I married you?” At once I am
alert, like a villain near the scene of a crime, like a murderer when
the corpse bleeds at the sight of him. “What do you mean?”

“She was a virgin…”
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“Anne?”

“Yes. Sir George is impotent. Everyone knows that.”

“Do they?”

“Yes. So she was a virgin. And she was not…” He rubs his face
against the sheet of our bed. “She was not like you.

She…” He stumbles for words. “She cried out in pain. She bled, I
was afraid when I saw how much blood, really a lot…”

He breaks off again.

“She could not go on, the first time. I had to stop. She cried,
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I held her. She was a virgin. That is what it is like to lie with a
virgin, the first time. I was her first love. I could tell. Her first love.”

There is a long, cold silence.

“She fooled you,” I say cruelly, throwing away her reputation, and
his tenderness for her, with one sweep, making her a whore and
him a fool, for the greater good.
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He looks up, shocked. “She did?”

“She was not that badly hurt, she was pretending.” I shake my
head at the sinfulness of young women. “It is an old trick. She will
have had a bladder of blood in her hand and broke it to give you a
show of blood. She will have cried out.

I expect she whimpered and said she could not bear the pain from
the very beginning.” Henry is amazed. “She did.”

“She thought to make you feel sorry for her.”

“But I was!”

“Of course. She thought to make you feel that you had taken her
virginity, her maidenhead, and that you owe her your protection.”
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“That is what she said!”

“She tried to entrap you,” I say. “She was not a virgin, she was
acting the part of one. I was a virgin when I came to your bed and
the first night that we were lovers was very simple and sweet. Do
you remember?”

“Yes,” he says.

“There was no crying and wailing like players on a stage. It was
quiet and loving. Take that as your benchmark,” I say.

“I was a true virgin. You and I were each other’s first love.

We had no need for playacting and exaggeration. Hold to that
truth of our love, Henry. You have been fooled by a counterfeit.”
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“She said…” he begins.

“She said what?” I am not afraid. I am filled with utter
determination that Anne Stafford will not put asunder what

God and my mother have joined together.

“She said that you must have been Arthur’s lover.” He stumbles
before the white fierceness of my face. “That you had lain with
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him, and that—”

“Not true.”

“I didn’t know.”

“It is not true.”

“Oh, yes.”

“My marriage with Arthur was not consummated. I came to you a
virgin. You were my first love. Does anyone dare say different to
me?”

“No,” he says rapidly. “No. No one shall say different to you.”

“Nor to you.”
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“Nor to me.”

“Would anyone dare to say to my face that I am not your first love,
a virgin untouched, your true wedded wife, and Queen of
England?”

“No,” he says again.

“Not even you.”

“No.”

“It is to dishonor me,” I say furiously. “And where will scandal
stop? Shall they suggest that you have no claim to the throne
because your mother was no virgin on her wedding day?”

He is stunned with shock. “My mother? What of my mother?”
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“They say that she lay with her uncle, Richard the usurper,”

I say flatly. “Think of that!

And they say that she lay with your father before they were
married, before they were even betrothed. They say that she was
far from a virgin on her wedding day when she wore

her hair loose and went in white. They say she was dishonored
twice over, little more than a harlot for the throne. Do we allow
people to say such things of a queen?

Are you to be disinherited by such gossip? Am I? Is our son?”
Henry is gasping with shock. He loved his mother and he had
never thought of her as a sexual being before.
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“She would never have…she was a most…how can…”

“You see? This is what happens if we allow people to gossip
about their betters.” I lay down the law which will protect me. “If
you allow someone to dishonor me, there is no stopping the
scandal. It insults me, but it threatens you.

Who knows where scandal will stop once it takes hold?

Scandal against the queen rocks the throne itself. Be warned,
Henry.”

“She said it!” he exclaims. “Anne said that it was no sin for me to
lie with her because I was not truly married!”
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“She lied to you,” I say. “She pretended to her virgin state and she
traduced me.” His face flushes red with anger. It is a relief to him
to turn to rage. “What a whore!” he exclaims crudely. “What a
whore to trick me into thinking…what a jade’s trick!”

“You cannot trust young women,” I say quietly. “Now that you are
King of England you will have to be on your guard,
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my love. They will run after you and they will try to charm you and
seduce you, but you have to be faithful to me. I was your virgin
bride, I was your first love. I am your wife. Do not forsake me.”

He takes me into his arms. “Forgive me,” he whispers brokenly.

“We will never, ever speak of this again,” I say solemnly. “I will not
have it, and I will not allow anyone to dishonor either me or your
mother.”

“No,” he says fervently. “Before God. We will never speak of this
nor allow any other to speak of it again.”

Next morning Henry and Katherine rose up together and went
quietly to Mass in the king’s chapel. Katherine met with her
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confessor and kneeled to confess her sins. She did not take very
long, Henry observed, she must have no great sins

to confess. It made him feel even worse to see her go to her priest
for a brief confession and come away with her face so serene. He
knew that she was a woman of holy purity, just like his mother.

Penitently, his face in his hands, he thought that not only had
Katherine never been unfaithful to her given word, she had
probably never even told a lie in her life.

I go out with the court to hunt dressed in a red velvet gown,
determined to show that I am well, that I am returned to the court,
that everything will be as it was before. We have a long, hard run
after a fine stag who takes a looping route around the great park
and the hounds bring him down in the stream and Henry himself
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goes into the water, laughing, to cut his throat. The stream blooms
red around him and stains his clothes and his hands. I laugh with
the court but the sight of the blood makes me feel sick to my very
belly.

We ride home slowly. I keep my face locked in a smile to hide my
weariness and the pain in my thighs, in my belly, in my back. Lady
Margaret brings her horse beside mine and glances at me. “You
had better rest this afternoon.”

“I cannot,” I say shortly.

She does not need to ask why. She has been a princess; she
knows that a queen has to be on show, whatever her
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own feelings. “I have the story, if you want to trouble yourself to
hear such a thing.”

“You are a good friend,” I say. “Tell me briefly. I think I know the
worst that it can be already.”

“After we had gone in for your confinement the king and the young
men started to go into the City in the evenings.”
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“With guards?”

“No, alone and disguised.”

I stifle a sigh. “Did no one try to stop him?”

“The Earl of Surrey, God bless him. But his own sons were of the
party and it was lighthearted fun, and you know that the king will
not be denied his pastimes.” I nod.

“One evening they came into court in their disguises and

pretended to be London merchants. The ladies danced with them;
it was all very amusing. I was not there that evening, I was with
you in confinement; someone told me about it the next day. I took
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no notice. But apparently one of the merchants singled out Lady
Anne and danced with her all night.”

“Henry,” I say, and I can hear the bitterness in my own whisper.

“Yes, but everyone thought it was William Compton. They are
about the same height, and they were all wearing false beards
and hats. You know how they do.”

“Yes,” I say. “I know how they do.”

“Apparently they made an assignation and when the Duke thought
that his sister was sitting with you in the evenings she was
slipping away and meeting the king. When she went missing all
night, it was too much for her sister.
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Elizabeth went to her brother and warned him of what Anne was
doing. They told her husband and all of them confronted Anne
and demanded to know who she was seeing, and she said it was
Compton. But when she was missing, and they thought she was
with her lover, they met Compton. So then they knew, it was not
Compton, it was the king.” I shake my head.

“I am sorry, my dear,” Lady Margaret says to me gently. “He is a
young man. I am sure it is no more than vanity and
thoughtlessness.” I nod and say nothing. I check my horse, who is
tossing his head against my hands, which are too heavy on the
reins. I am thinking of Anne crying out in pain as her hymen was
broken.

“And is her husband, Sir George, unmanned?” I ask. “Was she a
virgin until now?”
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“So they say,” Lady Margaret replies drily. “Who knows what goes
on in a bedroom?”

“I think we know what goes on in the king’s bedroom,” I say
bitterly. “They have hardly been discreet.”

“It is the way of the world,” she says quietly. “When you are
confined it is only natural that he will take a lover.”

I nod again. This is nothing but the truth. What is surprising to me
is that I should feel such hurt.

“The duke must have been much aggrieved,” I say, thinking of the
dignity of the man and how it was he who put the Tudors on the
throne in the first place.
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“Yes,” she says. She hesitates. Something about her voice warns
me that there is something she is not sure if she should say.

“What is it, Margaret?” I ask. “I know you well enough to know that
there is something more.”

“It is something that Elizabeth said to one of the girls before she
left,” she says.
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“Oh?”

“Elizabeth says that her sister did not think it was a light love affair
that would last while you were in confinement and then be
forgotten.”

“What else could it be?”

“She thought that her sister had ambitions.”

“Ambitions for what?”

“She thought that she might take the king’s fancy and hold him.”

“For a season,” I say disparagingly.
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“No, for longer,” she says. “He spoke of love. He is a romantic
young man. He spoke of being hers till death.”

She sees the look on my face and breaks off. “Forgive me, I
should have said none of this.”

I think of Anne Stafford crying out in pain and telling him that she
was a virgin, a true virgin, in too much pain to go on. That he was
her first love, her only love. I know how much he would like that.

I check my horse again, he frets against the bit. “What do you
mean she was ambitious?”

“I think she thought that given her family position, and the liking
that was between her and the king, that she could become the
great mistress of the English court.” I blink.
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“And what about me?”

“I think she thought that, in time, he might turn from you to her. I
think she hoped to supplant you in his love.”

I nod. “And if I died bearing his child, I suppose she thought she
would have her empty marriage annulled and marry him?”
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“That would be the very cusp of her ambition,” Lady Margaret
says. “And stranger things have happened.

Elizabeth Woodville got to the throne of England on looks alone.”

“Anne Stafford was my lady-in-waiting,” I say. “I chose her for the
honor over many others. What about her duty to me? What about
her friendship with me? Did she never think of me? If she had
served me in Spain, we would have lived night and day
together…” I break off. There is no way to explain the safety and
affection of the harem to a woman who has always lived her life
alert to the gaze of men.

Lady Margaret shakes her head. “Women are always rivals,” she
says simply. “But until now everyone has
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thought that the king only had eyes for you. Now everyone knows
different. There is not a pretty girl in the land who does not now
think that the crown is for taking.”

“It is still my crown,” I point out.

“But girls will hope for it,” she says. “It is the way of the world.”

“They will have to wait for my death,” I say bleakly. “That could be
a long wait even for the most ambitious girl.”

Lady Margaret nods. I indicate behind me and she looks back.
The ladies-in-waiting are scattered among the huntsmen and
courtiers, riding and laughing and flirting.
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Henry has Princess Mary on one side of him and one of her
ladies-in-waiting on another. She is a new girl to court, young and
pretty. A virgin, without doubt, another pretty virgin.

“And which of these will be next?” I ask bitterly. “When I next go in
for my confinement and cannot watch them like a fierce hawk?
Will it be a Percy girl? Or a Seymour? Or a Howard? Or a Neville?
Which girl will step up to the king next and try to charm her way
into his bed and into my place?”

“Some of your ladies love you dearly,” she says.

“And some of them will use their position at my side to get close to
the king,” I say.
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“Now they have seen it done, they will be waiting for their chance.
They will know that the easiest route to the king is to come into
my rooms, to pretend to be my friend, to offer me service. First
she will pretend friendship and loyalty to me and all the time she
will watch for her chance. I can know that one will do it, but I
cannot know which one she is.”

Lady Margaret leans forwards and strokes her horse’s neck, her
face grave. “Yes,” she agrees.

“And one of them, one of the many, will be clever enough to turn
the king’s head,” I say bitterly. “He is young and vain and easily
misled. Sooner or later, one of them will turn him against me and
want my place.”
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Lady Margaret straightens up and looks directly at me, her gray
eyes as honest as ever.

“This may all be true, but I think you can do nothing to prevent it.”

“I know,” I say grimly.

“I have good news for you,” Katherine said to Henry. They had
thrown open the windows of her bedroom to let in the cooler night
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air. It was a warm night in late May and for once, Henry had
chosen to come to bed early.

“Tel me some good news,” he said. “My horse went lame today,
and I cannot ride him tomorrow. I would welcome some good
news.”

“I think I am with child.”

He bounced up in the bed. “You are?”

“I think so,” she said, smiling.

“Praise God! You are?”

“I am certain of it.”
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“God be praised. I shal go to Walsingham the minute you

give birth to our son. I shal go on my knees to Walsingham! I shal
crawl along the road! I shal wear a suit of pure white. I shal give
Our Lady pearls.”

“Our Lady has been gracious to us indeed.”

“And how potent they wil al know that I am now! Out of
confinement in the first week of May and pregnant by the end of
the month. That wil show them! That wil prove that I am a
husband indeed.”

“Indeed it wil ,” she said level y.

“It is not too early to be sure?”
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“I have missed my course, and I am sick in the morning. They tel
me it is a certain sign.”

“And you are certain?” He had no tact to phrase his anxiety in
gentle words. “You are certain this time? You know that there can
be no mistake?” She nodded. “I am certain. I have al the signs.”

“God be praised. I knew it would come. I knew that a marriage
made in heaven would be blessed.”

Katherine nodded. Smiling.

“We shal go slowly on our progress, you shal not hunt. We
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shal go by boat for some of the way, barges.”

“I think I wil not travel at al , if you wil al ow it,” she said. “I want to
stay quietly in one place this summer, I don’t even want to ride in
a litter.”

“Wel , I shal go on progress with the court and then come home to
you,” he said. “And what a celebration we shal have when our
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baby is born. When wil it be?”

“After Christmas,” Katherine said. “In the New Year.”

WINTER 1510

I should have been a soothsayer, I have proved to be so accurate
with my prediction, even without a Moorish abacus. We are
holding the Christmas feast at Richmond and the court is joyful in
my happiness. The baby is big in my belly, and he kicks so hard
that Henry can put his hand on me and feel the little heel thud out
against his hand.

There is no doubt that he is alive and strong, and his vitality brings
joy to the whole court. When I sit in council, I sometimes wince at
the strange sensation of him moving inside me, the pressure of
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his body against my own, and some of the old councilors laugh—
having seen their own wives in the same state—for joy that there
is to be an heir for England and Spain at last.

I pray for a boy but I do not expect one. A child for England, a
child for Arthur, is all I want. If it is the daughter that he had
wanted, then I will call her Mary as he asked.

Henry’s desire for a son, and his love for me, has made him more
thoughtful at last. He takes care of me in ways that he has never
done before. I think he is growing up, the selfish boy is becoming
a good man at last, and the fear that has haunted me since his
affair with the Stafford girl is receding. Perhaps he will take lovers
as kings always do, but perhaps he will resist falling in love with
them and making the wild promises that a man can make but a
king must not. Perhaps he will acquire the good sense that so
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many men seem to learn: to enjoy a new woman but remain
constant, in their hearts, to their wife. Certainly, if he continues to
be this sweet-natured, he will make a good father. I think of him
teaching our son to ride, to hunt, to joust. No boy could have a
better father for sports and pastimes than a son of Henry’s. Not
even Arthur would

have made a more playful father. Our boy’s education, his skill in
court life, his upbringing as a Christian, his training as a ruler,
these are the things that I will teach him. He will learn my mother’s
courage and my father’s skills, and from me—I think I can teach
him constancy, determination.

These are my gifts now.
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I believe that between Henry and me, we will raise a prince who
will make his mark in Europe, who will keep England safe from the
Moors, from the French, from the Scots, from all our enemies.

I will have to go into confinement again but I leave it as late as I
dare. Henry swears to me that there will be no other while I am
confined, that he is mine, all mine. I leave it till the evening of the
Christmas feast and then I take my spiced wine with the members
of my court and bid them merry Christmas as they bid me
Godspeed, and I go once more into the quietness of my bedroom.

In truth, I don’t mind missing the dancing and the heavy drinking. I
am tired, this baby is a weight to carry. I rise and then rest with the
winter sun, rarely waking much before nine of the morning, and
ready to sleep at five in the afternoon. I spend much time
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praying for a safe delivery, and for the health of the child that
moves so strongly inside me.

Henry comes to see me, privately, most days. The Royal Book is
clear that the queen should be in absolute isolation before the
birth of her child, but the Royal Book was written by Henry’s
grandmother and I suggest that we can please ourselves. I don’t
see why she should command me from beyond the grave when
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she was such an unhelpful mentor in life. Besides, to put it as
bluntly as an Aragonese: I don’t trust Henry on his own in court.
On New Year’s Eve he dines with me before going to the hall for
the great feast, and brings me a gift of rubies, with stones as big
as Cristóbal Colón’s haul. I put them around my neck and see his
eyes darken with desire for me as they gleam on the plump
whiteness of my breasts.

“Not long now,” I say, smiling, I know exactly what he is thinking.

“I shall go to Walsingham as soon as our child is born, and when I
come back you will be churched,” he says.

“And then, I suppose you will want to make another baby,” I say
with mock weariness.
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“I will,” he says, his face bright with laughter.

He kisses me good night, wishes me joy of the new year and then
goes out of the hidden door in my chamber to his own rooms, and
from there to the feast. I tell them to bring the boiled water that I
still drink in obedience to the Moor’s advice, and then I sit before
the fire sewing the tiniest little gown for my baby, while María de
Salinas reads in Spanish to me.

Suddenly, it is as if my whole belly has turned over, as if I am
falling from a great height. The pain is so thorough, so unlike
anything I have ever known before, that the sewing drops from my
hands and I grip the arms of my chair and let out a gasp before I
can say a word. I know at once that the baby is coming. I had
been afraid that I would not know what was happening, that it
would be a pain like that when I lost my poor girl.
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But this is like the great force of a deep river, this feels like
something powerful and wonderful starting to flow. I am

filled with joy and a holy terror. I know that the baby is coming and
that he is strong, and that I am young, and that everything will be
all right.

As soon as I tell the ladies, the chamber bursts into uproar.

My Lady the King’s Mother might have ruled that the whole thing
shall be done soberly and quietly with the cradle made ready and
two beds made up for the mother, one to give birth in and one to
rest in; but in real life, the ladies run around like hens in a poultry
yard, squawking in alarm. The midwives are summoned from the
hall, they have gone off to make merry, gambling that they would
not be needed on New Year’s Eve. One of them is quite tipsy and
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María de Salinas throws her out of the room before she falls over
and breaks something. The physician cannot be found at all, and
pages are sent running all over the palace looking for him.

The only ones who are settled and determined are Lady Margaret
Pole, María de Salinas, and I. María, because she is naturally
disposed to calm, Lady Margaret, because she has been
confident from the start of this confinement, and I, because I can
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feel that nothing will stop this baby coming, and I might as well
grab hold of the rope in one hand, my relic of the Virgin Mother in
the other, fix my eyes on the little altar in the corner of the room
and pray to St. Margaret of Antioch to give me a swift and easy
delivery and a healthy baby.

Unbelievably, it is little more than six hours—though one of those
hours lingers on for at least a day—and then there is a rush and a
slither, and the midwife mutters “God be praised!” quietly and then
there is a loud, irritable cry, almost a shout, and I realize that this
is a new voice in the room, that of my baby.

“A boy, God be praised, a boy,” the midwife says and María looks
up at me and sees me radiant with joy.

“Really?” I demand. “Let me see him.”
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They cut the cord and pass him up to me, still naked, still

bloody, his little mouth opened wide to shout, his eyes squeezed
tight in anger, Henry’s son.

“My son,” I whisper.

“England’s son,” the midwife says. “God be praised.” I put my face
down to his warm little head, still sticky, I sniff him like a cat sniffs
her kittens. “This is our boy,” I whisper to Arthur, who is so close at
that moment that it is almost as if he is at my side, looking over
my shoulder at this tiny miracle, who turns his head and nuzzles
at my breast, little mouth gaping. “Oh, Arthur, my love, this is the
boy I promised I would bear for you and for England. This is our
son for England, and he will be king.”
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Spring 1511

1ST JANUARY 1511

THE WHOLE OF ENGLAND WENT MAD when they learned on
New Year’s Day that a boy had been born. Everyone cal ed him
Prince Henry at once, there was no other name possible. In the
streets they roasted oxen and drank themselves into a stupor. In
the country they rang the church bel s and broke into the church
ales to toast the health of the Tudor heir, the boy who would keep
England at peace, who would keep England al ied with Spain,
who would protect England from her enemies, and who would
defeat the Scots
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once and for al .

Henry came in to see his son, disobeying the rules of
confinement, tiptoeing careful y, as if his footstep might shake the
room. He peered into the cradle, afraid almost to breathe near the
sleeping boy.

“He is so smal ,” he said. “How can he be so smal ?”
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“The midwife says he is big and strong,” Katherine corrected him,
instantly on the defense of her baby.

“I am sure. It is just that his hands are so…and look, he has
fingernails! Real fingernails!”

“He has toenails too,” she said. The two of them stood side by
side and looked down in amazement at the perfection that they
had made together. “He has little plump feet and the tiniest toes
you can imagine.”

“Show me,” he said.

Gently, she pul ed off the little silk shoes that the baby wore.
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“There,” she said, her voice fil ed with tenderness. “Now I must
put this back on so that he does not get cold.” Henry bent over the
crib, and tenderly took the tiny foot in his big hand. “My son,” he
said wonderingly. “God be praised, I have a son.” I lie on my bed
as the old king’s mother commanded in the Royal Book, and I
receive honored guests. I have to hide a smile when I think of my
mother giving birth to me on campaign, in a tent, like any soldier’s
doxy. But this is the English way and I am an English queen and
this baby will be King of England.

I’ve never known such simple joy. When I doze I wake with my
heart filled with delight, before I even know why. Then I
remember. I have a son for England, for Arthur and for Henry; and
I smile and turn my head, and whoever is watching over me
answers the question before I have asked it: “Yes, your son is
well, Your Grace.” Henry is excessively busy with the care of our
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son. He comes in and out to see me twenty times a day with
questions and with news of the arrangements he has made. He
has appointed a household of no fewer than forty people for this
tiny baby, and already chosen his rooms in the Palace of
Westminster for his council chamber when he is a young man. I
smile and say nothing. Henry is planning the

greatest christening that has ever been seen in England, nothing
is too good for this Henry who will be Henry the Ninth. Sometimes
when I am sitting on my bed, supposed to be writing letters, I draw
his monogram. Henry IX: my son, the King of England.

His sponsors are carefully chosen: the daughter of the emperor,
Margaret of Austria, and King Louis the Twelfth of France. So he
is working already, this little Tudor, to cloud the French suspicion
against us, to maintain our alliance with the Hapsburg family.
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When they bring him to me and I put my finger in the palm of his
tiny hand his fingers curl around, as if to grip on. As if he would
hold my hand. As if he might love me in return. I lie quietly,
watching him sleep, my finger against his little palm, the other
hand cupped over his tender little head where I can feel a steady
pulse throbbing.

His godparents are Archbishop Warham; my dear and true friend
Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey; and the Earl and Countess of
Devon. My dearest Lady Margaret is to run his nursery at
Richmond. It is the newest and cleanest of all the palaces near
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London, and wherever we are, whether at Whitehall or Greenwich
or Westminster, it will be easy for me to visit him.

I can hardly bear to let him go away, but it is better for him to be in
the country than in the City. And I shall see him every week at the
very least, Henry has promised me that I shall see him every
week.
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Henry went to the shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham, as he had
promised, and Katherine asked him to tel the nuns who kept the
shrine that she would come herself when she was next with child.
When the next baby was in the queen’s womb she would give
thanks for the safe birth of the first; and pray for the safe delivery
of a second. She asked the king to tel the nuns that she would
come to them every time she was with child, and that she hoped
to visit them many times.

She gave him a heavy purse of gold. “Wil you give them this,

from me, and ask them for their prayers?”

He took it. “They pray for the Queen of England as their duty,”

he said.
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“I want to remind them.”

Henry returned to court for the greatest tournament that England
had ever seen, and Katherine was up and out of her bed to
organize it for him. He had commissioned new armor before he
went away and she had commanded her favorite, Edward
Howard, the talented younger son of the Howard house, to make
sure that it would fit precisely to the slim young king’s
measurements, and that the workmanship was perfect. She had
banners made, and tapestries hung, masques prepared with
glorious themes, gold everywhere: cloth of gold banners and
curtains, and swathes of cloth, gold plates and gold cups, gold
tips to the ornamental lances, gold-embossed shields, even gold
on the king’s saddlery.
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“This wil be the greatest tournament that England has ever seen,”
Edward Howard said to her. “English chivalry and Spanish
elegance. It wil be a thing of beauty.”

“It is the greatest celebration that we have ever had,” she said
smiling. “For the greatest reason.”

I know I have made an outstanding showcase for Henry but
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when he rides into the tiltyard I catch my breath. It is the fashion
that the knights who have come to joust choose a motto;
sometimes they even compose a poem or play a part in a tableau
before they ride. Henry has kept his motto a secret, and not told
me what it is going to be. He has commissioned his own banner
and the women have hidden from me, with much laughter, while
they embroider his words on the banner of Tudor green silk. I truly
have no idea what it will say until he bows before me in the royal
box, the banner unfurls and his herald shouts out his title for the
joust: “Sir Loyal Heart.”

I rise to my feet and clasp my hands before my face to hide my
trembling mouth. My eyes fill with tears, I cannot help it.

He has called himself “Sir Loyal Heart”—he has declared to the
world the restoration of his devotion and love for me.
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My women step back so that I can see the canopy that he has
commanded them to hang all around the royal box. He has had it
pinned all over with little gold badges of H and K

entwined.

Everywhere I look, at every corner of the jousting green, on every
banner, on every post there are Ks and Hs together.

He has used this great joust, the finest and richest that England
has ever seen, to tell the world that he loves me, that he is mine,
that his heart is mine and that it is a loyal heart.

I look around at my ladies-in-waiting and I am utterly triumphant. If
I could speak freely I would say to them:
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“There! Take this as your warning. He is not the man that you
have thought him. He is not a man to turn from his true-married
wife. He is not a man that you can seduce, however clever your
tricks, however insidious your whispers against me. He has given
his heart to me, and he has a loyal heart.” I run my eyes over
them, the prettiest girls from the greatest families of England, and
I know that every one of them secretly thinks that she could have
my place. If she were to be lucky, if the king were to be seduced, if
I were to die, she could have my throne.

But his banner tells them “Not so.” His banner tells them, the gold
Ks and Hs tell them, the herald’s cry tells them that he is all mine,
forever. The will of my mother, my word to Arthur, the destiny
given by God to England have brought me finally to this: a son
and heir in England’s cradle, the King of England publicly
declaring his passion for me, and
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my initial twined with his in gold everywhere I look.

I touch my hand to my lips and hold it out to him. His visor is up,
his blue eyes are blazing with passion for me. His love for me
warms me like the hot sun of my childhood.

I am a woman blessed by God, especially favored by Him, indeed.
I survived widowhood and my despair at the loss of Arthur. The
courtship of the old king did not seduce me, his enmity did not
defeat me, the hatred of his mother did not destroy me.

The love of Henry delights me but does not redeem me.

With God’s especial favor, I have saved myself. I myself have
come from the darkness of poverty into the glamour of the light. I
myself have fought that terrible slide into blank despair. I myself
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have made myself into a woman who can face death and face life
and endure them both.

I remember once when I was a little girl, my mother was praying
before a battle and then she rose up from her knees, kissed the
little ivory cross, put it back on its stand, and gestured for her
lady-in-waiting to bring her breastplate and buckle it on.

I ran forwards and begged her not to go, and I asked her why she
must ride, if God gives us His blessing? If we are blessed by God,
why do we have to fight as well? Will He
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not just drive away the Moors for us?

“I am blessed because I am chosen to do His work.” She kneeled
down and put her arm around me. “You might say, why not leave it
to God and He will send a thunderstorm over the wicked Moors?”

I nodded.
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“I am the thunderstorm,” she said, smiling. “I am God’s
thunderstorm to drive them away. He has not chosen a
thunderstorm today, He has chosen me. And neither I nor the dark
clouds can refuse our duty.”

I smile at Henry as he drops his visor and turns his horse from the
royal box. I understand now what my mother meant by being
God’s thunderstorm. God has called me to be His sunshine in
England. It is my God-given duty to bring happiness and
prosperity and security to England. I do this

by leading the king in the right choices, by securing the
succession, and by protecting the safety of the borders. I am
England’s queen chosen by God and I smile on Henry as his big,
glossy-black horse trots slowly to the end of the lists, and I smile
on the people of London who call out my name and shout, “God
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bless Queen Katherine!” and I smile to myself because I am doing
as my mother wished, as God decreed, and Arthur is waiting for
me in al-Yanna, the garden.

22ND FEBRUARY 1511

Ten days later, when she was at the height of her happiness, they
brought to Queen Katherine the worst news of her life.

It is worse even than the death of my husband, Arthur. I had not
thought there could be anything worse than that; but so it proves.
It is worse than my years of widowhood and waiting. It is worse
than hearing from Spain that my mother was dead, that she died
on the day I wrote to her, begging her to send me a word. Worse
than the worst days I have ever had.
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My baby is dead. More than this, I cannot say, I cannot even hear.
I think Henry is here, some of the time, and María de Salinas. I
think Margaret Pole is here, and I see the stricken face of Thomas
Howard at Henry’s shoulder; William Compton desperately
gripping Henry’s shoulder,

but the faces all swim before my eyes and I can be sure of
nothing.

I go into my room and I order them to close the shutters and bolt
the doors. But it is too late. They have already brought me the
worst news of my life; closing the door will not keep it out. I cannot
bear the light. I cannot bear the sound of ordinary life going on. I
hear a page boy laugh in the garden near my window and I
cannot understand how there can be any joy or gladness left in
the world, now that my baby has gone.
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And now the courage I have held on to, for all my life, turns out to
be a thread, a spiderweb, a nothing. My bright confidence that I
am walking in the way of God and that He will protect me is
nothing more than an illusion, a child’s fairy story. In the shadows
of my room I plunge deep into the darkness that my mother knew
when she lost her son, that Juana could not escape when she lost
her husband, that was the curse of my grandmother, that runs
through the women of my family like a dark vein. I am no different
after all. I am not a woman who can survive love and loss, as I
had thought. It has only been that, so far, I had never lost
someone who was worth more than life itself
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to me. When Arthur died my heart was broken. But now that my
baby is dead, I want nothing but that my heart should cease to
beat.

I cannot think of any reason I should live and that innocent sinless
babe be taken from me. I can see no reason for it. I cannot
understand a God who can take him from me. I cannot
understand a world that can be so cruel. In the moment that they
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told me, “Your Grace, be brave, we have bad news of the prince,”
I lost my faith in God. I lost my desire to live. I lost even my
ambition to rule England and keep my country safe.

He had blue eyes and the smallest, most perfect hands. He had
fingernails like little shells. His little feet…his little feet…

Lady Margaret Pole, who had been in charge of the dead child’s
nursery, came into the room without knocking, without

invitation, and kneeled before Queen Katherine, who sat on her
chair by the fire, among her ladies, seeing nothing and hearing
nothing.

“I have come to beg your pardon, though I did nothing wrong,”
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she said steadily.

Katherine raised her head from her hand. “What?”

“Your baby died in my care. I have come to beg your pardon.

I was not remiss, I swear it. But he is dead. Princess, I am sorry.”

“You are always here,” Katherine said with quiet dislike. “In my
darkest moments, you are always at my side, like bad luck.”

The older woman flinched. “Indeed, but it is not my wish.”

“And don’t cal me ‘Princess.’ ”

“I forgot.”
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For the first time in weeks Katherine sat up and looked into the
face of another person, saw her eyes, saw the new lines around
her mouth, realized that the loss of her baby was not her grief
alone. “Oh God, Margaret,” she said, and pitched forwards.

Margaret Pole caught her and held her. “Oh God, Katherine,”

she said into the queen’s hair.
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“How could we lose him?”

“God’s wil . God’s wil . We have to believe it. We have to bow
beneath it.”

“But why?”

“Princess, no one knows why one is taken and another spared.
D’you remember?”

She felt from the shudder that the woman remembered the loss of
her husband in this, the loss of her son.

“I never forget. Every day. But why?”

“It is God’s wil ,” Lady Margaret repeated.
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“I don’t think I can bear it.” Katherine breathed so softly that none
of her ladies could hear. She raised her tearstained face from her
friend’s shoulder. “To lose Arthur felt like torture, but to lose my
baby is like death itself. I don’t think I can bear it, Margaret.” The
older woman’s smile was infinitely patient. “Oh, Katherine. You wil
learn to bear it.

There is nothing that anyone can do but bear it. You can rage or
you can weep, but in the end, you wil learn to bear it.”

Slowly Katherine sat back on her chair; Margaret remained, with
easy grace, kneeling on the floor at her feet, handclasped with her
friend.

“You wil have to teach me courage al over again,” Katherine
whispered.
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The older woman shook her head. “You only have to learn it
once,” she said. “You know, you learned at Ludlow: you are not a
woman to be destroyed by sorrow. You wil grieve but you wil live,
you wil come out into the world again. You wil love. You wil
conceive another child, this child wil live, you wil learn again to be
happy.”

“I cannot see it,” Katherine said desolately.

“It wil come.”

The battle that Katherine had waited for, for so long, came

while she was stil overshadowed with grief for her baby. But
nothing could penetrate her sadness.
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“Great news, the best news in the world!” wrote her father.

Wearily, Katherine translated from the code and then from
Spanish to English. “I am to lead a crusade against the Moors in
Africa. Their existence is a danger to Christendom, their raids
terrify the whole of the Mediterranean and endanger shipping from
Greece to the Atlantic. Send me the best of your knights—you
who claim to be the new Camelot.

Send me your most courageous leaders at the head of your most
powerful men and I shal take them to Africa and we wil destroy
the infidel kingdoms as holy Christian kings.”

Wearily, Katherine took the translated letter to Henry. He was
coming off the tennis court, a napkin twisted around his neck, his
face flushed. He beamed when he saw her, then at once his look
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of joy was wiped from his face by a grimace of guilt, like a boy
caught out in a forbidden pleasure. At that fleeting expression, at
that brief, betraying moment, she knew he had forgotten that their
son was dead. He was playing tennis with his friends, he had
won, he saw the wife he stil loved, he was happy. Joy came as
easily to the men of his family as sorrow to the women of hers.
She felt a wave of hatred wash
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over her, so powerful that she could almost taste it in her mouth.
He could forget, even for a moment, that their little boy had died.
She thought that she would never forget, never.

“I have a letter from my father,” she said, trying to put some
interest into her harsh voice.

“Oh?” He was al concern. He came towards her and took her arm.
She gritted her teeth so that she did not scream,

“Don’t touch me!”

“Did he tel you to have courage? Did he write comforting words?”
The clumsiness of the young man was unbearable.
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She summoned her most tolerant smile. “No. It is not a personal
letter. You know he rarely writes to me in that way. It is a letter
about a crusade. He invites our noblemen and lords to raise
regiments and go with him against the Moors.”

“Does he? Oh, does he? What a chance!”

“Not for you,” she said, quel ing any idea Henry might have that
he could go to war when they had no son. “It is just a little
expedition. But my father would welcome Englishmen, and I think
they should go.”

“I should think he would.” Henry turned and shouted for his
friends, who were hanging back like guilty schoolboys caught
having fun. They could not bear to see Katherine since she had
become so pale and quiet. They liked her when she was the
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queen of the joust and Henry was Sir Loyal Heart. She made
them uncomfortable when she came to dinner like a ghost, ate
nothing, and left early.

“Hey! Anyone want to go to war against the Moors?” A chorus of
excited yel s answered his hol oa. Katherine thought that they
were like nothing so much as a litter of excited puppies, Lord
Thomas Darcy and Edward Howard at their head.

“I wil go!”

“And I wil go!”

“Show them how Englishmen fight!” Henry urged them. “I, myself,
wil pay the costs of the expedition.”
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“I wil write to my father that you have eager volunteers,”

Katherine said quietly. “I wil go and write to him now.” She

turned away and walked quickly towards the doorway to the little
stair that led to her rooms. She did not think she could bear to be
with them for another moment. These were the men who would
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have taught her son to ride. These were the men who would have
been his statesmen, his Privy Council.

They would have sponsored him at his first Communion, they
would have stood proxy for him at his betrothal, they would have
been godfathers to his sons. And here they were, laughing,
clamoring for war, competing with each other for Henry’s shouted
approval, as if her

son had not been born, had not died. As if the world were the
same as it had ever been; when Katherine knew that it was utterly
changed.

He had blue eyes. And the tiniest most perfect feet.
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In the event, the glorious crusade never happened. The English
knights arrived at Cádiz but the crusade never set

sail for the Holy Land, never faced a sharp scimitar wielded by a
blackhearted infidel. Katherine translated letters between Henry
and her father in which her father explained that he had not yet
raised his troops, that he was not yet ready to leave, and then,
one day she came to Henry with a letter in her hand and her face
shocked out of its usual weariness.

“Father writes me the most terrible news.”

“What is happening?” Henry demanded, bewildered. “See, here, I
have just received a letter from an English merchant in Italy, I
cannot make any sense of it. He writes that the French and the
Pope are at war.” Henry held out his letter to her.
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“How can this be?

I don’t understand it at al .”

“It is true. This is from my father. He says the Pope has declared
that the French armies must get out of Italy,”

Katherine explained. “And the Holy Father has put his own papal
troops into the field against the French. King Louis has declared
that the Pope shal no longer be Pope.”

“How dare he?” Henry demanded, shocked to his core.

“Father says we must forget the crusade and go at once to the aid
of the Pope. He wil try to broker an al iance between
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us and the Holy Roman Emperor. We must form an al iance
against France. King Louis cannot be al owed to take Rome.

He must not advance into Italy.”

“He must be mad to think that I would al ow it!” Henry exclaimed.
“Would I let the French take Rome? Would I al ow a French
puppet Pope? Has he forgotten what an English army can do?
Does he want another Agincourt?”

“Shal I tel my father we wil unite with him against France?”

Katherine asked. “I could write at once.”

He caught her hand and kissed it. For once she did not pul away
and he drew her a little closer and put his arm around her waist.
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“I’l come with you while you write and we can sign the letter from
us both—your father should know that his Spanish daughter and
his English son are absolutely as one in his support. Thank God
that our troops are in Cádiz already,” Henry exclaimed as his good
fortune struck him.

Katherine hesitated, a thought forming slowly in her mind. “It is…
fortuitous.”
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“Lucky,” Henry said buoyantly. “We are blessed by God.”

“My father wil want some benefit for Spain from this.”

Katherine introduced the suspicion careful y as they went to her
rooms, Henry shortening his stride to match hers.

“He never makes a move without planning far ahead.”

“Of course, but you wil guard our interests as you always do,”

he said confidently. “I trust you, my love, as I trust him. Is he not
my only father now?” SUMMER 1511

Slowly, as the days grow warmer, and the sun is more like a
Spanish sun, I grow warm too and become more like the Spanish
girl I once was. I cannot reconcile myself to the death of my son—
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I think I will never reconcile myself to his loss—but I can see that
there is no one to blame for his death. There was no neglect or
negligence, he died like a little bird in a warm nest and I have to
see that I will never

know why.

I know now that I was foolish to blame myself. I have committed
no crime, no sin so bad that God, the merciful God of my
childhood prayers, would punish me with such an awful grief as
this. There could be no good God who would take away such a
sweet baby, such a perfect baby with such blue eyes, as an
exercise of His divine will. I know in my heart that such a thing
cannot be, such a God cannot be. Even though, in the first, worst
outpourings of my grief, I blamed myself and I blamed God, I
know now that it was not a punishment for sin. I know that I kept
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my promise, Arthur’s promise, for the best reasons, and God has
me in His keeping.

The awful, icy, dark fact of my baby’s loss seems to recede with
the awful cold darkness of that English winter. One morning the
fool came and told me some little jest and I laughed aloud. It was
as if a door had opened that had long been locked tight. I realize
that I can laugh, that it is possible to be happy, that laughter and
hope can come back to me and perhaps I might even make
another child and feel that overwhelming tenderness again.

I start to feel that I am alive again, that I am a woman with hope
and prospects again, that I am the woman that the girl from Spain
became. I can sense myself alive: poised halfway between my
future and my past.
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It is as if I am checking myself over as a rider does after a bad fall
from a horse, patting my arms and legs, my vulnerable body, as if
looking for permanent damage. My faith in God returns utterly
unshaken, as firm as it has ever been. There seems to be only
one great change: my belief in my mother and my father is
damaged. For the first time in my life I truly think it possible that
they can have been wrong.
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I remember the Moorish physician’s kindness to me and I have to
amend my view of his people. No one who could see his enemy
brought as low as he saw me, and yet could look at her with such
deep compassion, can be called a barbarian, a savage. He might
be a heretic—steeped in error—but surely he must be allowed his
own conclusions with

his own reasons. And from what I know of the man, I am

certain that he will have fine reasons.

I would like to send a good priest to wrestle for his soul, but I
cannot say, as my mother would have said, that he is spiritually
dead, fit for nothing but death. He held my hands to tell me hard
news and I saw the tenderness of Our Lady in his eyes. I cannot
dismiss the Moors as heretics and enemies anymore. I have to
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see that they are men and women, fallible as us, hopeful as us,
faithful to their creed as we are to ours.

And this in turn leads me to doubt my mother’s wisdom.

Once I would have sworn that she knew everything, that her writ
must run everywhere. But now I have grown old enough to view
her more thoughtfully. I was left in poverty in my widowhood
because her contract was carelessly written. I was abandoned, all
alone in a foreign country because—

though she summoned me with apparent urgency—in truth it was
just for show; she would not take me back to Spain at any price.
She hardened her heart against me and cleaved to her plan for
me and let me, her own daughter, go.
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And finally, I was forced to find a doctor in secret and consult with
him in hiding because she had done her part in driving from
Christendom the best physicians, the best scientists, and the
cleverest minds in the world. She had named their wisdom as sin,
and the rest of Europe had followed her lead. She rid Spain of the
Jews and their skills

and courage, she rid Spain of the Moors and their scholarship and
gifts. She, a woman who admired learning, banished those that
they call the People of the Book. She who fought for justice had
been unjust.

I cannot yet think what this estrangement might mean for me. My
mother is dead; I cannot reproach her or argue with her now,
except in my imagination. But I know these months have wrought
a deep and lasting change in me. I have come to an
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understanding of my world that is not her understanding of hers. I
do not support a crusade against the Moors, nor against anyone. I
do not support persecution, nor cruelty to them for the color of
their skin or the belief in their hearts. I know that my mother is not
infallible, I no longer believe she and God think as one.

Though I still love my mother, I don’t worship her anymore. I
suppose, at last, I am growing up.

Slowly, the queen emerged from her grief and started to take an
interest in the running of the court and country once more.

London was buzzing with the news that Scottish privateers had
attacked an English merchant ship. Everyone knew the name of
the privateer: he was Andrew Barton, who sailed with letters of
authority from King James of Scotland. Barton was merciless to
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English ships, and the general belief in the London docks was that
James had deliberately licensed the pirate to prey on English
shipping as if the two countries

were already at war.

“He has to be stopped,” Katherine said to Henry.

“He does not dare to chal enge me!” Henry exclaimed.
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“James sends border raiders and pirates against me because he
does not dare to face me himself. James is a coward and an oath
breaker.”

“Yes,” Katherine agreed. “But the main thing about this pirate
Barton is that he is not only a danger to our trade, he is a
forerunner of worse to come. If we let the Scots rule the seas then
we let them command us. This is an island: the seas must belong
to us as much as the land or we have no safety.”

“My ships are ready and we sail at midday. I shal capture him
alive,” Edward Howard, the admiral of the fleet, promised
Katherine as he came to bid her farewel . She thought he looked
very young, as boyish as Henry, but his

flair and courage were unquestioned.
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He had inherited al his father’s tactical skil but brought it to the
newly formed navy.

The Howards traditional y held the post of lord admiral, but
Edward was proving exceptional. “If I cannot capture him alive, I
shal sink his ship and bring him back dead.”

“For shame on you! A Christian enemy!” she said teasingly,
holding out her hand for his kiss.

He looked up, serious for once. “I promise you, Your Grace, that
the Scots are a greater danger to the peace and wealth of this
country than the Moors could ever be.” He saw her wistful smile.
“You are not the first Englishman to tel me that,”

she said.
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“And I have seen it myself in these last years.”

“It has to be right,” he said. “In Spain your father and mother
never rested until they could dislodge the Moors from the
mountains. For us in England, our closest enemy is the Scots. It is
they who are in our mountains, it is they who have to be
suppressed and quel ed if we are ever to be at peace.

My father has spent his life defending the northern borders, and
now I am fighting the same enemy but at sea.”

“Come home safely,” she urged.

“I have to take risks,” he said carelessly. “I am no stay-at-home.”

“No one doubts your bravery, and my fleet needs an admiral,”
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she told him. “I want the same admiral for many years. I need my
champion at the next joust. I need my partner to dance with me.
You come home safely, Edward Howard!” The king was uneasy at
his friend Edward Howard setting sail against the Scots, even
against a Scots privateer. He had hoped that his father’s al iance
with Scotland, enforced by the marriage of the English princess,
would have guaranteed peace.

“James is such a hypocrite to promise peace and marry Margaret
on one hand and license these raids on the other! I shal write to
Margaret and tel her to warn her husband that we cannot accept
raids on our shipping. They should keep to their borders too.”

“Perhaps he wil not listen to her,” Katherine pointed out.
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“She can’t be blamed for that,” he said quickly. “She should never
have been married to him. She was too young, and he was too
set in his ways, and he is a man for war. But she wil bring peace if
she can. She knows it was my father’s wish, she knows that we
have to live in peace. We are kin now, we are neighbors.” But the
border lords, the Percys and the Nevil es, reported that the Scots
had recently become more daring in their raids on the northern
lands. Unquestionably, James was spoiling for war; undoubtedly
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he meant to take land in Northumberland as his own. Any day
now he could march south, take Berwick, and continue on to
Newcastle.

“How dare he?” Henry demanded. “How dare he just march in and
take our goods and disturb our people? Does he not know that I
could raise an army and take them against him tomorrow?”

“It would be a hard campaign,” Katherine remarked, thinking of
the wild land of the border and the long march to get to it.

The Scotsmen would have everything to fight for, with the rich
southern lands spread before them, and English soldiers never
wanted to fight when they were far from their vil ages.
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“It would be easy,” Henry contradicted her. “Everyone knows that
the Scots can’t keep an army in the field. They are nothing more
than a raiding party. If I took out a great English army, properly
armed and supplied and ordered, I would make an end of them in
a day!”

“Of course you would.” Katherine smiled. “But don’t forget, we
have to muster our army to fight against the French. You would far
rather win your spurs against the French on a field of chivalry
which wil go down in history than in some dirty border quarrel.”

Katherine spoke to Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey, Edward
Howard’s father, at the end of the Privy Council meeting as the
men came out of the king’s rooms.
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“My Lord? Have you heard from Edward? I miss my young
chevalier.” The old man beamed at her. “We had a report this day.
The king wil tel you himself.

He knew you would be pleased that your favorite has had a
victory.”

“He has?”
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“He has captured the pirate Andrew Barton with two of his ships.”
His pride shone through his pretense of modesty. “He has only
done his duty,” he said. “He has only done as any Howard boy
should do.”

“He is a hero!” Katherine said enthusiastical y. “England needs
great sailors as much as we need soldiers. The future for
Christendom is in dominating the seas. We need to rule the seas
as the Saracens rule the deserts. We have to drive pirates from
the seas and make English ships a constant presence. And what
else? Is he on his way home?”

“He wil bring his ships into London and the pirate in chains with
him. We’l try him and hang him on the quayside. But King James
won’t like it.”
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“Do you think the Scots king means war?” Katherine asked him
bluntly. “Would he go to war over such a cause as this?

Is the country in danger?”

“This is the worst danger to the peace of the kingdom of any in my
lifetime,” the older man said honestly. “We have subdued the
Welsh and brought peace to our borders in the west; now we wil
have to put down the Scots. After them we wil have to settle the
Irish.”

“They are a separate country, with their own kings and laws,”

Katherine demurred.

“So were the Welsh til we defeated them,” he pointed out.
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“This is too smal a land for three kingdoms. The Scots wil have to
be yoked into our service.”

“Perhaps we could offer them a prince,” Katherine thought aloud.
“As you did to the Welsh. The second son could be the Prince of
Scotland as the firstborn is the Prince of Wales, for a kingdom
united under the English king.” He was struck with her idea.
“That’s right,” he said. “That would be the way to do it.

Hit them hard and then offer them a peace with honor.

Otherwise we wil have them snapping at our heels forever.”

“The king thinks that their army would be smal and easily
defeated,” Katherine remarked.
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Howard choked back a laugh. “His Grace has never been to

Scotland,” he said. “He has never even been to war yet. The
Scots are a formidable enemy, whether in pitched battle or a
passing raid. They are a worse enemy than any of his fancy
French cavalry. They have no laws of chivalry, they fight to win
and they fight to the death. We wil need to send a powerful force
under a skil ed commander.”

“Could you do it?” Katherine asked.

“I could try,” he replied honestly. “I am the best weapon to your
hand at the moment, Your Grace.”

“Could the king do it?” she asked quietly.
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He smiled at her. “He’s a young man,” he said. “He lacks nothing
for courage—no one who has seen him in a joust could doubt his
courage. And he is skil ed on his horse. But a war is not a joust,
and he does not know that yet. He needs to ride out at the head of
a bold army and be seasoned in a few battles before he fights the
greatest war of his life—

the war for his very kingdom. You don’t put a colt into a cavalry
charge on his first outing. He has to learn. The king, even though
a king, wil have to learn.”

“He was taught nothing of warfare,” she said. “He has not had to
study other battles. He knows nothing about observing the lie of
the land and positioning a force. He knows
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nothing about supplies and keeping an army on the move.

His father taught him nothing.”

“His father knew next to nothing,” the earl said quietly, for her ears
only. “His first battle was Bosworth and he won that partly by luck
and partly by the al ies his mother put in the field for him. He was
courageous enough, but no general.”
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“But why did he not ensure that Henry was taught the art of
warfare?” asked Ferdinand’s daughter, who had been raised in a
camp and seen a campaign plan before she had learned how to
sew.

“Who would have thought he would need to know?” the old earl
asked her. “We al thought it would be Arthur.”

She made sure that her face did not betray the sudden pang of
grief at the unexpected mention of his name. “Of course,”

she said. “Of course you did. I forgot. Of course you did.”

“Now, he would have been a great commander. He was interested
in the waging of war.
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He read. He studied. He talked to his father, he pestered me.

He was wel aware of the danger of the Scots, he had a great
sense of how to command men. He used to ask me about the
land on the border, where the castles were placed, how the land
fel . He could have led an army against the Scots with some
hopes of success. Young Henry wil be a great king when he has
learned tactics, but Arthur knew it al . It was in his blood.”
Katherine did not even al ow herself the pleasure of speaking of
him. “Perhaps,” was al she said.

“But in the meantime, what can we do to limit the raids of the
Scots? Should the border lords be reinforced?”

“Yes, but it is a long border, and hard to keep. King James does
not fear an English army led by the king. He does not fear the
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border lords.”

“Why does he not fear us?”

He shrugged, too much of a courtier to say any betraying word.
“Wel , James is an old warrior; he has been spoiling for a fight for
two generations now.”

“Who could make James fear us and keep him in Scotland while
we reinforce the border and get ready for war? What
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would make James delay and buy us time?”

“Nothing,” he declared, shaking his head. “There is no one who
could hold back James if he is set on war. Except perhaps only
the Pope, if he would rule? But who could persuade His Holiness
to intervene between two Christian monarchs quarreling over a
pirate’s raid and a patch of land? And the Pope has his own
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worries with the French advancing. And besides, a complaint from
us would only bring a rebuttal from Scotland.

Why would His Holiness intervene for us?”

“I don’t know,” said Katherine. “I don’t know what would make the
Pope take our side.

If only he knew of our need! If only he would use his power to
defend us!”

Richard Bainbridge, Cardinal Archbishop of York, happens to be
at Rome and is a good friend of mine. I write to him that very
night, a friendly letter as between one acquaintance to another far
from home, telling him of the news from London, the weather, the
prospects for the harvest and the price of wool. Then I tell him of
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the enmity of the Scottish king, of his sinful pride, of his wicked
licensing of attacks on our shipping and—worst of all—his
constant invasions of our northern lands. I tell him that I am so
afraid that the king will be forced to defend his lands in the north
that he will not be able to come to the aid of the Holy Father in his
quarrel with the French king. It would be such a tragedy, I write, if
the Pope was left exposed to attack and we could not come to his
aid because of the wickedness of the Scots. We plan to join my
father’s alliance and defend the Pope; but we can hardly muster
for the Pope if there is no safety at home. If I have my way,
nothing should distract my husband from his alliance with my
father, with the emperor and with the Pope, but what can I, a poor
woman, do?

A poor woman whose own defenseless border is under constant
threat?
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What could be more natural than that Richard, my brother in
Christ, should go with my letter in his hand to His Holiness the
Pope and say how disturbed I am by the threat

to my peace from King James of Scotland, and how the whole
alliance to save the Eternal City is threatened by this bad
neighborliness?

The Pope, reading my letter to Richard, reads it aright and writes
at once to King James and threatens to excommunicate him if he
does not respect the peace and the justly agreed borders of
another Christian king. He is shocked that James should trouble
the peace of Christendom. He takes his behavior very seriously
and grave penalties could result. King James, forced to accede to
the Pope’s wishes, forced to apologize for his incursions, writes a
bitter letter to Henry saying that Henry had no right to approach
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the Pope alone, that it had been a quarrel between the two of
them and there is no need to go running behind his back to the
Holy Father.

“I don’t know what he is talking about,” Henry complained to
Katherine, finding her in the garden playing at catch with her
ladies-in-waiting. He was too disturbed to run into the game as he
usual y did and snatch the bal from the air, bowl it hard at the
nearest girl, and shout with joy. He was too worried even to play
with them. “What is he saying? I have never appealed to the
Pope. I did not report him. I am no talebearer!”

“No, you are not, and so you can tel him,” Katherine said serenely,
slipping her hand in his arm and walking away from
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the women.

“I shal tel him. I said nothing to the Pope, and I can prove it.”

“I may have mentioned my concerns to the archbishop and he
may have passed them on,” Katherine said casual y. “But you can
hardly be blamed if your wife tel s her spiritual advisor that she is
anxious.”
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“Exactly,” Henry said. “I shal tel him so. And you should not be
worried for a moment.”

“Yes. And the main thing is that James knows he cannot attack us
with impunity, His Holiness has made a ruling.”

Henry hesitated. “You did not mean Bainbridge to tel the Pope, did
you?” She peeped a little smile at him. “Of course,” she said. “But
it stil is not you who has complained of James to the Pope.”

His grip tightened around her waist. “You are a redoubtable
enemy. I hope we are never on opposing sides. I should be sure
to lose.”

“We never wil be,” she said sweetly. “For I wil never be anything
but your loyal and faithful wife and queen.”
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“I can raise an army in a moment, you know,” Henry reminded her.
“There is no need for you to fear James. There is no need for you
even to pretend to fear. I could be the hammer of the Scots. I
could do it as wel as anyone, you know.”

“Yes, of course you can. And, thank God, now you don’t need to
do so.” AUTUMN 1511

Edward Howard brought the Scots privateers back to London in
chains and was greeted as an English hero. His popularity made
Henry—always alert to the acclaim of the people—quite envious.
He spoke more and more often of a war against the Scots, and
the Privy Council, though fearful of the cost of war and privately
doubtful of Henry’s military abilities, could not deny that Scotland
was an ever-present threat to the peace and security of England.
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It was the queen who diverted Henry from his envy of Edward
Howard and the queen who continual y reminded him that his first
taste of warfare should surely be in the grand fields of

Europe and not in some half-hidden hil s in the borders.

When Henry of England rode out it should be against the French
king, in al iance with the two other greatest kings of Christendom.
Henry, inspired from childhood with tales of Crécy and Agincourt,
was easy to seduce with thoughts of glory against France.

SPRING 1512

It was hard for Henry not to embark in person when the fleet
sailed to join King Ferdinand’s campaign against the French. It
was a glorious start: the ships went out flying the banners of most
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of the great houses of England, they were the best-equipped,
finest-arrayed force that had left England in years. Katherine had
been busy, supervising the endless work of provisioning the ships,
stocking the armories, equipping the soldiers. She remembered
her mother’s constant work when her father was at war, and she
had learned the great lesson of her childhood—that a battle could
only be won if it were thoroughly and reliably supplied.
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She sent out an expeditionary fleet that was better organized than
any that had gone from England before, and she was confident
that under her father’s command they would defend the Pope,
beat the French, win lands in France, and establish the English as
major landowners in France once more. The peace party on the
Privy Council worried, as they always did, that England would be
dragged into another endless war, but Henry and Katherine were
convinced by Ferdinand’s confident predictions that a victory
would come quickly and there would be rich gains for England.

I have seen my father command one campaign after another for
all of my childhood. I have never seen him lose.

Going to war is to relive my childhood again, the colors and the
sounds and the excitement of a country at war are a deep joy for
me. This time, to be in alliance with my father, as an equal
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partner, to be able to deliver to him the power of the English army,
feels like my coming-of-age. This is what he has wanted from me,
this is the fulfillment of my life

as his daughter. It is for this that I endured the long years of
waiting for the English throne. This is my destiny, at last. I am a
commander as my father is, as my mother was. I am a Queen
Militant, and there is no doubt in my mind on this sunny morning
as I watch the fleet set sail that I will be a Queen Triumphant.

The plan was that the English army would meet the Spanish army
and invade southwestern France: Guienne and the Duchy of
Aquitaine. There was no doubt in Katherine’s mind that her father
would take his share of the spoils of war, but she expected that he
would honor his promise to march with the English into Aquitaine
and win it back for England. She thought that his secret plan
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would be the carving up of France, which would return that
overmighty country to the col ection of smal kingdoms and
duchies it once had been, their ambitions crushed for a
generation. Indeed, Katherine knew her father believed that it was
safer for Christendom if France were reduced. It was not a
country that could be trusted with the power and wealth that unity
brings.

MAY 1512

It was as good as any bril iant court entertainment to see the
ships cross the bar and sail out, a strong wind behind them, on a
sunny day; and Henry and Katherine rode back to Windsor fil ed
with confidence that their armies would be the strongest in
Christendom, that they could not fail.
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Katherine took advantage of the moment and Henry’s enthusiasm
for the ships to ask him if he did not think that they should build
gal eys, fighting ships powered with oars.

Arthur had known at once what she had meant by gal eys; he had
seen drawings and had read how they could be deployed. Henry
had never seen a battle at sea, nor had he seen a gal ey turn
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without wind in a moment and come against a becalmed fighting
ship.

Katherine tried to explain to him, but Henry, inspired by the sight
of the fleet in ful sail, swore that he wanted only sailing ships,
great ships manned with free crews, named for glory.

The whole court agreed with him, and Katherine knew she could
make no headway against a court that was always blown about by
the latest fashion. Since the fleet had looked so very fine when it
set sail, al the young men wanted to be

admirals like Edward Howard, just as the summer before they had
al wanted to be crusaders. There was no discussing the
weakness of big sailing ships in close combat—they al wanted to
set out with ful sail. They al wanted their own ship. Henry spent
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days with shipwrights and shipbuilders, and Edward Howard
argued for a greater and greater navy.

Katherine agreed that the fleet was very fine, and the sailors of
England were the finest in the world, but remarked that she
thought she might write to the arsenal at Venice to ask them the
cost of a gal ey and if they would build it as a commission or if
they would agree to send the parts and plans to England, for
English shipwrights to assemble in English dockyards.

“We don’t need gal eys,” Henry said dismissively. “Gal eys are for
raids on shore. We are not pirates. We want great ships that can
carry our soldiers. We want great ships that can tackle the French
ships at sea. The ship is a platform from which you launch your
attack. The greater the platform, the more soldiers can muster. It
has to be a big ship for a battle at sea.”
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“I am sure you are right,” she said. “But we must not forget our
other enemies. The seas are one border, and we must dominate
them with ships both great and smal . But our other border must
be made safe too.”

“D’you mean the Scots? They have taken their warning from the
Pope. I don’t expect to be troubled with them.”

She smiled. She would never openly disagree with him.

“Certainly,” she said. “The archbishop has secured us a breathing
space. But next year, or the year after, we wil have to go against
the Scots.”

SUMMER 1512
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Then there was nothing for Katherine to do but to wait. It seemed
as if everyone was waiting. The English army were in
Fuenterrabia, waiting for the Spanish to join with them for their
invasion of southern France. The heat of the summer came on as
they kicked their heels, ate badly, and drank like thirsty madmen.
Katherine alone of Henry’s council knew that the heat of
midsummer Spain could kil an army as they did nothing but wait
for orders. She concealed her fears from Henry and from the
council, but privately she wrote to her father asking what his plans
were, she tackled his ambassador asking him what her father
intended the English army to do, and when should they march?

Her father, riding with his own army, on the move, did not reply;
and the ambassador did not know.

The summer wore on. Katherine did not write again. In a
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bitter moment, which she did not even acknowledge to herself,
she saw that she was not her father’s al y on the chessboard of
Europe—she realized that she was nothing more than a pawn in
his plan.

She did not need to ask her father’s strategy; once he had the
English army in place and did not use them, she guessed it.
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It grew colder in England, but it was stil hot in Spain. At last
Ferdinand had a use for his al ies, but when he sent for them, and
ordered that they should spend the winter season on campaign,
they refused to answer his cal . They mutinied against their own
commanders and demanded to go home.

WINTER 1512

It came as no surprise to Katherine, nor to the cynics on the

council when the English army came home in dishonored tatters
in December. Lord Dorset, despairing of ever receiving orders and
reinforcements from King Ferdinand, confronted by mutinying
troops—hungry, weary, and with two thousand men lost to il ness
—straggled home in disgrace, as he had taken them out in glory.
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“What can have gone wrong?” Henry rushed into Katherine’s
rooms and waved away her ladies-in-waiting. He was almost in
tears of rage at the shame of the defeat. He could not believe that
his force that had gone out so bravely should come home in such
disarray. He had letters from his father-in-law complaining of the
behavior of the English al ies. He had lost face in Spain, he had
lost face with his enemy France. He fled to Katherine as the only
person in the world who would share his shock and dismay. He
was almost stammering with distress, it was the first time in his
reign that anything had gone wrong and he had thought—like a
boy—

that nothing would ever go wrong for him.

I take his hands. I have been waiting for this since the first
moment in the summer when there was no battle plan for the
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English troops. As soon as they arrived and were not deployed I
knew that we had been misled. Worse, I knew that we had been
misled by my father.

I am no fool. I know my father as a commander, and I know him
as a man. When he did not fling the English into battle
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on the day that they arrived, I knew that he had another plan for
them, and that plan was hidden from us. My father would never
leave good men in camp to gossip and drink and get sick. I was
on campaign with my father for most of my childhood. I never saw
him let the men sit idle. He always keeps his men moving, he
always keeps them in work and out of mischief. There is not a
horse in my father’s stables with a pound of extra fat on it; he
treats his soldiers just the same.

If the English were left to rot in camp, it was because he had need
of them just where they were—in camp. He did not care that they
were getting sick and lazy. That made me look again at the map
and I saw what he was doing. He was using them as a
counterweight, as an inactive diversion. I read the reports from
our commanders as they arrived—
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their complaints at their pointless inaction, their exercises on the
border, sighting the French army and being seen by them, but not
being ordered to engage—

and I knew I was right. My father kept the English troops dancing
on the spot in Fuenterrabia so that the French, alarmed by such a
force on their flank, would place their army in defense. Guarding
against the English they could not attack my father who, joyously
alone and unencumbered, at the head of his troops, marched into
the unprotected kingdom of Navarre and so picked up that which
he had desired for so long at no expense or danger to himself.

“My dear, your soldiers were not tried and found wanting,” I say to
my distressed young husband. “There is no question as to the
courage of the English. There can be no doubting you.”
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“He says…” He waves the letter at me.

“It doesn’t matter what he says,” I say patiently. “You have to look
at what he does.” The face he turns to me is so hurt that I cannot
bring myself to tell him that my father has used him, played him
for a fool, used his army, used even me, to win himself Navarre.

“My father has taken his fee before his work, that is all,” I say
robustly. “Now we have to make him do the work.”

“What do you mean?” Henry is still puzzled.

“God forgive me for saying it, but my father is a masterly double-
dealer. If we are going to make treaties with him, we will have to
learn to be as clever as him. He made a treaty with us and said he
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would be our partner in war against France, but all we have done
is win him Navarre, by sending our army out and home again.”

“They have been shamed. I have been shamed.” He cannot
understand what I am trying to tell him. “Your army has done
exactly what my father wanted them to do. In that sense, it has
been a most successful campaign.”

“They did nothing! He complains to me that they are good for
nothing!”

“They pinned down the French with that nothing. Think of that!
The French have lost Navarre.”

“I want to court-martial Dorset!”
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“Yes, we can do so, if you wish. But the main thing is that we still
have our army, we have lost only two thousand men, and my
father is our ally. He owes us for this year.

Next year you can go back to France and this time Father will fight
for us, not us for him.”

“He says he will conquer Guienne for me; he says it as if I
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cannot do it myself! He speaks to me as a weakling with a useless
force!”

“Good,” I say, surprising him. “Let him conquer Guienne for us.”

“He wants us to pay him.”

“Let us pay for it. What does it matter as long as my father is on
our side when we go to war with the French? If he wins Guienne
for us, then that is to our good; if he does not, but just distracts the
French when we invade in the north from Calais, then that is all to
the good as well.”

For a moment he gapes at me, his head spinning. Then he sees
what I mean. “He pins down the French for us as we advance, just
as we did for him?”
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“Exactly.”

“We use him, as he used us?”

“Yes.”

He is amazed. “Did your father teach you how to do this—to plan
ahead as if a campaign were a chessboard, and you have to
move the pieces around?” I shake my head. “Not on purpose. But
you cannot live with a man like my father without learning the arts
of diplomacy. You know Machiavelli himself called him the perfect
prince? You could not be at my father’s court, as I was, or on
campaign with him, as I was, without seeing that he spends his
life seeking advantage. He taught me every day. I could not help
but learn, just from watching him. I know how his mind works. I
know how a general thinks.”
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“But what made you think of invading from Calais?”

“Oh, my dear, where else would England invade France?

My father can fight in the south for us, and we will see if he can
win us Guienne. You can be sure that he will do so if it is in his
interest. And, at any rate, while he is doing that, the French will
not be able to defend Normandy.”

Henry’s confidence comes rushing back to him. “I shall go myself,”
he declares. “I shall take to the field of battle myself. Your father
will not be able to criticize the command of the English army if I do
it myself.” For a moment I
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hesitate. Even playing at war is a dangerous game, and while we
do not have an heir, Henry is precious beyond belief. Without him,
the safety of England will be torn between a hundred pretenders.
But I will never keep my hold on him if I coop him up as his
grandmother did. Henry will have to learn the nature of war, and I
know that he will be safest in a campaign commanded by my
father, who wants to keep me on my throne as much as I want it;
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and safer by far facing the chivalrous French than the murderous
Scots.

Besides, I have a plan that is a secret. And it requires him to be
out of the country.

“Yes, you shall,” I say. “And you shall have the best armor and
strongest horse and handsomest guard of any other king who
takes the field.”

“Thomas Howard says that we should abandon our battle against
France until we have suppressed the Scots.”

I shake my head. “You shall fight in France in the alliance of the
three kings,” I assure him. “It will be a mighty war, one that
everyone will remember. The Scots are a minor danger, they can
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wait. At the worst they are a petty border raid. And if they invade
the north when you go to war, they are so unimportant that even I
could command an expedition against them while you go to the
real war in France.”

“You?” he asks.

“Why not? Are we not a king and queen come young to our
thrones in our power? Who should deny us?”

“No one! I shall not be diverted,” Henry declares. “I shall conquer
in France and you shall guard us against the Scots.”

“I will,” I promise him. This is just what I want.

SPRING 1513
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Henry talked of nothing but war al winter, and in the spring
Katherine started a great muster of men and materials for the
invasion of northern France. The treaty with Ferdinand agreed
that he would invade Guienne for England at the same time as the
English troops took Normandy. The Holy Roman Emperor
Maximilian would join with the English army

in the battle in the north. It was an infal ible plan if the three
parties attacked simultaneously, if they kept meticulous faith with
each other.

It comes as no surprise to me to find that my father has been
talking peace with France in the very same days that I have had
Thomas Wolsey, my right-hand man, the royal almoner, writing to
every town in England and asking them how many men they can
muster for the king’s service when we go to war in France. I knew
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my father would think only of the survival of Spain: Spain before
everything. I do not blame him for it.

Now that I am a queen I understand a little better what it means to
love a country with such a passion that one will betray anything—
even one’s own child, as he does—to keep it safe. My father, with
the prospect on one hand of a troublesome war and little gain
and, on the other hand peace, with everything to play for, chooses
peace and chooses France as his friend. He has betrayed us in
absolute secrecy and he fooled even me.

When the news of his grand perfidy comes out he blames it all on
his ambassador, and on letters going astray. It is a slight excuse,
but I do not complain. My father will join us as soon as it looks as
if we will win. The main thing for me now is that Henry should
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have his campaign in France and leave me alone to settle with the
Scots.

“He has to learn how to lead men into battle,” Thomas Howard
says to me. “Not boys into a bawdy house—excuse me, Your
Grace.”
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“I know,” I reply. “He has to win his spurs. But there is such a risk.”
The old soldier puts his hand over mine. “Very few kings die in
battle,” he says. “Don’t think of King Richard, for he all but ran on
the swords. He knew he was betrayed.

Mostly, kings get ransomed. It’s not one half of the risk that you
will be facing if you equip an army and send it across the narrow
seas to France, and then try and fight the Scots with what is left.”

I am silent for a moment. I did not know that he had seen what I
plan. “Who thinks that this is what I am doing?”

“Only me.”

“Have you told anyone?”
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“No,” he says stoically. “My first duty is to England, and I think you
are right. We have to finish with the Scots once and for all, and it
had better be done when the king is safely overseas.”

“I see you don’t fear overmuch for my safety?” I observe.

He shrugs and smiles. “You are a queen,” he says. “Dearly
beloved, perhaps. But we can always get another queen.

We have no other Tudor king.”

“I know,” I say. It is a truth as clear as water. I can be replaced but
Henry cannot. Not until I have a Tudor son.

Thomas Howard has guessed my plan. I have no doubt in my
mind where my truest duty lies. It is as Arthur taught me
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—the greatest danger to the safety of England comes from the
north, from the Scots, and so it is to the north that I should march.
Henry should be encouraged to put on his most handsome armor
to go with his most agreeable friends in a sort of grand joust
against the French. But there will be bloody work on the northern
border; a victory there will keep us safe for generations. If I want
to make England safe for me and for my unborn son, and for the
kings who come after me, I must defeat the Scots.

Even if I never have a son, even if I never have cause to go to
Walsingham to thank Our Lady for the son she has given me, I
shall still have done my first and greatest duty by this, my beloved
country of England, if I beat the Scots. Even if I die in doing it.

I maintain Henry’s resolve; I do not allow him to lose his temper or
his will. I fight the Privy Council who choose to see my father’s
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unreliability as another sign that we should not go to war. Partly, I
agree with them. I think we have no real cause against France
and no great gains to make. But I know that Henry is wild to go to
war and he thinks that France is his enemy and King Louis his
rival. I want Henry out of the way this summer, when it is my
intention to destroy the Scots. I know that the only thing that can
divert him will be a glorious war. I want war, not because I am
angry with the French or want to show our strength to my father; I
want war because we have the French to the south and the Scots
to the north and we will have to engage with one and play with the
other to keep England safe.
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I spend hours on my knees in the royal chapel; but it is Arthur that
I am talking to, in long, silent reveries. “I am sure I am right, my
love,” I whisper into my clasped hands.

“I am sure that you were right when you warned me of the danger
of the Scots. We have to subdue the Scots, or we will never have
a kingdom that can sleep in peace. If I can have my way, this will
be the year when the fate of England is decided. If I have my way,
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I will send Henry against the French and I will go against the
Scots and our fate can be decided. I know the Scots are the
greater danger. Everyone thinks of the French—your brother
thinks of nothing but the French—but these are men who know
nothing of the reality of war. The enemy who is across the sea,
however much you hate him, is a lesser enemy than the one who
can march over your borders in a night.” I can almost see him in
the shadowy darkness behind my closed eyes. “Oh, yes,” I say
with a smile to him. “You can think that a woman cannot lead an
army. You can think that a woman cannot wear

armor. But I know more about warfare than most men at this
peaceable court. This is a court devoted to jousting; all the young
men think war is a game. But I know what war is. I have seen it.
This is the year when you will see me ride out as my mother did,
when you see me face our enemy—the only enemy that really
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matters. This is my country now; you yourself made it my country.
And I will defend it for you, for me, and for our heirs.”

The English preparations for the war against France went on
briskly, with Katherine and Thomas Wolsey, her faithful assistant,
working daily on the muster rol s for the towns, the gathering of
provisions for the army, the forging of armor, and the training of
volunteers to march, prepare to attack, and retreat, on command.
Wolsey observed that the queen had two muster rol s, almost as if
she were preparing for two armies. “Are you thinking we wil have
to fight the Scots as wel as the French?” he asked her.

“I am sure of it.”

“The Scots wil snap at us as soon as our troops leave for France,”
he said. “We shal have to reinforce the borders.”
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“I hope to do more than that,” was al she said.

“His Grace the King wil not be distracted from his war with
France,” he pointed out.

She did not confide in him, as he wanted her to do. “I know.

We must make sure he has a great force to take to Calais.
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He must not be distracted by anything.”

“We wil have to keep some men back to defend against the Scots.
They are certain to attack,” he warned her.

“Border guards,” she said dismissively.

Handsome young Edward Howard, in a new cloak of dark sea-
blue, came to take leave of Katherine as the fleet prepared to set
sail with orders to blockade the French in port, or engage them if
possible on the high seas.

“God bless you,” said the queen, and heard her voice a little
shaken with emotion. “God bless you, Edward Howard, and may
your luck go with you as it always does.” He bowed low.
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“I have the luck of a man favored by a great queen who serves a
great country,” he said. “It is an honor to serve my

country, the king…and”—he lowered his voice to an intimate
whisper—“and you, my queen.” Katherine smiled. Al of Henry’s
friends shared a tendency to think themselves into the pages of a
romance. Camelot was never very far away from their minds.
Katherine had served as the lady of the courtly myth ever since
she had been queen. She liked Edward Howard more than any of
the other young men. His genuine gaiety and his open affection
endeared him to everyone, and he had a passion for the navy and
the ships under his command that commended him to Katherine,
who saw the safety of England could only be assured by holding
the seas.
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“You are my knight, and I trust you to bring glory to your name and
to mine,” she said to him, and saw the gleam of pleasure in his
eyes as he dropped his dark head to kiss her hand.

“I shal bring you home some French ships,” he promised her. “I
have brought you Scots pirates, now you shal have French gal
eons.”

“I have need of them,” she said earnestly.

“You shal have them if I die in the attempt.”

She held up a finger. “No dying,” she warned him. “I have need of
you, too.” She gave him her other hand. “I shal think of you every
day and in my prayers,” she promised him.
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He rose up and with a swirl of his new cloak he went out.

It is the feast of St. George and we are still waiting for news from
the English fleet, when a messenger comes in, his face grave.
Henry is at my side as the young man tells us, at last, of the sea
battle that Edward was so certain he should win, that we were so
certain would prove the power of our ships over the French. With
his father at my side, I learn the fate of Edward, my knight
Edward, who had been so sure that he would bring home a
French galleon to the Pool of London.

He pinned down the French fleet in Brest and they did not dare to
come out. He was too impatient to wait for them to make the next
move, too young to play a long game. He was a fool, a sweet fool,
like half the court, certain that they are invincible. He went into
battle like a boy who has no fear of death, who has no knowledge
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of death, who has not even the sense to fear his own death. Like
the Spanish grandees of my childhood, he thought that fear was
an illness he could never catch. He thought that God favored him
above all others and nothing could touch him.

With the English fleet unable to go forwards and the French sitting
snug in harbor, he took a handful of rowing boats and threw them
in, under the French guns. It was a waste, a wicked waste of his
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men and of himself—and only because he was too impatient to
wait and too young to think. I am sorry that we sent him, dearest
Edward, dearest young fool, to his own death. But then I
remember that my husband is no older and certainly no wiser and
has even less knowledge of the world of war, and that even I, a
woman of twenty-seven years old, married to a boy who has just
reached his majority, can make the mistake of thinking that I
cannot fail.

Edward himself led the boarding party onto the flagship of the
French admiral—an act of extraordinary daring—and almost at
once his men failed him, God forgive them, and called him away
when the battle was too hot for them. They jumped down from the
deck of the French ship into their own rowing boats, some of them
leaping into the sea in
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their terror to be away, shot ringing around them like hailstones.
They cast off, leaving him fighting like a madman, his back to the
mast, hacking around him with his sword, hopelessly
outnumbered. He made a dash to the side and if a boat had been
there, he might have dropped down to it. But they had gone. He
tore the gold whistle of his office from his neck and flung it far out
into the sea, so that the French would not have it, and then he
turned and fought them again. He went down, still fighting; a
dozen swords stabbed him. He was still fighting as he slipped and
fell, supporting himself with one arm, his sword still parrying.

Then, a hungry blade slashed at his sword arm, and he was
fighting no more. They could have stepped back and honored his
courage, but they did not. They pressed him further and fell on
him like hungry dogs on a skin in Smithfield market. He died with
a hundred stab wounds.
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They threw his body into the sea, they cared so little for him,
these French soldiers, these so-called Christians.

They could have been savages, they could have been Moors for
all the Christian charity they showed. They did not think of the
supreme unction, of a prayer for the dead; they did not think of his
Christian burial, though a priest watched him die. They flung him
into the sea as if he were nothing more than some spoilt food to
be nibbled by fishes.

Then they realized that it was Edward Howard, my Edward

Howard, the admiral of the English navy, and the son of one of the
greatest men in England, and they were sorry that they had
thrown him overboard like a dead dog. Not for honor—oh, not
them—but because they could have ransomed him to his family,
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and God knows we would have paid well to have sweet Edward
restored to us. They sent the sailors out in boats with hooks to
drag his body up again. They sent them to fish for his poor dead
body as if he were salvage from a wreck. They gutted his corpse
like a carp, They cut out his heart, salted it down like cod; they
stole his clothes for souvenirs and sent them to the French court.
The butchered scraps that were left of him they sent home to his
father and to me.

This savage story reminds me of Hernando Pérez del Pulgar who
led such a desperately daring raid into the Alhambra. If they had
caught him they would have killed him, but I don’t think even the
Moors would have cut out his heart for their amusement. They
would have acknowledged him as a great enemy, a man to be
honored. They would have returned his body to us with one of
their grand chivalric gestures. God knows, they would have
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composed a song about him within a week, we would have been
singing it the length and breadth of Spain within a fortnight, and
they would have made a fountain to commemorate his beauty
within a month. They were Moors, but they had a grace that

these Christians utterly lack. When I think of these Frenchmen it
makes me ashamed to call the Moors barbarians.
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Henry is shaken by this story and by our defeat, and Edward’s
father ages ten years in the ten minutes that it takes the
messenger to tell him that his son’s body is downstairs, in a cart,
but his clothes have been sent as spoil to Madame Claude, the
daughter of the King of France, his heart is a keepsake for the
French admiral. I can comfort neither of them; my own shock is
too great. I go to my chapel and I take my sorrow to Our Lady,
who knows herself what it is to love a young man and to see Him
go out to His death.

And when I am on my knees I swear that the French will regret
the day that they cut my champion down. There will be a
reckoning for this filthy act. They will never be forgiven by me.

SUMMER 1513
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The death of Edward Howard made Katherine work even harder
for the preparations of the English army to leave for Calais. Henry
might be going to playact a war, but he would use real shot and
cannon, swords and arrows, and she wanted them to be wel
made and their aim to be true. She had known the realities of war
al her life, but with the death of Edward Howard, Henry now saw,
for the first time, that it was not like in a storybook, it was not like a
joust. A wel -favored, bril iant young man like Edward could go out
in the sunshine and come home, butchered into pieces, in a cart.
To his credit, Henry did not waver in his courage as this truth
came home to him, as he saw young Thomas Howard step up to
his brother’s place, as he saw Edward’s father summoning his
tenants and cal ing in his debts to provide troops to avenge his
son.
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They sent the first part of the army to Calais in May, and Henry
prepared to fol ow them with the second batch of troops in June.
He was more somber than he had ever been before.

Katherine and Henry rode slowly through England from
Greenwich to Dover for Henry’s embarkation. The towns turned
out to feast them and muster their men as they went through.
Henry and Katherine had matching great white

horses and Katherine rode astride, her long blue gown spread out
al around. Henry, riding at her side, looked magnificent, tal er than
any other man in the ranks, stronger than most, golden-haired
and smiling al around.

In the mornings when they rode out of a town they would both
wear armor: matching suits of silver and gilt. Katherine wore only
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a breastplate and a helmet, made from finely beaten metal and
chased with gold patterns. Henry wore ful armor from toes to
fingertips every day, whatever the heat. He rode with his visor up
and his blue eyes dancing and a gold circlet around his helmet.
The standard-bearers carrying Katherine’s badge on one side,
and Henry’s on the other, rode either side of them and when
people saw the queen’s pomegranate and Henry’s rose they
shouted, “God Bless the King!” and “God Bless the Queen!” When
they left a town, with the troops marching behind them, and the
bowmen before them, the townspeople would crowd the sides of
the road for a good mile to see them ride by, and they threw rose
petals and rosebuds on the road in front of the horses. Al the men
marched with a rose in their lapels or in their hats,
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and they sang as they marched: bawdy songs of old England, but
also sometimes bal ads of Henry’s composing.

They took nearly two weeks to get to Dover and the time was not
wasted, for they gathered supplies and recruited troops in every
vil age. Every man in the land wanted to be in the army to defend
England against France. Every girl wanted to say that her lad had
gone to be a soldier. The whole country was united in wanting
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revenge against the French. And the whole country was confident
that with the young king at the head of a young army, it could be
done.

I am happier, knowingly happier, than I have been since the death
of our son. I am happier than I had thought possible.

Henry comes to my bed every night during the feasting, dancing,
marching tour to the coast; he is mine in thought and word and
deed.

He is going on a campaign of my organizing, he is safely

diverted from the real war that I will have to fight, and he never
has a thought, or says a word, but he shares it with me.
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I pray that in one of these nights on the road, riding south to the
coast together, in the heightened tension that comes with war, we
will make another child, another boy, another rose for England, as
Arthur was.

Thanks to Katherine and Thomas Wolsey the arrangements for
the embarkation were timed to perfection. Not for this English
army the usual delay while last-minute orders were given, and
forgotten essentials desperately ordered. Henry’s ships—four
hundred of them—brightly painted, with pennants flying, sails
ready-rigged—were waiting to take the troops to France. Henry’s
own ship, blazing in gold leaf with the red dragon flying at its
stern, bobbed at the dock. His royal guard, superbly trained, their
new livery of Tudor green and white, spangled with sequins, were
paraded on the quay, his two suits of gold-inlaid armor were
packed on board, his special y trained white horses were in their
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stal s. The preparations were as meticulous as those of the most
elaborate of court masques and Katherine knew that for many of
the young men, they were looking forward to war as they did to a
court entertainment.

Everything was ready for Henry to embark and sail for France
when in a simple ceremony, on the strand at Dover,
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he took the great seal of state and before them al invested
Katherine as regent in his place, governor of the realm and
captain general of the English forces for home defense.

I make sure that my face is grave and solemn when he names me
Regent of England, and I kiss his hand and then I kiss him full on
the mouth to wish him Godspeed. But as his ship is taken in tow
by the barges, crosses the bar of the harbor, and then unfurls her
sails to catch the wind and sets out for France, I could sing aloud
for joy. I have no tears for the husband who is going away
because he has left me with everything that I have ever wanted. I
am more than Princess of Wales, I am more than Queen of
England, I am governor of the realm, I am captain general of the
army, this is my country indeed, and I am sole ruler.
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And the first thing I will do—indeed, perhaps the only thing I will
do with the power vested in me, the only thing that I must do with
this God-given chance—is defeat the Scots.

As soon as Katherine arrived at Richmond Palace she gave
Thomas Howard, Edward’s younger brother, his orders to take the
cannon from the armories in the Tower and set sail with the whole
English fleet, north to Newcastle to defend the borders against the
Scots. He was not the admiral that his brother had been but he
was a steady young man and she thought she could rely on him
to do his part to deliver the vital weapons to the north.

Every day brought Katherine news from France by messengers
that she had already posted along the way.
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Wolsey had strict instructions to report back to the queen the
progress of the war. From him she wanted an accurate analysis.
She knew that Henry would give her an optimistic account. It was
not al good news. The English army had arrived in France; there
was much excitement in Calais and feasting and celebrations.

There were parades and musters and Henry had been much
congratulated on his handsome armor and his smart troops.

But the Emperor Maximilian failed to muster his own army to
support the English. Instead, pleading poverty but swearing his
enthusiasm to the cause, he came to the young prince to offer his
sword and his service.

It was clearly a heady moment for Henry, who had not yet even
heard a shot fired in anger, to have the Holy Roman
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Emperor offering his services, overwhelmed by the glamorous
young prince.

Katherine frowned when she read that part of Wolsey’s account,
calculating that Henry would hire the emperor at an inflated
amount and would thus have to pay an al y who had promised to
come at his own expense for a mercenary army.

She recognized at once the double-dealing that had characterized
this campaign from the start. But at least it would mean that the
emperor was with Henry in his first battle, and Katherine knew
that she could rely on the experienced older man to keep the
impulsive young king safe.

On the advice of Maximilian, the English army laid siege to
Thérouanne—a town which the Holy Roman Emperor had long
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desired, but of no tactical value to England—and Henry, safely
distanced from the short-range guns on the wal s of the little town,
walked alone through his camp at midnight, spoke comforting
words to the soldiers on watch, and was al owed to fire his first
cannon.

The Scots, who had been waiting only until England was
defenseless, with king and army in France, declared war against
the English and started their own march south.

Wolsey wrote with alarm to Katherine, asking her if she needed
the return of some of Henry’s troops to face this new
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threat. Katherine replied that she thought she could defend
against a border skirmish, and started a fresh muster of troops
from every town in the country, using the lists she had already
prepared.

She commanded the assembly of the London militia and went out
in her armor, on her white horse, to inspect them before they
started their march north.
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I look at myself in the mirror as my ladies-in-waiting tie on my
breastplate, and my maid-in-waiting holds my helmet. I see the
unhappiness in their faces, the way the silly maid holds the helmet
as if it is too heavy for her, as if none of this should be happening,
as if I were not born for this moment: now. The moment of my
destiny.

I draw a silent breath. I look so like my mother in my armor that it
could be her reflection in the mirror, standing so still and proud,
with her hair caught back from her face and her

eyes shining as bright as the burnished gilt on her breastplate;
alive at the prospect of battle, gleaming with joy at her confidence
in victory.

“Are you not afraid?” María de Salinas asks me quietly.
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“No.” I speak the truth. “I have spent all my life waiting for this
moment. I am a queen, and the daughter of a queen who had to
fight for her country. I have come to this, my own country, at the
very moment that it needs me. This is not a time for a queen who
wants to sit on her throne and award prizes for jousting. This is a
time for a queen who has the heart and stomach of a man. I am
that queen. I shall ride out with my army.” There is a little flurry of
dismay. “Ride out?” “But not north?” “Parade them, but surely not
ride with them?” “But isn’t it dangerous?” I reach for my helmet. “I
shall ride with them north to meet the Scots. And if the Scots
break through, I shall fight them. And when I take the field against
them I shall be there until I defeat them.”

“But what about us?”
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I smile at the women. “Three of you will come with me to bear me
company and the rest of you will stay here,” I say firmly. “Those
behind will continue to make banners and prepare bandages and
send them on to me. You will keep good order,” I say firmly.

“Those who come with me will behave as soldiers in the field. I will
have no complaints.”

There is an outburst of dismay, which I avoid by heading for the
door. “María and Margaret, you shall come with me now,” I say.

The troops are drawn up before the palace. I ride slowly down the
lines, letting my eyes rest on one face and then another. I have
seen my father do this, and my mother. My father told me that
every soldier should know that he is valued, should know that he
has been seen as an individual man on parade, should feel
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himself to be an essential part of the body of the army. I want
them to be sure that I have seen them, seen every man, that I
know them. I want them to know me. When I have ridden past
every single one of the five hundred, I go to the front of the army
and I take off my helmet so that they can see my face.

I am not like a Spanish princess now, with my hair hidden and my
face veiled. I am a bareheaded, barefaced English queen. I raise
my voice so that every one of them can hear me.
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“Men of England,” I say. “You and I will go together to fight the
Scots, and neither of us will falter nor fail. We will not turn back
until they have turned back. We will not rest until they are dead.
Together we will defeat them, for we do the work of heaven. This
is not a quarrel of our making; this is a wicked invasion by James
of Scotland, breaking his own treaty, insulting his own English
wife. An ungodly invasion condemned by the Pope himself, an
invasion against the order of God. He has planned this for years.
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He has waited, like a coward, thinking to find us weak. But he is
mistaken, for we are powerful now. We will defeat him, this heretic
king. We will win. I can assure you of this because I know God’s
will in this matter. He is with us. And you can be sure that God’s
hand is always over men who fight for their homes.” There is a
great roar of approval and I turn and smile to one side, and then
the other, so that they can all see my pleasure in their courage.
So that they can all see that I am not afraid.

“Good. Forward march,” I say simply to the commander at my
side and the army turns and marches out of the parade ground.

As Katherine’s first army of defense marched north under the Earl
of Surrey, gathering men as they went, the messengers rode
desperately south to London to bring her the news she had been
expecting. James’s army had crossed the Scottish border and
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was advancing through the rol ing hil s of the border country,
recruiting soldiers and stealing food as they went.

“A border raid?” Katherine asked, knowing it would not be.

The man shook his head. “My lord told me to tel you that the
French king has promised the Scots king that he wil recognize
him if he wins this battle against us.”

“Recognize him? As what?”

“As King of England.”

He expected her to cry out in indignation or in fear, but she merely
nodded, as if it were something else to consider.

“How many men?” Katherine demanded of the messenger.
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He shook his head. “I can’t say for certain.”

“How many do you think?”

He looked at the queen, saw the sharp anxiety in her eyes, and
hesitated.

“Tel me the truth!”
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“I am afraid sixty thousand, Your Grace, perhaps more.”

“How many more? Perhaps?”

Again he paused. She rose from her chair and went to the
window. “Please, tel me what you think,” she said. “You do me no
service if, thanks to you, trying to spare me distress, I go out with
an army and find before me an enemy in greater force than I
expected.”

“One hundred thousand, I would think,” he said quietly.

He expected her to gasp in horror but when he looked at her

she was smiling. “Oh, I’m not afraid of that.”

“Not afraid of one hundred thousand Scots?” he demanded.
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“I’ve seen worse,” she said.

I know now that I am ready. The Scots are pouring over the
border, in their full power.

They have captured the northern castles with derisive ease; the
flower of the English command and the best men are overseas in
France. The French king thinks to defeat us with the Scots, in our
own lands, while our masking army rides around northern France
and makes pretty gestures.

My moment is now. It is up to me, and the men who are left.

I order the royal standards and banners from the great wardrobe.
Flown at the head of the army the royal standards show that the
King of England is on the battlefield. That will be me.
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“You will never ride under the royal standard?” one of my ladies
queries.

“Who else?”

“It should be the king.”

“The king is fighting the French. I shall fight the Scots.”
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“Your Grace, a queen cannot take the king’s standard and ride
out.” I smile at her. I am not pretending to confidence: I truly know
that this is the moment for which I have waited all my life. I
promised Arthur I could be a queen in armor, and now I am. “A
queen can ride under a king’s standard, if she thinks she can win.”
I summon the remaining troops: these will be my force. I plan to
parade them in battle order, but there are more comments.

“You will never ride at their head?”

“Where would you want me to ride?”

“Your Grace, perhaps you should not be there at all?”

“I am their commander in chief,” I say simply. “You must not think
of me as a queen who stays at home, influences policy by stealth,
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and bullies her children. I am a queen who rules as my mother
did. When my country is in danger,

I am in danger. When my country is triumphant, as we will be, it is
my triumph.”

“But what if…?” The lady-in-waiting is silenced by one hard look
from me.

“I am not a fool. I have planned for defeat,” I tell her. “A good
commander always speaks of victory and yet has a plan for
defeat. I know exactly where I shall fall back, and I know exactly
where I shall regroup, and I know exactly where I shall join battle
again, and if I fail there, I know where I shall regroup again. I did
not wait long years for this throne to see the King of Scotland and
that fool Margaret take it from me.” Katherine’s men, al forty
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thousand of them, straggled along the road behind the royal
guard, weighed down by their weapons and sacks of food in the
late-summer sunshine.

Katherine, at the head of the train, rode her white horse where
everyone could see her, with the royal standard over her head, so
that the men should know her now, on the march, and recognize
her later, in battle. Twice a day she rode down the length of the
line with a word of encouragement for everyone who was scuffing
along in the rear, choking with the dust from the forward wagons.
She kept monastic hours, rising at dawn to hear Mass, taking
Communion at noon, and going to bed at dusk, waking at
midnight to say her prayers for the safety of the realm, for the

safety of the king, and for herself.
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Messengers passed constantly between Katherine’s army and the
force commanded by Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey. Their plan
was that Surrey should engage with the Scots at the first chance,
anything to stop their rapid and destructive advance southwards.
If Surrey were defeated, then the Scots would come on and
Katherine would meet them with her force, and fling them into
defense of the southern counties of England. If the Scots cut
through them then Katherine and Surrey had a final plan for the
defense of London. They would regroup, summon a citizens’
army, throw up earthworks around the City and if al else failed,
retreat to the Tower, which could be held for long enough for
Henry to reinforce them from France.

Surrey is anxious that I have ordered him to lead the first attack
against the Scots, he would rather wait for my force to join him;
but I insist the attack shall go as I have planned. It would be safer
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to join our two armies, but I am fighting a defensive campaign. I
have to keep an army in reserve to stop the Scots sweeping
south, if they win the first battle.

This is not a single battle I am fighting here. This is a war that will
destroy the threat of the Scots for a generation, perhaps forever.

I too am tempted to order him to wait for me, I so want to join the
battle; I feel no fear at all, just a sort of wild
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gladness as if I am a hawk mewed up for too long and now
suddenly set free. But I will not throw my precious men into a
battle that would leave the road to London open if we lost.

Surrey thinks that if we unite the forces we will be certain to win
but I know that there is no certainty in warfare, anything can go
wrong. A
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good commander is ready for the worst, and I am not going to risk
the Scots beating us in one battle and then marching down the
Great North Road and into my capital city, and a coronation with
French acclaim. I did not win this throne so hard, to lose it in one
reckless fight. I have a battle plan for Surrey, and one for me, and
then a position to retreat to, and a series of positions after that.
They may win one battle, they may win more than one, but they
will never take my throne from me.

We are sixty miles out of London, at Buckingham. This is good
speed for an army on the march. They tell me it is

tremendous speed for an English army; they are notorious for
dawdling on the road. I am tired, but not exhausted. The
excitement and—to be honest—the fear in each day is keeping
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me like a hound on a leash, always eager, straining to get ahead
and start the hunt.

And now I have a secret. Each afternoon, when I dismount from
my horse, I get down from the saddle and first thing, before
anything else, I go into the necessary house, or tent, or wherever I
can be alone, and I pull up my skirts and look at my linen. I am
waiting for my monthly course, and it is the second month that it
has failed to come. My hope, a strong, sweet hope, is that when
Henry sailed to France, he left me with child.

I will tell no one, not even my women. I can imagine the outcry if
they knew I was riding every day, and preparing for battle when I
am with child, or even in hopes of a child. I dare not tell them, for
in all truth, I do not dare do anything which might tilt the balance in
this campaign against us. Of course, nothing could be more
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important than a son for England—except this one thing: holding
England for that son to inherit. I have to grit my teeth on the risk I
am taking and take it anyway.

The men know that I am riding at their head and I have promised
them victory. They march well; they will fight well because they
have put their faith in me. Surrey’s men,

closer to the enemy than us, know that behind them, in reliable
support, is my army.

They know that I am leading their reinforcements in person.

It has caused much talk in the country, they are proud to have a
queen who will muster herself for them. If I were to turn my face to
London and tell them to go on without me, for I have a woman’s
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work to do, they would head for home too—it is as simple as that.
They would think that I had lost confidence, that I had lost faith in
them, that I anticipate defeat. There are enough whispers about
an unstoppable army of Scotsmen—one hundred thousand angry
Highlanders—without me adding to their fears.

Besides, if I cannot save my kingdom for my child, then there is
little point in having a child. I have to defeat the Scots, I have to
be a great general. When that duty is done, I can be a woman
again.

At night, I have news from Surrey that the Scots are encamped on
a strong ridge, drawn up in battle order at a place called Flodden.
He sends me a plan of the site, showing the Scots camped on
high ground, commanding the view to the south. One glance at
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the map tells me that the English should not attack uphill against
the heavily armed Scots.

The Scots archers will be shooting downhill and then the

Highlanders will charge down on our men. No army could face an
attack like that.
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“Tell your master he is to send out spies and find a way around
the back of the Scots to come upon them from the north,” I say to
the messenger, staring at the map. “Tell him my advice is that he
makes a feint, leaves enough men before the Scots to pin them
down, but marches the rest away, as if he is heading north. If he is
lucky, they will give chase and you will have them on open
ground. If he is unlucky he will have to reach them from the north.
Is it good ground? He has drawn a stream on this sketch.”

“It is boggy ground,” the man confirms. “We may not be able to
cross it.” I bite my lip. “It’s the only way that I can see,” I say. “Tell
him this is my advice but not my command. He is commander in
the field, he must make his own judgment. But tell him I am
certain that he has to get
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the Scots off that hill. Tell him I know for sure that he cannot
attack uphill. He has to either go round and surprise them from
the rear or lure them down off that hill.”

The man bows and leaves. Please God he can get my message
through to Surrey. If he thinks he can fight an army of Scots uphill
he is finished. One of my ladies comes to me the minute the
messenger has left my tent. She is trembling with fatigue and fear.
“What do we do now?”

“We advance north,” I say.

“But they may be fighting any day now!”

“Yes, and if they win we can go home. But if they lose we shall
stand between the Scots and London.”
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“And do what?” she whispers.

“Beat them,” I say simply.

10TH SEPTEMBER 1513

“Your Grace!” A page boy came dashing into Katherine’s tent,
bobbed a most inadequate hurried bow. “A messenger, with news
of the battle! A messenger from Lord Surrey.”

Katherine whirled around, her shoulder strap from her halberk stil
undone. “Send him in!”
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The man was already in the room, the dirt of the battle stil on him,
but with the beam of a man bringing good news, great news.

“Yes?” Katherine demanded, breathless with hope.

“Your Grace has conquered,” he said. “The King of Scotland lies
dead—twenty Scottish lords lie with him, bishops, earls, and
abbots too. It is a defeat they wil never rise up from. Half of their
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great men have died in a single day.” He saw the color drain from
her face and then she suddenly grew rosy.

“We have won?”

“You have won,” he confirmed. “The earl said to tel you that your
men, raised and trained and armed by you, have done what you
ordered they should do. It is your victory, and you have made
England safe.”

Her hand went at once to her bel y, under the metal curve of the
breastplate. “We are safe,” she said.

He nodded. “He sent you this…”
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He held out for her a surcoat, terribly torn and slashed and
stained with blood.

“This is?”

“The coat of the King of Scotland. We took it from his dead body
as proof. We have his body, it is being embalmed. He is dead, the
Scots are defeated. You have done what no English king since
Edward the First could do. You have made England safe from
Scottish invasion.”

“Write out a report for me,” she said decisively. “Dictate it to the
clerk. Everything you know and everything that my lord Surrey
said. I must write to the king.”

“Lord Surrey asked…”
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“Yes?”

“Should he advance into Scotland and lay it waste? He says there
wil be little or no resistance. This is our chance. We could destroy
them—they are utterly at our mercy.”

“Of course,” she said at once, then she paused. It was the

answer that any monarch in Europe would have given. A
troublesome neighbor, an inveterate enemy lay weakened.

Every king in Christendom would have advanced and taken
revenge.

“No. No, wait a moment.”
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She turned away from him and went to the doorway of her tent.
Outside, the men were preparing for another night on the road, far
from their homes. There were little cook fires al around the camp,
torches burning, the smel of cooking and dung and sweat in the
air. It was the very scent of Katherine’s childhood, a childhood
spent for the first seven years in a state of constant warfare
against an enemy who was driven backwards and backwards and
final y into slavery, exile and death.

Think, I say to myself fiercely. Don’t feel with a tender heart, think
with a hard brain, a soldier’s brain. Don’t consider this as a
woman with child who knows there are many widows in Scotland
tonight, think as a queen. My enemy is defeated, the country lies
open before me, their king is dead, their queen is a young fool of
a girl and my sister-inlaw. I can cut this country into pieces, I can
quilt it. Any commander of any experience would destroy them
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now and leave them destroyed for a whole generation. My father
would not hesitate; my mother would have given the order
already.

I check myself. They were wrong, my mother and father.

Finally, I say the unsayable, unthinkable thing. They were wrong,
my mother and father. Soldiers of genius they may have been,
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convinced they certainly were, Christian kings they were called—
but they were wrong. It has taken me all my life to learn this.

A state of constant warfare is a two-edged sword: it cuts both the
victor and the defeated. If we pursue the Scots now, we will
triumph, we can lay the country waste, we can destroy them for
generations to come. But all that grows on waste are rats and
pestilence. They would recover in time, they would come against
us. Their children would come against my children and the savage
battle would have to be fought all over again. Hatred breeds
hatred. My mother and father drove the Moors overseas, but
everyone knows that by doing so they won only one battle in a
war that will never cease until Christians and Muslims are
prepared to live

side by side in peace and harmony.
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Isabella and Ferdinand hammered the Moors, but their children
and their children’s children will face the jihad in reply to the
crusade. War does not answer war, war does not finish war. The
only ending is peace.

“Get me a fresh messenger,” Katherine said over her shoulder,
and waited til the man came. “You are to go to my lord Surrey and
tel him I give him thanks for this great news of a wonderful victory.
You are to tel him that he is to let the Scots soldiers surrender
their arms and they are to go in peace. I myself wil write to the
Scots queen and promise her peace if she wil be our good sister
and good neighbor. We are victorious, we shal be gracious. We
shal make this victory a lasting peace, not a passing battle and an
excuse for savagery.”
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The man bowed and left. Katherine turned to the soldier. “Go and
get yourself some food,” she said. “You can tel everyone that we
have won a great battle and that we shal go back to our homes
knowing that we can live at peace.” She went to her little table and
drew her writing box towards her. The ink was corked in a tiny
glass bottle, the quil especial y cut down to fit the smal case. The
paper and sealing wax were to hand. Katherine drew a sheet of
paper towards her, and paused. She wrote a greeting to her
husband; she told him she was sending him the coat of the dead
Scots king.
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In this, Your Grace shall see how I can keep my promise, sending
you for your banners a king’s coat. I thought to send himself to
you, but our Englishmen’s hearts would not suffer it.

I pause. With this great victory I can go back to London, rest and
prepare for the birth of the child that I am sure I am carrying. I
want to tell Henry that I am once again with child; but I want to
write to him alone. This letter—like every letter between us—will
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be half public. He never opens his own letters, he always gets a
clerk to open them and read them for him, he rarely writes his own
replies. Then I remember that I told him that if Our Lady ever
blessed me with a child again I would go at once to her shrine at
Walsingham to give thanks. If he remembers this, it can serve as
our code.

Anyone can read it to him but he will know what I mean—I shall
have told him the secret, that we

will have a child, that we may have a son. I smile and start to
write, knowing that he will understand what I mean, knowing what
joy this letter will bring him.

I make an end, praying God to send you home shortly, for without
no joy can here be accomplished, and for the same I pray, and
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now go to Our Lady at Walsingham, that I promised so long ago to
see.

Your humble wife and true servant,

Katherine.

Walsingham,

Autumn 1513

Katherine was on her knees at the shrine of Our Lady of
Walsingham, her eyes fixed on the smiling statue of the Mother of
Christ, but seeing nothing.

Beloved, beloved, I have done it. I sent the coat of the Scots king
to Henry and I made sure to emphasize that it is his victory, not
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mine. But it is yours. It is yours because when I came to you and
to your country, my mind filled with fears about the Moors, it was
you who taught me that the danger here was the Scots. Then life
taught me a harder lesson, beloved: it is better to forgive an
enemy than

destroy him. If we had Moorish physicians, astronomers,
mathematicians in this country we would be the better for it.

The time may come when we also need the courage and the skills
of the Scots. Perhaps my offer of peace will mean that they will
forgive us for the Battle of Flodden.

I have everything I ever wanted—except you. I have won a victory
for this kingdom that will keep it safe for a generation. I have
conceived a child and I feel certain that this baby will live. If he is
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a boy I shall call him Arthur for you. If she is a girl, I shall call her
Mary. I am Queen of England, I have the love of the people and
Henry will make a good husband and a good man.

I sit back on my heels and close my eyes so the tears should not
run down my cheeks.

“The only thing I lack is you, beloved. Always you. Always you.”

“Your Grace, are you unwell?” The quiet voice of the nun recalls
me and I open my eyes. My legs are stiff from kneeling so long.
“We did not want to disturb you, but it has been some hours.”

“Oh, yes,” I say. I try to smile at her. “I shall come in a moment.
Leave me now.” I turn back to my dream of Arthur
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but he is gone. “Wait for me in the garden,” I whisper. “I will come
to you. I will come one day soon. In the garden, when my work
here is done.”

Blackfriars Hall

THE PAPAL LEGATE SITTING AS A COURT TO HEAR

THE KING’S GREAT MATTER, JUNE 1529
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Words have weight. Something once said cannot be unsaid,
meaning is like a stone dropped into a pool; the ripples will spread
and you cannot know what bank they wash against.

I once said, “I love you, I will love you forever,” to a young man in
the night. I once said, “I promise.” That promise, made twenty-
seven years ago to satisfy a dying boy, to fulfill the will of God, to
satisfy my mother and—to tell truth

—my own ambition, that word comes back to me like

ripples washing to the rim of a marble basin and then eddying
back again to the center.

I knew I would have to answer for my lies before God. I never
thought that I would have to answer to the world. I never thought
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that the world could interrogate me for something that I had
promised for love, something whispered in secret. And so, in my
pride, I never have answered for it. Instead, I held to it.

And so, I believe, would any woman in my position.

Henry’s new lover, Elizabeth Boleyn’s girl, my maid-in-waiting,
turns out to be the one that I knew I had to fear: the one who has
an ambition that is even greater than mine.

Indeed, she is even more greedy than the king. She has an
ambition greater than any I have ever seen before in a man or a
woman. She does not desire Henry as a man—I have seen his
lovers come and go and I have learned to read them like an easy
storybook. This one desires not my husband, but my throne. She
has had much work to find her way to it, but she is persistent and
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determined. I think I knew, from the moment that she had his ear,
his secrets, and his confidence, that in time, she would find her
way—

like a weasel smelling blood through a coney warren—to my lie.
And when she found it, she would feast on it.
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The usher calls out, “Katherine of Aragon, Queen of England,
come into court”; and there is a token silence, for they expect no
answer. There are no lawyers waiting to help me there, I have
prepared no defense. I have made it clear that I do not recognize
the court. They expect to go on without me. Indeed, the usher is
just about to call the next witness…

But I answer.

My men throw open the double doors of the hall that I know so
well and I walk in, my head up, as fearless as I have been all my
life. The regal canopy is in gold, over at the far end of the hall with
my husband, my false, lying, betraying, unfaithful husband in his
ill-fitting crown on his throne sitting beneath it.
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On a stage below him are the two cardinals, also canopied with
cloth of gold, seated in golden chairs with golden

cushions. That betraying slave Wolsey, red-faced in his red
cardinal’s robe, failing to meet my eye, as well he might; and that
false friend Campeggio. Their three faces, the king and his two
procurers, are mirrors of utter dismay.

They thought they had so distressed and confused me, separated
me from my friends and destroyed me, that I would not come.
They thought I would sink into despair like my mother, or into
madness like my sister. They are gambling on the fact that they
have frightened me and threatened me and taken my child from
me and done everything they can do to break my heart. They
never dreamed that I have the courage to stalk in before them,
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and stand before them, shaking with righteousness, to face them
all.

Fools, they forget who I am. They are advised by that Boleyn girl
who has never seen me in armor, driven on by her who never
knew my mother, did not know my father.

She knows me as Katherine, the old Queen of England, devout,
plump, dull. She has no idea that inside, I am still Catalina, the
young Infanta of Spain. I am a princess born and trained to fight. I
am a woman who has fought for every single thing I hold, and I
will fight, and I will hold, and I will win.

They did not foresee what I would do to protect myself and my
daughter’s inheritance.
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She is Mary, my Mary, named by Arthur: my beloved daughter,
Mary. Would I let her be put aside for some bastard got on a
Boleyn?

That is their first mistake.

I ignore the cardinals completely. I ignore the clerks on the
benches before them, the scribes with their long rolls of
parchment making the official record of this travesty. I ignore the
court, the city, even the people who whisper my name with loving
voices.

Instead, I look at no one but Henry.

I know Henry, I know him better than anyone else in the world
does. I know him better than his current favorite ever will, for I
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have seen him, man and boy. I studied him when he was a boy,
when he was a child of ten who came to meet me and tried to
persuade me to give him a Barbary stallion.

I knew him then as a boy who could be won with fair words and
gifts. I knew him through the eyes of his brother, who said—and
rightly—

that he was a child who had been spoilt by too much indulgence
and would be a spoilt man and a danger to us all. I knew him as a
youth, and I won my throne by pandering to his vanity. I was the
greatest prize he could
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desire and I let him win me. I knew him as a man as vain and
greedy as a peacock when I gave to him the credit for my war: the
greatest victory ever won by England.

At Arthur’s request I told the greatest lie a woman has ever told,
and I will tell it to the very grave. I am an Infanta of Spain, I do not
give a promise and fail to keep it. Arthur, my beloved, asked me
for an oath on his deathbed and I gave it to him. He asked me to
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say that we had never been lovers and he commanded me to
marry his brother and be queen. I did everything I promised him, I
was constant to my promise. Nothing in these years has shaken
my faith that it is God’s will that I should be Queen of England,
and that I shall be Queen of England until I die. No one could
have saved England from the Scots but me—Henry was too
young and too inexperienced to take an army into the field. He
would have offered a duel, he would have chanced some forlorn
hope, he would have lost the battle and died

at Flodden and his sister Margaret would have been Queen of
England in my place.

It did not happen because I did not allow it to happen. It was my
mother’s wish and God’s will that I should be Queen of England,
and I will be Queen of England until I die.
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I do not regret the lie. I held to it, and I made everyone else hold
to it, whatever doubts they may have had. As Henry learned more
of women, as Henry learned more of me, he knew, as surely he
had known on our wedding night, that it was a lie, I was no virgin
for him. But in all our twenty years of marriage together, he found
the courage to challenge me only once, at the very beginning; and
I walk into the court on the great gamble that he will never have
the courage to challenge me again, not even now.

I walk into court with my entire case staked on his weakness. I
believe that when I stand before him, and he is forced to meet my
eyes, that he will not dare to say that I was no virgin when I came
to him, that I was Arthur’s wife and Arthur’s lover before I was
ever his. His vanity will not allow him to say that I loved Arthur
with a true passion and he loved me. That in truth, I will live and
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die as Arthur’s wife and Arthur’s lover, and thus Henry’s marriage
to me can be rightfully dissolved.

I don’t think he has the courage that I have. I think if I stand

straight and tell the great lie again, that he will not dare to stand
straight and tell the truth.

“Katherine of Aragon, Queen of England, come into court,”

the usher repeats stupidly, as the echo of the doors banging
behind me reverberates in the shocked courtroom, and everyone
can see that I am already in court, standing like a stocky fighter
before the throne.
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It is me they call for, by this title. It was my dying husband’s hope,
my mother’s wish and God’s will that I should be Queen of
England; and for them and for the country, I will be Queen of
England until I die.

“Katherine of Aragon, Queen of England, come into court!”

This is me. This is my moment. This is my battle cry.

I step forward.

Author’s Note

THIS HAS BEEN one of the most fascinating and most moving
novels to write, from the discovery of the life of the young
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Katherine to the great question of the lie that she told and
maintained al her life.

That it was a lie is, I think, the most likely explanation. I believe
that her marriage to Arthur was consummated;

certainly, everyone thought so at the time It was only Doña
Elvira’s insistence after Katherine had been widowed, and
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Katherine’s own insistence at the time of her separation from
Henry, that put the consummation into doubt. Later historians,
admiring Katherine and accepting her word against Henry’s, put
the lie into the historical record where it stays today.

The lie was the starting place of the novel, but the surprise in the
research was the background of Catalina of Spain. I enjoyed a
wonderful research trip to Granada to discover more about the
Spain of Isabel a and Ferdinand, and came home with an abiding
respect both for their courage and for the culture they swore to
overthrow: the rich tolerant and beautiful land of the Moslems of
Spain, el Andalus. I have tried to give these almost forgotten
Europeans a voice in this book and to give us today, as we
struggle with some of the same questions, an idea of the
conviviencia—a land where
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Jews, Moslems, and Christians managed to live side by side in
respect and peace as People of the Book.

A NOTE ON THE SONGS

“Alas, Alhama!,” “Riders gal op through the Elvira gate…,”

and “There was crying in Granada…” are traditional songs,
quoted by Francesca Claremount in Catherine of Aragon (see
book list below). “A palm tree stands in the middle of Rusafa,” is
by Abd al Rahman, translated by D. F. Ruggles and quoted by
Maria Rosa Menocal in The Ornament of the World (see book list
below).

The fol owing books have been most helpful in my research into
the history of this story:
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